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Abstract

The Local Langlands Correspondence, Rapoport-Zink Spaces, and
Shimura Varieties

by

Alexander Bertoloni Meli

Doctor in Philosophy in Mathematics

University of California Berkeley

Professor Sug Woo Shin, Chair

The connection between the Langlands correspondence and the co-
homology of Rapoport-Zink spaces and Shimura varieties has been the
subject of extensive mathematical research over the past few decades.
In this thesis, we extend the existing theory in two key ways. Firstly,
we give an explicit combinatorial description of the cohomology of
Rapoport-Zink spaces of EL-type, building off of earlier work by Harris–
Taylor and Shin ([HT01], [Shi12b], [HT01]). Secondly, joint with Alex
Youcis, we state a list of axioms for the supercuspidal local Langlands
correspondence and prove that they characterize the correspondence in
certain cases. The most important of our axioms arises naturally in the
study of the cohomology of Shimura varieties and was first stated in
work of Scholze and Scholze–Shin ([Sch13b], [SS13]). We verify these
axioms in the case of unramified unitary groups.
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Introduction

This dissertation focuses on the local Langlands correspondence and
its relation to the cohomology of certain moduli spaces studied in arith-
metic geometry: Rapoport-Zink spaces and Shimura varieties. Our
study of this relationship provides new results in two directions. On
the one hand, we use representation theory to shed light on the struc-
ture of the etale cohomology of these moduli spaces. On the other, we
use the geometry of these spaces to prove new properties satisfied by
the Langlands correspondence. We begin with a general discussion of
the Langlands correspondence and its relation to Rapoport-Zink spaces
and Shimura varieties. We show how this relationship leads to some of
the key questions answered in this thesis and give a broad outline of our
main results. We leave detailed introductions and theorem statements
to the introductory sections of Parts 1, 2, and 3.

The key object of study in this thesis is the local Langlands corre-
spondence for a p-adic field F . For the group GLn, the correspondence
gives a bijection between certain irreducible GLnpF q representations
and n-dimensional Galois representations. More generally, the corre-
spondence states that there exists a natural finite-to-one map from the
set of isomorphism classes of irreducible admissible representations of
GpF q, for G a reductive group, to the set of equivalence classes of ho-
momorphisms LF Ñ LG, where LF is the Langlands group of F (given
by the product WF ˆ SL2pCq where WF is the Weil group of F ) and
LG :“ pG¸WF is the L-group of G.

One approach to the study of such a correspondence of representa-
tions is to find a natural representation of WF ˆ GpF q whose decom-
position into irreducible representations is governed by the Langlands
correspondence. In some sense, this approach is analogous to the the-
ory of Schur-Weyl duality where one relates the representation theory
of the symmetric group Sk and the group GLnpCq via the decomposi-
tion of the natural action of GLnpCq ˆSk on the k-fold tensor product
Cn b ...b Cn.

In our case, the `-adic cohomology of Rapoport-Zink spaces provides
a natural choice of a WF ˆ GpF q-representation. For a certain class
of representations of GpF q known as supercuspidal representations, the
Kottwitz conjecture [RV14, Conjecture 7.3] gives a precise and rela-
tively simple description of the relationship between the “supercusp-
idal part” of the cohomology of Rapoport-Zink spaces and the local
Langlands correspondence. On the other hand, for general representa-
tions this relationship is known to be quite complicated and remains
mysterious.
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In Part 1 we restrict our attention to Rapport-Zink spaces that are
of unramified EL-type. Building on work of Shin [Shi12b], we are able
to give an explicit combinatorial description of the `-adic cohomology
of these spaces in terms of the local Langlands correspondence, the
Jacquet-Langlands correspondence, and parabolic induction functors.
Our description generalizes the Kottwitz conjecture in this case. We
then use this explicit description to verify a conjecture of Harris on
these cohomology spaces.

Parts 2 and 3 use formulas arising from geometry to prove new results
on the local Langlands correspondence. The key geometric objects of
Parts 2 and 3 are Shimura varieties, which are the global analogues
of Rapoport-Zink spaces. Parts 2 and 3 stem from work that was
completed jointly with Alex Youcis.

In Part 2 we prove that the local Langlands correspondence for un-
ramified unitary groups satisfies certain trace identities which we refer
to as the Scholze–Shin equations. These equations were first studied by
Scholze in [Sch13b] and generalized by Scholze–Shin in [SS13]. In our
setting, these equations relate the trace of a discrete series L-parameter
for an unramified unitary group U with the sum of the trace distri-
butions of the representations in its L-packet. Involved in this trace
identity are certain functions fτ,h that occur naturally in the study of
p-part of the cohomology of Shimura varieties and were first defined in
our case in the thesis of Alex Youcis ([You19]). We prove the Scholze-
Shin equations via a careful study of the p-part of the cohomology of
Shimura varieties following works of Langlands, Kottwitz, and Scholze.

In Part 3, we study the problem of the characterization of the local
Langlands correspondence for supercuspidal representations. Our ap-
proach is inspired by Scholze’s proof of the Langlands correspondence
in the GLn case and in particular, crucially uses the Scholze–Shin equa-
tions. We give a list of axioms that we show uniquely characterize the
local Langlands correspondence for certain groups. In particular, com-
bining parts 2 and 3, we deduce a new characterization of the local
Langlands correspondence in the case of unramified unitary groups.
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Part 1. The l-adic Cohomology of Unramified Rapoport-Zink
Spaces and Harris’s Conjecture

1.1. Introduction

Our goal in this Part is to give a description of the l-adic coho-
mology of unramified Rapoport-Zink spaces of EL-type. These spaces
are moduli spaces of p-divisible groups associated to unramified Weil-
restrictions of general linear groups and can be thought of as general-
izations of Lubin-Tate spaces.

This generalizes, for these particular spaces, the Kottwitz conjecture
stated in [RV14, Conj 7.3]. The Kottwitz conjecture describes the su-
percuspidal part of the l-adic cohomology of Rapoport-Zink spaces, and
is known in the cases we consider by work of Shin [Shi12b, Cor 1.3]. We
prove our description of this cohomology is compatible with a conjec-
ture of Harris [Har01, Conj 5.4], generalizing the Kottwitz conjecture
to parabolic inductions of supercuspidal representations.

Our main result describes the cohomology of these Rapoport-Zink
spaces as a formal alternating sum (indexed by certain root theo-
retic data) of representation-theoretic constructions including the local
Langlands correspondence, parabolic inductions, and Jacquet modules.

We prove our result inductively using two formulas from the litera-
ture. The first of these is Shin’s averaging formula [Shi12b, Thm 7.5]
which is proven using Mantovan’s formula [Man05, Thm 22]. Manto-
van’s formula connects the cohomology of Rapoport-Zink spaces, Igusa
varieties and Shimura varieties. The second formula is the Harris-
Viehmann conjecture of [RV14, Conj 8.4] which relates the cohomology
of so-called non-basic Rapoport-Zink spaces to a product of Rapoport-
Zink spaces of lower dimension. A proof of this conjecture is expected
to appear in a forthcoming paper of Scholze.

To carry out our induction, we prove combinatorial analogues of the
above formulas phrased purely in terms of root-theoretic data. Inter-
estingly, we are able to prove these analogues for general quasisplit
reductive groups, though at present we can only connect them to the
cohomology of Rapoport-Zink spaces of unramified EL-type. To do so
in other cases, one would need to generalize Shin’s averaging formula.

We now describe the main results of this Part more precisely. We
fix an algebraic closure Qp of Qp. We study Rapoport-Zink spaces of
unramified EL-type which we denote Mb,µ. These are moduli spaces of
p-divisible groups coming from an unramified EL-datum consisting of

(1) a finite unramified extension F Ă Qp of Qp,
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(2) a finite dimensional F vector space V which defines the group
G “ ResF {QpGLpV q,

(3) a GQp-conjugacy class of cocharacters tµu, with µ : Gm Ñ GQp ,

and such that the weights of µ are elements of t0, 1u.
(4) an element b of a finite set BpG, µq which defines a group Jb

that is an inner twist of a Levi subgroup Mb of G.

Roughly one can think of b, µ as specifying the Newton and Hodge
polygons of a p-divisible group and Jb as the automorphism group of
the isocrystal b.

Let Qur
p denote the maximal unramified extension of Qp inside Qp,

and let yQur
p denote its completion. Then the spaces Mb,µ are formal

schemes over yQur
p . One constructs a tower of rigid spaces Mrig

U,b,µ over

the generic fiber Mrig
b,µ of Mb,µ, where the index U runs over compact

open subgroups of GpQpq. Associated to such a tower we have a co-
homology space rH‚pG, b, µqs which is an element of the Grothendieck
group GrothpGpQpq ˆ JbpQpq ˆWEtµuG

q of admissible representations

of GpQpq, JbpQpq and WEtµuG
, where the latter group is the Weil group

of the reflex field, EtµuG , of tµu. This construction can be thought of
as an alternating sum of a direct limit over U Ă G of l-adic cohomol-
ogy groups with the actions of GpQpq and JbpQpq arising from Hecke
correspondences and isogenies of p-divisible groups, respectively. We
refer to §1.3.1 for a precise definition.

The cohomology object rH‚pG, b, µqs gives rise to a map of
Grothendieck groups

MantG,b,µ : GrothpJbpQpqq Ñ GrothpGpQpq ˆWEtµuG
q

which maps a representation ρ to the alternating sum of the JbpQpq-
linear Ext groups of rH‚pG, b, µqs and ρ.

The map MantG,b,µ has been studied by many authors. Harris and
Taylor [HT01] used this construction to prove the local Langlands cor-
respondence for general linear groups. It also appears naturally in Man-
tovan’s work relating the cohomology of Shimura varieties, Igusa va-
rieties, and Rapoport-Zink spaces [Man05]. Fargues studied MantG,b,µ
for basic b in some EL and PEL-cases in [Far04]. Shin combined Man-
tovan’s formula with his trace formula description of the cohomology
of Igusa varieties to prove instances of local-global Langlands compat-
ibilities [Shi11].

In [Shi12b], Shin proved an averaging formula for MantG,b,µ which is
key to our work. He defined a map

Redb : GrothpGpQpqq Ñ GrothpJbpQpqq
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which up to a character twist is given by composing the un-normalized
Jacquet module

JacGP opb
: GrothpGpQpqq Ñ GrothpMbpQpqq

with the Jacquet-Langlands map of Badulescu [Bad1]

LJ : GrothpMbpQpqq Ñ GrothpJbpQpqq.

Shin uses global methods and so necessarily works with a large but
inexplicit class of representations which he denotes accessible. This set
loosely consists of those representations isomorphic to the p-component
of an automorphic representation appearing in the cohomology of a
certain unitary similitude group Shimura variety. In particular, the
essentially square integrable representations in GrothpGpQpqq are ac-
cessible.

In what follows r´µ is a finite dimensional representation of pG ¸
WEtµuG

which restricts to the representation of highest weight ´µ on

pG, and LL is the semisimplifed local Langlands correspondence from
[HT01]. Shin shows the following result.

Theorem 1.1.1 (Shin’s Averaging Formula). Assume π is an accessi-
ble representation of GpQpq. Then

ÿ

bPBpG,µq

MantG,b,µpRedbpπqq “ rπsrr´µ ˝ LLpπq|WEtµuG

s,

where the above formula is correct up to a Tate twist which we omit for
clarity and rπsrρs is our notation for an element πbρ P GrothpGpQpqˆ

WEtµuG
q.

Additionally we have the conjecture of Harris and Viehmann which
allows us to write MantG,b,µ for non-basic b (b is basic when it corre-
sponds to an isocrystal with a single slope) in terms of MantG1,b1,µ1 such
that G1 is a general linear group of smaller rank than G. This conjec-
ture was formulated in work of [Har01] and [RV14] and is expected to
be proven in forthcoming work of Scholze. In what follows, Ind is the
un-normalized parabolic induction functor.

Conjecture 1.1.2 (Harris-Viehmann).

MantG,b,µ “
ÿ

pMb,µ1qPIG,µMb,b
1

IndGPbpb
k
i“1MantMb1

i
,b1i,µ

1
i
q,

where we omit a Tate twist which we discuss at length in §1.3.2. The
finite set IG,µMb,b1

is described in Proposition 1.2.25.
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Shin’s averaging formula and the Harris Viehmann conjecture allow
one to compute MantG,b,µ˝Redb recursively. The latter lets us compute
MantG,b,µ for non-basic b given that we know MantG1,b1,µ1 for G1 of lower
rank and the former lets us compute MantG,b,µ for the unique basic
b P BpG, µq if we know it for all non-basic b P BpG, µq. One of our
main results is to give a non-recursive description of MantG,b,µ ˝ Redb
which we now describe.

Let G “ ResF {QpGLpV q as before, choose a rational Borel subgroup
B of G, and a rational maximal torus T Ă B Ă G. Then we consider
pairs pMS, µSq where MS Ă T is a Levi subgroup of a parabolic sub-
group PS containing B, and µS P X˚pT q is dominant as a cocharacter
of MS. We call a pair of the above form a cocharacter pair for G.

We associate to a cocharacter pair pMS, µSq the map of representa-
tions rMS, µSs : GrothpGpQpqq Ñ GrothpGpQpq ˆWEtµSuMS

q, which up

to a character twist is given by

π ÞÑ rpIndGPS ˝ rµSs ˝ JacGP opS
qpπqs

and

rµSs : GrothpMSpQpqq Ñ GrothpMSpQpq ˆWEtµSuMS
q

given by

π ÞÑ rπsrr´µS ˝ LLpπqs

Then our main result, which follows from Theorem 1.3.12 is

Theorem 1.1.3. Suppose MantG,b,µ corresponds to a tower of unram-
ified Rapoport-Zink spaces of EL-type. We assume that the Harris-
Viehmann conjecture is true. Then if ρ P GrothpGpQpqq is essentially
square-integrable, we have

MantG,b,µpRedbpρqq “
ÿ

pMS ,µSqPRG,b,µ

p´1qLMS,Mb rMS, µSspρq,

where RG,b,µ is a collection of cocharacter pairs with a combinatorial
definition and p´1qLMS,Mb is an easily determined sign.

Shin conjectures ([Shi12b, Conj 8.1]) that the averaging formula
holds for all admissible representations of GpQpq. If this were indeed
the case, then our result would also immediately hold for all admissible
representations of GpQpq.

A crucial part of the proof of the above theorem is the following
unconditional result, which is perhaps interesting in its own right.

Theorem 1.1.4 (Imprecise version of Theorem 1.2.24 and Corollary
1.2.28). For general quasisplit G and a cochcaracter µ (not necessarily
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minuscule), combinatorial analogues of Shin’s formula and the Harris-
Viehmann conjecture hold true.

This result suggests that perhaps the combinatorics of cocharacter
pairs is related to MantG,b,µ in cases more general than Rapoport-Zink
spaces of unramified EL-type. However, we caution the reader that
the existence of nontrivial L-packets and nontrivial endoscopy in more
general groups will likely complicate the situation.

In §1.4, we use our combinatorial formula to prove the EL-type cases
of a conjecture of Harris ([Har01, Conj 5.4]). This conjecture describes
MantG,b,µpI

G
Mpρqq for ρ a supercuspidal representation of MpQpq for M

a Levi subgoup of G. In this case, IGM denotes normalized parabolic
induction. In particular, we show the following result, which is Con-
jecture 1.4.4.

Theorem 1.1.5 (Harris conjecture). We assume that Shin’s averaging
formula holds for all admissible representations of GpQpq and that the
Harris-Viehmann conjecture is true. Let ρ be a supercuspidal represen-
tation of MpQpq. Then up to a precise character twist and sign which
we omit for clarity,

MantG,b,µpLJpI
Mb
M pρqqq “ rIGMpρqs

»

–

à

pM,µ1qPRelG,µM,b

r´µ1 ˝ LLpρq

fi

fl

for an explicit set of cocharacter pairs RelG,µM,b.

We prove our result for IGMpρq not necessarily irreducible and b not
necessarily basic, which is a generalization of what Harris conjectured
for the G we consider.

Finally, in Appendix 1.5.1 we give an example to show that for gen-
eral representations ρ, one cannot hope for an expression as simple as
that in Harris’s conjecture.

1.2. Cocharacter Formalism

In this section we define and study the notion of a cocharacter pair.
This notation will be used in the third and fourth sections of this part,
where we describe the cohomology of certain Rapoport-Zink spaces in
terms of cocharacter pairs. We endeavor to use a similar notation to
[Kot97].

This section is divided into five subsections. These are structured
so that the first contains the basic definitions and the fourth and fifth
subsections contain the most important results. The second and third
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subsections prove a number of technical lemmas that the reader may
want to skip at first and refer to as necessary.

1.2.1. Notation and Preliminary Definitions. For the remainder
of this section, we fix G a connected quasisplit reductive group defined
over Qp. This is a significantly more general setting than we will need
for applications in this part. However, we choose to work in this gen-
erality because doing so is both conceptually clearer and potentially
useful for future applications. The ideas in §5 of [Kot97] might allow
one to remove the quasisplit assumption, but we do not attempt this
here as it is unnecessary for the applications. Moreover, Kottwitz’s
study of the set BpGq in that section relies on understanding the qua-
sisplit case first.

Remark. The reader will notice that most of this section makes sense
over an arbitrary field. The assumption that we work over Qp is used
in section 1.2.4 when we connect cocharacter pairs to the set BpGq
defined by Kottwitz. However, in §5.1 of [Kot97], Kottwitz shows that
over Qp, the set BpGq is parametrized by a disjoint union of sets of

the form X˚pZpyMSq
Γq` for MS a standard Levi subgroup of G. These

latter sets make sense over general fields and one could make sense
generally of all the results of this section by replacing BpGq with the
sets parametrizing it.

Since G is quasisplit, we can pick a Borel subgroup B Ă G defined
over Qp and a maximal split torus A Ă B of G. We choose T to be a
maximal torus defined over Qp satisfying A Ă T Ă B. We define X˚pAq
and X˚pAq respectively to be the character and cocharacter groups of
AQp .

The group G has a relative root datum
pX˚pAq,Φ˚pG,Aq, X˚pAq,Φ˚pG,Aqq, where Φ˚pG,Aq and Φ˚pG,Aq re-
spectively denote the set of relative roots and relative coroots of G and
the torus A. Our choice of Borel subgroup B determines a decom-
position Φ˚pG,Aq “ Φ˚pG,Aq`

š

Φ˚pG,Aq´ of positive and negative
roots and a subset ∆ Ă Φ˚pG,Aq` of simple roots. Analogous state-
ments are also true for the coroots. The set of parabolic subgroups
P Ą B defined over Qp are called standard parabolic subgroups. We
define PS to be the unique standard parabolic subgroup such that
Φ˚pPS, Aq “ Φ˚pG,Aq` Y pΦ˚pG,Aq

´ X SpanZpSqq. There is an in-
clusion preserving bijection between the set of standard parabolic sub-
groups and subsets of ∆ given by S ÞÑ PS.

We let NS be the unipotent radical of the standard parabolic sub-
group PS. It is a standard result that there exists a connected reductive
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subgroup M Ă PS so that the natural map M Ñ PS{NS is an isomor-
phism. In particular, this gives us a Levi decomposition PS “ MNS

and the subgroup M is called a Levi subgroup of PS. The subgroup
M is not unique but any two Levi subgroups of PS are conjugate by
an element of NS. However, we have fixed a maximal torus T and
there is a unique Levi subgroup MS containing T . The subgroup MS

is constructed explicitly as the centralizer CGpZq, where Z Ă T is the
connected component of the intersection of the kernels of the roots in
S. We refer to the Levi subgroups MS that we produce in this way as
standard Levi subgroups.

Define

A :“ X˚pAq.

We have the closed rational Weyl chamber

CQ “ tx P AQ : xx, αy ě 0, α P ∆u.

We define for each standard Levi subgroup,

AMS ,Q :“ tx P AQ : xx, αy “ 0, α P Su,

and denote the strictly dominant elements of AMS ,Q by

A`MS ,Q “ tx P AQ : xx, αy “ 0, α P S, xx, αy ą 0, α P ∆zSu,

and we have
ž

MS

A`MS ,Q “ CQ.

There is a partial ordering of AQ given by µ ĺ µ1 if µ1 ´ µ is a non-
negative rational combination of simple roots.

Definition 1.2.1. We define a cocharacter pair for a group G (relative
to some fixed choice of T and B defined over Qp) to be a pair pMS, µSq
such that MS Ă G is a standard Levi subgroup and µS P X˚pT q satisfies
xµS, αy ě 0 for each positive absolute root α of T in the Lie algebra of
MS,Qp. Positivity for absolute roots is determined by the Borel subgroup
B which we have fixed.

We denote the set of cocharacter pairs for G by CG.

Remark. We caution the reader that the cocharacter µS need not be
an element of X˚pAq, even though MS is defined over Qp.

We could define cocharacter pairs more canonically as the set of
equivalence classes of pairs pM,µq such that M is a Levi subgroup of G
defined over Qp and µ is a cocharacter of M . Two pairs pM,µq, pM 1, µ1q
are equivalent if M,M 1 are conjugate in GQp and µ, µ1 are conjugate in
MQp . We choose not to do this as in practice we will often need to work
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with the unique dominant cocharacter in a conjugacy class relative to
a fixed based root datum.

Let Γ “ GalpQp{Qpq. Since we have assumed T and B are defined
over Qp, Γ acts on TQp and BQp . This gives us a natural left action of

Γ on X˚pT q given explicitly by pγ ¨ µqpgq “ γpµpγ´1pgqq for µ P X˚pT q
and γ P Γ. We get an analogous left action on X˚pT q and one can
easily check that the pairing X˚pT q ˆX˚pT q Ñ Z is Γ invariant under
these actions.

We have

X˚pT q
Γ
“ A.

Indeed, a Γ-invariant cocharacter µ factors through the identity compo-
nent of T Γ, where T Γ is the subscheme defined by T ΓpQpq “ T pQpq

Γ.
But the identity component of T Γ is the torus A. Conversely any
cocharacter of A induces a Γ-invariant cocharacter via the natural in-
clusion A ãÑ T .

Given µ P X˚pT q, we construct an element µΓ of AQ as follows:

µΓ
“

1

rΓ : Γµs

ÿ

γPΓ{Γµ

γpµq

where Γµ is the stabilizer of µ in Γ. Then µΓ P X˚pT q
Γ
Q “ AQ.

Given a standard Levi subgroup MS, we let W rel
MS

denote the relative

Weyl group of MS. The group W rel
MS

is defined to be the subgroup

of the relative Weyl group, W rel, that is generated by the reflections
corresponding to simple roots in S.

Definition 1.2.2. We define a map

θMS
: X˚pT q Ñ AQ,

given by

θMS
pµq “

1

|W rel
MS
|

ÿ

σPW rel
MS

σpµΓ
q.

We are now ready to describe a formalism that will prove useful in
studying the cohomology of certain Rapoport-Zink spaces. Crucial to
everything that follows is a partial ordering on the set CG of cocharacter
pairs for G.

Definition 1.2.3. We define a partial ordering on CG which we denote
by the symbol ď. Unfortunately, our definition is somewhat indirect: we
first define when pMS2 , µS2q ď pMS1 , µS1q for MS2 Ă MS1 (equivalently
S2 Ă S1) and S1zS2 contains a single element (in other words, MS2 is
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a maximal proper Levi subgroup of MS1). We then extend the relation
to all cocharacter pairs by taking the transitive closure.

Let MS2 ,MS1 be standard Levi subgroups of G such that MS2 ĂMS1

and S1zS2 is a singleton. For cocharacter pairs pMS2 , µS2q, pMS1 , µS1q P

CG, we write pMS2 , µS2q ď pMS1 , µS1q if µS2 is conjugate to µS1 in
MS1Qp and θMS2

pµS2q ą θMS1
pµS1q. We then take the transitive closure

to extend to a partial ordering on CG.

The following example shows that the above definition depends on
the assumption that S1zS2 is a singleton.

Example 1.2.4. Consider G “ GL4 with T the diagonal torus and B the
upper triangular matrices. We can pick a basis for X˚pT q of cochar-
acters pei defined so that peipgq is the diagonal matrix with 1 in every
position except for the ith, which equals g. Then we can identify an el-
ement of X˚pT q with its coordinate vector in this basis. Finally, we use
additional parenthesis to indicate the product structure of the standard
Levi subgroup MS. Using this notation, the set of cocharacter pairs
that are less than or equal to pGL4, p1

2, 02qq is given in the diagram at
the start of Appendix 1.5.1.

In particular, we see that pGL4
1, p1qp1qp0qp0qq ď pGL4, p1

2, 02qq since
we have a chain of cocharacter pairs where each Levi subgroup is max-
imal in the next:

pGL4
1, p1qp1qp0qp0qq ď pGL1 ˆGL2 ˆGL1, p1qp1, 0qp0qq

ď pGL3 ˆGL1, p1
2, 0qp0qq ď pGL4, p1

2, 02
qq.

However, it is not the case that pGL4
1, p1qp0qp1qp0qq ď pGL4, p1

2, 02qq

even though θGL4
1
pp1, 0, 1, 0qq ą θGL4pp1, 1, 0, 0qq and the cocharacters

are conjugate in G.
Finally, we remark that the fact that all the related cocharacter

pairs in the above example have equal (as opposed to just conjugate)
cocharacters is very much a result of us choosing a fairly small group
G. Even for G “ GL5, this is not the case.

Definition 1.2.5. We define a cocharacter pair pMS, µSq for G to
be strictly decreasing if θMS

pµSq P A`MS ,Q. We denote by SD Ă CG
the strictly decreasing elements of CG and by SDµ (for dominant µ P
X˚pT q) the strictly decreasing elements pMS, µSq P CG such that
pMS, µSq ď pG, µq.

Remark. The θMS
map can be thought of as associating a tuple of

slopes to a cocharacter pair. Then the strictly decreasing cocharacter
pairs with Levi subgroup MS are the ones whose slope tuple lies in the

9



image of the Newton map ν : BpGqMS
Ñ AMS ,Q. The above statement

is made precise by Proposition 1.2.21.

1.2.2. An Alternate Characterization of the Averaging Map.
The following two subsections consist of a collection of lemmas devel-
oping the theory of the map θMS

and the set of strictly decreasing
elements SD of CG.

In this section, we give an alternate description of the map θMS
. To

do so, we will need several properties of cocharacters and root data
which we record in the following lemma. For this lemma only, we
consider T and G defined over a more general class of fields so that

these results also apply to the complex dual groups pT and pG.

Lemma 1.2.6. Let F Ą Q be a field and F an algebraic closure. Let G
be a connected quasisplit reductive group defined over F . Suppose that
T Ă G is a maximal torus defined over F and that the group scheme
TF admits an action defined over F by a finite group Λ. Let X˚pTΛq

denote the characters of the subgroup scheme of Λ-fixed points of TF .
The anti-equivalence of categories between tori and finitely generated
free Abelian groups given by TF ÞÑ X˚pT q induces an action of Λ on
X˚pT q. We then have the following.

(1) There is a unique isomorphism X˚pTΛq – X˚pT qΛ such that
the following diagram commutes.

X˚pT q X˚pTΛq

X˚pT qΛ

res

proj

(2) Let MS Ă G be a standard Levi subgroup. Let W abs
MS
,W rel

MS

denote the absolute and relative Weyl groups of MS and let
Γ “ GalpF {F q. Then WMS ,rel acts on X˚pT q

Γ via its nat-
ural identification with A and Γ acts on X˚pT q

WMS,abs since
for w P WMS ,abs, and γ P Γ, and µ P X˚pT q

WMS,abs, we have
wpγpµqq “ γpγ´1pwqpµqq “ γpµq. Then the identity map on
X˚pT q induces an isomorphism of groups

pX˚pT q
WMS,absq

Γ
– pX˚pT q

Γ
q
WMS,rel

(3) The natural map X˚pT q
Λ
Q ãÑ X˚pT qQ � X˚pT qQ,Λ induces an

isomorphism X˚pT q
Λ
Q – X˚pT qΛ,Q.

Proof. The functor T ÞÑ X˚pT q is an anti-equivalence between the cat-
egories of diagonalizable groups over F and finitely generated Abelian
groups. The diagram for the universal property for Λ-invariants is that
of Λ-coinvariants but with all the arrows reversed. Thus, there must
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exist a unique isomorphism between X˚pTΛq and X˚pT qΛ that makes
the diagram

X˚pT q X˚pTΛq

X˚pT qΛ

res

proj

commute. This proves p1q.
In [Kot84a, Lem 1.1.3], Kottwitz proves that the identity map on

X˚pT q induces an isomorphism

pX˚pT q
Γ
q{W rel

MS
– pX˚pT q{W

abs
MS
q
Γ.

Thus, to prove p2q, we need only show that this isomorphism gives
a bijection of the singleton orbits. This will give an isomorphism of
groups (not just sets) between pX˚pT q

WMS,absqΓ and pX˚pT q
ΓqWMS,rel

that is induced from the identity map on X˚pT q.
Kottwitz’s isomorphism maps the W rel

MS
-orbit of µ P X˚pT q

Γ to its

W abs
MS

orbit in X˚pT q. Thus, it suffices to show that if µ P X˚pT q
Γ is

invariant by W rel
MS

then it is also invariant by W abs
MS

. If µ is invariant by

W rel
MS

, then the pairing of µ with each relative root of MS is 0. Thus
the image of µ lies in the intersection of the kernels of the relative roots
of MS which is ZpMSq XA. Therefore, µ is invariant under the action
of W abs

MS
.

Finally, we note that the proof of Kottwitz uses the fact that the

intersection of the absolute Weyl chamber C
abs

Q with the image ofX˚pAq

in X˚pT q gives the relative Weyl chamber CQ. Indeed, this follows
easily from the fact that the restriction of the set of absolute simple
roots ∆abs relative to our choice of B and T equals the set of relative
simple roots ∆ (see Proposition 1.5.2). An analogous fact is known
for the Weyl chambers in the character group X˚pT q (see Proposition
1.5.4) but this seems to be much more subtle.

For p3q, we need to construct an inverse to the map

X˚pT q
Λ
Q ãÑ X˚pT qQ � X˚pT qQ,Λ.

Take rµs P X˚pT qQ,Λ for µ P X˚pT qQ. Then

1

Λ

ÿ

λPΛ

λpµq P X˚pT q
Λ
Q

is independent of the choice of lift of rµs to X˚pT qQ and gives an inverse
to the map above. �
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Let AMS
be the maximal split torus in the center of MS. Then

X˚pAMS
qQ – AMS ,Q.

We now prove a lemma that we will need to use to describe the alternate
characterization of θMS

.

Lemma 1.2.7. (1) There is a natural isomorphism

X˚pZpyMSq
ΓqQ – AMS ,Q defined via a series of canonical iden-

tifications.

(2) The isomorphism in p1q coincides with the one constructed in
§4.4.3 of [Kot97].

Proof. We prove p1q first. By Lemma 1.2.6, we have the following
isomorphisms.

X˚
ppT

W abs
MS

,Γ
qQ – X˚

ppT qQ,W abs
MS

,Γ “ X˚pT qQ,W abs
MS

,Γ

– X˚pT q
W abs
MS

,Γ

Q – X˚pT q
Γ,W rel

MS
Q

– X˚pAMS
qQ – AMS ,Q.

We explicate the isomorphism X˚pT q
Γ,W rel

MS
Q – X˚pAMS

qQ. This follows

from the isomorphism X˚pAq
W rel
MS – X˚pAMS

q which we now describe.

Suppose we have µ P X˚pAq
W rel
MS . Equivalently, for each relative root

α of LiepMSq, we have σαpµq “ µ (where σα is the reflection in the
Weyl group corresponding to α). Since σαpµq “ µ ´ xµ, αyα̌, this is
equivalent to xµ, αy “ 0 for all relative roots α of LiepMSq, which in
turn is equivalent to the statement that impµq Ă

Ş

α

kerα. Finally, this

is equivalent to impµq Ă ZpMSq XA. Since the image of a cocharacter
is connected, we in fact have that µ P X˚pAMS

q.
To finish the argument, we need to construct an isomorphism

X˚
pZpyMSq

Γ
qQ – X˚

ppT
W abs
MS

,Γ
qQ.

Note that it is necessary to take the tensor product with Q here as

ZpyMSq and pT
W abs
MS need not be isomorphic.

It suffices to show that

X˚
pZpyMSqqQ – X˚

ppT
W abs
MS qQ.

The group ZpyMSq is equal to the intersection of the kernels of the roots

of yMS and so X˚pZpyMSqq is identified with X˚ppT q{R where R is the

Z-module spanned by the roots of yMS. By Lemma 1.2.6, X˚ppT
W abs
MS q –
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X˚ppT qW abs
MS

“ X˚ppT q{D where D is the Z module spanned by wpµq´µ

for every w P W abs
MS

and µ P X˚ppT q. Since ZpyMSq Ă pT
W abs
MS , we have a

natural surjection

X˚
ppT

W abs
MS q� X˚

pZpyMSqq.

By our previous discussion, the kernel of this map is R{D. Thus, to
prove our claim, it suffices to show that R{D is finite. But if α is a

root of yMS, then σαpαq ´ α “ ´2α. Thus 2R Ă D and so we have the
desired result.

We now show p2q. The map in [Kot97, §4.4.3] is defined as follows:

AMS ,Q Ñ X˚pT qQ “ X˚
ppT qQ

res
ÝÝÑ X˚

pZpyMSq
Γ
qQ,

where the final map is restriction of characters. By Lemma 1.2.6 (1),
this last map is the same as the composition

X˚
ppT qQ Ñ X˚

ppT qQ,W abs
MS

,Γ – X˚
ppT

W abs
MS

,Γ
qQ – X˚

pZpyMSq
Γ
qQ,

Thus, by applying Lemma 1.2.6 and the proof of Lemma 1.2.7, we get
that the entire map is given by

AMS ,Q – X˚pT q
Γ,W rel

MS
Q – X˚pT q

W abs
MS

,Γ

Q – X˚pT qQ,W abs
MS

,Γ,

– X˚
ppT

W abs
MS

,Γ
qQ – X˚

pZpyMSq
Γ
qQ.

We observe that this is the inverse of what we wrote down above. �

We are now ready to give our alternate characterization of the map
θMS

.

Proposition 1.2.8. [Alternate Characterization of θMS
] The map θMS

that was introduced in Definition 1.2.2 is equal to the composition

X˚pT q “ X˚
ppT q

res
ÝÝÑ X˚

pZpyMSq
Γ
q Ñ X˚

pZpyMSq
Γ
qQ – AMS ,Q Ă AQ,

where the final isomorphism is the one described in Lemma 1.2.7.

Proof. We recall Definition 1.2.2 where θMS
is defined to be the com-

position

X˚pT q Ñ X˚pT q
Γ
Q Ñ X˚pT q

Γ,W rel
MS

Q Ă AQ,

where both maps are averages over the relevant group. As we now
show, this is the same as the composition

X˚pT q Ñ X˚pT q
W abs
MS

Q Ñ X˚pT q
W abs
MS

,Γ

Q – X˚pT q
Γ,W rel

MS
Q Ă AQ,
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where the first two maps are averages and the third is as in Lemma
1.2.6 (2). Indeed for µ P X˚pT q,

1

|W rel
MS
|

ÿ

wPW rel
MS

ÿ

γPΓ

wpγpµqq,

is invariant by W abs
MS

by Lemma 1.2.6 (2) and so equals (keeping in mind

that W rel
MS
Ă W abs

MS
by Corollary 1.5.3)

1

|W abs
MS
|

ÿ

wPW abs
MS

ÿ

γPΓ

wpγpµqq “
1

|W abs
MS
|

ÿ

wPW abs
MS

ÿ

γPΓ

γpwqpγpµqq

“
1

|W abs
MS
|

ÿ

wPW abs
MS

ÿ

γPΓ

γpwpµqq “
1

|W abs
MS
|

ÿ

γPΓ

ÿ

wPW abs
MS

γpwpµqq.

Now, we consider the following commutative diagram.

X˚pT qQ X˚pT q
W abs
MS

Q X˚pT q
W abs
MS

,Γ

Q

X˚pT qQ,W abs
MS

X˚pT q
W abs
MS

Q,Γ

X˚pT qQ,W abs
MS

,Γ

avg avg

avg avg

avg

The commutativity essentially follows from the definition of the av-
eraging maps. The benefit of this is that now we can write θMS

as the
composition of

X˚pT q Ñ X˚pT qW abs
MS

Ñ X˚pT qW abs
MS

,Γ Ñ X˚pT qQ,W abs
MS

,Γ

Ñ X˚
pT q

W abs
MS

Q,Γ Ñ X˚pT q
W abs
MS

,Γ

Q – X˚pT q
Γ,W rel

MS Ă AQ

where we no longer need to base change the first three spaces to Q
because denominators are not introduced in the maps until later.

Using the equality between cocharacters of T and characters of pT ,
we rewrite this as

X˚pT q “ X˚
ppT q Ñ X˚

ppT qW abs
MS

Ñ X˚
ppT qW abs

MS
,Γ Ñ X˚

ppT qQ,W abs
MS

,Γ

Ñ X˚
ppT q

W abs
MS

Q,Γ Ñ X˚
ppT q

W abs
MS

,Γ

Q “ X˚pT q
W abs
MS

,Γ

Q – X˚pT q
Γ,W rel

MS Ă AQ.
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Now we invoke Lemma 1.2.6 p1q to get that the above composition is
equal to

X˚pT q “ X˚
ppT q

res
ÝÝÑ X˚

ppT
W abs
MS

,Γ
q Ñ X˚

ppT
W abs
MS

,Γ
qQ – X˚

ppT qQ,W abs
MS

,Γ

Ñ X˚
ppT q

W abs
MS

Q,Γ Ñ X˚
ppT q

W abs
MS

,Γ

Q “ X˚pT q
W abs
MS

,Γ

Q – X˚pT q
Γ,W rel

MS Ă AQ.

The final step is to observe that we have a commutative diagram

X˚ppT
W abs
MS

,Γ
q X˚ppT

W abs
MS

,Γ
qQ

X˚pZpyMSq
Γq X˚pZpyMSq

ΓqQ.

res „

Thus, the previous expression equals

X˚pT q “ X˚
ppT q

res
ÝÝÑ X˚

ppT
W abs
MS

,Γ
q
res
ÝÝÑ X˚

pZpyMSq
Γ
q Ñ X˚

pZpyMSq
Γ
qQ

– X˚
ppT

W abs
MS

,Γ
qQ – X˚

ppT qQ,W abs
MS

,Γ Ñ X˚
ppT q

W abs
MS

Q,Γ

Ñ X˚
ppT q

W abs
MS

,Γ

Q “ X˚pT q
W abs
MS

,Γ

Q – X˚pT q
Γ,W rel

MS Ă AQ.

comparing with Lemma 1.2.7, we can rewrite θMS
as

X˚pT q “ X˚
ppT q

res
ÝÝÑ X˚

pZpyMSq
Γ
q Ñ X˚

pZpyMSq
Γ
qQ – AMS ,Q Ă AQ

as desired.
�

We record the following useful corollary of the ideas discussed in the
above argument.

Corollary 1.2.9. Suppose that µ, µ1 P X˚pT q are conjugate in MS,Qp.

Then θMS
pµq “ θMS

pµ1q.

Proof. By the observation at the start of Proposition 1.2.8, θMS
is

equivalently defined as the composition

X˚pT q Ñ X˚pT q
W abs
MS

Q Ñ X˚pT q
W abs
MS

,Γ

Q – X˚pT q
Γ,W rel

MS
Q Ă AQ.

In particular, µ and µ1 are mapped to the same element under the first
map in the above composition. �

1.2.3. Strictly Decreasing Cocharacter Pairs. In this section, we
prove a number of properties of strictly decreasing cocharacter pairs
and their relation to the partial order we defined in Definition 1.2.3.
As always, we let σα denote the reflection in the relative Weyl group
corresponding to the relative root α.
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Lemma 1.2.10. If x P AQ is dominant, then

y “
1

|W rel
MS
|

ÿ

σPW rel
MS

σpxq

is also dominant. If in addition, xx, αy ą 0 for some α P ∆zS, then we
also have xy, αy ą 0.

Proof. For the first part of the lemma, we claim that if we can show that
xσpxq, αy ě 0 for each σ P W rel

MS
and α P ∆zS, then we are done. This

follows because if a collection of cocharacters pair non-negatively with
α, then so will their average. Thus for α P ∆zS, we get xy, αy ě 0. For
α P S, we automatically have xy, αy “ 0 since 0 “ y´ σαpyq “ xy, αyα̌.

Pick α P ∆zS. Then the root group of α is contained in the unipotent
radical NS of PS. The group NS is normalized by MS. In particular,
for any σ P W rel

MS
, the root group of σ´1pαq is contained in NS and

hence σ´1pαq is also a positive root. Thus xσpxq, αy “ xx, σ´1pαqy ě 0
as desired.

To prove the second part, we notice since xx, αy ą 0, the term in y
corresponding to σ “ 1 has positive pairing with α. Since all the other
terms have non-negative pairing with α, we must have that xy, αy ą
0. �

Lemma 1.2.11. If x as in the previous lemma is dominant, then

1

|W rel
MS
|

ÿ

σPW rel
MS

σpxq ĺ x

Proof. It suffices to show that for any σ P W rel
MS

, we have σpxq ĺ x.
This is a standard fact ([Bou68, Ch6 1.6.18, p. 158]). �

Corollary 1.2.12. Let pMS, µSq P SD be a strictly decreasing cochar-
acter pair and let pMS1 , µS1q P CG and suppose that
pMS, µSq ď pMS1 , µS1q. Then pMS1 , µS1q P SD.

Proof. We need to show that for each β P ∆zS 1, that xθMS1
pµS1q, βy ą 0.

By 1.2.9, θMS1
pµS1q “ θMS1

pµSq. Further, we observe that

θMS1
pµSq “

1

|W rel
MS1
|

ÿ

σPW rel
M
S1

σpθMS
pµSqq.(1)

Since θMS
pµSq is dominant by assumption and satisfies xθMS

pµSq, βy ą
0, we can apply 1.2.10 to get the desired result. �

The following easy uniqueness result is quite useful.
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Lemma 1.2.13. Let pMS1 , µS1q, pMS2 , µS2q, pMS12
, µS12q P CG. Suppose

further that pMS1 , µS1q ď pMS2 , µS2q, that pMS1 , µS1q ď pMS12
, µS12q. If

MS2 “MS12
, then pMS2 , µS2q “ pMS12

, µS12q.

Proof. By definition, µS1 , µS2 , µS12 are all conjugate in MS2 . But also,
µS2 and µS12 are dominant in the absolute root system. Thus they are
equal. �

We now define the notion of a cocharacter pair being strictly de-
creasing relative to a Levi subgroup.

Definition 1.2.14. Let MS Ĺ MS1 be standard Levi subgroups of G.
We say pMS, µSq is strictly decreasing relative to MS1 if xθMS

pµSq, αy ą
0 for α P S 1zS.

Remark. Recall that by construction, xθMS
pµSq, αy “ 0 for α P S.

Thus, pMS, µSq P SD exactly when it is strictly decreasing relative to
G.

Lemma 1.2.15. Let pMS1 , µS1q, pMS11
, µS11q P CG be cocharacter pairs

such that pMS1 , µS1q ď pMS11
, µS11q. Let MS2 Ą MS1 be a standard Levi

subgroup of G and suppose pMS1 , µS1q is strictly decreasing relative to
MS2. Then pMS11

, µS11q is strictly decreasing relative to MS11YS2
.

Proof. We first reduce to the case where MS1 is a maximal Levi sub-
group of MS11

(i.e. S 11 “ S1 Y tαu for some α P ∆zS1). To do so,
we recognize that the relation pMS1 , µS1q ď pMS11

, µS11q definitionally
implies that there is a finite sequence of cocharacter pairs

pMS1 , µS1q “ pMS0 , µS0q ď ... ď pMSk , µSkq “ pMS11
, µS11q

where each MSi is a maximal Levi subgroup of MSi`1 . Thus, if we prove
the lemma in the maximal Levi subgroup case, we can inductively prove
it in the general case.

We now assume that MS1 Ă MS11
is a maximal Levi subgroup so

that S 11 “ S1 Y tαu for some α P ∆zS1. We need to show that
xθMS1

1

pµS11q, βy ą 0 for each β P S 11 Y S2zS
1
1. First note that any such β

is an element of S2zS1. By Corollary 1.2.9, since µS1 and µS11 are con-
jugate in MS11

, we have θMS1
1

pµS1q “ θMS1
1

pµS11q. Thus we are reduced

to showing xθMS1
1

pµS1q, βy ą 0 for β P S2zS1.

Note that since pMS1 , µS1q is strictly decreasing relative to MS2 , we
have θMS1

pµS1q is dominant relative to the root datum of MS2 and
xθMS1

pµS1q, βy ą 0. Therefore, by Equation (1) and Lemma 1.2.10,
xθMS1

1

pµS1q, βy ą 0 as desired. �
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Proposition 1.2.16. Let pMS, µSq P CG and suppose it is strictly de-
creasing relative to some standard Levi subgroup MS1 Ą MS. Then
there is a unique pMS1 , µS1q P CG such that pMS, µSq ď pMS1 , µS1q. We
call pMS1 , µS1q the extension of pMS, µSq to MS1.

In the case where S 1 “ S Y tαu for α P ∆zS, the converse is true.
Specifically, if pMS, µSq P CG and there exists pMS1 , µS1q P CG satisfying
pMS1 , µS1q ě pMS, µSq with S 1 “ S Y tαu, then pMS, µSq is strictly
decreasing relative to MS1.

Proof. We begin by proving the first statement. Uniqueness follows
from Lemma 1.2.13. For existence, we first reduce to the case where
MS is a maximal Levi subgroup of MS1 . Suppose we have proven
the proposition in this reduced case. We might then try to prove the
general case by iteratively applying the reduced case of the proposition
to a chain of standard Levi subgroups MS “ MS0 Ă ... Ă MSk “ MS1

such that each is maximal in the next. Such a chain clearly exists,
but to apply the reduced case of the proposition we need to show
that if we have constructed a cocharacter pair pMSi , µSiq ě pMS, µSq
then pMSi , µSiq is strictly decreasing relative to MS1 . This follows from
Lemma 1.2.15.

Now, we let µS1 be the unique conjugate of µS which is dominant
in MS1 . If we can show that θMS1

pµS1q ă θMS
pµSq, then pMS1 , µS1q

will satisfy the conditions of the proposition. By Corollary 1.2.9 and
Equation (1),

θMS1
pµS1q “ θMS1

pµSq “
1

|WMS1
|

ÿ

σPWM
S1

σpθMS
pµSqq,

so we can reduce to showing that

1

|WMS1
|

ÿ

σPWM
S1

σpyq ă y,

for any y satisfying xy, αy ą 0 for α P S 1zS and xy, αy “ 0 for α P S.
Any such y is dominant in the root datum of MS1 and so by Lemma
1.2.11,

1

|WMS1
|

ÿ

σPWM
S1

σpyq ĺ y.

Further, the above equation cannot be an equality because y has posi-
tive pairing with each root of S 1zS while 1

|WM
S1
|

ř

σPWM
S1

σpyq has 0 pairing

with these roots.
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To prove the converse, suppose that pMS, µSq ď pMS1 , µS1q and S 1 “
S Y tαu for some α P ∆zS. Then by Corollary 1.2.9

θMS1
pµS1q “ θMS1

pµSq “
θMS

pµSq ` σαpθMS
pµSqq

2
,

and so

θMS
pµSq ´ θMS1

pµS1q “
θMS

pµSq ´ σαpθMS
pµSqq

2
“

1

2
xθMS

pµSq, αyα̌.

Since by assumption θMS1
pµS1q ă θMS

pµSq, it follows that
xθMS

pµSq, αy ą 0. �

Remark. Note that the converse of the above proposition is not true in
the general case.

Corollary 1.2.17. Fix a standard Levi subgroup MS and roots α1, α2 P

∆zS. Suppose we have cocharacter pairs
pMS, µSq, pMSYtα1u, µSYtα1uq, pMSYtα1,α2u, µSYtα1,α2uq P CG satisfying

pMS, µSq ď pMSYtα1u, µSYtα1uq ď pMSYtα1,α2u, µSYtα1,α2uq

and that pMS, µSq is strictly decreasing relative to MSYtα2u.
Then the extension of pMS, µSq to MSYtα2u, which we denote

pMSYtα2u, µSYtα2uq, satisfies

pMS, µSq ď pMSYtα2u, µSYtα2uq ď pMSYtα1,α2u, µSYtα1,α2uq

Proof. By the second statement of Proposition 1.2.16, we have that
pMS, µSq is strictly decreasing relative to MSYtα1u. Then by Lemma
1.2.15, pMSYtα2u, µSYtα2uq is strictly decreasing relative to MSYtα1,α2u.
Thus by Proposition 1.2.16, we have
pMSYtα2u, µSYtα2uq ď pMSYtα1,α2u, µSYtα1,α2uq as desired. �

Proposition 1.2.18. Let S Ă S1 Ă S2 be subsets of ∆ and suppose
pMS, µSq, pMS2 , µS2q P CG with

pMS, µSq ď pMS2 , µS2q

and pMS, µSq is strictly decreasing relative to MS1. Then the unique
extension pMS1 , µS1q of pMS, µSq to MS1 satisfies

pMS1 , µS1q ď pMS2 , µS2q.

Proof. Since pMS, µSq ď pMS2 , µS2q, there is an increasing chain of
cocharacter pairs

pMS, µSq “ pMS0 , µS0q ď ... ď pMSk , µSkq “ pMS2 , µS2q

such that each standard Levi subgroup is maximal in the next. The con-
tent of this proposition is that we can pick a chain such that pMS1 , µS1q
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appears. By Lemma 1.2.15, we can assume that MS is maximal in MS1 .
Let α be the unique element of S1zS.

Pick a chain of cocharacter pairs pMS, µSq “ pMS0 , µS0q ď ... ď
pMSk , µSkq “ pMS2 , µS2q as above. Chains of cocharacter pairs are
determined by an ordering on the roots in S2zS “ tα1, ..., αku, such that
the Si “ SYtα1, ..., αiu. The root α appears in this chain so α “ αi for
some i. If i “ 1 we are done. Otherwise, we consider pMSi´2 , µSi´2q ď

pMSi´1 , µSi´1q ď pMSi , µSiq. By Lemma 1.2.15, pMSi´2 , µSi´2q is strictly
decreasing relative to MSi´2Ytαu and so by Corollary 1.2.17 (applied so
that pMSi´2 , µSi´2q takes the place of pMS, µSq in Corollary 1.2.17), we
get a new chain of cocharacter pairs between pMS, µSq and pMS2 , µS2q

where we switch the positions of α, αi´1 in the corresponding ordering
of S2zS. By repeating this argument, we can construct a chain where
α “ α1, which is what we need. �

The preceding propositions give us the following picture. Given
a cocharacter pair pMS, µSq we check which simple roots α satisfy
xθMS

pµSq, αy ą 0. Suppose there are n such simple roots. Then we get
2n standard Levi subgroups containing MS corresponding to adding
different subsets of these simple roots. The cocharacter pair pMS, µSq
has a unique extension to each of the Levi subgroups and the poset lat-
tice of these co-character pairs can be thought of as the graph of an n
dimensional cube in the following way. The vertices of the cube are the
2n cocharacter pairs extending pMS, µSq that we have just constructed.
For two such pairs pMS1 , µS1q, pMS2 , µS2q, we draw an edge between
the two corresponding vertices if either S1 Ă S2 and |S2zS1| “ 1, or
S2 Ă S1 and |S1zS2| “ 1. We can upgrade this graph to a directed
graph by stipulating that an edge between pMS1 , µS1q and pMS2 , µS2q

is directed from pMS1 , µS1q to pMS2 , µS2q if pMS2 , µS2q ă pMS1 , µS1q.
Finally, note that for any two pairs pMS1 , µS1q and pMS2 , µS2q corre-

sponding to vertices in the above cube, we have pMS2 , µS2q ď pMS1 , µS1q

if and only if there is a directed path in the cube travelling from the
vertex of pMS1 , µS1q to that of pMS2 , µS2q.

1.2.4. Connection With Isocrystals. We now investigate the rela-
tion between strictly decreasing cocharacter pairs and Kottwitz’s the-
ory of isocrystals with additional structure. See [Kot97] for omitted
details on the theory of isocrystals.

An isocrystal is a pair pV,Φq where V is a finite dimensional yQur
p

vector space and Φ : V Ñ V is an additive transformation satisfying

Φpavq “ σpaqΦpvq for a P yQur
p , v P V and σ the arithmetic Frobenius

morphism. As before, let G be a connected quasisplit reductive group
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defined over Qp and consider the set of isomorphism classes of exact
b-functors from ReppGq to Isoc, the category of isocrystals. Such iso-

morphism classes are classified by H1pWQp , GpyQur
p qq which we denote

BpGq (where WQp is the Weil group of Qp).
In §4.2 of [Kot97], Kottwitz constructs the Newton map ν : BpGq Ñ

CQ and the Kottwitz map κ : BpGq Ñ X˚pZp pGqΓq. An element of
BpGq is uniquely determined by its image under these maps.

We say that the standard Levi subgroupMS is associated to b P BpGq
if νpbq P A`MS ,Q. Henceforth, we will often denote the standard Levi
subgroup associated to b by Mb. Notice that many elements of BpGq
could be associated to the same Levi subgroup. We call b basic if
Mb “ G. We write

BpGq “
ž

SĂ∆

BpGqMS

such that BpGqMS
consists of those b P BpGq associated to MS. We de-

note by BpMSq
` the maximal subset of BpMSq such that νpBpMSq

`q Ă

CQ. In §5.1 of [Kot97], Kottwitz uses the Kottwitz map for MS to con-
struct canonical bijections

BpGqMS
– BpMSq

`
MS
– X˚

pZpyMSq
Γ
q
`(2)

where Kottwitz constructs a canonical isomorphism

X˚
pZpyMSq

Γ
qQ – AMS ,Q(3)

and X˚pZpyMSq
Γq` denotes the subset of X˚pZpyMSq

Γq mapping to
A`MS ,Q. In fact, Kottwitz shows that the composition of the above
isomorphisms gives the Newton map

BpGqMS
Ñ A`MS ,Q ãÑ CQ.

For a further discussion of Equation (3), we refer the reader to Lemma
1.2.7.

We now prove an important lemma that will be used to relate the
set BpGq to the strictly decreasing elements of CG.

Lemma 1.2.19. Fix a standard Levi subgroup MS of G and let
pMS, µSq P SD. Then θMS

pµSq P νpBpGqMS
q.

Proof. We first describe the set νpBpGqMS
q. By Equations (2) and (3),

the set νpBpGqMS
q is equal to the image of X˚pZpyMSq

Γq` in AMS ,Q.
Thus, to prove this lemma, it suffices to show that θMS

factors through

the map X˚pZpyMSq
Γq ãÑ X˚pZpyMSq

ΓqQ – AMS ,Q where the isomor-
phism is as in Equation (3) or Lemma 1.2.7. Then, since pMS, µSq is
strictly decreasing, the factoring of θMS

will map µS to an element of
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X˚pZpyMSq
Γq` as desired. That θMS

factors in this way follows from
the alternate characterization of θMS

given in Proposition 1.2.8. �

Definition 1.2.20. Fix µ P X˚pT q. Then we recall the following defi-
nition of Kottwitz [Kot97, §6.2]:

BpG, µq :“ tb P BpGq : νpbq ĺ θT pµq, κpbq “ µ|Zp pGqΓu.

Now we prove the key result of this section, which permits us to
associate an element of BpGq to each strictly decreasing cocharacter
pair.

Proposition 1.2.21. We have a natural map

T : SD Ñ BpGq

defined as follows. Let pMS, µSq P SD. Then there exists a b P BpGq
so that κpbq “ µS|ZpĜqΓ and νpbq “ θMS

pµSq. We note that by construc-

tion, b is unique. Then we define T ppMS, µSqq “ b. Furthermore, we
show that

T pSDµq Ă BpG, µq.

Proof. We first define b. Note that since pMS, µSq is strictly decreas-
ing, θMS

pµSq P A
`
MS ,Q. By Proposition 1.2.8, it follows that µS|ZpyMSq

Γ P

X˚pZpyMSq
Γq` and so we can define b to be the element of BpGq cor-

responding to µS|ZpyMSq
Γ under the isomorphism

BpGqMS
– X˚pZpyMSq

Γq` of Equation (2). Recall that the composi-
tion of this isomorphism with Equation (3) induces the Newton map
restricted to BpGqMS

. Thus, we have θMS
pµSq “ νpbq. Equation (4.9.2)

of [Kot97] implies that κpbq “ µS|ZpĜqΓ .

It remains to show that if pMS, µSq P SDµ then the element b P BpGq
that we have constructed lies in the set BpG, µq. For this, we need to
show that νpbq “ θMS

pµSq ĺ θT pµq.
We claim that θT pµq ľ θT pµSq. After all, by ([Bou68, Ch6 1.6.18, p.

158]), we have µ ľ µS. Then the claim follows from Corollary 1.5.5.
Now we claim that θT pµSq is dominant in the relative root system of

MS. To prove the claim, we first observe that µS is dominant relative to
the absolute root system of MS. As above, the Galois group Γ preserves
the Weyl chamber corresponding to the positive absolute roots given by
B. Thus, γpµSq is dominant for each γ P Γ, and so θT pµSq is dominant
relative to the absolute roots of MS. The intersection of the closed
positive Weyl chamber for the absolute root datum of MS with AQ is
the Weyl chamber for relative root datum of MS (cf. proof of Lemma
1.2.6 p2q ). Thus, θT pµSq is dominant with respect to the relative roots
as desired.
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Finally, we apply Lemma 1.2.11 and Equation (1) to get

θT pµSq ľ θMS
pµSq,

which finishes the proof. �

QUESTION 1.2.1. Can one describe the image

T pSDµq Ă BpG, µq?

Fix G “ GLn with T and B the diagonal maximal torus and upper
triangular Borel subgroup respectively. Suppose µ has weights 1 and
0. Then we claim T pSDµq “ BpG, µq. Indeed, pick any b P BpGLn, µq.
Then without loss of generality, νb “ ppa1{b1q

x1b1 , ..., par{brq
xrbrq for

some ai, bi P N such that ai{bi is written in reduced form. Then let
M be the standard Levi subgroup isomorphic to GLx1b1 ˆ ...ˆGLxrbr
and embedded diagonally. Since b P BpGLn, µq, we must have that

µ “ p1

r
ř

i“1
xiai

, 0
n´

r
ř

i“1
xiai
q. Finally, we define µ1 P X˚pT q by µ1 “

p1x1a1 , 0x1b1´x1a1 , ..., 1xrar , 0xrbr´xrarq. Then we note that µ1 is dominant
in the root system of M so that pM,µ1q P CG. Moreover, θMpµ

1q “ νb
so that pM,µ1q P SD. Then since µ1 and µ are conjugate in GLn, it
is easy to see that pM,µ1q ď pGLn, µq. In conclusion, we have shown
that pM 1, µ1q P SDµ and T ppM 1, µ1qq “ b as desired.

On the other hand for different choices of µ, we can have T pSDµq Ĺ

BpG, µq. For instance, let G “ GL3, let µ “ p2, 0, 0q, and let b P
BpG, µq be such that νb “ p1, 1{2, 1{2q. Then it is easy to check that
T pSDµq does not contain b.

1.2.5. The Induction and Sum Formulas. We are now ready to
prove our main theorems on cocharacter pairs. We begin by defining
some key subsets of CG, the set of cocharacter pairs for G. In this
section we fix a dominant µ P X˚pT q and b P BpG, µq.

Definition 1.2.22. We define the sets TG,b,µ and RG,b,µ as follows:

TG,b,µ :“ T ´1
pbq X SDµ

and
RG,b,µ :“

tpMS1 , µS1q P CG : pMS1 , µS1q ď pMS2 , µS2q for a pMS2 , µS2q P TG,b,µu.

Definition 1.2.23. Let ZxCGy denote the free Abelian group generated
by the set of cocharacter pairs for G.

We define MG,b,µ P ZxCGy by

MG,b,µ “
ÿ

pMS ,µSqPRG,b,µ

p´1qLMS,Mb pMS, µSq
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such that for MS1 ĂMS2, LMS1
,MS2

is defined to be |S2zS1|.

Remark. We observe that for pMS, µSq P SD, if T ppMS, µSqq “ b, then
MS “Mb.

We will show in Theorem 1.3.12 that at least in the case where G is
an unramified restriction of scalars of a general linear group, MG,b,µ is
related to the cohomology of Rapoport-Zink spaces for G. Thus one
expects there to be a combinatorial analogue of the Harris-Viehmann
conjecture (Conjecture 1.3.3). We call this combinatorial analogue the
induction formula. Perhaps the more surprising result is that there is
also an analogue of Shin’s averaging formula (which we call the sum
formula) [Shi12b, Thm 7.5]. We first prove the sum formula.

Theorem 1.2.24 (Sum Formula). The following holds in ZxCGy:
ÿ

bPBpG,µq

MG,b,µ “ pG, µq.

Proof. We need to show that
ÿ

bPBpG,µq

MG,b,µ “ pG, µq,

or equivalently
ÿ

bPBpG,µq

ÿ

pMS ,µSqPRG,b,µ

p´1qLMS,Mb pMS, µSq “ pG, µq.

We prove this equality by counting how many times a given cocharacter
pair shows up on the left-hand side. The pair pG, µq shows up exactly
once in the left-hand sum as an element of RG,b,µ for b the unique basic
element of BpG, µq. SupposepMS, µSq P CG is some other cocharacter
pair. Then define

YpMS ,µSq “ tb P BpG, µq : pMS, µSq P RG,b,µu.

We are reduced to showing
ÿ

bPYpMS,µSq

p´1qLMS,Mb “ 0.(4)

Our general strategy will be to show that the left-hand side of equation
4 vanishes for each pMS, µSq ă pG, µq by inducting on the size of ∆zS.
However, in the case that pMS, µSq P SDµ, we can prove the vanishing
without an inductive argument. We show this first before discussing
the induction.

Suppose now that pMS, µSq P SDµ. By Corollary 1.2.12, every pair
pMS1 , µS1q P CG satisfying pMS, µSq ď pMS1 , µS1q ď pG, µq is strictly
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decreasing and thus by Proposition 1.2.21, we have T ppMS1 , µS1qq P
BpG, µq. These are precisely the elements b P BpG, µq so that
pMS, µSq P RG,b,µ. By the discussion after Proposition 1.2.18, we can
associate the graph of a cube to the set of pMS1 , µS1q such that each
cocharacter pair is a vertex. To the vertex associated to pMS1 , µS1q

we attach the sign p´1q
LMS,M

1
S . We note that adjacent vertices in this

graph will have opposite signs since if pMS1 , µS1q and pMS2 , µS2q have
adjacent vertices, then the cardinality of S 1 and S2 differs by 1. Now,
it is a standard fact that if we associate an element of t1,´1u to each
vertex of the graph of an n-dimensional cube for n ě 1 so that adjacent
vertices have opposite signs, then the sum of all the signs is 0. This
implies that the left-hand side of Equation (4) vanishes in the strictly
decreasing case.

Now we discuss the inductive argument. The base case will be for
pairs pMS, µSq ă pG, µq satisfying |∆zS| “ 1. The second statement
of Proposition 1.2.16 implies that in this case pMS, µSq is strictly de-
creasing relative to G, which means that pMS, µSq P SDµ. Thus, the
base case is proven by the previous paragraph.

We now discuss the inductive step. Suppose pMS, µSq ă pG, µq. If
pMS, µSq is strictly decreasing, then we are done by the above. Suppose
now that pMS, µSq is not strictly decreasing. We claim that pMS, µSq
must be strictly decreasing with respect to at least some standard Levi
subgroup of G that properly contains MS. After all, since pMS, µSq ă
pG, µq, there must exist at least some α P ∆zS and pMSYtαu, µSYtαuq P
CG so that pMS, µSq ď pMSYtαu, µSYtαuq. Then by Proposition 1.2.16,
this implies that pMS, µSq is strictly decreasing relative to MSYtαu.

Thus, let MS1 be the maximal standard Levi subgroup of G such
that pMS, µSq is strictly decreasing relative to MS1 . We can write S 1 “
S Y tα1, ..., αnu where αi ‰ αj for i ‰ j and each αi P ∆zS. We
denote by X the n-cube of cocharacter pairs above pMS, µSq as in the
discussion after Proposition 1.2.18.

We claim that
ÿ

bPYpMS,µSq

p´1qLMS,Mb

“ ´
ÿ

pMS1 ,µS1 qPXztpMS ,µSqu

ÿ

bPYpM
S1
,µ
S1
q

p´1qLMS1 ,Mb .

Given this claim, we see that to finish the proof, it suffices to show
that the right-hand side is identically 0. However, the right-hand side
consists of a sum of a number of terms similar to the left-hand side but
for pairs pMS1 , µS1q in place of pMS, µSq. Note that each S 1 is strictly
larger than S and thus we are done by induction.
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We now prove the claim. Moving all the terms to one side, we need
only show that

ÿ

pMS1 ,µS1 qPX

ÿ

bPYpM
S1
,µ
S1
q

p´1qLMS1 ,Mb “ 0.

Fix b P BpG, µq. Then it suffices to show the contribution from b in
the above formula vanishes. Thus, we must show

ÿ

pMS1 ,µS1 qPXXRG,b,µ

p´1qLMS1 ,Mb “ 0.(5)

We examine the structure of X XRG,b,µ when it is nonempty. If we
can show that the cocharacter pairs in this set form a sub-cube of X
of positive dimension, then we will be done by the standard fact that
if we place alternating signs on the vertices of a cube and add up all
the signs we get 0.

Clearly, any pMS1 , µS1q P X XRG,b,µ must satisfy MS Ă MS1 Ă Mb.
The subset of X satisfying this latter property forms a sub-cube of X
since its elements are indexed by subsets of SbzS, where Sb is the subset
of ∆ corresponding to Mb in the standard way (note that by Lemma
1.2.13, there is at most one element of X X RG,b,µ for each standard
Levi MS1). Moreover, this latter set cannot form a cube of dimension
0 for then we would have MS “ Mb and so X XRG,b,µ “ tpMS, µSqu
which would imply that pMS, µSq is strictly decreasing contrary to as-
sumption.

Thus to finish the proof, we need only show that every pMS1 , µS1q
such that

(1) MS ĂMS1 ĂMb,

(2) pMS, µSq ď pMS1 , µS1q,

(3) pMS, µSq is strictly decreasing relative to MS1 ,

satisfies pMS1 , µS1q ď pMb, µbq for some pMb, µbq P TG,b,µ. Since we
assumed that X X RG,b,µ ‰ H, then in fact there is an pMb, µbq P
TG,b,µ with pMS, µSq ď pMb, µbq. Then the desired result follows from
Proposition 1.2.18. �

We now turn to the induction formula. Fix a standard Levi subgroup
MS of G. Then our choice of maximal torus T and Borel subgroup B of
G provides us with natural choices BXMS and T of a Borel subgroup
and maximal torus of MS. This allows us to define the set CMS

of
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cocharacter pairs for MS. There is a natural inclusion

iGMS
: CMS

ãÑ CG.(6)

The image of this inclusion is precisely the set of cocharacter pairs
pMS1 , µS1q where S 1 Ă S. This inclusion preserves the partial ordering
of cocharacter pairs. The strictly decreasing elements of CMS

map to
the elements of CG which are strictly decreasing relative to MS.

Now choose a b P BpG, µq and rational Levi MS such that Mb Ă

MS Ă G. We have a unique b1 P BpMbq
`
Mb

corresponding to b under the
isomorphism given by Equation (2). The inclusion Mb Ă MS induces
a map

BpMbq Ñ BpMSq.

Let bS be the image of b1 under this map.
The following definition will be important in relating cocharacter

pairs of a group G to those of a standard Levi. Compare with [RV14,
Equation (8.1)].

Definition 1.2.25. Let MS be a standard Levi subgroup of G, let µ P
X˚pT q be a dominant cocharacter and choose b P BpG, µq. We take
bS P BpMSq as constructed in the previous paragraph and define the set

IG,µMS ,bS
“ tpMS, µSq P CMS

: bS P BpMS, µSq, µS is conjugate to µ in
Gu.

We first check the following transitivity property of IG,µMS ,bS
.

Proposition 1.2.26. Fix pG, µq P CG and b P BpG, µq. Suppose MS2

and MS1 are standard Levi subgroups of G such that Mb ĂMS2 ĂMS1.
Then

IG,µMS2
,bS2

“

tpMS2 , µS2q P CMS2
: pMS2 , µS2q P I

MS1
,µS1

MS2
,bS2

for a pMS1 , µS1q P I
G,µ
MS1

,bS1
u.

Proof. We show each set is a subset of the other. Take pMS2 , µS2q P

IG,µMS2
,bS2

. Let µS1 be the unique dominant cocharacter conjugate to µS2

in MS1 . Then we consider pMS1 , µS1q as an element of CMS1
and just

need to show that bS1 P BpMS1 , µS1q since we already know that bS2 P

BpMS2 , µS2q by assumption. Thus, we need only show that νpbS1q ď

θT pµS1q and κpbS1q “ µS1 |ZpzMS1
qΓ

.

We prove the inequality first. By assumption, νpbS2q ĺ θT pµS2q and
by Equations (2) and (3), νpbS1q “ νpbq “ νpbS2q. Since µS1 and µS2

are conjugate in MS1 and µS1 is dominant, it follows from [Bou68, Ch6
1.6.18, p. 158] that µS2 ĺ µS1 . Then, by Corollary 1.5.5 it follows that
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θT pµS2q ĺ θT pµS1q in the relative root system. Combining all this data,
we get

νpbS1q “ νpbS2q ĺ θT pµS2q ĺ θT pµS1q,

as desired.
To prove κpbS1q “ µS1 |ZpzMS1

qΓ
, we note that by Equation (4.9.2) of

[Kot97] and the fact that bS2 P BpMS2 , µS2q, we have

κpbS1q “ µS2 |ZpzMS1
qΓ
.

Then µS1 and µS2 are conjugate in MS1 so there exists a w P W abs
MS1

so

that wpµ1q “ µ2. This implies that µ1 and µ2 are conjugate in yMS1

and in particular equal when restricted to ZpyMS1q. This implies the
desired equality.

To show the converse inclusion, we start with pMS2 , µS2q P IMS1
,µS1

MS2
,bS2

for some pMS1 , µS1q P I
G,µ
MS1

,bS1
and need to show that bS2 P BpMS2 , µS2q

and that µS2 is conjugate to µ in G. But pMS2 , µS2q P I
MS1

,µS1
MS2

,bS2
implies

that bS2 P BpMS2 , µS2q and also that µS2 is conjugate to µS1 in MS1 .

Further, pMS1 , µS1q P IG,µMS1
,bS1

implies that µS1 is conjugate to µ in G.

Thus, µS2 is conjugate to µ in G as desired. �

The set IG,µMS ,bS
will primarily be useful because it allows us to relate

the set TG,b,µ to analogous constructions in MS. This is encapsulated
in the following proposition.

Proposition 1.2.27. Fix MS, µ and b as in Definition 1.2.25. The
natural inclusion iGMS

: CMS
ãÑ CG of Equation (6) induces a bijection

ž

pMS ,µSqPIG,µMS,bS

TMS ,bS ,µS – TG,b,µ

Proof. We first show that

iGMS
p

ž

pMS ,µSqPIG,µMS,bS

TMS ,bS ,µSq Ą TG,b,µ.

Since Mb ĂMS, it follows from the discussion after Equation (6) that

TG,b,µ Ă iGMS
pCMS

q.

Thus, pick an arbitrary element of TG,b,µ of the form iGMS
pMb, µbq for

pMb, µbq P CMS
. The cocharacter pair iGMS

pMb, µbq is strictly decreasing,
and therefore so is pMb, µbq P CMS

. By Proposition 1.2.16 we can find
pMS, µSq P CMS

such that pMb, µbq ď pMS, µSq. Observe that since
iGMS
pMb, µbq ď pG, µq, the cocharacter µb is conjugate to µ in G and
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therefore µS must be as well by construction. If we can show that
T ppMb, µbqq “ bS, then we will be done because by Proposition 1.2.21,
this implies that bS P BpMS, µSq and so therefore that pMS, µSq P

IG,µMS ,bS
and pMb, µbq P TMS ,bS ,µS .

By assumption, T piGMS
pMb, µbqq “ b P BpG, µq. Recall that the

map T is defined so that a strictly decreasing pMb, µbq P CG which
satisfies pMb, µbq ď pG, µq is mapped first to the element µb|ZpyMbq

Γ P

X˚pZpxMbq
Γq`. Then, this element is identified with an element of

BpGq via the isomorphisms of Equation (2):

X˚
pZpxMbqq

Γ
q
`
– BpMbq

`
Mb
– BpGqMb

,

where the second isomorphism above is induced by the inclusion Mb ãÑ

G. We have the commutative diagram

BpMbq BpMSq

BpGq

where each map is induced from the inclusion of groups. By defini-
tion, the element b1 P BpMbq

` maps to b P BpGq and bS P BpMSq

respectively. Thus, we see that by construction, T ppMb, µbqq “ bS.

Conversely, suppose pMb, µbq P TMS ,bS ,µS for some pMS, µSq P IG,µMS ,bS
.

Since b1 P BpMbq
`
Mb

, it follows from the definition of bS and TMS ,bS ,µS

that µb|ZpyMbq
Γ is an element of X˚pZpxMbq

Γq`. This implies that

iGMS
pMb, µbq P SD. By Proposition 1.2.16, we have an extension of

iGMS
pMb, µbq to G, and since µb and µ are conjugate in G by assumption,

it follows that this extension is pG, µq so that iGMS
pMb, µbq ď pG, µq. It

follows from these facts that iGMS
pMb, µbq P TG,b,µ.

Finally, we remark that for distinct pMS, µSq, pMS, µ
1
Sq P IG,µMS ,bS

the
sets TMS ,bS ,µS and TMS ,bS ,µ

1
S

are indeed disjoint by Lemma 1.2.13. �

As a corollary of this result, we have the induction formula.

Corollary 1.2.28 (Induction Formula). We continue using the nota-
tion of the previous proposition. The natural map

iGMS
: CMS

ãÑ CG,

induces a map

iGMS
: ZxCMS

y ãÑ ZxCGy,
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which gives an equality
ÿ

pMS ,µSqPIG,µMS,bS

iGMS
pMMS ,bS ,µSq “MG,b,µ.

Proof. It follows from Proposition 1.2.27 that the map iGMS
induces a

bijection
ž

pMS ,µSqPIG,µMS,bS

RMS ,bS ,µS – RG,b,µ.

We remark that for distinct pMS, µSq, pMS, µ
1
Sq P I

G,µ
MS ,bS

we have
RMS ,bS ,µS XRMS ,bS ,µ

1
S
“ H by Lemma 1.2.13.

The corollary then follows from the definition of MG,b,µ. �

This result can be thought of as an analogue of the Harris-Viehmann
conjecture which we discuss in the next section.

In the cases we are interested in, we will also need a description of
how cocharacter pairs behave with respect to products.

Suppose G “ G1 ˆ ... ˆ Gk and T “ T1 ˆ ... ˆ Tk such that Ti is a
maximal torus for Gi. Then

X˚pT q – X˚pT1q ‘ ...‘X˚pTkq,

and any standard Levi subgroup admits a product decomposition

MS –MS1 ˆ ...ˆMSk ,

such that Ti Ă MSi Ă Gi. Then any cocharacter pair pMS, µSq of G
corresponds to a tuple of cocharacter pairs

ppMS1 , µS1q, ..., pMSk , µSkqq P CG1 ˆ ...ˆ CGk ,
in the obvious way. The pair pMS, µSq P CG is strictly decreasing if and
only if each pair pMSi , µSiq P CGi is, and if T ppMS, µSqq “ b P BpG, µq,
then we also have TippMSi , µSiqq “ bi P BpGi, µiq where Ti is the map
T defined for the group Gi. Thus, b ÞÑ pb1, ..., bkq under the natural
bijection

BpGq – BpG1q ˆ ...ˆBpGkq.

We record the following proposition

Proposition 1.2.29. We use the notation of the previous two para-
graphs.

The natural bijection

CG – CG1 ˆ ...ˆ CGk ,
induces bijections

TG,b,µ – TG1,b1,µ1 ˆ ...ˆ TGk,bk,µk ,
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and

RG,b,µ – RG1,b1,µ1 ˆ ...ˆRGk,bk,µk .

Further, under the natural isomorphism ZxCGy – ZxCG1yb ...bZxCGky
we have

MG,b,µ “MG1,b1,µ1 b ...bMGk,bk,µk .

1.3. Cohomology of Rapoport-Zink spaces and the
Harris-Viehmann Conjecture

In this section, we define the Rapoport-Zink spaces we will work
with and show how we can describe their cohomology using the lan-
guage developed in the previous section. We also give a statement of
the Harris-Viehmann conjecture, and explain the necessity of a small
correction to the conjecture. We follow [Far04], [Shi12b], and [RV14].

The theory necessarily involves several choices of signs. This is often
a point of confusion, so we describe our conventions here. We choose
the cocharacter µ appearing in the definition of Rapoport-Zink spaces
to have non-negative weights, in agreement with most authors. In this
part, we use the contravariant Dieudonne functor, which means that
our p-divisible groups will have isocrystals in the set BpG, µq (as op-
posed to BpG,´µq for the covariant theory). This convention agrees
with that of [Far04] and [RV14], but [Shi12b] uses the opposite con-
vention. We use the local Langlands correspondence for GLnpQpq as in
[HT01, pg. 2]. In particular, we normalize the local Artin map so that
uniformizers correspond to geometric Frobenius elements.

1.3.1. Rapoport-Zink Spaces of EL-Type. We fix the following
notation. Suppose G is a reductive group defined over a field k and
µ P X˚pGq. Then if H is a subgroup of G such that µ factors through
the inclusion X˚pHq ãÑ X˚pGq, we denote by tµuH the Hpkq conjugacy
class of µ and by EtµuH the field of definition of tµuH (i.e the smallest

extension of k so that each element of Galpk{EtµuH q stabilizes tµuH).
Now we define the Rapoport-Zink data we consider.

Definition 1.3.1. An unramified Rapoport-Zink datum of EL type is
a tuple
pF, V, tµuG, bq where

(1) F is a finite unramified extension of Qp,
(2) V is a finite dimensional F vector space,
(3) G :“ ResF {QppGLF pV qq,
(4) µ : Gm,Qp Ñ GQp is a cocharacter inducing a weight decompo-

sition V byQur
p – V0 ‘ V1 where µpzq acts by zi on Vi,
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(5) b P BpG, µq.

We fix a Borel subgroup B Ă G defined over Qp, a Qp-split torus
A Ă G of maximal rank in G and such that A Ă B, and a maximal
torus T Ă B containing A and defined over Qp. We can choose µ in
the above definition so that it is dominant relative to B.

Let X be a p-divisible group defined over Fp with an action of OF and
such that the isocrystal attached to X by the contravariant Dieudonne
functor is isomorphic to pVF , bσq. We consider the moduli functor Mb,µ

such that for S a scheme over O
yQurp

with p locally nilpotent, Mb,µpSq “

tpX, i, ρqu{ „. Where X is a p-divisible group defined over S, i : OF Ñ

EndF pXq, and ρ : X ˆFp S Ñ X is a quasi-isogeny (S,X are the

reductions modulo p).
By work of Rapoport and Zink [RZ96, Thm 3.25], the above moduli

problem is represented by a formal scheme over O
yQurp

which we also

denote by Mb,µ. We have the generic fiber Mrig
b,µ which is a rigid analytic

space over yQur
p . Further, we get a tower of coverings Mrig

b,µ,U of Mrig
b,µ for

each compact open subgroup U Ă GpQpq.

For a fixed prime l ‰ p, we denote by Hj
c pM

rig
b,µ,U ˆ

yQur
p ,Qlq the etale

cohomology with compact supports. This is a Ql vector space which
is a smooth representation of JbpQpq ˆWEtµuG

, where Jb is the inner

form of the standard Levi subgroup Mb associated to b (as constructed
in §3.3 of [Kot97]) and WEtµuG

is the Weil group of EtµuG (for example

see [RV14, Prop 6.1]).
We use the notation Grothp¨q for the Grothendieck group of admis-

sible representations of topological groups. See §I.2 of [HT01] for the
precise definition of these Grothendieck groups.

Let Pb be the standard parabolic subgroup with Levi factor Mb and
denote the opposite parabolic by P op

b . We define JGP , JacGP to be the
normalized and un-normalized Jacquet module functors, and we define
IGP , IndGP to be the normalized and un-normalized parabolic induction
functors. Often, if M Ă P is the standard Levi subgroup of P and we
are taking IGP or IGP op to be a map of Grothendieck groups, we will write
IGM to remind the reader that these maps do not depend on choice of
P, P op when considered as maps of Grothedieck groups.

In [Man05], Mantovan considers the following construction (see also
[Shi12b]). We define a map

MantG,b,µ : GrothpJbpQpqq Ñ GrothpGpQpq ˆWEtµuG
q,

by
MantG,b,µpρq “
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ÿ

i,jě0

p´1qi`j lim
ÝÑ

UĂGpQpq
ExtiJbpQpqpH

j
c pM

rig
b,µ,U ˆ Q̂ur

p ,Qlq, ρqp´dimMrig
b,µ,Uq.

In §6.2 of [Shi12b] and §2.4 of [Shi11], Shin considers a map

Redb : GrothpGpQpqq Ñ GrothpJbpQpqq.

We follow the construction given in [Shi11]1. We define Redb by

π ÞÑ epJbqpLJ ˝ JGP opb
pπq b δ

1
2
Pb
q,

where
LJ : GrothpMbpQpqq Ñ GrothpJbpQpqq,

is the map defined by Badulescu extending the inverse Jacquet - Lang-
lands correspondence (see [Bad07, Prop 3.2]) and epJbq is the Kottwitz
sign as defined in [Kot83].

We now describe the main result of [Shi12b]. The cocharacter µ of
G is a map µ : Gm,Qp Ñ

ś

τPHompF,Qpq
GLn,Qp such that the weights in

each GLn factor are 1s or 0s. Thus we let pτ , qτ denote the number of
1 and 0 weights respectively in the factor corresponding to τ .

The following formula is the main theorem in [Shi12b, Thm 7.5].

Theorem 1.3.2 (Shin). We have the following equality for accessible
representations in GrothpGpQpq ˆWEtµuG

q.

ÿ

bPBpG,µq

Mantb,µpRedbpπqq “ rπsrr´µ ˝ LLpπq|WEtµuG

b | ¨ |
´
ř

τ pτqτ {2s.

Loosely speaking, accessible representations in Shin’s paper are char-
acter twists of the local components of global representations that can
be found within the cohomology of Shimura varieties. Shin shows that
all essentially square-integrable representations are accessible.

In this case LL is the semisimplified local Langlands correspondence
(known by the work of [HT01] for instance). The map r´µ is the alge-

braic representation of pG¸WEtµuG
Ă LG defined by Kottwitz ([Kot84a,

Lem 2.1.2]). It is characterized by the fact that r´µ| pG is the irreducible
representation of extreme weight ´µ and if we take a Γ-invariant split-

ting of pG, then the subgroup WEtµuG
of LG acts trivially on the highest

weight vector of r´µ associated with this splitting.

1We believe the construction given before Lemma 6.2 of [Shi12b] has a slight typo.

There, Redb is defined by π ÞÑ epJbqpLJ ˝ JacGP op
b
pπqq. As maps of Grothendieck

groups, JacGP op
b
“ JG

P op
b
b δ

1
2

P op
b
“ JG

P op
b
b δ

´ 1
2

Pb
. But this is not equal to JG

P op
b
pπqb δ

1
2

Pb
,

which is the construction given in [Shi11] that is compatible with [HT01].
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Remark. The Tate twist appearing on the right-hand side of the above
formula comes from the dimension formula for Shimura varieties and
is equal to ´xρG, µy where ρG is the half sum of the positive roots in
G.

The above theorem is analogous to the sum formula for cocharac-
ter pairs (Theorem 1.2.24). The induction formula (Corollary 1.2.28)
is related to the Harris-Viehmann conjecture (Conjecture 1.3.3 in this
document). A proof of this conjecture is expected to appear in forth-
coming work of Scholze.

1.3.2. Harris-Viehmann Conjecture. We now state the Harris -
Viehmann conjecture following Rappoport and Viehmann in [RV14].
In this subsection, we return to the notation of §1.2 so that in partic-
ular, G is a connected, quasisplit reductive group defined over Qp.

Choose a dominant minuscule µ P X˚pT q (where we can consider µ
as a cocharacter of G since T Ă G) and a b P BpG, µq . Associated to b,
we have the standard Levi subgroup Mb. Suppose we have a standard
rational Levi subgroup MS so that Mb Ă MS Ă G. We define b1, bS as
we did before Definition 1.2.25.

In [RV14, Equation (6.2)], the authors associate a cohomological
construction to the triple pG, b, µq which they denote H‚ppG, rbs, tµuqq.
This construction is a map of Grothendieck groups: H‚ppG, rbs, tµuqq :
GrothpJbpQpqq Ñ GrothpGpQpq ˆWEtµuq and agrees with MantG,b,µ in
the case above. We will denote this construction H‚pG, b, µq since we
deal with dominant cocharacters instead of conjugacy classes. Then
they have the following conjecture.

Conjecture 1.3.3 (Harris-Viehmann). For ρ P GrothpJbpQpqq, we have
the equality

H‚
pG, b, µqrρs “

ÿ

pMS ,µSqPIG,µMS,bS

pIndGPSH
‚
pMS, bS, µSqrρsq b r1sr| ¨ |

xρG,µSy´xρG,µys,

in GrothpGpQpq ˆWEtµuG
q. The parabolic induction only modifies the

GrothpGpQpqq parts of these representations.

Remark. We need to explain several things in the above conjecture.
First we explain why the right-hand side is a representation of WEtµuG

,
second we check that the conjecture satisfies a transitivity property, and
third we give an example justifying the extra character twist appearing
in our formulation. This twist is not present in the original formulation
of the conjecture.
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We first explain why the right-hand side is a representation ofWEtµuG
.

We start with a general lemma.

Lemma 1.3.4. Suppose a group Λ acts on a finite set S. Suppose
further that for each s P V , we attach a vector space Vs and for each
λ P Λ and s P S we have an isomorphism

ips, λq : Vs Ñ Vλpsq.

We suppose further that ips, 1q is the identity map and that ipλ1psq, λ2q˝

ips, λ1q “ ips, λ2λ1q. Then
À

sPS

Vs is naturally a representation of Λ.

Let ts1, ..., sku Ă S be a set of one representative from each Λ-orbit
in S. Then

à

sPS

Vs –
k
à

i“1

IndΛ
stabpsiq

Vsi ,

where Ind refers to the induced representation ( not parabolic induc-
tion).

Proof. The proof is clear from the definition of induced representation.
�

Moreover, we record the following transitivity property for later use.

Lemma 1.3.5. Suppose that Λ acts on S as before. Let S1

š

...
š

Sk “
S be a partition of S so that Λ acts on tS1, ..., Sku. Suppose we have
for each s P S a vector space Vs and isomorphisms ips, λq as above.
Then by Lemma 1.3.4 we can consider the stabpSiq Ă Λ representation
VSi “

À

sPSi

. For each λ P Λ, we get isomorphisms ipSi, λq : VSi Ñ VλpSiq.

Thus, again by Lemma 1.3.4, we get a Λ representation
À

i

VSi. This

representation is isomorphic to the Λ representation
À

sPS

Vs we get from

applying Lemma 1.3.4 to S.

Now we discuss the WEtµuG
-action in the Harris-Viehmann conjec-

ture. Observe that for µ P X˚pGq, if γ P WEtµuG
stabilizes tµuMS

then

it also stabilizes tµuG so that WEtµuMS
Ă WEtµuG

.

Now we claim that WEtµuG
acts on IG,µMS ,bS

and that the stabilizer

of pMS, µSq under this action is WEtµuMS
. To prove the first part of

the claim, we pick γ P WEtµuG
and observe that since MS and PS are

defined over Qp, we have γpMSq “ MS and γpµSq is dominant in MS.
Thus pMS, γpµSqq P CMS

so we need only check that bS P BpMS, γpµSqq
and γpµSq „G µ. The first check follows from the fact that

θT pµSq “ θT pγpµSqq,
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and

µS|ZpyMSq
Γ “ γpµSq|ZpyMSq

Γ .

The second check follows because γ stabilizes tµuG.
To prove the second part of the claim, we note that if µS “ γpµSq

then γ stabilizes tµSuMS
. Conversely, if γ stabilizes tµSuMS

then since
it maps dominant elements relative to MS to dominant elements, we
must have γpµSq “ µS.

We observe that we have now shown that WEtµuG
acts on the col-

lection of Rapoport-Zink data pMS, bS, µSq for pMS, µSq P IG,µMS ,bS
. By

[RV14, Proposition 5.3.iv], these actions induce morphisms of the cor-
responding towers of rigid spaces and therefore the spaces
H‚pMS, bS, µSqrρs for ρ P GrothpJbpQpqq. Thus by Lemma 1.3.4 we get
an action of WEtµuG

on the sum of vector spaces
ÿ

pMS ,µSqPIG,µMS,bS

H‚
pMS, bS, µSqrρs,

and therefore on
ÿ

pMS ,µSqPIG,µMS,bS

IndGPSpH
‚
pMS, bS, µSqrρsq.

We remark that the character twist by ´dimMrig
b,µ,U in the definition of

H‚pMS, bS, µSq is not an obstacle to defining the WEtµuG
-action as the

dimensions of the spaces associated to pMS, bS, µsq and pMS, bS, γpµSqq
are the same (for γ P WEtµuG

). Also we observe that the twist by

r1sr| ¨ |xρG,µSy´xρG,µys is harmless as it is constant over orbits of WEtµSuG
.

This concludes our discussion of the WEtµuG
action.

We now check that the Harris-Viehmann conjecture is transitive.
By this, we mean that if we have standard Levi subgroups MS1 and
MS2 of G such that Mb Ă MS2 Ă MS1 Ă G, then first applying the
conjecture to pG, b, µq and the inclusion MS1 Ă G and then applying

the conjecture to each resulting pMS1 , bS1 , µS1q for pMS1 , µS1q P I
G,µ
MS1

,bS1

and the inclusion MS2 Ă MS1 should be the same as applying the
conjecture to pG, b, µq and the inclusion MS2 Ă G.

We need to check that the character twists match, that

IG,µMS2
,bS2

“

tpMS2 , µS2q P CMS2
: pMS2 , µS2q P I

MS1
,µS1

MS2
,bS2

for a pMS1 , µS1q P I
G,µ
MS1

,bS1
u.

and that the WEtµuG
actions are the same.
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To check the characters match, it suffices to check that for
pMS1 , µS1q, pMS2 , µS2q P CG such that pMS2 , µS2q ď pMS1 , µS1q ď pG, µq,
we have

xρG, µS2y´xρG, µy “ pxρG, µS1y´xρG, µyq`pxρMS1
, µS2y´xρMS1

, µS1yq.

This reduces to showing the equality

xρGzMS1
, µS1y “ xρGzMS1

, µS2y,(7)

where ρGzMS1
is the half-sum of the absolute roots of G that are not

roots of MS1 . Since µS2 and µS1 are conjugate in MS1 , there exists
a w P W abs

MS1
so that wpµ1q “ µ2. Then the desired equality follows

from the fact that the pairing x¨, ¨y is W abs
MS1

-invariant and that W abs
MS1

stabilizes the set of positive absolute roots in G but not MS1 . To prove
this second fact, note that MS1 normalizes the unipotent radical US1 of
PS1 and that the roots of LiepUS1q are precisely the positive absolute
roots of G that are not contained in MS1 .

The second check is precisely Proposition 1.2.26, and the third check
follows from Proposition 1.2.26 and Lemma 1.3.5.

Now we compute an example to illustrate the necessity of the extra
Tate twist in our statement of Conjecture 1.3.3. The following example
is also discussed in [Shi12b, §8.3]

Example 1.3.6. Let n1 ă n2 be coprime positive integers and let G “
GLn1`n2 . Fix T the standard maximal torus of diagonal matrices and B
the Borel subgoup of upper triangular matrices. Let µ be the minuscule
cocharacter with weight vector p12, 0n1`n2´2q and b P BpG, µq satisfying
νb “ pp1{n1q

n1 , p1{n2q
n2q. Let ρ1, ρ2 be supercuspidal representations of

GLn1pQpq,GLn2pQpq respectively. Define the standard Levi subgroup
Mb “ GLn1 ˆGLn2 , and consider the representation π “ IGMb

pρ1 b ρ2q.
We will be interested in computing MantG,b,µpRedbpπqq.

The key point is that we can use Shin’s formula (Theorem 1.3.2 in
this document) and known cases of the Harris-Viehmann conjecture
due to Mantovan ([Man08]) to do this computation, even though the
Harris-Viehmann conjecture is not known to be true in the case of Mb

since b is not of Hodge-Newton type.
We observe that there are only 3 elements b1 P BpG, µq that satisfy

MantG,b1,µpRedb1pπqq ‰ 0.

After all, the fact that ρ1, ρ2 are supercuspidal and the geometric
lemma of Bernstein-Zelevinski (§2.11 of [BZ77]) forces Mb1 to be one of
G,GLn1 ˆGLn2 ,GLn2 ˆGLn1 . In the case where Mb1 “ G, we also get
0 since LJpπq “ 0. Thus, if we write out Shin’s formula for our π, the
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only elements of BpG, µq whose terms contribute to the left-hand side
are b, b1, b2 where b is as before and b1, b2 are defined by

νb1 “ pp2{n1q
n1 , 0n2q, νb2 “ pp2{n2q

n2 , 0n1q.

Thus, we have Mb1 “ Mb “ GLn1 ˆ GLn2 and Mb2 “ GLn2 ˆ GLn1 .
Note that b1, b2 are both of Hodge-Newton type so that we can apply
the results of Mantovan.

We have

MantG,b1,µpRedb1pπqq “ MantG,b1,µpLJpδ
1
2
Pb1
b JGP opb1

IGMb1
pρ1 b ρ2qqq.

By the geometric lemma of Bernstein-Zelevinski (§2.11 of [BZ77]) we
have that the above equals

MantG,b1,µ1pLJppρ1 b ρ2q b δ
1
2
Pb1
qq.

We recall that δPb1 “ p| ¨ |
n2 ˝ detqb p| ¨ |´n1 ˝ detq and henceforth use

the notation ρpnq to mean p| ¨ |n ˝ detq b ρ. Thus, we can rewrite the
above formula as

MantG,b1,µ1pLJpρ1pn2{2qqb LJpρ2p´n1{2qqq.

Then applying the Harris-Viehmann formula we get that the above
equals

IndGMb
MantGLn1 ,p1

2,0n1´2qpLJpρ1p
n2

2
qqqb MantGLn2 ,p0

n2 qpLJpρ2p
´n1

2
qqq.

(8)

Since ρ1 and ρ2 are supercuspidal, we can compute (by an easy appli-
cation of Shin’s formula for instance) that

MantGLn1 ,p1
2,0n1´2qpLJpρ1pn2{2qqq

“ rρ1pn2{2qsrrp´12,0n1´2q ˝ LLpρ1pn2{2qq b | ¨ |
2´n1s,

and so Equation (8) becomes equal to

rπsrrp´12,0n1´2q ˝ LLpρ1pn2{2qq b | ¨ |
2´n1 b rp0n2 q ˝ LLpρ2p´n1{2qqs.

Pulling the twists through the r´µ maps, we get

rπsrprp´12,0n1´2q b rp0n2 qq ˝ pLLpρ1q ‘ LLpρ2qq b | ¨ |
2´n1´n2s.

Repeating this computation for the b2 term, we get

MantG,b2,µpRedb2pπqq

“ rπsrprp´12,0n2´2q b rp0n1 qq ˝ pLLpρ2q ‘ LLpρ1qq b | ¨ |
2´n1´n2s.

We now compare these terms to the righthand side of Shin’s formula.
There the term is

rπsrr´µ ˝ LLpπq b | ¨ |
2´n1´n2s.
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Now LLpπq “ LLpρ1q ‘ LLpρ2q. Thus, we can restrict r´µ to xMb Ă pG
(we have been ignoring the Galois part of LG in this example since G
is a split group). Using the theory of weights, we get

r´µ|xM

“ rrp´12,0n1´2q b rp0n2 qs ‘ rrp´1,0n1´1q b rp´1,0n2´1qs ‘ rrp0n1 q b rp´12,0n2´2qs,

and so we see that the contributions for b1, b2 which we computed above
will cancel terms on the righthand side of Shin’s formula leaving us with

MantG,b,µpRedbpπqq

“ rπsrprp´1,0n1´1q b rp´1,0n2´1qq ˝ pLLpρ1q ` LLpρ2qq b | ¨ |
2´n1´n2s.

However, if the Harris-Viehmann conjecture without the extra Tate
twist were to hold for b, we would get

MantG,b,µpRedbpπqq “ MantG,b,µpLJpρ1pn2{2qqb LJpρ2p´n1{2qqq

“ rπsrrp´1,0n1´1q b rp´1,0n2´1q ˝ pLLpρ1q ` LLpρ2qq| ¨ |
1´n2s.

Thus, we see the Tate twists do not agree.

In general, the righthand side of Shin’s formula has a twist of
´xρG, µy where ρG is the half sum of the positive roots of G. Sup-
pose now that b P BpG, µq and b1 P BpMbq

` corresponds to b under

Equation (2). Then for any pMb, µ
1q P IG,µMb,b1

, we would expect the
Galois part of MantMb,b1,µ1pρq for ρ P GrothpJbpQpqq to come with a
twist of ´xρMb

, µ1y. Then the Galois part of MantG,b,µpRedbpπqq for

π P GrothpGpQpqq would carry an extra twist of ´x
detpAdNb pMbqq|T

2
, µ1y

corresponding to twisting JG
P opb
pπq by δ

1
2
Pb

in the definition of Redb . We

note that

xρMb
, µ1y ` x

detpAdNbpMbqq|T

2
, µ1y “ xρG, µ

1
y,

Thus, we see that the difference between these Tate twists is

xρG, µ
1
y ´ xρG, µy.

which is the twist in Conjecture 1.3.3

Remark. We note that in the Hodge-Newton case studied by Mantovan,
µ “ µ1 (as in the notation of the previous paragraph) so that this extra
twist vanishes, agreeing with Mantovan’s results ([Man08, Corollary 5],
cf. [RV14, Theorem 8.8]).
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We now give an alternate version of the Harris-Viehmann conjecture
that we will use in numerous arguments in this document. Suppose
that G, b, µ are as in Theorem 1.3.2. The standard Levi subgroup Mb

has a natural product decomposition

Mb “M1 ˆ ...ˆMk

so that under the natural isomorphism

BpMbq – BpM1q ˆBpMkq, b
1
ÞÑ pb11, ..., b

1
kq,

each νpbiq has a single slope. Now pick pMb, µbq P IG,µMb,b1
. Then the

local Shimura variety datum pMb, b
1, µbq decomposes into a collection

pM1, b
1
1, µb,1q, ..., pMk, b

1
k, µb,kq. In §5.2.piiq of [RV14], the authors show

that the local Shimura variety associated to pMb, b
1, µbq is the prod-

uct of those associated to pMi, b
1
i, µb,iq. Furthermore using the Kun-

neth formula (as in [Man08, p. 15]), we get that for ρ1 b ... b ρk P
GrothpM1pQpq ˆ ...ˆMkpQpqq,

MantMb,b1,µbpρ1 b ... b ρkq “ bk
i“1MantGi,b1i,µb,ipρiq,

as a representation ofMbˆWEtµbuMb
(the groupWEtµbuMb

acts diagonally

through the product WEtµb,1uM1
ˆ ...ˆWEtµb,kuMk

).

Thus, we have the following alternate form of the Harris-Viehmann
conjecture for the Rapoport-Zink spaces we consider.

Conjecture 1.3.7 (Alternate Form of Harris-Viehmann Conjecture). We
use the notation of the previous paragraphs so that in particular,
pG, b, µq comes from an unramified Rapoport-Zink space of EL-type
as in Definition 1.3.1. Then for any ρ P GrothpJbpQpqq, we have the
following equality in GrothpGpQpq ˆWEtµuG

q:

MantG,b,µpρq “
ÿ

pMb,µbqPIG,µMb,b
1

IndGPbpb
k
i“1MantMb,b

1
i,µb,i

pρiqq b r1sr| ¨ |
xρG,µby´xρG,µys.

1.3.3. Proof of Theorem 1.1.3. The combination of the Harris -
Viehmann conjecture and sum formula allows us to relate the coho-
mology of Rapoport-Zink spaces to the cocharacter pairs studied in §2.
To do so, we attach a map of Grothendieck groups to each cocharacter
pair. We return to the notation of §3.1.

Fix a cocharacter pair pG, µq P CG. Suppose pMS, µSq P CG and
satisfies µS „G µ. We associate pMS, µSq to a map of representations

rMS, µSs : GrothpGpQpqq Ñ GrothpGpQpq ˆWEtµSuMS
q,
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given by

π ÞÑ pIndGPS ˝ rµSs ˝ pδPS b JacGP opS
qqpπq b r1sr| ¨ |xρG,µSy´xρG,µys,

with

rµSs : GrothpMSpQpqq Ñ GrothpMSpQpq ˆWEtµuMS
q,

given by

π ÞÑ rπsrr´µS ˝ LLpπq|WEtµSuMS

b | ¨ |
´xρMS ,µSys.

Remark. We note that the map rMS, µSs is only defined relative to a
cocharacter pair pG, µq.

Remark. We observe an interesting property of the maps rMS, µSs. Fix
pG, µq and consider pMS, µSq such that µS „G µ. Since the normalized
Jacquet module and parabolic induction functors behave better with
respect to the local Langlands correspondence, it makes sense to rewrite
rMS, µSs in terms of these maps. We get

rMS, µSs “ pI
G
MS
b δ

´ 1
2

PS
˝ rµSs ˝ pδ

1
2
PS
b JGP opS

qq b r1sr| ¨ |xρG,µS´µys.

Note that the twists by the modular character cancel in the admissible
part but do not cancel in the Galois part. Thus, the total Tate twist
of the Galois part is

xρG, µS ´ µy ´ xρMS
, µSy ´ x

detpAdNSpMSqq|T

2
, µSy

“ ´xρG, µy.

This twist does not depend on pMS, µSq but rather only on pG, µq.
Thus, as we will see in the computations of the next section, it is
possible for large cancellations to occur in computations of MantG,b,µpρq
for various ρ.

We now prove some lemmas relating to these maps before tackling
the main theorem.

Lemma 1.3.8. Let MS1 ,MS2 be standard Levi subgroups of G satisfy-
ing MS2 ĂMS1. Consider the natural map

iGMS1
: CMS1

Ñ CG,

as defined in Equation (6). Let pMS2 , µS2q P CMS1
. Suppose further

that we have fixed pairs pMS1 , µS1q P CMS1
and pG, µq P CG so that

µS2 „MS1
µS1 and µS2 „G µ. Then for π P GrothpGQpq,

iGMS1
prMS2 , µS2sqpπq “
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pIndGPS1
˝ rMS2 , µS2s ˝ pδPS1

b JacGP opS1

qqpπq b r1sr| ¨ |xρG,µS1
y´xρG,µys,

where we write

iGMS1
prMS2 , µS2sq : GrothpGpQpqq Ñ GrothpGpQpq ˆWEtµS2

uMS2

q,

to denote the map associated to iGMS1
ppMS2 , µS2qq in the manner above.

Proof. We first note that by transitivity of the Jacquet module and
modulus character constructions, we have

δPS2
b JacGP opS2

“ pδPS2
XM1 b Jac

MS1

P opS2

q ˝ pδPS1
b JacGP opS1

q.

Hence, we just need to check that the twists on the Galois parts of
both sides match. By Remark 1.3.3, both twists are by ´xρG, µy �

Lemma 1.3.9. Suppose we are in the situation of Proposition 1.2.29 so
that G “ G1ˆ ...ˆGk is a connected reductive group with standard Levi
subgroup MS “MS1ˆ...ˆMSk . Fix cocharacter pairs pMS, µSq, pG, µq P
CG with µS „G µ. The bijection CG – CG1 ˆ ...CGk takes pMS, µSq to
ppMS1 , µS1q, ..., pMSk , µSkqq and pG, µq to ppG1, µ1q, ..., pGk, µkqq and we
have µSi „Gi µi. Then we define

bk
i“1rMSi , µSis : GrothpGpQpqq Ñ GrothpGpQpq ˆWEtµSuMS

q

by

π1 b ... b πk ÞÑ rMS1 , µS1spπ1qb ... b rMSk , µSkspπkq.

Then we have the following equality of homomorphisms of Grothendieck
groups:

bk
i“1rMSi , µSis “ rMS, µSs

Proof. We have bk
i“1rMSi , µSis equals

“ bk
i“1IndGiPSi

˝ rµSis ˝ pδPSi b JacGi
P opSi
q b r1sr| ¨ |xρGi ,µSi´µiys

“ IndGPS ˝ rµs ˝ pδPS b JacGP opS
q b r1sr| ¨ |

k
ř

i“1
xρGi ,µSi´µiy

s

“ IndGPS ˝ rµs ˝ pδPS b JacGP opS
q b r1sr| ¨ |xρG,µS´µys

“ rMS, µSs.

�

For some finite subset C Ă CG, such that each pMS, µSq P C satisfies
µS „G µ, we would like to make sense of a sum

ÿ

pMS ,µSqPC

rMS, µSs.
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This makes sense as a map GrothpGpQpqq Ñ GrothpGpQpq ˆWEq

where WE “
Ş

pMS ,µSqPC

WEtµSuMS
. However, for our purposes, we would

like to understand when we can extend the image of this map to a
representation in GrothpGpQpq ˆWEtµuG

q.

Lemma 1.3.10. Fix a pair pG, µq P CG. Consider a finite subset C Ă
CG such that if pMS, µSq P C then µS „G µ. Furthermore, suppose that
for each γ P WEtµuG

and element pMS, µSq P C, we have pMS, γpµSqq P
C. Then

ÿ

pMS ,µSqPC

rMS, µSs,

is a map

GrothpGpQpqq Ñ GrothpGpQpq ˆWEtµuG
q

in a natural way.

Proof. Our construction is analogous to that of Lemma 1.3.4. We fix
ρ P GrothpGpQpqq and give

VC “
à

pMS ,µSqPC

rMS, µSspρq,

the structure of a GpQpq ˆWEtµuG
representation. Suppose that C “

C1

š

...
š

Cn where each Ci is a single WEtµuG
-orbit. Then for each i,

we give

VCi “
à

pMS ,µSqPCi

rMS, µSspρq,

the structure of a GpQpq ˆWEtµuG
-representation and then define the

GpQpq ˆWEtµuG
-structure on VC to be the direct sum of the VCi .

Suppose now that C contains a single WEtµuG
orbit. In this case, we

will show that
à

pMS ,µSqPC

rMS, µSspρq,

can be given the structure of a GrothpGpQpq ˆWEtµuG
q representation

equal to

rIndGPSpδPS b JacGP opS
pρqqs

brr ˝ LLpδPS b JacGP opS
pρqq|WEtµuG

b | ¨ |
´xρG,µS´µy´xρMS ,µSys,

where r is the induced representation (not parabolic induction) given
by

Ind
yMS¸WEtµuG

yMS¸WEtµSuMS

pr´µSq,
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for a fixed choice of pMS, µSq P C. The isomorphism class of r will not
depend on this choice.

We study the representation r. Fix representatives
γ1, ..., γk P WEtµuG

{WEtµSuMS
so that γ1 “ 1. Then r is defined to

be the sum of k copies of r´µS indexed by the γi and acted on by
WEtµuG

in the standard way. We check that the ith copy of r´µS is

a representation of yMS ¸WEtγipµSquMS
and isomorphic to r´γipµSq. Let

Vi be the underlying vector space of the ith copy of r´µS . Then Vi is

naturally a representation of yMS¸γiWEtµSuMS
γ´1
i “yMS¸WEtγipµSquMS

.

Now suppose v P V1 is a weight vector of pT ĂyMS of weight µ1. Then

we show that p1, γiqv P Vi has weight γipµ
1q. After all, for t P pT , we

have

rppt, 1qqpp1, γiqvq “ pt, γiqv

“ p1, γiqpγ
´1
i ptq, 1qv

“ p1, γiqr´µSppγ
´1
i ptq, 1qqpvq

“ p1, γiqµ
1
pγ´1
i ptqqv

“ γipµ
1
qptqp1, γiqv.

In particular, we have shown that Vi is irreducible of extreme weight

´γipµSq as an yMS-representation (since r´µS is irreducible of extreme

weight ´µS as an yMS-representation). It is a simple check similar to
the above that WEtγipµSquMS

acts trivially on the highest weight space

of Vi. This proves that Vi is isomorphic to r´γipµSq.
In particular, this shows that we can give

à

γiPWEtµuG
{WEtµSuMS

r´γipµSq ˝ LLpδPS b JacGP opS
pρqq|WEtγipµSquMS

,

the structure of a WEtµuG
representation isomorphic to

r ˝ LLpδPS b JacGP opS
pρqq|WEtµuG

.

To conclude the proof, we just need to check that the | ¨ | twists on each
rMS, γipµSqs-term are the same. This follows because ρG and ρMS

are
both invariant by WEtµuG

. �

We would like to check the following:

Lemma 1.3.11. The sum MG,b,µ as in Definition 1.2.23 gives a map

rMG,b,µs : GrothpGpQpqq Ñ GrothpGpQpq ˆWEtµuG
q,
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where

rMG,b,µs :“
ÿ

pMS ,µSqPRG,b,µ

p´1qLMS,Mb rMS, µSs.

Proof. By Lemma 1.3.10, it suffices to show that MG,b,µ is invariant
under the natural action of WEtµuG

on ZxCGy. Pick γ P WEtµuG
. Since

the action of γ on a cocharacter pair fixes the standard Levi subgroup
in the first factor, signs will not be an issue and we will be done if we
can check that RG,b,µ is γ-invariant. But if pMb, µbq P TG,b,µ then it
is a simple consequence of the definition of T that so is pMb, γpµbqq.
Furthermore if pMS, µSq ď pMb, µbq then pMS, γpµSqq ď pMb, γpµbqq
by definition of the partial order relation (remarking that θMS

pµSq “
θMS

pγpµSqq). This shows that RG,b,µ is γ-invariant as desired. �

If we combine the previous lemma with Proposition 1.2.29, and
Lemma 1.3.9 we get

bk
i“1 rMGi,bi,µis “ rMG,b,µs.(9)

We now prove the key result of this section which provides the con-
nection between Mant and cocharacter pairs.

Theorem 1.3.12. Assume that the Harris-Viehmann conjecture is
true for the general linear groups we consider.

(1) We have the following equality of morphisms Groth2
pGpQpqq Ñ

Groth2
pGpQpq ˆWEtµuG

q:

MantG,b,µ ˝ Redb “ rMG,b,µs.

where Groth2
pGpQpqq is defined to be the span of the essentially

square integrable representations in GrothpGpQpqq.
(2) Now assume further that Theorem 1.3.2 holds for all admissible

representations of GrothpGpQpqq. Then the above equality holds
as morphisms GrothpGpQpqq Ñ GrothpGpQpq ˆWEtµuG

q.

Proof. We prove the second statement first. We prove this result by
induction on the rank of X˚pT q.

If the rank of X˚pT q is 1, then BpG, µq is a singleton and so the
result follows from Theorem 1.3.2.

Suppose the result holds for all non-basic b P BpG, µq with
RkpX˚pT qq ď r. Then by Theorem 1.3.2 and Theorem 1.2.24, the
result holds for all b P BpG, µq with RkpX˚pT qq ď r.

Finally, suppose the result holds for all b P BpG, µq with
RkpX˚pT qq ď r. Then suppose X˚pT q has rank r ` 1 and choose
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b P BpG, µq such that b is not basic. We write Mb “ Mb1 ˆ ... ˆMbk .
By the Harris-Viehmann formula,

MantG,b,µ ˝ Redb

“
ÿ

pMb,µbqPIG,µMb,b
1

pIndGPb ˝ b
k
i“1MantMbi

,b1i,µbi
˝ Redbq b r1sr| ¨ |

xρG,µby´xρG,µys

“
ÿ

pMb,µbqPIG,µMb,b
1

pIndGPb ˝ b
k
i“1pMantMbi

,b1i,µbi
˝ Redb1iq ˝ pδPb b JacGP opb

qq

br1sr| ¨ |xρG,µby´xρG,µys.

By inductive assumption we get that this equals
ÿ

pMb,µbqPIG,µMb,b
1

pIndGPb˝b
k
i“1rMMbi

,b1i,µbi
s˝pδPbbJacGP opb

qqbr1sr|¨|xρG,µby´xρG,µys

and now by Equation (9)

“
ÿ

pMb,µbqPIG,µMb,b
1

pIndGPb ˝ rMMb,b1,µbs ˝ pδPbbJacGP opb
qqbr1sr| ¨ |xρG,µby´xρG,µys.

Finally, by Corollary 1.2.28 and Lemma 1.3.8

“ rMG,b,µs.

We must check that the WEtµuG
structure coming from Remark 1.3.2

is compatible with that of Lemma 1.3.10. Pick ρ P GrothpGpQpqq. By

inductive assumption and Lemma 1.3.8, for each pMb, µbq P IG,µMb,b1
, the

WEtµbuMb
-structures on

pIndGPb ˝MantMb,b1,µb ˝ Redb1 ˝ pδPb b JacGP opb
qqpρq b r1sr| ¨ |xρG,µby´xρG,µys,

and
iGMb
prMMb,b1,µbsqpρq,

are the same. Thus by Lemma 1.3.4, the WEtµuG
-structure on

MantG,b,µpRedbpρqq is a direct sum over the WEtµuG
-orbits of IG,µMb,b1

of
induced representations of the form

Ind
WEtµuG
WEtµbuMb

iGMb
prMMb,b1,µbsqpρq.

This WEtµuG
-structure matches the one on rMG,b,µs (coming from

Lemma 1.3.10) by the transitivity of the induced representation con-
struction (see Lemma 1.3.5 for instance).

We now prove the first statement of the theorem. To do so, we need
to show that if we restrict ourselves to the span of the essentially square
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integrable representations Groth2
pGpQpqq Ă GrothpGpQpqq, then we

can remove the first assumption. In particular, these representations
are accessible, so we have Theorem 1.3.2 unconditionally. In the above
proof we need only observe that the Jacquet module JacGP oppρq is a sum
of essentially square integrable representations for ρ P Irr2

pGpQpqq.
Thus, to get the result for Groth2

pGpQpqq by induction, our inductive
assumption need only hold for all Groth2

pG1pQpqq for rkG1 ă rkG. This
shows that under the condition that the Harris-Viehmann conjecture is
true in the cases we consider, the theorem is true for essentially square
integrable representations without any other assumptions. �

1.4. Harris’s Generalization of the Kottwitz Conjecture
(proof of Theorem 1.5)

In this section, we discuss an explicit computation using the above
results. In particular, we prove that Shin’s formula for all admis-
sible representations combined with the Harris-Viehmann conjecture
proves Harris’s conjecture for the general linear groups considered in
§3. This conjecture is distinct from the Harris-Viehmann conjecture
and is [Har01, Conj 5.4].

We begin by discussing the Kottwitz conjecture, which appears as
[Shi12b, Cor 7.7] in the cases we consider, and more generally as [RV14,
Conj 7.3]. Fix G as in section 3 of this document and a cocharacter
pair pG, µq such that µ is minuscule. Let b P BpG, µq be the unique
basic element. Now, consider ρ a representation of JbpQpq such that
JLpρq is a supercuspidal representation of GpQpq. Then

MantG,b,µpRedbpJLpρqqq “ MantG,b,µpρq,

but by Theorem 1.3.12, the lefthand side equals

rMG,b,µspJLpρqq.

Now we see that since JLpρq is supercuspidal, each term of the form
rMS, µSspJLpρqq is 0 when MS is a proper Levi subgroup of G. Thus,

MantG,b,µpρq “ rMG,b,µspJLpρqq “ rJLpρqsrr´µ ˝ LLpρq| ¨ |
´xρG,µys.

This result is the Kottwitz conjecture for G. Alternatively, if b P
BpG, µq is not basic, then no cocharacter pairs with G as the Levi
subgroup will appear in MG,b,µ and so

MantG,b,µpρq “ 0.

Of course, these results are already known by [Shi12b], but we review
them as motivation for Harris’s conjecture.

We begin with the following useful definition.
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Definition 1.4.1. Fix pG, µq P CG and b P BpG, µq. Let MS be a
standard Levi subgroup such that MS Ă Mb. We define the subset
RelG,µMS ,b

Ă CG as the set

tpMS, µSq P CG : DpMb, µbq P TG,b,µ, θMb
pµbq “ θMS

pµSq, µb „Mb
µSu.

The notation µS „Mb
µb is defined to mean that µS and µb are conjugate

in Mb. Note that we do not require pMS, µSq ď pG, µq or pMS, µSq ď
pMb, µbq.

We record the following useful properties of RelG,µMS ,b
.

Lemma 1.4.2. We use the same notation as in the previous definition.
Then

RelG,µMS ,b
“

ž

pMb,µbqPIG,µMb,b
1

RelMb,µb
MS ,b1

.

Proof. If pMS, µSq P RelG,µMS ,b
, then there is an pMb, µbq P TG,b,µ such

that θMb
pµbq “ θMpµSq and µS „Mb

µb. Then by Proposition 1.2.27,

there is a unique pMb, µ
1q P IG,µMb,b1

such that pMb, µbq P TMb,b1,µ1 and so

pMS, µSq P RelMb,µb
MS ,b1

. The reverse inclusion is analogous. �

Lemma 1.4.3. The set RelG,µMS ,b
is invariant under the action of WEtµuG

.

Proof. If pMS, µSq P RelG,µMS ,b
then we can find pMb, µbq P TG,b,µ with

θMb
pµbq “ θMS

pµSq and µb „Mb
µS. By a similar argument to Lemma

1.3.11, we show that for each γ P WEtµuG
, we have pMb, γpµbqq P TG,b,µ

and θMS
pγpµSqq “ θMb

pγpµbqq and γpµSq „Mb
γpµbq. This finishes the

proof. �

Equipped with the above definition, we can now make the following
restatement and slight generalization of [Har01, Conj 5.4] for the G that
we consider. Our statement is a generalization because we consider
non-basic b and do not assume the representation IGMS

pρq is irreducible.

Conjecture 1.4.4 (Harris). Fix a b P BpG, µq and a standard Levi sub-
group MS Ă Mb. Then for ρ P GrothpMSpQpqq a supercuspidal rep-
resentation, the following representations are equal in GrothpGpQpq ˆ

WEtµuG
q:

MantG,b,µpepJbqLJpδ
1
2
G,Pb

b IMb
MS
pρqqq

and

rIGMS
pρqs

»

–

à

pMS ,µSqPRelG,µMS,b

r´µS ˝ LLpρq|WEtµSuMS

| ¨ |
´xρG,µy

fi

fl .
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Here r´µS is a representation of yMS ¸WEtµSuMS
but the righthand side

naturally acquires the structure of a GpQpq ˆ WEtµuG
representation

from Lemma 1.4.3 and the proof of Lemma 1.3.10.
In particular, for b basic, this says that

MantG,b,µpRedbpI
G
MS
pρqqq

“ rIGMS
pρqs

»

–

à

pMS ,µSqPRelG,µMS,b

r´µS ˝ LLpρq|WtµSuMS
| ¨ |

´xρG,µy

fi

fl .

We will prove this conjecture assuming that Shin’s formula (Theorem
1.3.2 of this Part) holds for all admissible representations.

We proceed by induction on the rank of T . The key observation will
be that Harris’s conjecture is compatible with the Harris-Viehmann
conjecture and Shin’s formula. We will first assume that IGMS

pρq is
irreducible and later remove this assumption.

The following proposition shows that Conjecture 1.4.4 is compatible
with the Harris-Viehmann conjecture (Conjecture 1.3.3).

Proposition 1.4.5. Fix b P BpG, µq non-basic and fix a standard Levi
subgroup MS of G satisfying MS Ă Mb. Pick ρ P GrothpMSpQpqq and
suppose that IGMS

pρq is irreducible. Suppose that Conjecture 1.4.4 for ρ

holds for MantMb,b1,µb for each pMb, µbq P IG,µMb,b1
. Then Conjecture 1.4.4

holds for MantG,b,µ.

Proof. We compute

MantG,b,µpepJbqLJpδ
1
2
G,Pb

b IMb
MS
pρqqq “

ÿ

pMb,µbq

PIG,µ
Mb,b

1

IndGPbpMantMb,b1,µbpepJbqLJpδ
1
2
G,Pb

b IMb
MS
pρqqqq b r1sr| ¨ |xρG,µb´µys

so by assumption this equals

ÿ

pMb,µbqPIG,µMb,b
1

rIndGPbpδ
1
2
G,Pb

b IMb
MS
pρqqs

b

»

—

–

à

pMS ,µSqPRel
Mb,µb
MS,b

1

r´µS ˝ LLpI
Mb
MS
pρqq|WEtµSuMS

| ¨ |
S

fi

ffi

fl

,
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where S “ ´xρMb
, µby ` xρG, µb ´ µy ´ x

detpAdNn pMbqq|T

2
, µby “ ´xρG, µy

(following the discussion in Remark 1.3.3). Now simplifying the above
expression, we get

ÿ

pMb,µbqPIG,µMb,b
1

rIGMS
pρqs

»

—

—

—

–

à

pMS ,µSq

PRel
Mb,µb
MS,b

1

r´µS ˝ LLpI
G
Mpρqq|WEtµSuMS

| ¨ |
´xρG,µy

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

.

Thus, we are reduced to showing that

RelG,µMS ,b
“

ž

pMb,µbqPIG,µMb,b
1

RelMb,µb
MS ,b1

.

This is just Lemma 1.4.2. �

With Proposition 1.4.5 in hand, it remains to show that if Conjecture
1.4.4 holds for all non-basic b P BpG, µq then it holds for the basic b.
The key to proving this is Theorem 1.3.2.

We begin by making some observations about r´µ. Since we assumed
IGMS

pρq is irreducible, we have LLpIGMS
pρqq “ LLpρq and the image

of this representation lies inside LMS Ă
LG. Thus, the term rr´µ ˝

LLpIGMS
pρqq|WEtµuG

s depends only on the restriction r´µ|yMS¸WEtµuG

.

Since µ is assumed to be minuscule, we have the following equality of
yMS representations.

r´µ|yMS
“

à

pMS ,µSqPCG,µS„Gµ
r´µS |yMS

.(10)

We further note that each r´µS is a representation of yMS ¸WEtµSuMS
.

Since tpMS, µSq P CG : µS „G µu is invariant under the natural action
of WEtµuG

, it follows from the proof of 1.3.10 that the right-hand side of

the above equation can be promoted to a representation of yMS¸WEtµuG
so that 10 is an equality of WEtµuG

representations.

Now we recall the following subsets of W rel defined in §2.11 of [BZ77].

Definition 1.4.6. Let MS, NS be standard Levi subgroups of G. We
define

WMS “ tw P W rel : wpMS XBq Ă Bu,

WMS ,NS “ tw P W rel : wpMS XBq Ă B,w´1
pNS XBq Ă Bu

We record the following lemma:
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Lemma 1.4.7. [BZ77, Lem 2.11] Suppose MS, NS are standard Levi
subgroups of G and w P WMS ,NS . Then wpMSqXNS and w´1pNSqXMS

are standard Levi subgroups.

Lemma 1.4.8. Suppose MS is a standard Levi subgroup of G. Then
WMS contains a unique representative of each left coset of W rel

MS
. Equiv-

alently, pWMSq´1 contains a unique representative of each right coset
of W rel

MS
.

Proof. Suppose w P W rel. Then B1 “ w´1pBq is a Borel subgroup of G
containing the maximal torus T . Since B1 contains exactly one of each
root and its negative, B1XMS is a Borel subgroup of MS. In particular,
since B1 XMS, B XMS are both Borel subgroups of MS containing T ,
there exists a wm P W

rel
MS

so that

wmpB XMSq “ B1 XMS.

Then wwmpB XMSq “ B XMS Ă B, so that wwm P W
MS . Thus the

coset wW rel
MS

contains at least one element of WMS .

Suppose wwm, ww
1
m P wW

rel
MS
XWMS . In particular,

ww1m “ pwwmqpw
´1
m w1mq. But wwm takes all positive roots of MS to

positive roots of G, and equivalently, negative roots of MS to negative
roots of G. Thus, if w´1

m w1m takes any positive root of MS to a negative
root of MS, then ww1m cannot be an element of WMS . In particular,
this implies that w´1

m w1m “ 1 which shows uniqueness. �

Lemma 1.4.9. Suppose MS is a standard Levi subgroup of G and
x P A`Q,MS

and w P W rel. Then wpxq “ x if and only if w P W rel
MS

.

Proof. Recall that by assumption, G is quasi-split over Qp and A is

a split torus of G of maximal rank. Pick g P NGpAqpQpq so that g

projects to w P W rel “ NGpAqpQpq{ZGpAqpQpq. Then the equation

wpxq “ x implies that g P ZGpxqpQpq. The centralizer of a cocharacter
is a Levi subgroup, and since x P A`Q,MS

, we have ZGpxq “ MS. In

particular, g P NMS
pAqpQpq and so w P W rel

MS
.

We remark that x is not a cocharacter, but that ZGpxq still makes
sense as there is an induced action of G on X˚pAqQ. �

We can now prove the following key proposition.

Proposition 1.4.10. Fix pG, µq P CG and suppose pMS, µSq P CG sat-
isfies µS „G µ. Then there exists a unique b P BpG, µq and a unique

w P WMS ,Mb so that pwpMSq, wpµSqq P RelG,µwpMSq,b
.

Proof. We first discuss uniqueness. By assumption, wpMSq is a stan-
dard Levi subgroup. Then w induces an equality wW rel

MS
w´1 “ W rel

wpMSq
.
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In particular, W rel acts on X˚pT q through Corollary 1.5.3 and it follows
that

wpθMS
pµSqq “ θwpMSqpwpµSqq.

Since pwpMSq, wpµSqq P RelG,µwpMSq,b
, it follows that θwpMSqpwpµSqq is

dominant in the relative root system. In particular, θwpMSqpwpµSqq
must be equal to the unique element x in the W rel orbit of θMS

pµSq
which is dominant in AQ. Now x P A`MS1 ,Q

for a unique MS1 . Since

any pMb, µbq P TG,b,µ is definitionally strictly decreasing, it follows that
even though we can’t yet conclude the uniqueness of b, we have shown
that any other b1 must satisfy Mb1 “Mb “MS1 .

Now, suppose we had w,w1 P WMS ,Mb such that

wpθMS
pµSqq “ x “ w1pθMS

pµSqq.

Then in particular, w1w´1 stabilizes x and so by Lemma 1.4.9, w1w´1 P

W rel
Mb

. So w and w1 are in the same right coset W rel
Mb
w. However,

WMS ,Mb Ă pWMbq´1. By Lemma 1.4.8, pWMbq´1 contains a unique
representative of each right coset of pWMbq´1 and so there is a unique
w P pWMbq´1 satisfying wpθMS

pµSqq “ x. In particular, this implies
that w “ w1. Thus, we have shown that w is unique, if it exists. There
is exactly one µ1 P X˚pT q such that µ1 „Mb

wpµq and µ1 is dominant
in Mb. Then pMb, µ

1q P TG,b,µ for at most one b P BpG, µq. This shows
uniqueness.

To prove existence, we again define x to be the unique dominant
element in the W rel-orbit of θMS

pµSq. Define MS1 “ ZGpxq and take
the unique w P pWMS1 q´1 such that wpθMS

pµMS
qq “ x. We would like

to show that w P WMS ,MS1 .
By definition,

wpMSq Ă wpZGpθMS
pµSqqq “ ZGpxq “MS1 .

Suppose it is not the case that wpMS XBq Ă B. In particular, w maps
a positive root r of MS to a root wprq of MS1 which is not positive.
In particular, ´wprq is positive and so w´1p´wprqq “ ´r is positive
(since w P pWMS1 q´1). But this is clearly a contradiction. Thus, in fact
w P WMS ,MS1 .

By Lemma 1.4.7, wpMSq X MS1 “ wpMSq is a standard Levi. It
remains to show that pwpMSq, wpµSqq is a cocharacter pair and an

element of RelG,µwpMSq,b
. Now if r is a positive root in the absolute

root system of wpMSq, then xr, wpµSqy “ xw´1prq, µSy ě 0 (since
pMS, µSq is a cocharacter pair and w´1prq is a positive root of MS).
Thus, pwpMSq, wpµSqq is a cocharacter pair. By construction, x “
θwpMSqpwpµSqq “ θMS1

pwpµSqq. Suppose µ1 P X˚pT q is the unique
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cocharacter conjugate to wpµSq in MS1 and dominant in MS1 . Then by
Corollary 1.2.9, pMS1 , µ

1q is strictly decreasing and therefore pMS1 , µ
1q P

TG,b,µ for some b and so pwpMSq, wpµSqq P RelG,µwpMSq,b
. �

Corollary 1.4.11. Fix a cocharacter pair pG, µq P CG and a standard
Levi subgroup MS of G. For b P BpG, µq, define Wb by tw P WMS ,Mb :
wpMSq ĂMbu. Then the previous lemma gives a bijection

tpMS, µSq P CG : µS „G µu –
ž

bPBpG,µq

ž

wPWb

RelG,µwpMSq,b
.

Proof. By the construction in the previous proposition, it is clear that
given an pMS, µSq P CG we get an element of the right-hand side of the
above equation. Conversely, an element pwpMSq, µ

1q of the right-hand
side comes with a fixed w P Wb and so we can recover pMS, w

´1pµ1qq
on the left-hand side. �

We are now ready to finish the proof of Conjecture 1.4.4. By induc-
tive assumption we assume we’ve shown Conjecture 1.4.4 for G with
maximal torus of rank less than n. Then Proposition 1.4.5 implies that
Conjecture 1.4.4 holds for G with maximal torus of rank n in the case
where b is not basic. It remains to prove the basic case, for which
it suffices to show that Theorem 1.3.2 is compatible with Conjecture
1.4.4. We have

ÿ

bPBpG,µq

MantG,b,µpRedbpI
G
MS
pρqqq

“
ÿ

bPBpG,µq

MantG,b,µpepJbqLJpδ
1
2
Pb
b JGP opb

IGMS
pρqqq.

By the geometric lemma of [BZ77] and noting that WMS ,Mb defined
with respect to B is equal to the analogous set defined with respect to
Bop, we have

JGP opb
IGMS

pρq “
ÿ

wPWMS,Mb

IMb

M 1
b
pwpJMS

P 1opS
pρqqq,

where M 1
S “ MS X w´1pMbq,M

1
b “ wpMSq XMb. By the assumption

that ρ is supercuspidal we must have M 1
S “ MS and M 1

b “ wpMSq. In
this case, we have from the geometric lemma that wpMSq is a standard
Levi subgroup. Thus we get that the previous expression is equal to

ÿ

bPBpG,µq

MantG,b,µpepJbq
ÿ

wPWb

LJpδ
1
2
Pb
b IMb

wpMSq
pwpρqqq,
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where Wb Ă WMS ,Mb is the subset of w such that wpMSq Ă Mb. We
now apply Corollary 1.4.4 by inductive assumption to get

ÿ

bPBpG,µq

ÿ

wPWb

rIGwpMSq
pwpρqqs

b

»

—

–

à

pwpMSq,µ1qPRelG,µ
wpMSq,b

r´µ1 ˝ LLpI
G
wpMSq

pwpρqqq|WE
tµ1uwpMSq

| ¨ |
´xρG,µy

fi

ffi

fl

.

By [BZ77, Thm 2.9], we have that

rIGwpMSq
pwpρqqs “ rIGMS

pρqs,

and since IGMS
pρq is assumed to be irreducible, we have

LLpIGMS
pρqq “ LLpρq.

Finally, we note that WE
tw´1pµ1quMS

“ WEtµ1uwpMSq
and we have an equal-

ity

rr´µ1 ˝ LLpwpρqq|WE
tµ1uwpMSq

s “ rr´w´1pµ1q ˝ LLpρq|WE
tw´1pµ1quMS

s.

Thus the above expression becomes
ÿ

bPBpG,µq

ÿ

wPWb

rIGMS
pρqs

b

»

—

–

à

pwpMSq,µ1qPRelG,µ
wpMSq,b

r´w´1pµ1q ˝ LLpρq|WE
tw´1pµ1quMS

| ¨ |
´xρG,µy

fi

ffi

fl

.

By Corollary 1.4.11 this equals

rIGMS
pρqsr

à

pMS ,µSq:µS„Gµ

r´µS ˝ LLpρq|WEtµSuMS

| ¨ |
´xρG,µys.

Finally, we apply the decomposition given by Equation (10) to get

rIGMS
pρqsrr´µ|yMS¸WEtµuG

˝ LLpρq|WEtµuG

| ¨ |
´xρG,µys,

which is the desired result.
Finally, we show that Conjecture 1.4.4 holds even if IGMS

pρq is not
irreducible. Our verification that Conjecture 1.4.4 is compatible with
the Harris-Viehmann conjecture did not rely on the irreducibility of
IGMS

pρq. Thus in the case where we do not assume IGMS
pρq is irreducible,

it would suffice to show that Conjecture 1.4.4 is true in the case where
b is basic. If b is basic, then Mb “ G so we have

MantG,b,µpepJbqLJpδ
1
2
G,Pb

IMb
MS
pρqqq “ MantG,b,µpRedbpI

G
MS
pρqqq.
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This can now be computed by cocharacter pairs using the results of §3.
If IGMS

pρq is assumed to be irreducible, then for each cocharacter pair
pMS1 , µS1q of G, we have

rMS1 , µS1spI
G
MS
pρqq “ pIndGPS1 ˝rµS1sqpδ

1
2
PS
bJGP op

S1
IGMS

pρqqbr1sr|¨|xρG,µS1´µys

“ pIndGPS1 ˝ rµS1sqp
à

wPWρ

δ
1
2
PS1
b I

MS1

wpMSq
pwpρqqq b r1sr| ¨ |xρG,µS1´µys,

where Wρ is the subset of w P WMS ,MS1 such that wpMSq ĂMS1 . Then
the above equals

rIGMS
pρqs

«

à

wPWρ

r´µS1 ˝ LLpwpρqq| ¨ |
´xρG,µy

ff

.

Thus we see that applying various rMS1 , µS1s to IGMS
pρq in the irreducible

case will always yield the same term of GrothpGpQpqq (namely rIGMS
pρqs)

and so when evaluating MantG,b,µpRedbpI
G
MS
pρqq as a sum of cocharacter

pairs, the different Galois terms must cancel to give Conjecture 1.4.4.
Thus, if we can show that in the reducible case, the GrothpGpQpqq part
of each rMS1 , µS1spI

G
MS
pρqq is fixed and the Galois part is identical to

the irreducible case, then Conjecture 1.4.4 must hold for this case as
well.

The first part of our previous computation did not depend on the
irreducibility of IGMS

pρq so we still have

rMS1 , µS1spI
G
MS
pρqq

“ pIndGPS1 ˝ rµS1sqp
à

wPWρ

δ
1
2
PS1
b I

MS1

wpMSq
pwpρqqq b r1sr| ¨ |xρG,µS1´µys.

Suppose now that I
MS1

wpMSq
pwpρqq “ π1‘ ...‘ πk. Then using that for all

i, we have LLpπiq “ LLpwpρqq,

rµS1spI
MS1

wpMSq
pwpρqqq “ ‘ki“1rπisrr´µS1 ˝ LLpπiq b | ¨ |

´xρM
S1
,µS1ys

“ ‘
k
i“1rπisrr´µS1 ˝ LLpwpρqq b | ¨ |

´xρM
S1
,µS1ys

“ rI
MS1

wpMSq
pwpρqqsrr´µS1 ˝ LLpwpρqq b | ¨ |

´xρM
S1
,µS1ys

Thus, the expression for rMS1 , µS1spI
G
MS
pρqq becomes

rIGMS
pρqs

«

à

wPWMS,MS1

r´µS1 ˝ LLpwpρqq| ¨ |
´xρG,µy

ff

,

as desired.
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1.5. Appendices for Part I

1.5.1. Examples. In this section, we give an example to show that
even in the unramified EL-type case, we do not get an expression as
simple as Harris’s conjecture for MantG,b,µpρq for general ρ. We gener-
ally use the same notation as in the computation in Example 1.3.6.

Let G “ GL4, suppose µ has weights p12, 02q, and take b basic. Let T
be the diagonal maximal torus and B be the Borel subgroup of upper
triangular matrices. Then the set of cocharacter pairs less than or equal
to pG, µq is as follows.

pGL4, p1
2, 02qq

pGL3 ˆGL1, p1
2, 0qp0qq pGL2

2, p1
2qp02qq pGL1 ˆGL3, p1qp1, 0

2qq

pGL2 ˆGL2
1, p1

2qp0qp0qq pGL1 ˆGL2 ˆGL1, p1qp1, 0qp0qq pGL2
1 ˆGL2, p1qp1qp0

2qq

pGL4
1, p1qp1qp0qp0qq

Let ρ P GrothpGL1pQpqq and consider π the unique essentially square
integrable quotient of IG

GL4
1
pρbρp1qbρp2qbρp3qq. We want to compute

MantG,b,µpRedbpπqq.
We introduce some notation which will allow us to describe the an-

swer to this question. The results of §2 of [Zel80] show that IG
GL4

1
pρ b

ρp1qb ρp2qb ρp3qq has exactly 8 irreducible subquotients. If π1 is one
such subquotient, then JGBoppπ

1q will be a finite sum of representations of
the form ρpλp0qqbρpλp1qqbρpλp2qqbρpλp3qq where λ is a permutation
of t0, 1, 2, 3u. In particular, if Ω denotes the set of all such permutations
of ρbρp1qbρp2qbρp3q, then each permutation lies in the Jacquet mod-
ule of exactly one irreducible subquotient of IG

GL4
1
pρbρp1qbρp2qbρp3qq

so that the irreducible subquotients correspond to a partition of Ω. We
use the following shorthand: we define the notation p0123q to refer to
the representation ρp0q b ρp1q b ρp2q b ρp3q. Following Zelevinsky,
our 8 irreducible subquotients naturally correspond to vertices of a 3-
dimensional cube, and so we denote them by binary strings of length 3.
Then if we denote the subset of Ω corresponding to some subquotient
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π1 by Ωpπ1q,we have

Ωpr000sq “ tp3210qu

Ωpr100sq “ tp2310q, p2130q, p2103qu

Ωpr010sq “ tp3120q, p1320q, p1302q, p3102q, p1032qu

Ωpr001sq “ tp3201q, p3021q, p0321qu

Ωpr110sq “ tp1203q, p1023q, p1230qu

Ωpr101sq “ tp2013q, p2031q, p0213q, p0231q, p2301qu

Ωpr011sq “ tp3012q, p0312q, p0132qu

Ωpr111sq “ tp0123qu

In particular, our representation π corresponds to r111s under the above
notation. A tedious computation using Theorem 1.3.12 yields the fol-
lowing

Proposition 1.5.1.

MantG,b,µpRedbpπqq “ r111srLLpρq
2
p´7q ` LLpρq

2
p´6qs

´ pr110srLLpρq
2
p´5qs ` r011srLLpρq

2
p´5qsq

` r010srLLpρq
2
p´4qs

´ r000srLLpρq
2
p´3qs

We finish by remarking that the set of cocharacter pairs less than
or equal to pG, µq has some special properties in the above case that
make the general case more complicated.

For instance, each TG,b,µ has at most a single element. However, if
G has a nontrivial action by Γ, this need not be the case.

In the case we consider, we have a single cocharacter pair for each
Levi subgroup. In general, this need not be the case. For instance, if
G “ GL5, µ “ p1

3, 02q, then pGL3 ˆGL2, p1
3qp02qq,

pGL3 ˆGL2, p1
2, 0qp1, 0qq are both less than pG, µq.

Further, in the above example, each cocharacter pair pMS, µSq had
the property that µS was dominant as a cocharacter of G relative to B.
In general this need not be the case. In fact, pGL5

1, p1qp1qp0qp1qp0qq ď
pGL5, p1

3, 02qq.

1.5.2. Relative Root Systems and Weyl Chambers. In this sec-
tion we prove a fact about root systems that is needed in the text (for
instance in the proof of Proposition 1.2.21). We assume that G is a
quasisplit group over a field k of characteristic 0 and pick a separable
closure ksep. We fix a split k-torus A of maximal rank in G and choose
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a maximal torus T and Borel subgroup B both defined over k and such
that A Ă T Ă B. Associated to this data, we have an absolute root
datum

pX˚
pT q,Φ˚pG, T q, X˚pT q,Φ˚pG, T qq,

and a relative root datum

pX˚
pAq,Φ˚pG,Aq, X˚pAq,Φ˚pG,Aqq.

Our choice of B also gives sets ∆ of absolute simple roots and k∆ of
relative simple roots. Note that we also have a natural restriction map

res : X˚
pT q Ñ X˚

pAq,

and that by definition an absolute root in Φ˚pG, T q restricts to an
element of Φ˚pG,Aq Y t0u.

We record two standard consequences of our assumption that G is
quasisplit.

Proposition 1.5.2. Let G be quasisplit and use the notations as above.
Then,

(1) The centralizer ZGpAq “ T ,
(2) We have resp∆q “ k∆. The key point being that no absolute

simple root restricts to the trivial character.

We have the following easy consequence on the structure of the Weyl
group of the relative root system. Recall that the absolute Weyl group
W equals

NGpT qpk
sep
q{ZGpT qpk

sep
q,

and the relative Weyl group W rel is NGpAqpkq{ZGpAqpkq.

Corollary 1.5.3. We have the following equality: W rel “ W Γ, where
Γ “ Galpksep{kq.

Proof. It suffices to show that ZGpAq “ ZGpT q and that NGpAqpkq “
NGpT qpkq. For the first equality, we note that by the quasisplit as-
sumption, ZGpAq “ T “ ZGpT q. For the second equality, we note that
any g P NGpAqpkq must also normalize the centralizer of A which is
T . Conversely, if g P NGpT qpkq then g normalizes the unique maximal
k-split sub-torus of T which is A. �

Define the absolute Weyl chamber C
˚

Q Ă X˚pT qQ by tx P X˚pT qQ :

xα̌, xy ě 0, α P ∆u and define the relative Weyl chamber kC
˚

Q Ă X˚pAqQ
analogously. The key result of this section is that

respC
˚

Qq “ kC
˚

Q.

Despite its simple statement, the author has been unable to locate a
convenient reference of this fact. For x P X˚pT qQ and α P ∆, we need
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to relate xqα, xy and xrespαq, respxqy. If we let σα P W be the reflection
corresponding to the root α, then we have

x´ σαpxq “ xqα, xyα.(11)

and analogously for respαq. Thus it will suffice to relate σα and σrespαq.
Note that since B is defined over k, we have γp∆q “ ∆ for every

γ P Γ. Moreover, for each α P ∆, we have respγpαqq “ respαq. After
all, Γ acts trivially on X˚pAqQ and the restriction map is Γ-equivariant.

Now fix α P ∆ and let Wα be the subgroup of W generated by the
elements σγpαq for each γ P Γ. We claim that if we can find a nontrivial
Γ-invariant element of Wα, then it must equal σrespαq. To prove this, we
first recall the construction of σα and σrespαq (see [Bor91, pg 230]) for in-
stance). Given a root α P Φ˚pG, T q we can define a group Gα “ ZGpTαq
where Tα “ kerpαq0 Ă T . Then NGαpT qpk

sepq{ZGαpT qpk
sepq embeds

into W and has a unique nontrivial element which is σα. Analogously,
we define Arespαq and Grespαq “ ZGpArespαqq. Then
NGrespαq

pAqpkq{ZGrespαq
pAqpkq embeds into W rel and has a unique non-

trivial element that is identified with σrespαq.
Now, by Corollary 1.5.3 we have

NGrespαq
pAqpkq{ZGrespαq

pAqpkq “ NGrespαq
pT qpkq{ZGrespαq

pT qpkq.

Thus to complete the proof of the claim, we need to show that

NGαpT qpk
sep
q{ZGαpT qpk

sep
q ãÑ NGrespαq

pT qpksepq{ZGrespαq
pT qpksepq.

(12)

After all, the unique nontrivial Γ-invariant element of the group on the
right is σrespαq and the group on the left contains σα. Since we get the
same equation if we replace α everywhere with γpαq, this will imply
that

Wα Ă NGrespαq
pT qpksepq{ZGrespT qpk

sep
q.

Now, Equation (12) follows from the fact that

ZGαpT q “ ZGrespαq
pT q “ T

and
NGαpT q Ă NGrespαq

pT q.

We are now interested in finding a nontrivial Γ-invariant element of
the group Wα defined above. In fact, Wα will be a finite Coxeter group
and the element we seek is the unique element of longest length. We
need to compute this element explicitly, which we now do. We treat
two cases. Suppose first that the elements of the Γ-orbit of σα commute
pairwise. Then clearly the product

ś

γPΓ{stabpσαq

σγpαq is Γ-invariant.
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In the second case, suppose that the Γ-orbit of σα has precisely two
elements which we denote X and Y . Then we have pXY qk “ 1 for some
k ě 2 which we assume to be minimal. If k is even, then pXY qk{2 is
invariant and nontrivial and if k is odd, then Y pXY qpk´1q{2 is invariant
and nontrivial.

We now prove that any Γ action on the simple roots ∆ of G is a
combination of these cases. The action of Γ on ∆ induces an action on
the associated (not necessarily connected) Dynkin diagram D. Each
γ P Γ maps connected components of D to connected components and
so there is an induced action of Γ on the set of connected components
π0pDq.

Now fix an α P ∆ and consider the Γ-orbit Γα of α. Suppose Di

is a connected component of D such that Di X Γα ‰ H. Then via
the classification of connected Dynkin diagrams, we see that Γα XDi

contains either a single node, 2 non-adjacent nodes, 2 adjacent nodes, or
3 nodes where no two are adjacent. In particular, these are all covered
by the cases we considered above, so we can find an element wi of Wα

that is invariant by the action of stabpDiq Ă Γ. Then Γα consists of
finitely many disjoint copies of one of the above possibilities and so we
see that

ś

i

wi is Γ-invariant and an element of Wα and therefore equal

to σrespαq. Equipped with this description, we now give a proof of the
main result of this section.

Proposition 1.5.4. We continue to observe the assumptions made
above. In particular, G is a quasisplit group over k. Then the map
res : X˚pT q� X˚pAq induces an equality

respC
˚

Qq “ kC
˚

Q.

Proof. We first show that respC
˚

Qq Ă kC
˚

Q. Pick x P C
˚

Q and α P ∆.
Then we need to show that

xrespαq, respxqy ě 0

or equivalently, that

respxq ´ σrespαqprespxqq

is a non-negative multiple of respαq. Note that res is W Γ-equivariant
(where W Γ acts as W res on X˚pAq). Thus, it suffices to show that

respx´ σrespαqpxqq

is a non-negative multiple of respαq. Thus, we need to compute x ´
σrespαqpxq. We do so using our description of σrespαq.
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We first consider the case where the Γ-orbit of σα consists of pairwise
commuting elements. Equivalently, the elements of Γα are pairwise
orthogonal. Then

σrespαq “ σαn ˝ ... ˝ σα1

for tα1, ..., αnu “ Γα. Since x is dominant in the absolute root system,
we have

x´ σαipxq “ aiαi

for some ai ě 0. Then since αi is orthogonal to αj for i ‰ j, we have
σαipαjq “ αj. Thus,

x´ σrespαqpxq “
n
ÿ

i“1

pσα1 ˝ ... ˝ σαi´1
qpxq ´ pσα1 ˝ ... ˝ σαiqpxq

“

n
ÿ

i“1

pσα1 ˝ ... ˝ σαi´1
qpx´ σαipxqq

“

n
ÿ

i“1

pσα1 ˝ ... ˝ σαi´1
qpaiαiq

“

n
ÿ

i“1

aiαi.

Thus in this case,

respx´ σrespαqpxqq “ pa1 ` ...` anqrespαq

and a1 ` ...` an ě 0 as desired.
Now we consider the case where Γα “ tα, βu and α and β are adja-

cent in D and connected by a single edge. Then σαpβq “ α`β “ σβpαq.
In this case, σrespαq “ σβ ˝ σα ˝ σβ. By assumption, we have that
x´ σαpxq “ aα and x´ σβpxq “ bβ for a and b non-negative. Thus,

x´ σrespαqpxq “ px´ σβpxqq ` σβpx´ σαpxqq ` pσβ ˝ σαqpx´ σβpxqq

“ bβ ` apα ` βq ` bα

“ pa` bqpα ` βq,

which projects to 2pa` bqrespαq and 2pa` bq ě 0 as desired.
Finally, we must consider the case where Γα equals tα1, β1, ..., αn, βnu

such that αi and βi are connected by a single edge in D but for i ‰
j, neither αi nor βi are connected to either αj or βj. We compute
x ´ pσβi ˝ σαi ˝ σβiqpxq as in the previous paragraph. Then if we let
wi “ σβi ˝ σαi ˝ σβi , we have

σrespαq “ w1 ˝ .. ˝ wn.
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Now we can compute x ´ σrespαqpxq as in the commuting case, substi-
tuting wi for σαi . We see in this case that

respx´ σrespαqpxqq “ 2pa1 ` b1 ` ...` an ` bnqrespαq.

This concludes the proof that respC
˚

Qq Ă kC
˚

Q.
It remains to show that we actually have equality. We claim it suffices

to show that the fundamental weight δrespαq is an element of respC
˚

Qq.
Recall that δrespαq is the element in the Q-span of the relative roots

defined so that the pairing with respαq is 1 and the pairing is 0 with
all the other relative simple coroots. To show the claim proves our
result, we note there is a natural isomorphism X˚pAqQ – X˚pA0qQ ˆ

X˚pA1qQ where A0 is the maximal k-split central torus and A1 is the
identity component of the intersection of A with the derived subgroup
of G. Then kC

˚

Q corresponds under this identification to the product of

X˚pA0qQ with the projection of kC
˚

Q to X˚pA1q. Then we have a natural
map X˚pZpGq0qQ � X˚pA0qQ where ZpGq0 is the identity component

of the center of G and X˚pZpGq0qQ Ă C
˚

Q. Thus it suffices to show

that respC
˚

Qq surjects onto the projection of kC
˚

Q to X˚pA1q. This latter
space is identified with the set of non-negative linear combinations of
the fundamental relative weights, thus proving the claim.

To prove that δrespαq is an element of respC
˚

Qq, we make use of an
equivalent description of δrespαq. It is the unique element in the Q-
span of the relative roots so that σrespβqpδrespαqq “ δrespαq for respαq and
respβq distinct simple roots and σrespβqpδrespαqq “ δrespαq ´ respβq when
respαq “ respβq.

In the case where the elements of Γα are mutually orthogonal, we
have by the above characterization of fundamental weights that the
absolute fundamental weight δα restricts to δrespαq. In the case where
Γα has two elements that are connected in D, then δα restricts to
2δrespαq. In the final case, δα restricts to 2δrespαq. Thus, in all cases, we
can find an element of X˚pT qQ that restricts to δrespαq. This completes
the proof. �

We record an important corollary of this proposition.

Corollary 1.5.5. Suppose µ, µ1 P X˚pT qQ and µ ľ µ1. Let µΓ be the
average of µ over its Γ orbit. Then µΓ ľ µ1Γ in X˚pAqQ. We caution
that the first inequality means that µ´µ1 is a non-negative combination
of absolute simple coroots, while the second means that µΓ ´ µ1Γ is a
non-negative combination of relative simple coroots.

Proof. Recall that the action of Γ stabilizes q∆. Thus for each γ P Γ,
we have γpµq ľ γpµ1q and so also µΓ ľ µ1Γ in the absolute root
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system. Thus, we are reduced to showing that if x P X˚pT q
Γ
Q is a

non-negative combination of simple absolute coroots, then it is also a
non-negative combination of simple relative coroots (under the identi-
fication X˚pAqQ “ X˚pT q

Γ
Q).

Equivalently, we need to show that if x has non-negative pairing
with every element of C

˚

Q, then x has non-negative pairing with every

element of kC
˚

Q. This is indeed equivalent because x has non-negative

pairing with each element of C
˚

Q if and only if it has non-negative
pairing with each fundamental weight δα and this is the case if and
only if x is a non-negative combination of simple roots.

Finally, this equivalent statement is an immediate consequence of
the proposition. �
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Part 2. The Scholze-Shin Conjecture for Unramified Unitary
Groups (with Alex Youcis)

2.1. Introduction and Notation

The goal of this Part is to explore the extent to which the results of
[Sch13b] can be generalized to unitary groups.

More explicitly, in [Sch13b] Scholze is able to to show that the
local Langlands conjecture for GLnpF q, where F is a finite exten-
sion of Qp, can be characterized by explicitly constructed ‘test func-
tions’. Less cryptically, he shows that for every cutoff function h P
C8c pGLnpOF q,Qq and every element τ P WF , there is an explicitly
defined function fτ,h P H pGLnpF qq with the property that for any
irreducible smooth representation πp of GLnpF q that

(13) trpfτ,h | πpq “ trph | πpq trpτ | LLpπpqq,

where LL is the local Langlands correspondence for GLnpF q as in
[HT01]. Moreover, Scholze shows that (13) uniquely characterizes the
correspondence LL.

The function fτ,h was constructed by Scholze in the earlier work
[Sch13a] and can be defined in terms of the cohomology of certain
tubular neighborhoods inside of Rapoport-Zink spaces associated to
GLnpF q. Note that, in particular, fτ,h implicitly depends on the choice
of a dominant cocharacter of GLn,F which, in the above, is the cochar-
acter corresponding to the standard representation.

Scholze’s function theoretic characterization of the local Langlands
conjecture for GLnpF q has many applications, examples of which we
now list. Philosophically it suggests that the deep and somewhat ab-
stract Langlands correspondence can be understood, in some sense,
in terms of explicit functions which one might be able to algorithmi-
cally or combinatorially describe. A function theoretic characterization
of the Langlands correspondence allows for a more concrete study of
the endoscopic case of the Langlands functoriality principle, by study-
ing the transfer of these characterizing functions between endoscopic
groups. Finally, the function theoretic characterization of the local
Langlands conjecture lends itself to be used to study the Langlands
correspondence in more fluid situations (for example to study the local
Langlands correspondence in families as in [JNS17]).

Given the above, especially in any attempt to study functoriality us-
ing these ‘test functions’, one desires to generalize this result of Scholze
to an arbitrary reductive group G over Qp. In [SS13] Scholze and S.W.
Shin study the cohomology groups H˚pSh,Fξq where Sh is the Shimura
variety attached to certain compact unitary similitude groups G (those
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with no endoscopy as in §2.2.5). In particular, they describe the de-
composition of the GpAf qˆWEp H

˚pSh,Fξq, where E is the reflex field
for Sh and p is a prime of E lying over a split place p of Q (see loc.
cit. for the definition of split, which is slightly less restrictive than the
usual notion of split), in terms of the local Langlands conjecture of
GpQpq which is (a product of terms of the form) GLnpF q.

They also formulate generalizations of the formula (13) to groups
G over Qp other than ResF {QpGLn,F . In particular, they state the
following:

Conjecture 1 (Scholze-Shin). Let G be an unramified group over Qp

with Zp-model G and let µ be a dominant cocharacter of GQp with reflex

field E. Let τ P WQp and let h P C8c pGpZpq,Qq. Let pH, s, ηq be an
endoscopic group for G and let hH be the transfer of h. Then, for
every tempered L-parameter ϕ with associated semi-simple parameter
λ we have

(14) SΘϕpf
H
τ,hq “ tr

´

s´1τ | pr´µ ˝ η ˝ λ |WE
| ¨ |

´xρ,µy
E

¯

SΘϕphq.

We refer the reader to [SS13, §7] for a detailed explanation of the
notation but we note that SΘϕ is the stable distribution of ϕ which
associates to a function f P H pHpQpqq the quantity

(15) SΘϕpfq :“
ÿ

πpPΠpϕq

rπ trpf | πpq,

where Πpπpq is the L-packet of ϕ and rπ is a natural number associated
to π (see [SS13, §6]).

Remark. As remarked before, the function fτ,h depends on the choice
of µ, but we suppress this dependency throughout this article since it
will always be clear from context.

Note that to make sense of Conjecture 1 one must have the analogue
of the functions fτ,h for G as well as the knowledge of the local Lang-
lands conjecture for H. In this conjecture we are concerned with the
case where H “ G. In this case, the existence of the functions fτ,h
follows from the results of [You19] and the local Langlands conjecture
for H follows from the results of [Mok15].

The desire for the presence of endoscopic groups in Conjecture 1
is related to the fact that to characterize the local Langlands conjec-
ture for groups G different from ResF {QpGLn,F , for which non-trivial
L-packets appear, one expects the need to relate any association with
endoscopic transfer, which the necessitates a formula like Equation (14)
for an arbitrary endoscopic group H.
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The result of the methods in this Part is the following (stated as
Theorem 2.4.15):

Theorem 1. The Scholze-Shin conjecture holds with the following as-
sumptions:

(1) G “ ResF {QpU where U is an inner form of UE{F pnq
˚ and E{Qp

is unramified.
(2) The parameter ψ is tempered.
(3) The L-packet of ψ contains a square integrable representation.
(4) pH, s, ηq is the trivial endoscopic triple, and µ is miniscule

Remark. In fact, we prove the above result for all local A-parameters
ψ containing a representation πp appearing as a local constituent of a
representation π appearing in the cohomology of the unitary Shimura
varieties we consider and such that π8 is discrete series.

We now describe the contents of this Part, pointing out interesting
results which are incidental to the proof of Theorem 1.

In Section 1, we explore the notion of relevant endoscopy. Informally
speaking, the relevant endoscopy of a global group G is the set of endo-
scopic triples showing up in the stabilization of the trace formula for G.
More rigorously, we define an endosopic triple pH, s, ηq to be relevant
if it can be completed to an endoscopic quadruple pH, s, η, γHq (as in
Definition 2.2.4). We show that this notion of relevance is intimately
related to an a priori different notion of relevance for pH, s, ηq which
means that it can be upgraded to a quadruple pH, s, Lη, ψHq where ψH

is an A-parameter for H and Lη ˝ ψH is relevant for G.

Remark. Here our notion of A-parameter is somewhat loose. In Section
1 we develop a method to analyze the above when the A-parameters
of an algebraic group G over a local or global field F is taken to mean
certain homomorphisms ψ : Lψ Ñ LG where Lψ is some extension
of WF by a pro-reductive connected algebraic group. In particular, we
shall apply this in the cases when F is local (in which case these are the
usual notion of A-parameters) and when G is a global unitary group
in which case they are the A-parameters in [Kal+14, §1.3.4].

This then allows one to get a good understanding of the explicit
relationship between a unitary group G having no relevant endoscopy
and certain global parameters ψ of G (as in [Kal+14]) having trivial
reduced global centralizer group Sψ. Namely, we show the following
(labeled as Proposition 2.2.31 in the main body of the paper):
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Theorem 2. Let G “ ResF {QU be a global unitary group and let ψ be
a relevant A-parameter of G such that ψ8 is elliptic for some infinite
place 8 of F . Then, if G has no relevant endoscopy then Sψ “ 1.

As a corollary of this, using the deep work of [Kal+14], we obtain,
using the notation of Theorem 2, the following (labeled as Lemma
2.2.32 in the main body of the paper):

Corollary 1. Let π be an automorphic representation for G which is
discrete at infinity. Then, if G has no relevant endoscopy the following
equality holds

(16) L2
discpGpQqzGpAqqrπps “

à

π1pPΠψp pGpQpq,ωpq
π1p

where ψ is the A-parameter associated to π.

For a precise description of notation see the discussion surrounding
Lemma 2.2.32. In words, this lemma says that under suitable condi-
tions on G and π the away-from-p isotypic component of
L2pGpQqzGpAqq associated to π consists of precisely representations
with local p-component lying in the packet of ψp and, moreover, that
these appear with multiplicity one.

In Section 2 of this Part we show a decomposition of the cohomology
of a compact Shimura variety with no endoscopy. More precisely, we
have the following (labeled as Theorem 2.3.2):

Theorem 3. Let G be a reductive group over Q which has no relevant
endoscopy and for which Gad is Q-anisotropic. Suppose that Sh is
a Shimura variety associated G with reflex field Eµ. Then, for any

algebraic Q`-representation ξ of G and any prime p of Eµ there is a

decomposition of virtual Q`-representations of GpAf q ˆWEµp

(17) H˚
pSh,Fξq “

à

πf

πf b σpπf q,

where πf ranges over admissible Q`-representations of GpAf q such that
there exists an automorphic representation π of GpAq such that;

(1) πf – pπqf (using our identification Q` – C)
(2) π8 P Π8pξq.

Moreover, for each πf there exists a cofinite set Spπf q Ď Surpπf q of
primes p such that for each prime p over Eµ lying over p and each
τ P WEµp

the following equality holds:

(18) trpτ | σpπf qq “ apπf q trpτ | r´µ ˝ ϕπpqp
1
2
vpτqrEµp:Qps dim Sh,

for some integer apπf q (see Definition 2.3.6).
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Besides the singling out of the notion of relevance of endoscopy this
theorem has minimal original content, essentially being a technical ex-
ercise in showing that the results of [Kot92a] are applicable to the gen-
eral situation with the results of [KSZ] as a replacement for the results
of [Kot92b]. We have included the work here mostly for the conve-
nience of the reader, and to help fix ideas and notation that occur in
Section 3 of this Part.

In Section 3, we combine the results of the last two sections, together
with the work of [Shi11] and [You19], to deduce Theorem 1.

To begin, we show that one can make explicit improvements to The-
orem 3 in the case that G “ ResF {QU for a unitary group U. Namely,
we show the following (see the contents of §2.4.2):

Theorem 4. Let E{Q be a CM field with F its totally real subfield.
Let U be an inner form of UE{F pnq

˚ and set G :“ ResF {QU. As-
sume that Gad is Q-anisotropic and has no relevant endoscopy. Let
Sh be a Shimura variety associated to G. Then, for any algebraic Q`-
representation ξ and any prime p of E there is a decomposition of
virtual Q`rGpAf q ˆWEµp

s-modules

(19) H˚
pSh,Fξqpχq “

à

πf

πf b apπf q pr´µ ˝ LLpπpqq ,

where πf ranges over admissible Q`-representations of GpAf q such that
there exists an automorphic representation π of GpAq such that;

(1) πf – pπqf (using our identification Q` – C)
(2) π8 P Π8pξq.

and χ is some global character and apπf q is an integer (see Definition
2.3.6).

We also obtain, using Theorem 4 and Corollary 1, the further refine-
ment:

Corollary 2. Let π be be an automorphic representation of G such that
π8 is discrete series. Then, for any prime p of E and any algebraic Q`-
representation ξ we have a decomposition of virtual Q`rGpQpqˆWEµp

s-
modules

(20) H˚
pSh,Fξqrπ

p
f s “

à

π1pPΠψp pGpQpq,ωpq
π1p b σpπpf b π

1
pq.

We then use the trace formula in [You19] together with Theorem 4
and Corollary 2 to deduce Theorem 1. To do this though, one must first
lift local representations at p to global representations of some unitary
group, and some care must be chosen in the conditions necssary to do
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this. We appeal to the results of [Shi12a] which is where the square-
integrability conditions enter into the equation.

Remark. We note that while much of this part is written with the
specific focus on unramified unitary groups, the rough strategy to prove
the Scholze-Shin conjecture seems applicable to a much wider class of
groups. The main impediments to generalizing is the lack of results
like [Kal+14] and [Shi11] to apply to non-unitary groups.

Notations and conventions.

2.1.0.1. General.

‚ Unless stated otherwise p is a prime and ` is a prime different
from p.

‚ We will (sometimes implicitly) fix an isomorphism ι : Q`
«
ÝÑ C.

‚ Unless stated otherwise all fields are assumed of characteristic
0.

‚ For a number field F and a finite place v of F we shall denote
by Fv the completion of F at v, Ov its integer ring, and kv its
residue field.

‚ For a number field F we denote by AF the topological ring of
F -adeles and by AF,f the topological subring of finite F -adeles.
We shall shorten AQ to A and AQ,f to Af .

2.1.0.2. Galois theory.

‚ For a field F and an algebraic extension F 1{F we shall use
GalpF 1{F q to denote the Galois group of F 1 over F . We shall
shorten GalpF {F q to ΓF .

‚ For a local or global field F we shall denote by WF the Weil
group of F (as in [Tat79, §1]) with its implicit continuous map
with dense image WF Ñ ΓF . For every finite Galois extension
F 1 of F we shall use this map to canonically, and implicitly,
define an isomorphism WF {WF 1 – ΓF {ΓF 1 and shall thus use
GalpF 1{F q to denote the common group.

‚ For a non-archimedean local field F with residue field k we shall
shall denote by IF Ď WF Ď ΓF the inertia subgroup of F .

‚ For a finite field F we shall denote by FrobF , or just Frob if F
is clear from context, the geometric Frobenius element in ΓF .

‚ For a non-archimedean local field F with residue field k we shall
denote by FrobF a lift of Frobk along the canonical surjection
WF Ñ Γk.
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‚ For a local field F we shall denote by vF , or just v when F is
clear from context, the valuation map v : WF Ñ Z where we
have normalized so that vpFrobF q “ 1.

2.1.0.3. Reductive groups.

‚ All reductive groups are assumed connected.
‚ In contexts revolving arbitrary fields F we shall denote algebraic

groups over F with non-boldfaced letters like G. In the context
where F is a global field we will often denote a group over F in
the boldface font (e.g. G). For a place v of F we shall denote
shorten GQv to Gv. If there is some distinguished place v0 of F
of interest to us we shall often use the non-boldfaced notation
G to denote Gv0 .

‚ For an algebraic group G over a field F we denote by G˝ the
connected component of G and by π0pGq the component group
G{G˝.

‚ For an algebraic group G over a field F we denote by ZpGq
the center of G and by ZGpγq the centralizer of an element
γ P GpF q.

‚ For an algebraic groupG over a field F and an element γ P GpF q
we denote by Iγ the group ZGpγq

˝.
‚ For an algebraic group G we denote G{ZpGq by Gad and the

derived subgroup by Gder.
‚ For a reductive group G over a field F we denote by AG the

maximal F -split torus in ZpGq.
‚ For a reductive group G over a field F we shall denote by X˚pGq

the ΓF -set of homomorphisms Gm,F Ñ GF and by X˚pGq the
ΓF -module of homomorphisms GF Ñ Gm,F . Note that if G
is a torus then X˚pGF q is also a ΓF -module. We denote by
X˚
F pGq the group of homomorphisms Gm,F Ñ G and identify it

implicitly with the subgroup X˚pGqΓF of X˚pGq.
‚ For a reductive group G over a field F we denote by tGu the set

of conjugacy classes inGpF q, by tGus the set of stable conjugacy
classses in GpF q, and by tGus.s. and tGus.s.s the analogues with
GpF q replaced by the set GpF qs.s. of semisimple elements of
GpF q. For an element γ P GpF q we denote by tγu (resp. tγus)
its image in tGu (resp. tGus).

‚ For a reductive group G over a field F and two elements γ and
γ1 in GpF q we use the notation γ „ γ1 to indicate that γ and γ1

are conjugate, and the notation γ „st γ
1 to denote that γ and

γ1 are stably conjugate.
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‚ For a reductive groupG over a field F and a semi-simple element
γ P GpF q we denote by Spγq the collection of conjugacy classes
contained in the stable conjugacy class tγus.

‚ For a reductive group G over a local field F and a semi-simple
element γ P GpF q we denote by apγq the cardinality of the
kernel of the natural map

(21) H1
pF, Iγq Ñ H1

pF,ZGpγqq

which is finite by the assumption that F is local. Note that if
Gder is simply connected then apγq “ 1 and so this term will
often times not factor in to our work (despite its presence in
many references).

‚ For a reductive group G over a field F we denote by GpF qell the
set of elliptic elements of GpF q (see §2.5.1.1 for a discussion of
ellipticity).

‚ If G is an algebraic group over a characteristic 0 local field we
will topologize GpF q in the standard way (e.g. as in [Con12b]).
We shall then denote the connected component of GpF q with
this topology by GpF q0.

‚ If F is a global field and G a reductive group over F we shall
topologize GpAF q and GpAF,f q in the standard ways (again see
[Con12b]) .

‚ For a number field F and a reductive group G over F we denote
by SpGq the set of finite places v of F for which Gv is unramified
(i.e. which admits a reductive model over SpecpOvq in the sense
of [Con14, Definition 3.1.1]).

‚ For a number field F and a reductive group G over F we will of-
ten implicitly choose a reductive model Gv of Gv over SpecpOvq

for all v P SpGq.
‚ We shall denote by K0,v the hyperspecial subgroup GvpOvq Ď

GpFvq for all v P SpGq. For finite v R SpGq or infinite v we
shall define K0,v to be GpFvq.

‚ We will implicitly make the identification of topological groups

(22) GpAF q –
ź1

v

pGpFvq, K0,vq

and the identification

(23) GpAF,f q –
ź1

v finite

pGpFvq, K0,vq

obtained by (passing to the colimit) in [Con12b, Theorem 3.6].
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‚ For a reductive group over a number field F we denote by
GpAF q

1 the subgroup of GpAF q defined as follows

(24) GpAq1 :“ tg P GpAq : |νpgq| “ 1 for all ν P X˚
pGqΓF u

where AˆF is given the usual norm.
‚ For a reductive group G over the number field F we note that

evidently (by the product rule) that GpF q Ď GpAF q
1 we define

the adelic quotient of G, denoted rGs, to be the topological
space GpAq1{GpQq which is a measure space whenever GpAq is
given a measure.

‚ For F a global field and G a reductive group over F we denote
by τpGq the Tamagawa number of G defined to be volprGsq
when GpAq is endowed with the Tamagawa measure (as in
[Wei12, Chapter II]). See [PS92, Theorem 5.6] for a proof that
such a volume is finite.

‚ For G a reductive group over Q and K a compact open sub-
group of GpAf q we denote by ZpQqK the group ZpGqpQq XK
and by ZK the group ZpGqpAf q XK.

‚ Let F be a local field and G a reductive group over F . We
denote by epGq the Kottwitz sign as in [Kot83].

2.1.0.4. Harmonic analysis.

‚ Let F be a number field and G a reductive group over F . Let
C be an algebraically closed field and let πf be an irreducible
admissible C-representation of GpAF,f q. Then, we shall denote
by

(25) πf “
â1

v

πf,v

the Flath decomposition with respect to the set tK0,vu as in
[Fla79]. We then denote by Surpπf q the set of v P SpGq such

that πf,v is K0,v unramified (i.e. for which π
K0,v

f,v ‰ 0) and call a
place v in Surpπf q unramified. Again, we will make it clear when
things fundamentally change with different choices of K0,v.

‚ If v P Surpπf q let us denote by ϕπf,v the associated unramified

local Langlands parameter WFv Ñ
LGv as in [Bor79, Chapter

II].
‚ Let F be a non-archimedean local field and let G be a reduc-

tive group over F . For a characteristic 0 field C We denote by
HCpGpF qq, or just H pGpF qq when C is clear the Hecke alge-
bra as in [Car+79, §1.3] where we have implicitly (often times
clear from context) fixed a Q-valued Haar measure dg on GpF q.
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For a compact open subgroup K of GpF q we shall denote by
HCpGpF q, Kq, or just H pGpF q, Kq when C is clear from con-
text, as in loc. cit.

‚ Let F be a local field and G a reductive group over F . Let us
suppose that φ P HCpGpF qq and that γ P GpF q is semi-simple.
Then, we define the orbital integral of φ, denoted Oγpφq, to be
the quantity

(26) Oγpφq :“

ż

IγpF qzGpF q

φpgγg´1
q dg

We define the stable orbital integral of φ, denoted SOγpφq, to
be the quantity

(27) SOγpφq “
ÿ

γ1„stγ

epIγ1qapγ
1
qOγpφq

‚ Let F be a global field and let G be a reductive group over
F . Let φ be an element of HCpGpAF qq and γ P GpAF q semi-
simple (i.e. that each of its local factors is semi-simple). We
then define the orbital integral of φ, denoted Oγpφq, to be the
quantity

(28) Oγpφq “

ż

IγpAF qzGpAF q
φpgγg´1

q dg

Assume now that γ P GpF q. We define the stable orbital integral
of φ, denoted SOγpφq, to be the quantity

(29)
ÿ

i

epIγiqOγipφq

Here i ranges over the set

(30) kerpF, IpAF qq Ñ H1
pF,GpAF qq

The element γi P GpAF q is the one associated to i by applying
[Kot86b, §4.1] place by place. Note, in particular, that for all
places v of F the vth-component of γi is stably conjugate to γ.

‚ Suppose that G is a reductive group over Q and ξC is an alge-
braic representation of GC. Let Π8pξCq be the set of isomor-
phism classes of all irreducible GpRq-representations having the
same central and infinitesimal character as the contragredient

representation and let Π0
8pξCq be the subset of discrete series

representations in Π8pξCq. If ξ is an algebraic Q`-representation
of G we use our identification of Q` and C to obtain a corre-
sponding C-representation ξC and we set Π8pξq :“ Π8pξCq and
Π0
8pξq :“ Π0

8pξCq
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‚ Let G be a reductive group over Q. Let π be a C-representation
(or Q`-representation using our identification of Q` and C). We
set mpπq to be the multiplicity of π in L2

discpGpQqzGpAqq.

2.1.0.5. Algebraic geometry.

‚ For a variety X over a field k and a lisse Q`-sheaf F on X with
charpkq ‰ ` we then denote by H˚pX,Fq the virtual Q`-space

(31)

2 dimpXq
ÿ

i“0

p´1qiH i
pXk,Fkq.

2.1.0.6. Shimura varieties.

‚ We shall denote Shimura data as pG, Xq as in [Mil04, Definition
5.5].

‚ We shall assume that all of our Shimura data are of abelian
type.

‚ We shall assume only that our Shimura data satisfy axioms
SV1, SV2, and SV3 as in [Mil04], but will often assume that
our Shimura data also satisfies axiom of SV5.

‚ If pG, Xq is a Shimura datum, we shall denote its associated
reflex field (as in [Mil04, Definition 12.2]) by EpG, Xq or, when
pG, Xq is clear from context, just E.

‚ For every neat (as on [Mil04, Page 34]) compact open subgroup
K of GpAf q we denote by ShKpG, Xq, or ShK when pG, Xq
is clear from context, the canonical model (in the sense of
[Mil04, Definition 12.8]) of the complex variety ShKpG,XqC (as
in [Mil04, Definition 5.14]) over its reflex field E.

‚ We denote by Sh the E-scheme lim
ÐÝ
K

ShK as K runs over the

neat compact open subgroups of GpAf q. Note that this exists
by [Stacks, Tag 01YX] since the transition maps for the system
tShKu have finite (and thus affine) transition maps.

‚ Let ` be a prime and let ξ be an algebraic Q`-representation
of G (i.e. an algebraic representation ξ : GQ` Ñ GLQ`pV q for

some Q`-space V ) such that for the induced map

GpAf q
proj.
ÝÝÑ GpQ`q ãÑ GpQ`q Ñ GLQ`pV q

has the property that ZpQqK Ď ker ξ for all sufficiently small
compact open subgroups K Ď GpAf q.
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2.2. Relevant Global Endoscopy

2.2.1. Introduction. In this section, we discuss the notion of relevant
global endoscopy. Loosely, for a group G defined over a number field
F , we say that an elliptic endoscopic datum pH, s, ηq is relevant if it
appears in the stable trace formula for the group G. We then prove
some applications of our discussion which will be necessary for our main
results.

2.2.2. Definitions and statements. We assume for convenience in
this entire part that Gder is simply connected. We begin by recalling
the definition of endoscopic datum as in [Shi10, §2.1].

Definition 2.2.1. An endoscopic datum for a reductive group G over
a field F consists of a triple pH, s, ηq where H is a quasisplit reductive

group, η : pH Ñ pG is an embedding and s P pH such that

‚ We have an equality ηp pHq “ Z
pGpsq

0,

‚ The pG-conjugacy class of η is fixed by ΓF ,

‚ The image of s in Zp pHq{Zp pGq lies in pZp pHq{Zp pGqqΓF ,

‚ The image of s P H1pF,Zp pGqq is trivial if F is local and locally
trivial if F is global.

An endoscopic datum is defined to be elliptic if pZp pHqΓq˝ Ă Zp pGq.

We record now our definition of isomorphism between endoscopic
data:

Definition 2.2.2. An isomorphism between endoscopic data
pH1, s1, η1q and pH2, s2, η2q is an isomorphism α : H2 Ñ H1 such that

there exists g P pG such that pαps1q “ s2 mod Zp pGq and the following
diagram commutes:

(32)

xH1
pG

xH2
pG.

η1

pα Intpgq

η2

We denote the set of isomorphism classes of endoscopic data for
G by EpGq and we denote the set of isomorphism classes of elliptic
endoscopic data by EellpGq.

Note that the map pα is ΓF -invariant and only well-defined up to a

choice of splittings (see [Kot84b, §1.8]) and hence up to xH1

ΓF
-conjugacy

but that the above diagram makes sense for any choice of pα in this class.
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Note also that we will often confuse pH for ηp pHq and so, in particular,
will often confuse s and ηpsq.

Now, since we assume Gder is simply connected, for each endoscopic
datum pH, s, ηq, there exists a lift of η to an L-map Lη : LH Ñ LG
(see [Lan79, Prop 1]). The following lemma will be useful to us.

Lemma 2.2.3. Suppose that pH1, s1, η1q and pH2, s2, η2q are endoscopic
data and fix lifts Lη1 and Lη2 of η1 and η2 respectively. Suppose further

that α : H2 Ñ H1 gives an isomorphism of endoscopic data and g P pG
is as in 2.2.2. Then for each choice of pα, there exists a lift Lα of α
such that the following diagram commutes:

(33)

LH1
LG

LH2
LG.

Lη1

Lα Intpgq

Lη2

Moreover, the xH1-conjugacy class of Lα does not depend on the choice
of pα or g.

Proof. We want to define Lα to equal Lη´1
2 ˝ Intpgq ˝ Lη1. For this to

make sense, we need to show that the image of Intpgq˝ Lη1 is contained
in the image of Lη2.

Now there exists for each w P WF and i P t1, 2u, elements gpwqi P pG

so that Lηip1, wq “ pgpwqi, wq. We observe that for any hi P xHi, we
have

pgpwqipw ¨ ηiqphiq, wq “
Lηip1, wq

Lηipw
´1
phiq, 1q(34)

“
Lηiphi, wq(35)

“
Lηiphi, 1q

Lηip1, wq(36)

“ pηiphiqgpwqi, wq,(37)

so that

(38) Intpgpwq´1
i qpηiphiqq “ pw ¨ ηiqphiq.

Now, it suffices to check that for each p1, wq P LH1 there exists an
ph2, wq P

LH2 such that

(39) pggpwq1wpg
´1
q, wq “ pη2ph2qgpwq2, wq.

Hence we need to check that ggpwq1wpg
´1qgpwq´1

2 P η2pxH2q. It suffices

to show that this element lies in Z
pGpη2pxH2qq since for any maximal

torus T of xH2, we have η2pT q is a maximal torus of pG and so

(40) Z
pGpη2pxH2qq Ă Z

pGpη2pT qq “ η2pT q Ă η2pxH2q.
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Now pick h2 P xH2. We observe that using equation (38), we have

Intpggpwq1wpg
´1
qgpwq´1

2 qpη2ph2qq “ Intpggpwq1wpg
´1
qqppw ¨ η2qph2qq

(41)

“ Intpggpwq1qpwpg
´1η2pw

´1
ph2qqgqq(42)

“ Intpggpwq1qpwpη1ppα
´1
pw´1

ph2qqqqq(43)

“ Intpggpwq1qppw ¨ η1qppα
´1
ph2qqq(44)

“ Intpgqpη1ppα
´1
ph2qqq(45)

“ η2ph2q,(46)

as desired.
Now we show the second statement of the lemma. As above, we

have that the map pα is unique up to xH1

ΓF
-conjugacy. For a fixed

choice of pα if we have pick two different g, g1 P pG such that the req-

uisite diagram commutes, then Intpg´1g1q fixes η1pxH1q pointwise and

so g´1g1 P η1pZpxH1qq. Hence any two Lα will differ at most up to

conjugacy by an element of xH1. �

We are now ready to define the notion of relevant endoscopy. We
begin with some definitions following [Shi10, §2.3].

The first definition is that of the set of so-called endoscopic quadru-
ples for the group G:

Definition 2.2.4. For F a local or global field define EQF pGq to be
the set of equivalence classes of tuples pH, s, η, γHq such that pH, s, ηq is
an endoscopic triple and γH P HpF q transfers to GpF q and is pG,Hq-
regular and semisimple. The tuples pH, s, η, γHq and pH 1, s1, η1, γ1Hq are
equivalent if there exists an isomorphism α : H 1 Ñ H inducing an
isomorphism of endoscopic data and such that αpγ1Hq is stably conjugate
to γH . We define the subset EQell

F pGq Ă EQF pGq to consist of those
equivalence classes such that pH, s, ηq is elliptic.

We now define a set of pairs associated to G consisting, essentially, of
a semi-simple element γ of GpF q and an element of its Kottwitz group
KpIγ{F q (see 2.5.1.5 for a recollection of the Kottwitz group). More
precisely:

Definition 2.2.5. For F a local or global field define SSF pGq to be
the set of equivalence classes of pairs pγ, κq such that γ P GpF q is
semisimple and κ P KpIγ{F q. Two pairs pγ, κq and pγ1, κ1q are equiva-
lent if γ and γ1 are stably conjugate in G and κ and κ1 are equal under
the canonical isomorphism KpIγ{F q – KpIγ1{F q. We define the subset
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SSell
F pGq Ă SSF pGq to be the equivalence classes of pairs where γ is

elliptic.

Now we have the following key bijection due to Kottwitz:

Proposition 2.2.6. The natural map

(47) EQF pGq Ñ SSF pGq,
given by

(48) pH, s, η, γHq ÞÑ pγ, ηpsqq,

(where γ is some transfer of γH to GpF q) is well-defined and a bijection.
Moreover this map restricts to give a bijection

(49) EQell
F pGq Ñ SSell

F pGq.

Proof. See [Shi10, Lemma 2.8] as well as [Kot86b, Lemma 9.7]. �

We are now ready to define the notion of relevant endoscopy.

Definition 2.2.7. Let F be a number field and G a reductive group
over F . We have a natural projection map

(50) EQF pGq Ñ EpGq.
which restricts to a map

(51) EQell
F pGq Ñ Eell

pGq.

We define the subsets REpGq Ă EpGq and REell
pGq Ă EellpGq to be the

images of the first and second maps respectively. We say that the set
REpGq is the set of relevant global endoscopy of G and that REell

pGq
is the set of relevant elliptic global endoscopy.

We now state the representation-theoretic analogue of 2.2.6, part of a
general web of analogies between representation theory and conjugacy
classes. Such constructions appear for instance in works of Kottwitz
(see the proof of [Kot84b, Prop 11.3.2]) and Shelstad ([She83, §4.2]).
We choose to provide the details in this work.

For the remainder of this subsection, let us fix F to be a local or
global field and G a reductive group over F .

We shall use the notion of A-parameters which we now recall. To
do this we will be using the notion of the Langlands group LF as in
the introduction of [Art02]. When F is a local field such a group is
WF ˆ SL2pCq but when F is a number field the existence of such a
Langlands group (for which we use Langlands original pro-algebraic
formalism) is conjectural. We shall then only use its basic properties
assumed for such a group as in loc. cit.
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We shall denote by K the kernel of the projection map LF Ñ WF

which is a connected pro-algebraic group over C (which we often tacitly
identify with its C-points).

We begin with the definition of an L-parameter since this will make
the definition of an A-parameter easier to parse:

Definition 2.2.8. Let LF be the Langlands group. Then, an L - pa-
rameter for G is a continuous map φ : LF Ñ LG such that the following
conditions hold:

(1) The restriction of the map φ|K has image in pG Ď LG and is

algebraic as a map K Ñ pG.
(2) The diagram

(52) LF
φ

//

!!

LG

��

WF

is commutative.
(3) For all w P LF the element φpwq P LG is semisimple or, in

other words, that under any representation LG Ñ GLnpCq (in
the sense of [Bor79, §2.6]) the image of φpwq is semi-simple.

Two L parameters φ1 and φ2 for G are said to be equivalent if there

exists g P pG such that

(53) w ÞÑ g´1φ2pwqgφ1pwq
´1

is a (locally) trivial 1 cocycle of LF taking values in Zp pGq.
In the case that F is local, we say that the L-parameter φ is relevant

if whenever φpLF q Ă P for P a parabolic subgroup of LG (in the sense
of [Bor79, §3]), then P is conjugate in LG to LP for some parabolic
subgroup P Ď G. In the case that F is global, we say that φ is relevant
if for each place v of F , we have φv :“ ψ|LFv is relevant.

We then move on to the slight variant of L-parameters known as
A-parameters:

Definition 2.2.9. Let LF be the Langlands group. Then, an A - pa-
rameter for G is a continuous map ψ : LF ˆ SL2pCq Ñ LG such that
the following conditions hold:

(1) The restriction ψ|LF is an L-parameter.

(2) The restriction ψ|SL2pCq takes image in pG and the resulting map
of complex Lie groups is holomorphic.
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(3) The diagram

(54) LF ˆ SL2pCq
ψ
//

&&

LG

��

WF

is commutative.
(4) The image of ψpLF q in LG is bounded (i.e. relatively compact).

Two A parameters ψ1 and ψ2 for G are said to be equivalent if there

exists g P pG such that

(55) w ÞÑ g´1ψ2pwqgψ1pwq
´1

is a (locally) trivial 1 cocycle of LF ˆ SL2pCq taking values in Zp pGq.
In the case that F is local, we say that the A-parameter ψ is relevant

if whenever ψpLF ˆ SL2pCqq Ă P for P Ă LG a parabolic subgroup,
then P is conjugate in LG to LP for some parabolic subgroup P Ď G.
In the case that F is global, we say that ψ is relevant if for each place
v of F , we have ψv :“ ψ|LFvˆSL2pCq is relevant.

We also need the notion of when, for pH, s, ηq an endoscopic triple

for G, two A-parameters ψH1 and ψH2 of H are Zp pGq-equivalent. This
definition is as follows:

Definition 2.2.10. Let pH, s, ηq and endoscopic group of G. Then,

two A-parameters ψH1 and ψH2 of H are said to be Zp pGq-equivalent if

there exists an element h P pH such that the map

(56) w ÞÑ h´1ψH2 pwqhψ
H
1 pwq

´1,

is a (locally) trivial 1-cocycle of LF ˆ SL2pCq valued in Zp pGq.

We need the following definitions as in [Kot84b, §10].

Definition 2.2.11. Let G be a reductive group over F and let ψ be an

A parameter for G. Then we define Cψ to be the set of g P pG such that

g commutes with the image of ψ. We also define Sψ as the set of g P pG
such that

(57) w ÞÑ g´1ψpwqgψpwq´1,

is a (locally) trivial 1-cocycle of LF ˆ SL2pCq valued in Zp pGq. Note

that evidently Zp pGq Ď Sψ and we define Sψ to be Sψ{Zp pGq.

We define an A-parameter ψ to be elliptic if ψ factors through no
proper Levi subgroup of LG and we have the following lemma of Kot-
twitz
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Lemma 2.2.12. The following are equivalent.

(1) The parameter ψ is elliptic,

(2) C˝ψ Ă Zp pGq,

(3) S˝ψ Ă Zp pGq.

Proof. See [Kot84b, Lemma 10.3.1]. �

We now move towards stating our desired bijection. We begin first
by defining the set on one side of the bijection. Roughly, this consists
of A-parameters for endoscopic groups for G. More precisely:

Definition 2.2.13. Define the set EPF pGq to be equivalences classes
of quadruples pH, s, Lη, ψHq where Lη : LH Ñ LG is an L-map,
pH, s, Lη|

pHq is an endoscopic datum, and ψH is an A-parameter of
H such that Lη ˝ ψH is relevant.

Two quadruples pH1, s1,
Lη1, ψ

H
1 q and pH2, s2,

Lη2, ψ
H
2 q are equiva-

lent if there is an isomorphism α : H2 Ñ H1 of endoscopic data such

that Lα ˝ ψH1 is Zp pGq-equivalent to ψH2 . By 2.2.3, note that the choice

of Lα is unique up to xH1-conjugacy and that the notion of Zp pGq equiv-
alence does not depend on this choice.

We define EPell
F pGq Ă EPF pGq to be the subset consisting of those

tuples such that pH, s, ηq is an elliptic endoscopic datum and Lη ˝ ψH

is elliptic.

We then have the following definition of the other set in our desired
bijection:

Definition 2.2.14. Define the set SPF pGq of equivalence classes of
pairs pψ, sq such that ψ is a relevant Arthur parameter of G and s P Sψ.
Two pairs pψ1, s1q and pψ2, s2q are equivalent if ψ1 and ψ2 are equivalent

by some g P pG such that Intpgqps1q and s2 are conjugate in Sψ2.
We define SPell

F pGq Ă SPF pGq to consist of those pairs such that ψ
is elliptic.

We can now finally state our desired bijection:

Proposition 2.2.15. The map

(58) rH, s, Lη, ψHs ÞÑ r
Lη ˝ ψH , ηpsqs

gives a well-defined bijection EPF pGq Ñ SPF pGq. Moreover, this map
restricts to a bijection

(59) EPell
F pGq Ñ SPell

F pGq.

We now consider the case where F is a global field and G is a reduc-
tive group over F . We have another construction analogous to that of
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REpGq and REell
pGq. Namely we define REPpGq to be the image of

the projection

(60) EPF pGq Ñ EpGq,

and REPell
pGq to be the image of the projection

(61) EPell
F pGq Ñ EpGq.

This suggests the following

Question 2.2.16. Is it true that

(62) REPpGq “ REpGq,
and

(63) REPell
pGq “ REell

pGq?

An important remark to make is that the previous discussion as well
as the statement of 2.2.15 for global F are contingent on the defini-
tion of the global Langlands group LF . In fact, our proof of 2.2.15
uses this group in a somewhat nontrivial way, as we need to use ψ

to construct a Galois action on pH. We instead we prove the follow-
ing result, which can be seen as evidence of the conjectured inclusion
REPell

pGq Ă REell
pGq. This result carries no hidden conjectures on

the Langlands correspondence. In particular, we will use it in the proof
of our main result on the Scholze-Shin conjecture.

Theorem 2.2.17. Suppose that F is a totally real number field. Sup-
pose that we have a triple pH, s, Lηq such that pH, s, ηq is an endoscopic
group for G and Lη is an extension of η to LH. In particular, for each
place v of F we get an endoscopic datum pHv, s,

Lηvq of Gv. Suppose
further that for each place v, we have an A-parameter ψH

v of Hv such
that Lηv ˝ ψ

H
v is relevant. We assume further that at each real place

v8, pHv8 , s, ηq is elliptic and that Hv8 has an elliptic maximal torus.
Then in fact pH, s, ηq P REpGq.

Remark 2.2.18. The restriction that F is totally real is not really a
strong condition since it is almost implied by the later assumptions.
In particular, to have that HV8 has an elliptic maximal torus for all
infinite places v8 implies, unless H is itself a torus, that F is totally
real.

2.2.3. Proof of 2.2.15. We now give the proof of the key bijection
2.2.15. Before we begin the proof in earnest, it will be helpful to es-
tablish two useful general lemmata.

The first is the following:
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Lemma 2.2.19. Let X be a complex reductive group. Let s P XpCq
be semisimple and set Y :“ ZXpsq

˝. Then, the map NXpY q Ñ OutpY q
given on C-points by sending x P NXpY qpCq to Intpxq|Y has finite im-
age.

Proof. Let us note that ZXpZpY qq
˝ is contained in the kernel of the map

NXpY q Ñ OutpY q. Indeed, it suffices to show that ZXpZpY qq
˝ Ď Y .

We first observe that s P ZpY q. Evidently s P ZpZXpsqq Ď ZXpsq so
the only non-trivial statement is that s is actually in ZXpsq

˝ “ Y . But,
note that since s is semisimple, we have s P T pCq for T a maximal torus
of X. Hence s P T pCq Ă Y and so s P Y and thus s P ZpY q. Therefore,
ZXpZpY qq Ď ZXpsq and thus ZXpZpY qq

˝ Ď ZXpsq
˝ “ Y .

To finish the proof, it suffices to show that NXpY q{ZXpZpY qq
˝ is

finite. But, since ZXpZpY qq
˝ is finite index in ZXpZpY qq it suffices

to show that NXpY q{ZXpZpY qq is finite. Note though that NXpY q Ď
NXpZpY qq since ZpY q is a characteristic subgroup of Y . Thus, we get
an inclusion

(64) NXpY q{ZXpZpY qq ãÑ NXpZpY qq{ZXpZpY qq

and thus it suffices to show this latter group is finite. Of course, this is
equivalent to showing that NXpZpY qq

˝ and ZXpZpY qq
˝ coincide. Since

ZpY q is multiplicative (since Y is reductive by [Hum95, §2.2]) this claim
follows from [Hum75, Corollary, §16.3]. �

The second lemma is the following:

Lemma 2.2.20. Let F be a field of characteristic 0. Let X be reductive
group over F and let S be a splitting of X. Then, given a finite Ga-
lois extension F 1{F and a homomorphism ξ : GalpF 1{F q Ñ OutpXq,
there exists a unique quasi-split group H over F such that there is an

isomorphism pH
«
ÝÑ X equivariant (up to inner automorphisms).

Proof. Let Ψ be the based root datum associated to the triple pX,B, T q
and let pX 1, B1, T 1q be the dual triple with associated root datum Ψ_.
Let X 1

0 be the unique split model of X 1 over F . Note then that we have
natural isomorphisms of (constant) group (schemes)

(65) OutppX 1
0qF q – OutpX 1

q – AutpΨ_
q – AutpΨq – OutpXq

Note then associated to ξ is a homomorphism ξ_ : GalpF 1{F q Ñ
OutppX 1

0qF q. Then, by Proposition 2.5.68 we get a unique associated
quasi-split inner form H of X 1

0. Moreover, it’s clear from construction
that the natural map ΓF Ñ OutpHF q coincides with ξ_. It is then not

hard to see that we have a natural isomorphism H
«
ÝÑ X as desired. �

We now return to the proof of Proposition 2.2.15:
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Proof. (Proposition 2.2.15) We first define a map EPF pGq Ñ SPF pGq.
Pick a representative pH, s, Lη, ψHq of rH, s, Lη, ψHs P EPF pGq. We
then get a parameter ψ of G given by ψH ˝ Lη.

Now, by definition of endoscopic triple we have that w ÞÑ s´1wpsq

is a (locally) trivial 1-cocycle of WF with values in Zp pGq and this
induces a (locally) trivial 1-cocycle of LF ˆ SL2pCq via the projection
LF ˆ SL2pCq Ñ WF . But then we have for all w P LF ˆ SL2pCq

(66) s´1ψHpwqsψHpwq´1
“ s´1wpsq

so that ηpsq P Sψ. Conversely, pick an equivalence class rψ, ss P
SPF pGq and pick a representative pψ, sq. Let s P Sψ be a lift of s.

Define pH :“ Z
pGpsq

0 and define η to be the natural embedding pH ãÑ pG.

Now, for any g P impψq Ă LG, the map Intpgq : pG Ñ pG stabilizes pH
and hence gives a continuous homomorphism

(67) ψ : LF ˆ SL2pCq Ñ Outp pHq.

given by sending an element pw, xq P LF to the image of Intpψpw, xqq
| pH

under the map Autp pHq Ñ Outp pHq. To see the continuity note that the
map LF ˆ SL2pCq Ñ LG is definitionally continuous. The map LG Ñ

AutpLGq is also clearly continuous. The map AutpLGq Ñ Outp pHq is
continuous as one can clearly reduce to the split case in which case it

reduces to checking the continuity of the map Autp pGq Ñ Outp pHq but
this is clear since this map of groups can be promoted to a functor of
the associated group schemes. We claim that ψ has finite image. To see

this note that it suffices to show that the image of NLGp
pHq Ñ Outp pHq

has finite image. Note though that there is a finite extension E{F such

that GE is split so that LpGEq is merely pGˆ ΓE. Since LpGEq is finite
index in LG it’s not hard to see that we can reduce to the case when
G is split. The claim then immediately follows from Lemma 2.2.19.
Now note that any continuous finite quotient of LF is of the form
GalpF 1{F q for some finite extension F 1{F . Indeed, evidently SL2pCq
has no non-trivial finite continuous quotients. Thus, it suffices to prove
the claim for LF . Now, if K denotes the kernel of LF Ñ WF then K
is a connected pro-reductive complex group. Thus, K also has no
non-trivial finite continuous quotients. Thus, we’ve reduced the claim
to WF for which the claim is obvious. Thus, we have associated to

ps, ψq a homomorphism ψ : GalpF 1{F q Ñ Outp pHq which, by Lemma
2.2.20, allows us to find a quasi-split group H over F whose dual group

is naturally isomorphic to pH equivariant for the ΓF actions on both
sides.
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We now claim that that pH, s, ηq is an endoscopic datum for G. It
remains to check that the conjugacy class of η is ΓF -invariant and that

the image of s P H1pF,Zp pGqq is (locally) trivial. For the first check,
we pick w P ΓF and need to show that the constructed action of w on
pH differs from the action of w on pG by an inner automorphism of pG.
In other words we need to show that for all σ P ΓF that there exists
some gσ P pG such that

(68) σ
pG ˝ η ˝ σ

´1
pH
“ Intpgσq ˝ η

This is true by construction. For the second property, we note that the

image of s in H1pF,Zp pGqq is definitionally given by w ÞÑ s´1wpsq for

w P ΓF . Since ΓF acts on pH, and thus Zp pGq Ď pH, through GalpF 1{F q
we see that this cocycle is induced from a cocycle in

H1pGalpF 1{F q, Zp pGqq. Now we observe that for any lift w1 P LF ˆ
SL2pCq of w, we have

(69) s´1ψpw1qsψpw1q´1
“ s´1wpsq.

Since s P Sψ, this gives the desired result.
By our assumption that Gder is simply connected, we can extend η

to a map Lη : LH Ñ LG. Then we need to check that the parameter ψ
factors through Lη. We shall follow techniques discussed in unpublished
notes of Kottwitz. Let us begin by defining the subgroup H of LG as
the set of elements x P LG such that there exists an element y P LH
such that the equality

(70) Intpxq ˝ Lη “ Lη ˝ Intpyq,

holds. Note that H depends only on Lη |
pH and, in particular, only on

the endoscopic triple pH, s, ηq. We then have the following observation
of Kottwitz:

Lemma 2.2.21. The set H is a subgroup of LG which is a split exten-

sion of WF by pH.

Proof. The proof is due to unpublished work of Kottwitz.

There exists a finite extension K{F such that the action of ΓF on pH

and pG factors through ΓK . Now pick σ P GalpK{F q and w P WF such

that w projects to σ P GalpK{F q. Then p1, wq P LH acts on pH by σ.

By definition, there exists a gσ P pG such that Intpgσq ˝ η “ σ ¨ η. Then

(71) η ˝ p1, wq “ Intpσpgσq, wqq ˝ η,

which implies H surjects onto WF .

Now the kernel of H Ñ WF consists of x P pG such that there exists
y P pH and Intpxq ˝ η “ η ˝ Intpyq. Clearly ηp pHq is contained in this
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set. Conversely, we have that Intpx´1ηpyqq acts trivially on pH. In

particular, x´1ηpyq must centralize a maximal torus pTH of ηp pHq. Then
pTH is maximal in pG as well so x´1ηpyq P pTH Ă ηp pHq. Hence x P ηp pHq.

We now prove that the extension

(72) 1 Ñ ηp pHq Ñ HÑ WF Ñ 1

is split. We proceed as follows. Let pT Ă pB be maximal torus and Borel

of pH and let T be the subgroup of H of elements preserving the pair

pηppT q, ηp pBqq. Then T is an extension of WF by ηppT q.
Then [Lan79, Lemma 4] says that if there exists a field K that is a

finite Galois extension of F such that the action of WF on pT factors
through GalpK{F q, then T is split. Since this is the case, T is split so
we can take a splitting c : WF Ñ T . Then this is also a splitting of H.

�

We then observe that for any Lη, we have Lηp LHq Ă H. In par-

ticular, Lη gives a map of extensions of WF by ηp pHq and hence is an
isomorphism onto H.

Thus, to show that ψ factors through Lη, we need only show that
impψq Ă H. We need to show that for each x P impψq, there exists
y P LH such that the projections of x and y to WF agree and

(73) Intpxq ˝ η “ η ˝ Intpyq,

on pH. First pick w P LF ˆ SL2pCq and consider ψpwq. Then we check
that there exists an element y P LH such that Intpψpwqq˝η “ η˝Intpyq.
But indeed this follows immediately from the fact that the L-action of

the projection w P WF on pH Ă LH differs from that of Intpψpwqq

by an element of Innp pHq. We then define a parameter ψH such that
Lη ˝ ψH “ ψ.

We now show the map we have constructed is well-defined. First,
one can also easily show that choosing a different lift of s gives an
isomorphic endoscopic datum. Next, suppose that pψ1, s1q is equivalent

to pψ2, s2q by some g P pG satisfying w ÞÑ gψ1pwqg
´1ψpwq´1

2 is a (locally)

trivial cocycle of LF valued in Zp pGq. Then by assumption gs1g
´1 is

conjugate by some s P Sψ2 to s2 and so the groups pH1 and pH2 are

conjugate in pG by sg. Moreover, it is easy to check that the map

Intpsgq : pH1 Ñ pH2 will preserve the actions of ΓF up to an inner

automorphism of pH2 and hence descends to an isomorphism α : H2 Ñ

H1 defined over F . The map α then gives an isomorphism of the
endoscopic data pH1, s1, η1q and pH2, s2, η2q and LIntpsgq ˝ψH1 is ZpGq-
equivalent to ψH2 . This shows the map is well-defined.
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To conclude the proof, we must show that the maps EPF pGq Ñ
SPF pGq and SPF pGq Ñ EPF pGq that we have constructed are inverses
of each other. It is clear that the composition SPF pGq Ñ EPF pGq Ñ
SPF pGq is the identity. Indeed, the first map sends rs, ψs to an element
of EPF pGq of the form rH, s, Lη, ψHs where s is a lift of s to Sψ and
Lη ˝ ψH “ ψ. The second map then takes rH, s, Lη, ψHs to rηpsq, Lη ˝

ψHs. But, by definition ηpsq “ s and Lη ˝ ψH “ ψ from where the
conclusion follows.

We now show that the composition EPF pGq Ñ SPF pGq Ñ EPF pGq
is the identity. Take a representative pH, s, Lη, ψHq of rH, s, Lη, ψHs P
EPF pGq. Then we want to show that this is equivalent to the tuple
pH 1, s1, Lη1, ψH

1

q that we get from applying the composition EPF pGq Ñ
SPF pGq Ñ EPF pGq to pH, s, Lη, ψHq. Note that, up to equivalence,
we can assume that s1 “ s and so we have a map of complex Lie groups

η1´1
˝ η : pH Ñ xH 1.

We claim this map is equivariant for each w P ΓF up to conjugation

by some h P pH. There exists some finite extension E{F such that the
actions of ΓF on both groups factor through GalpE{F q hence we need
only prove the claim for w P GalpE{F q. Pick a lift w1 P LF ˆ SL2pCq
of w, the action of w on each group differs by an inner automorphism
from the action of conjugation by ψHpw1q or ψH

1

pw1q respectively. So

then we have (up to conjugation which we denote by „) for h P pH:

pw ¨ pη1
´1
˝ ηqqphq “ wpη1

´1
ηpw´1

phqq(74)

„ IntpψH
1

pw1qqpη1
´1
ηpIntpψHpw1q´1

qphqq(75)

“ pη1
´1
˝ Intpψpw1qq ˝ Intpψpw1q´1

q ˝ ηqphq(76)

“ pη1 ˝ ηqphq.(77)

This proves the claim and implies that the isomorphism descends to
an isomorphism α : H 1 Ñ H defined over F . This satisfies pαpsq “ s1

mod Zp pGq and hence gives the desired isomorphism of endoscopic data.
Moreover, it is clear that we have an equivalence
pH, s, Lη, ψHq, pH 1, s1, Lη1, ψH

1

q.
We now check that the bijection restricts to give a bijection

(78) EPell
F pGq Ñ SPell

F pGq.

We need to check that if rψ, ss P SPF pGq
ell, then the tuple

pH, s, Lη, ψHq we construct from pψ, sq satisfies that pH, s, ηq is elliptic.

But we have ηppZp pHqΓF q0q Ă ηpC0
ψH q Ă C0

ψ Ă Zp pGq as desired. Note

that the last equality holds by [Kot84b, lemma 10.3.1]. �
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2.2.4. Proof of 2.2.17. We now prove our main result on relevancy of
global endoscopy. We need to construct a pG,Hq-regular γH P HpF q
such that γH transfers to some elliptic γ P GpF q. To do so, we first
need the following proposition.

Proposition 2.2.22 ([Kot90, pg 188]). G be a group over a totally
number field F . Let pH, s, ηq be an endoscopic datum of G such that
pHv, s, ηq is elliptic for all infinite places v of F . Let γH P HpF q
be a pG,Hq-regular semisimple element such that γH transfers to an
element of GpFvq for each place v of F and γH is elliptic as an element
of HpFvq for all infinite places v of F . Then in fact, γH transfers to a
semisimple γ P GpF q.

Let us note that it suffices to consider the case when F “ Q. Indeed,
set G1 :“ ResF {QG and set pH1, s1, η1q to be so that H1 “ ResF {QH, the

element s1 :“ ps, ..., sq Ă xH1 “ pHm (where m :“ rF : Qs), and η1 is the

map xH1 Ñ xG1 given by

(79) η1ph1, . . . , hmq :“ pηph1q, . . . , ηph1q, . . . , ηphmqq

Then, if we let γH1 be equal to γH as an element of H1pQq “ HpF q we
get the desired result.

Before we begin the proof in earnest, we record here a general fact:

Lemma 2.2.23. Let X be a reductive group over a field F . Then,
there is a short exact sequence of ΓF -modules

(80) 1 Ñ K Ñ Zp pXq˝ Ñ {ZpXq˝ Ñ 1

where K is some finite ΓF -module. If F is a local field, this in turn
induces a natural isogeny of abelian groups

(81) pZp pXq˝qΓF Ñ p{ZpXq˝qΓF

Proof. Let us begin by noting that we have a short exact sequence of
connected reductive F -groups

(82) 1 Ñ ZpXq˝ Ñ X Ñ QÑ 1

where Q :“ X{ZpXq˝ is semisimple. We then get a short exact se-
quence of ΓF -modules

(83) 1 Ñ Zp pQq Ñ Zp pXq Ñ {ZpXq˝ Ñ 1

Note that since Q is semisimple, Zp pQq is finite (e.g. [Kot84b, (1.8.4)])
from where the first part of the proposition follows.

Let us now consider the associated long exact sequence of ΓF -modules

(84) 1 Ñ Zp pQqΓF Ñ pZp pXq˝qΓF Ñ p{ZpXq˝qΓF Ñ H1
pF,Zp pQqq
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We are then done by observing that since F is a local field that

H1pF,Zp pQqq is finite. �

Proof. (Proposition 2.2.22) By assumption there exists a γ P GpAq such
that γH transfers to γ. Let ψ : G˚ Ñ G be a quasisplit inner twist of
G. By [Kot82, Theorem 4.1], γH transfers to some γ˚ P G˚pQq.

Now, as in [Kot86b, §6], the elements γ˚, γ determine an element
obspγq P KpIγ˚{QqD such that γ is conjugate in GpAq to an element of
GpQq if and only if obspγq is trivial.

Lemma 2.2.24. The element γ˚ P GpRq is R-elliptic.

Proof. Since γH is pG,Hq-regular and elliptic in HpRq, it follows that
γ˚ is elliptic in G˚pRq. Indeed, recall first that since H is an endoscopic
group of G that ZpGq Ď ZpHq as Q-groups (e.g. see the second to last
paragraph of [Shi10, Page 5]). Note then that since γH is pG,Hq-
regular that Iγ and Iγ˚ are inner forms (e.g. see [Kot86b, §3]). Thus,

(85) ZpGq Ď ZpHq Ď ZpIγq “ ZpIγ˚q

holds and thus

(86) ZpGRq Ď ZpHRq Ď ZpIγ,Rq “ ZpIγ˚,Rq

holds by base change.
To show that γ˚ is elliptic we need to show that ZpIγ˚,Rq

˝{ZpGRq
˝

is R-anisotropic. By assumption we have that ZpIγ,Rq
˝{ZpHRq

˝ is R-
anisotropic. Since pH, s, ηq is R-elliptic we have that ZpHRq

˝
s “ ZpGRq

˝
s

(e.g. see the second to last paragraph of [Shi10, Page 5]), which implies
the desired consequence. �

Lemma 2.2.25. The containment pZpxIγ˚q
Γ8q˝ Ă ZppGq holds.

Proof. Begin by noting that

(87) ZpxIγ˚q
Γ8 “ ZpzIγ˚,Rq

Γ8

Now, by assumption we have that T :“ ZpIγ˚,Rq
˝ is an elliptic torus

in GR. Then, by lemma 2.5.37 implies that ppT {ZppGqqΓ8 is finite (note

that ZppGq “ ZpxGRq so we ignore the difference). Thus, a foritiori,

we know that pT Γ8{ZppGqΓ8 is finite. In particular, since pZppGqΓ8q˝ is

finite index in ZppGqΓ8 , we have that pZppGqΓ8q˝ is finite index in pT Γ8 .

Now, note that we’re trying to show that ppZpzIγ˚,Rq
Γ8q˝ Ď ZppGq

so it suffices to show that pZpzIγ˚,Rq
Γ8q˝ “ pZppGqΓ8q˝. Note that ev-

idently pZppGqΓ8q˝ is contained in pZpzIγ˚,Rq
Γ8q˝, and since the latter

is connected it suffices to show that the former is finite index in the
latter.
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Now, we know that pZppGqΓ8q˝ is finite index in pT Γ8 . Note though
that by Lemma 2.2.23 we have an isogeny of abelian groups

(88) pZpzIγ˚,Rq
˝
q
Γ8 Ñ ppZpIγ˚,Rq

˝
q
p

q
Γ8 “: pT Γ8

which is equivariant for the inclusions of pZppGqΓ8q˝ on both sides. In

particular, since pZppGqΓ8q˝ is finite index in pT ΓF it’s also finite index

in pZpzIγ˚,Rq
˝qΓ8 .

Note then that we have the exact sequence of Γ8-modules

(89) 1 Ñ ZpzIγ˚,Rq
˝
Ñ ZpzIγ˚,Rq Ñ π0pZpzIγ˚,Rqq Ñ 1

which gives us the exact sequence

(90) 1 Ñ pZpzIγ˚,Rq
˝
q
Γ8 Ñ ZpzIγ˚,Rq

Γ8 Ñ π0pZpzIγ˚,Rqq
Γ8

which shows that, since π0pZpzIγ˚,Rqq is finite, that pZpzIγ˚,Rq
˝qΓ8 is finite

index in ZpzIγ˚,Rq
Γ8 . Since pZp pGqΓ8q˝ is finite index in pZpzIγ˚,Rq

˝qΓ8

it follows that it’s also finite index in ZpzIγ˚,Rq
Γ8 . It follows that

pZp pGqΓ8q˝ must be finite index in pZpzIγ˚,Rq
Γ8q˝ from where the con-

clusion follows. �

Now, the action of Γ on ZpxIγ˚q factors through some finite quotient
ΓK let σ be the nontrivial element of ΓR. This gives a conjugacy class
tσu Ă ΓK . Then by Cebotarev Density, we can find some finite place v
of Q such that the conjugacy class of Frobv equals tσu. In particular,
for such a v, we have

(91) pZpxIγ˚q
Γvq

0
Ă ZpxIγ˚q

Γ8 Ă ZppGq.

Now, recall that the set of GpQvq conjugacy classes in the stable con-
jugacy class of γ˚ is in bijection with kerrH1pQv, Iγ˚q Ñ H1pQv,Gqs.
Then by the Kottwitz isomorphism we have the bijection
(92)

kerrH1
pQv, Iγ˚q Ñ H1

pQv,Gqs – kerrπ0pZpxIγ˚q
Γvq

D
Ñ π0pZppGq

Γvq
D
s.

Now, KpIγ˚{Qvq equals the image of ZpxIγ˚q
Γ
v under the map

(93) ZpxIγ˚q
Γ
v Ñ rZpxIγ˚q{ZppGqs

Γv .

Since the kernel of this map is ZpGqΓv and we have shown that in our
case

(94) pZpxIγ˚q
Γ
q
0
Ă ZppGq,

it follows that in fact, the map

(95) ZpxIγ˚q
Γ
v Ñ rZpxIγ˚q{ZppGqs

Γv
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factors through π0pZpxIγ˚q
Γvq and hence, we have an exact sequence

(96) π0pZppGq
Γvq Ñ π0pZpxIγ˚q

Γv Ñ KpIγ˚{Qvq Ñ 1.

Dualizing gives

(97) KpIγ˚{Qvq
D
“ kerrπ0pZpxIγ˚q

Γvq
D
Ñ π0pZppGq

Γvq
D
s,

and so in conclusion, we have a bijection

(98) kerrH1
pQv, Iγ˚q Ñ H1

pQv,Gqs� KpIγ˚{Qvq
D.

By definition, we have a surjection

(99) KpIγ˚{Qvq
D � KpIγ˚{QqD.

Finally, we observe that KpIγ˚{Qvq – KpIγ{Qvq so that we in fact have
a surjection

(100) kerrH1
pQv, Iγq Ñ H1

pQv,Gqs� KpIγ˚{QqD.
In particular, it follows that we can modify γ at the place v by some sta-
ble conjugate such that obspγq vanishes. This then implies the desired
result. �

We now return to the proof of 2.2.17. By 2.2.22, we just need to find
a semisimple pG,Hq-regular γH P HpF q that transfers to each GpFvq
and is elliptic at each real place.

We now reduce the question of transferring γH to that of transferring
a torus T of H. More precisely, we record the following lemma

Lemma 2.2.26. Let pH, s, ηq be an endoscopic group for G such that
H and G are defined over a local field F . Suppose T Ă H is a maximal
torus defined over F and that T transfers to G in the sense of [Shi10]
after remark 2.6. Then for any semisimple γ P TpF q, we have that γ
transfers to GpF q in the sense of [Shi10, §2.3].

Proof. This is clear from definition. �

Hence, to prove 2.2.17, it suffices to find a maximal torus T Ă H
defined over F that transfers to G since the pG,Hq-regular elements
are dense in T. By 2.5.12, there exists a T defined over F and such
that for each place v of F that Gv is not quasisplit, we have Tv is
elliptic. In the quasisplit cases, it is clear that Tv transfers. Hence it
suffices to show that if pHv, s,

Lηv, ψ
H
v ,Tvq is such that pHv, s, ηvq is

an endoscopic datum, ψH
v is an A-parameter of Hv such that Lη ˝ ψH

v

is a relevant parameter of Gv, and Tv is an elliptic maximal torus of
Hv defined over Fv, then Tv transfers to Gv.

Now consider the torus ηvppZpxHvq
ΓFv q˝q Ă xGv. Then the centralizer

of this torus in LGv surjects onto WFv since it contains Lηp LHvq. In
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particular, we have that ZLGv
pηvppZpxHvq

ΓFv q˝qq is a Levi subgroup of
LGv by [Bor79, Lemma 3.5]. To simplify notation, we denote this
subgroup M. By assumption, since clearly Lηv factors through M,
we have that M is relevant. Hence M in conjugate by an element of
xGv to a subgroup LM Ă LGv such that M Ă Gv is a standard Levi
subgroup. Since we are only concerned with the endoscopic datum
pHv, s, ηvq up to isomorphism, we can replace it with any isomorphic
datum pHv, s, ηv ˝Intpgqq. In particular, we can and do assume without
loss of generality that M “ LM .

We claim that pHv, s, ηvq is an elliptic endoscopic datum for M . We
first check that pHv, s, ηvq is an endoscopic datum for M . To see that
the conjugacy class of ηv is ΓFv -invariant, we note that LηpLHvq ĂM.

Since WFv and ΓFv act through some finite quotient GalpK{Fvq on xHv

and xGv, it suffices to show that the conjugacy class of η is invariant
under the action of some arbitrary σ P GalpK{Fvq. Let w P WFv be a
lift of σ. Then Lηp1, wq “ pm,wq P LM and we have

σ ¨ η “ σ
yGv
˝ η ˝ σ´1

yHv
(101)

“ Intpp1, wqq ˝ η ˝ Intpp1, w´1
qq(102)

“ Intpp1, wqpw´1
pm´1

q, w´1
qq ˝ η(103)

“ Intpm´1
q ˝ η,(104)

as desired. The only remaining check to show that pHv, s, ηvq is an

endoscopic datum is that the image of s in H1pFv, ZpxMq
ΓFv q is trivial,

but this follows immediately from the functoriality of these cohomology
groups. Finally, to prove that the datum is elliptic, we observe that by

assumption, ηvppZpxHvq
ΓFv q˝q Ă ZpxMq.

Now, we transfer Tv to M˚ and observe that since the endoscopic
datum is elliptic, Tv must be elliptic in M˚. In particular, it follows
that Tv transfers to M and therefore Gv. This completes the proof.

2.2.5. No relevant global endoscopy. Our goal in this subsection
is to discuss the case where a group G possesses no relevant endoscopic
groups other than the trivial one.

Namely, let us make the following definition:

Definition 2.2.27. Let G be a reductive group over a number field F .
We say that G has no relevant global endoscopy if REpGq consists (up
to equivalence) only of the trivial endoscopic triple pG, e, idq. We say
that G has no relevant global elliptic endoscopy if REell

pGq consists
(up to equivalence) only of the trivial endoscopic triple pG, e, idq.
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We make the following useful observation:

Lemma 2.2.28. Let G be a reductive group over a number field F .
Then, G has no relevant global endoscopy if and only if for all semi-
simple γ P GpF q we have that KpIγ{F q “ 0. Similarly, G has no
relevant global elliptic endoscopy if for all semi-simple and elliptic γ P
GpF q we have that KpIγ{F q “ 0.

Proof. Suppose first that G has no relevant global endoscopy. Pick
pγ, κq P SSF pGq. Note then that by Proposition 2.2.6, we get an
element pH, s, η, γHq P EQF pGq associated to pγ, κq. By assumption,
we then know that pH, s, ηq „ pG, e, idq and so in particular, ηpsq P

Zp pGq, which implies κ is trivial.
Conversely, suppose that KpIγ{F q is trivial for all semi-simple γ P

GpF q. Let pH, s, ηq be an element of REpGq. Choose some semi-
simple γH P HpF q such that pH, s, η, γHq is an element of EQF pGq.
Note that by Proposition 2.2.6 we get associated to this quadruple a
pair pγ, κq P SSF pGq. By our assumption we have that κ “ 0. Pick a
transfer γ˚ of γ to G˚pF q. Then pG˚, e, id, γq is an element of EQF pGq
which maps to pγ, 0q under Proposition 2.2.6. Thus, we deduce that
pH, s, η, γHq „ pG

˚, e, id, γq as desired.
The elliptic version is similar. �

We will be mostly interested in reductive groups G such that Gad is
F -anisotropic and which satisfy the Hasse principle (i.e. that
ker1

pF,Gq “ 0), in which case the condition of no relevant global
(elliptic) endoscopy takes the following particularly simple form:

Proposition 2.2.29. Let F be a number field and G be a reductive
group over F . Assume further that Gad is F -anistropic and satisfies
the Hasse principle. Then, the following are equivalent:

(1) G has no relevant global endoscopy.
(2) G has no relevant global elliptic endoscopy.
(3) For all maximal F -tori T Ă G one has that the containment

ZppGqΓ Ď pT Γ is actually an equality.

Proof. Let us begin by observing that 1. and 2. are equivalent simply
because every semi-simple element of GpF q is elliptic. Thus, it suffices
to prove the equivalence of 1. and 3.

Note that since G satisfies the Hasse principle, we have that

ker1
pΓ, ZppGqq vanishes (e.g. see [Kot84b, Remark 4.4]). Thus, it’s

fairly easy to see that for any semi-simple γ in GpF q we have that

(105) KpIγ{F q “ ZppIγq
Γ
{ZppGqΓ
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and thus the implication of 3. implies 1. follows immediately from
Lemma 2.5.36. The implication that 1. implies 3. would follow quite
simply if every maximal torus T in G were of the form Iγ for some
semi-simple γ P GpF q. But, this follows immediately from Theorem
2.5.20.

�

2.2.6. An application to the representation theory of unitary
groups. In this subsection, we derive some results on the representa-
tion theory of global unitary groups with no relevant global endoscopy.
In particular, we show that the relevant elliptic A-parameters of such
groups satisfy Sψ “ 1. While one could prove this in enough cases us-
ing special assumptions to prove our main result, we prefer the present,
more systematic, approach.

Let F {Q be a total real extension of number fields and E{F be
a quadratic imaginary extension. Let n be an odd natural number
and pUE{F pnq, ωq be an inner twist of UE{F pnq

˚ having no relevant en-
doscopy. Such a group exists by 2.4.2.

In the course of our proof, we need to appeal to the bijection 2.2.15
in the global case. To avoid making assumptions about the global
Langlands group LQ, we work with “automorphic A-parameters” in
the sense of [Kal+14, §1.3.4]. This notion is originally due to Arthur
[Art13]. We note that an automorphic parameter yields at each place
v of F , a localization ψv which is an A-parameter of Uv [Kal+14,
§1.3.5]. Moreover, one can make sense of the groups Cψ and Sψ for
such parameters [Kal+14, §1.3.4]. In particular, we note that the words
elliptic and relevant make sense for automorphic parameters. Thus, a
first step is to prove a version of 2.2.15 for automorphic parameters.

Proposition 2.2.30. Let E{F be a quadratic extension of number
fields. Let U be an inner form of UE{F pNq

˚. Let us make the following
notational definitions

‚ Set AEPF pUq to be the set of all quadruples pH, s, Lη, ψeq where
pH, s, Lηq is an extended endoscopic datum of U And ψe “

pψn, ψ̃eq P ΨpH, Lηq (as in [Kal+14, §1.3.6]).
‚ Set ASPF pUq to be the set of all pairs ps, ψq where

ψ “ pψn, ψ̃q P ΨpU, ηχkq and s P Sψ.

We then have a bijection AEPF pUq Ñ ASPF pUq given by

(106) rH, s, Lη, ψHs ÞÑ r
Lη ˝ ψ̃e, ηpsqs,

Moreover, this bijection is compatible via localization with the local
version of 2.2.15 using the localization map in [Kal+14, §1.3.5].
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Proof. The bijection is constructed analogously to the proof of 2.2.15.
We first define the inverse map. Given rs, ψs P ASPF pUq we need to
construct an element of AEPF pUq, In particular, Lψ is an extension of
WF by a pro-reductive group just as LF was. Since this was the key
property of LF that we used, we can construct the datum pH, s,L ηq

using a lift of s and ψ̃ : Lψ Ñ LU as in the proof of 2.2.15. Then

we can conclude as before that ψ̃ factors through the image of Lη and
hence gives rise to a parameter ψe such that ηχ˝

Lη˝ψ̃e “ ψ̃n as desired.
As in 2.2.15 we conclude that this map is the desired inverse.

Now we prove compatibility with the local version of 2.2.15. We
need to show that if v is a place of F , then the bijection in 2.2.15 iden-
tifies rHv, sv,

Lηv, ψ
e
vs with rs, ψvs. This follows from the commutative

diagram after Proposition 1.3.3 in [Kal+14]. �

2.2.6.1. The Triviality of Sψ. In this subsection, we prove that relevant
elliptic parameters of the group U :“ UE{F pnq satisfy Sψ “ 1.

Proposition 2.2.31. Let ψ be a relevant elliptic automorphic A - pa-
rameter of U such that for some infinite place v8 of F , we have ψv8
is elliptic. Then we have Sψ “ 1.

Proof. Suppose for contradiction that Sψ has a nontrivial element s
and pick a lift s P Sψ.

Then for each place v of F , we see that identifying pU Ă LU with
xUv Ă

LUv, we get that s P Sψv so that pψv, svq P SPFvpGvq and
hence by 2.2.15 we get an endoscopic datum pHv, sv, ηvq of Gv. Under

our identifications, xHv Ă
LGv and ηv is the inclusion map. Moreover

ηvpsvq “ s. In particular, we have for all v that ηvpxHvq “ Z
pGpsq

0.
By 2.2.30, we get a datum rH, s, Lη, ψes P AEPF pUq. In particular,

we have a global endoscopic datum pH, s, ηq that localizes at each place
v to pHv, sv, ηvq. Now, v8 ramifies over E since E{F is imaginary
and hence Uv8 is an inner form of UEv8{Fv8 pnq. Since we assumed
ψv8 is elliptic, it follows from 2.2.15 that pHv8 , sv8 , ηv8q is an elliptic
endoscopic datum.

We now pick a lift Lη of η and note that for each place v, we get a map
Lηv. Now, we recall that the choice of the lift Lηv in the construction
of the map SPF pGvq Ñ EPF pGvq is arbitrary and picking a different
lift does not change pHv, s, ηvq. In particular, we could have picked at
each place v, the lift Lηv of ηv that we got from localizing Lη. Note
however that doing so does change the parameters ψHv .

In particular, we now have, without loss of generality, a tuple
pH, s, Lηq and for each v P F , a parameter ψHv of Hv such that Lηv ˝
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ψHv is relevant. Furthermore, since ψ8 was assumed to be elliptic,
pH8, s, ηvq is elliptic. Furthermore, H is a product of unitary groups
and so has an elliptic maximal torus. In particular, we are now in
the situation to apply 2.2.17. We get that there exists a semisimple
γH P HpF q such that pH, s, η, γHq P REpUq. Now by 2.2.6 we get an
element pγ, κq P SSell

F pGq. Since s is nontrivial in Sψ, it follows that κ
is nontrivial. This contradicts that for U, all KpIγ{F q are trivial. �

2.2.6.2. Isotypic Components. Now, let G “ ResF {QU and choose χκ,Ξ
for U as in [Kal+14, Thm. 1.7.1]. Then it follows from that theorem
that we have a decomposition

(107) L2
discpUpF qzUpAF qq “

à

ψPΨ2pU˚,ηχκ q

à

πPΠψpU,ω,εψq

π.

Now we fix a representation π of GpAQq that is discrete at 8. Since
GpAQq “ UpAF q, we can equivalently consider π to be a representation
of UpAF q. We call this representation π1 so as to avoid confusion. Now,
at any place p of Q, we have

(108) πp “
â

v|p

π1v.

Then the Satake parameters of π1 determine a unique parameter ψπ1
of U such that π1 P Πψπ1

pU, ξq. Since π1 is discrete at each infinite
place, it follows that ψπ1 has trivial Arthur SL2-factor and hence is
generic. Hence by the comment after equation [Kal+14, (1.2.4)], we
have that each element of Πψπ1

pU, ωq is irreducible. Moreover each
element of the packet appears with multiplicity 1 by the global multi-
plicity formula.

Now by 2.2.31, it follows that Πψπ1
pU, ω, εψπ1

q “ Πψπ1
pU, ωq or, in

other words, the condition involving εψπ1 is vacuous. In particular, if

we let π1p denote the factor of π that is the complement of
â

v|p

π1v, then

we have

(109) L2
discpUpF qzUpAF qqrπ

1p
s “

â

v|p

à

π1vPΠψπ1v
pUv ,ωq

π1v

We can define a parameter ψπ of the group G. Since Gp “
ź

v|p

Uv,

it follows that

(110)
à

πpPΠψπp pGpQpq,ωq
πp “

â

v|p

à

π1vPΠψπ1v
pUv ,ωq

π1v.

In particular, we record the following result.
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Lemma 2.2.32. We have the following decomposition.

(111) L2
discpGpQqzGpAqqrπps “

à

ψπpPΠψp pGpQpq,ωq
πp.

2.3. The `-adic Cohomology of Compact Shimura Varieties
with No Endoscopy

2.3.1. Introduction. We state in this section a result on the decompo-
sition of the cohomology of certain compact Shimura varieties ShpG, Xq
in the case when pG, Xq has no relevant global endoscopy (in the sense
of §2.2.5). The results here are largely a technical generalization of the
results in [Kot92a] using the newly proven results of [KSZ] checking,
in all cases, that the methods of [Kot92a] work in this more general
setting under the umbrella assumption of no endoscopy.

This decomposition will be key to understanding the Scholze–Shin
conjecture at a given bad place in terms of the already established
Scholze–Shin conjecture at a good place which, at least in the case
of the trivial endoscopic triple, is just a rephrasing of the results of
[Kot84a].

2.3.2. Statement of the decomposition result. Let us now state
the decomposition result of interest to us. To do this, we begin by
detailing the necessary setup.

We start with a Shimura datum pG, Xq which we assume to be of
abelian type. We assume further that our group satisfies Axiom SV5
of [Mil04]. By [Mil04, Theorem 5.26] (and the succeeding discussion)
this is equivalent to assuming that pAGqR “ AGR . We assume further
that G{ZpGq is Q-anisotropic. Note that this implies that if T is
a maximal torus in G then TR is an elliptic maximal torus in GR.
Thus, in particular, we see that GpRq has discrete series (see [Kna01,
Theorem 12.20]). We also assume that Gder is simply connected.

Most importantly, we assume that the group G has no relevant global
endoscopy (in the sense of §2.2.5). This is the key assumption which
makes the proof of Theorem 2.3.1 below possible.

Let us fix a prime ` and let ξ be an algebraic Q`-representation of G
(i.e. an algebraic representation ξ : GQ` Ñ GLQ`pV q for some Q`-space
V ) which induces a representation

GpAf q
proj.
ÝÝÑ GpQ`q ãÑ GpQ`q Ñ GLQ`pV q

which we also denote ξ.
Let us also note that from the conjugacy class X one obtains a

conjugacy class of cocharacters µ of GC as on [Mil04, Page 111] which
(as in loc. cit.) induces a unique conjugacy class of cocharacters, also
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denoted µ, over Q. Moreover, by definition, the reflex field EpG, Xq
is precisely the reflex field of µ as in §2.5.1.4. We denote this field
by Eµ. Then, by the contents of §2.5.1.4 we obtain a representation

rµ : pG¸WEµ Ñ GLpV pµqq.

Finally, fix an isomorphism ιl : Q` – C which we implicitly use
throughout the sequel. In particular, via ι` we get an algebraic repre-
sentation ξC over C.

With these assumptions, and in the notation as above the following
holds:

Theorem 2.3.1. There is a decomposition of virtual Q`rGpAf qˆWEµs-
representations

(112) H˚
pSh,Fξq “

à

πf

πf b σpπf q,

where πf ranges over admissible Q`-representations of GpAf q such that
there exists an automorphic representation π of GpAq such that;

(1) πf – pπqf (using our identification Q` – C)
(2) π8 P Π8pξq.

Moreover, for each πf there exists a cofinite set Spπf q Ď Surpπf q of
primes p such that for each prime p over Eµ lying over p and each
τ P WEµp

the following equality holds:

(113) trpτ | σpπf qq “ apπf q trpτ | r´µ ˝ ϕπpqp
1
2
vpτqrEµp:Qpsdim Sh,

for some integer apπf q (see Definition 2.3.6).

As stated in the introduction, the proof of this result (closely imitat-
ing [Kot92a]) is broken up in to three main steps. These, very roughly,
go as follows:

‚ Step 1: Construct a function f which projects the cohomology
H˚pSh,Fξq on to its πf -isotypic component so that,
by construction, the quantity trpf ˆ τ | H˚pSh,Fξqq

agrees with left-hand side of (113).
‚Step 2: Use results of Kisin-Shin-Zhu in [KSZ] to express the

quantity trpf ˆ τ | H˚pSh,Fξqq in terms of sums of
orbital integrals.

‚Step 3: Pseudo-stabilize the result to obtain the right-hand
side of (113).

The rest of Part I will be dedicated to carefully carrying out this
proof step-by-step.
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2.3.3. The function f . In this subsection we construct a smooth func-
tion f : GpAq Ñ C alluded to in Step 1 above. This function f , which
will admit a factorization f “ f8f

8, is deceptively notated since it
really depends on the following data:

‚ An admissible Q`-representation πf of GpAf q.
‚ A compact open subgroup K of GpAf q such that πf has a non-

zero K-invariant vector.
‚ The set Π0

8pξq.

The function f will be constructed in a highly non-explicit way. This
is relevant since the entrance of the cofinite set Spπf q Ď Surpπf q in
Theorem 2.3.1 enters in to the picture via f . Namely hidden in Step
2 of the outline above is the assumption that at p one can decompose
f as f “ fp1K0,p . Thus, the inexplicitness of f is part and parcel with
the inexplicitness of the cofinite set Spπf q.

2.3.3.1. The construction of f8 and basic properties. Let us begin by
recalling the basic setup of the theory of pseudo-coefficients in the
context that we need them. Let us fix χ to be a smooth character
AGpRq0 Ñ Cˆ. We then define the following set:

Definition 2.3.2. The set H pGpRq, χq is the set of all smooth func-
tions f : GpRq Ñ C such that

(1) fpagq “ χpaqfpgq for all a P AGpRq0.
(2) The function fχ´1 : GpRq{AGpRq0 Ñ C is compactly sup-

ported.

Let us now consider the set Π8pχq of irreducible admissible repre-
sentations of GpRq with central character χ and let Π0

8pχq denote the
subset of Π8pχq consisting of those elements which are discrete series
for GpRq. Let us note that for a fixed π0

8 P Π0
8pχq we make the fol-

lowing definition:

Definition 2.3.3. A pseudo-coefficient for π0
8 is an element fπ0

8
P

H pGpRq, χ´1q such that for all tempered π8 P Π8pχq we have that

(114) trpfπ0
8
| π8q “

#

1 if π8 – π0
8

0 if otherwise

Let us be clear about what the above trace means. Namely, for π8
in Π8pχq we set trpfπ0

8
| π8q to be the trace of the operator

(115) v ÞÑ

ż

GpRq{AGpRq0
fπ0
8
pgqπ8pgqpvq dg
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which is well-defined since the product of fπ0
8

and π8 transform by
the identity under AGpRq0 and since fπ0

8
is compactly supported on

GpRq{AGpRq0.
The existence of such pseudo-coefficients can be deduced from the

research announcement [CD85], with a full proof found in the references
of said paper.

Let us now fix an element π0
8 P Π0

8pξq which, in particular, is an
element of Π0

8pχ
´1
ξ q. Let us denote by fπ0

8
P H pGpRq, χ8q the pseudo-

coefficient of π0
8 in the sense discussed above.

We record the following equality:

Proposition 2.3.4. For any γ8 P GpRq semisimple, the following
equality holds:
(116)

SOγ8pgq “

#

trpξpγ8qqvolpAGpRq0{I8pRqq´1epI8q if γ8 P GpRqell

0 if otherwise

where g :“ p´1qdim Shfπ0
8

and I8 is the unique anisotropic modulo cen-
ter inner form of Iγ8.

Remark 2.3.5. Note that the existence of I8 follows from Lemma 2.5.11.
Indeed, since we are assuming that GpRq has an elliptic maximal torus
we know from Corollary 2.5.9 that for γ8 P GpRqell we have that γ8 P
T pRq for some maximal elliptic torus T of GR. Note then that T Ď Iγ8
and thus Iγ8 has an elliptic maximal torus, which shows that Lemma
2.5.11 applies.

Let us note that in the above formula the quantity SOγ8pgq is sensi-
cal (in the sense that the integrals defining this stable orbital integral
converge) since fπ0

8
is compactly supported on GpRq{AGpRq` and so,

in particular, compactly supported on Iγ8pRqzGpRq since AGpRq` Ď
Iγ8pRq.

Proposition 2.3.4. We follow [Kot92a, §3.1]. Let us first assume that
γ8 is strongly regular. Note that then that since γ8 is elliptic strongly
regular, we have that Iγ8 “ I8. Now we have:
(117)

Oγpfπ0
8
q “

#

volpAGpRq0zIγ8pRqq´1Θπ0
8
pγ´1
8 q if γ8 elliptic

0 if γ8 not elliptic

where θπ0
8

is the function associated to the Harisha-Chandra character
of π0

8 by Harish-Chandra’s theorem (for a proof of this formula see
[Art93, Theorem 5.1]). Suppose now that γ8 is strongly regular elliptic.
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Then, by Proposition 2.5.21 we deduce that
(118)

SOγ8pgq :“
ÿ

rγ18s„srγ8s

Oγ18pgq

“
ÿ

wPWC{WR

Ow¨γ8pgq

“
ÿ

wPWC{WR

p´1qdim ShvolpAGpRq0zIγ8pRqq´1Θπ0
8
pw ¨ γ´1

8 qq

Note that in the first line the lack of the terms apγ18q is due to our
assumption that Gder is simply connected, and the lack of the Kottwitz
sign is because Iγ18 , by assumption, is a torus which has trivial Kottwitz
sign (since it is quasi-split).

Let us write π0
8 :“ πpϕ,B0q as in [Kot90, Page 185]. Then, this last

term is equal, by the Harish-Chandra character formula, to
(119)

ÿ

wPWC{WR

p´1qdim Shvolp
Iγ8pRq
AGpRq`

q
´1

ÿ

w1PWR

χw1¨B0pw ¨ γ
´1
8 q∆w1¨B0pw ¨ γ

´1
8 q

But, this is visibly equal to
(120)

ÿ

wPWC{WR

p´1qdim Shvolp
Iγ8pRq
AGpRq0

q
´1

ÿ

w1PWR

χw1¨pw¨B0qpγ
´1
8 q∆w1¨pw¨B0qpγ

´1
8 q

which is equal to
(121)

ÿ

w1PWR

ÿ

wPWC{WR

p´1qdim Shvolp
Iγ8pRq
AGpRq0

q
´1χw1¨pw¨B0qpγ

´1
8 q∆w1¨pw¨B0qpγ

´1
8 q

which, by concatenation, is equal to

(122) p´1qdim Sh
ÿ

w2PWC

volpAGpRq0zIγ8pRqq´1χw2¨Bpγ
´1
8 q∆w2¨B0pγ

´1
8 q

But, by the Weyl character formula this is equal to

(123) volpAGpRq0zIγ8pRqq´1 tr ξpγ8q

as desired.
For the case for general elliptic γ8 P GpRq (not necessarily strongly

regular) we proceed as follows. Note that by Corollary 2.5.10 γ8 is
contained in some elliptic maximal torus of GR. The result then follows
from the above description and [She83, Lemma 2.9.3].
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Note that the Kottwitz sign epI8q enters due to the difference in sign
conventions between this article and that of Shelstad (see [She83, Page
2.12]). �

With the above, we are now well-positioned to define f8 and observe
its basic properties. Namely, let us define f8 as follows:

(124) f8 :“
p´1qdim Sh

|Π0
8pξq|

ÿ

π0
8PΠ

8
0

fπ0
8

Note that this sum is sensical since Π0
8pξq is a finite set.

Note then that by the definition of pseudo-coefficients we have that
for any π8 an irreducible tempered representation of GpRq in Π8pξq,
the following equality holds:

(125) trpf8 | π8q “

$

&

%

p´1qdim Sh

|Π0
8pξq|

if π8 P Π0
8pξq

0 if otherwise

with this trace having the same meaning as the discussion succeeding
Definition 2.3.3.

The last thing we record is that there is a certain well-defined inte-
ger apπf q associated to any admissible irreducible representation πf of
GpAf q. Namely, let us make the following definition.

Definition 2.3.6. Let notation be as above. We then define apπf q as
follows:

(126) apπf q :“
ÿ

π8PΠ8pξq

mpπf b π8q trpf8 | π8q

Let us begin by observing the following:

Lemma 2.3.7. The equality

(127) apπf q “
ÿ

π8PΠ8pξq

mpπf b π8q trpp´1qdim Shfπ0
8
| π8q

holds for any π0
8 P Π0

8pξq.

Proof. Let K be any compact open subgroup of GpAf q such that
πKf ‰ 0. Let us then note that the C-space V of automorphic represen-
tations such that $8 P Π8pξq is an admissible GpAf q-representation
by Harish-Chandra’s theorem (e.g. see [BJ79, Theorem 1.7]). Let us
choose any function h as in Proposition 2.3.12 where normalize so that
trph | πf q “ 1. Note then that our desired equality is equivalent to

(128)
ÿ

π

mpπq trphf8 | πq “
ÿ

π

mpπq trphp´1qdim Shfπ0
8
| πq
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where π travels over automorphic GpAf q-representations with central
character agreeing with that of ξ_C . But, by Proposition 2.5.59 this is
equivalent to the claim that
(129)

τpGq
ÿ

tγusPtGus.s.s

SOγphf8q “ τpGq
ÿ

tγusPtGus.s.s

SOγphp´1qdim Shfπ0
8
q

But, note that the left-hand side of this equality is equal, by definition
of f8, to

(130) |Π0
8pξq|τpGq

ÿ

tγusPtGus.s.s

ÿ

π8

SOγphp´1qdim Shfπ8q

Note though that by Proposition 2.5.59 we have that

(131) SOγphp´1qdim Shfπ8q “ SOγphp´1qdim Shfπ0
8
q

(because both sides are equal to the expression given in Proposition
2.5.59) from where the conclusion follows. �

The following proposition will be useful shortly:

Proposition 2.3.8. The complex number apπf q is an element of Z.

Proof. It suffices to show that if fπ0
8

is a pseudo-coefficient for an ele-
ment π0

8 P Π0
8pξq then trpfπ0

8
| π8q P Z for every π8 P Π8pξq. Suppose

that π8 has the same central character as π0
8. We know that π8, as

an element of the Grothendieck group of representations of GpRq, is
a Z-linear combination of standard representations (e.g. see [ABV12,
Lemma 1.20]. We then use the fact (see [CD90, Corollaire Page 213])
that the trace of a pseudocoefficient for π0

8 is 0 on all standard repre-
sentations except π0

8.
�

Finally, we record the following alternative description of the integer
apπf q:

Proposition 2.3.9. We have an equality

(132) apπf q “
ÿ

π8PΠ0
8

mpπf b π8qN
´1eppπ8 b ξCq

where N “ |Π0
8| ¨ |π0pGpRq{ZpGqpRqq| and eppπ8 b ξCq is the Euler-

Poincare characteristic of H˚pg, K8, π8 b ξCq.

Proof. See [Kot92a, Lemma 3.2] and [Kot92a, Lemma 4.2]. The only
assertion thatr used in the proof that requires justifcation is the fact
that K8{ZpGqpRq is connected in our situation. But, this follows from
the observation that if K 1

8 is a maximal compact subgroup of GderpRq
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(which is connected by [PS92, Theorem 7.6] given our assumption that
Gder is simply connected) then K 1

8 surjects on to K8{ZpGqpRq. �

Corollary 2.3.10. Let K be a compact open subgroup of GpAf q such
that πKf ‰ 0. Then, H˚pShK ,Fξqrπ

K
f s ‰ 0 if and only if apπf q ‰ 0.

Proof. This follows from [BR94, frm-e.3] as well as [BC+83]. Again,
note that by our assumption that Gad is Q-anisotropic, we know that
ShMpG, Xqan

C is proper for all neat M Ď GpAf q (by [Pau04, Lemma
3.1.5]) and so L2-cohomology agrees with singular cohomology, and
thus has a comparison with étale cohomology by Artin’s comparison
theorem. �

Finally, we record the following result of Vogan-Zuckerman. Namely:

Proposition 2.3.11 ([VZ84]). Suppose that ξ is regular. Then, we
have the equality apπf q “ p´1qdim Shmpπf b π

0
8q.

2.3.3.2. The construction of f8. To construct f8 we first start with
the following basic observation:

Proposition 2.3.12. Let K Ď GpAf q be compact open and let V be

an admissible semisimple Q`rGpAf qs-representation. Then, there exists
some P P H pGpAf q, Kq such that the action of P on V is the projector
of V onto V Krpπ8qKs.

Proof. This follows immediately from the general version of the Ja-
cobson Density Theorem (e.g. as in [Lor07, F20]). Namely, if we
decompose

(133) V K
“
à

i

V ei
i

where Vi are the simple components of H pGpAf q, Kq then by loc. cit.
we can find some element P P H pGpAf q, Kq such that the image of
P in EndQ`pV q is the projector of V K onto V Krpπ8qKs. Noting then
that since P P H pGpAf q, Kq we have that P “ PeK and noting that
eK projects V onto V K , the conclusion follows. �

We can then construct the function f8 by taking P to be any element
of H pGpAf q, Kq from the previous proposition where we take

(134) V :“
2 dimpShq
à

i“1

H i
pSh,Fξq

To do this, it suffices to show that V is semisimple and admissible. For
the first property note that since ShÑ ShK is a pro-finite Galois cover,
the Leray spectral sequence implies that

(135) V K
“ H i

pSh,Fξq
K
“ H i

pShK ,Fξq
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the latter term of which is finite-dimensional by standard algebraic
geometry. For the second property we use the following well-known
result:

Theorem 2.3.13. For all i ě 0 The admissible Q`rGpAf qs - represen-
tation H ipSh,Fξq is semisimple.

Proof. It suffices to show, by Artin’s comparison theorem, that for any
embedding of E into C that the Q`rGpAf qs-representation

(136) lim
ÝÑ
K

H i
singpSh

an
K,C,Fan

ξ,Kq

is semisimple. This follows at once from [BR94, §2.3] as well as
[BC+83]. Note that since Gad is Q-anisotropic that Shan

K,C is compact

for all K (see [Pau04, Lemma 3.1.5]), and thus the L2-cohomology of
Shan

K,C agrees with singular cohomology. �

Let us note that for any f8 defined as above we can renormalize
such that for π1f any admissible Q`rGpAf qs-representation for which

the space HpShK ,Fξqrpπ
1
f q
Ks is non-zero then

(137) trpf8 | π1f q “

#

1 if πf – π1f
0 if otherwise

In the sequel we fix such a function f8. It is worth noting that we
cannot specify the trace of f8 on representations whose K-invariants
do not appear in HpShK ,Fξq. It is also noting that f8 is not unique.
This non-unicity will be a non-issue for us, and so we have chosen to
not notate the non-unicity of f .

2.3.4. A geometric trace formula in the case of good reduction.
We recall here the statement of the relevant version of the main formula
from [KSZ] necessary to prove Theorem 2.3.1. We keep the assumptions
from §2.3.2 although the only pivotal assumption for the version of the
results of [KSZ] that we use is the assumption that Gder is simply
connected.

Let us fix the notation as in §2.3.2. We also fix the following extra
notation. Let us fix a prime p P SpGq. Fix a finite place p of Eµ lying
over p. Since Eµp{Qp is unramified (by Corollary 2.5.30) we know that

Eµp – Qpr for some r ě 1. Fix Kp Ď GpAp
f q to be a neat compact

open subgroup and set K :“ KpK0,p.
Before we proceed let us make the following observation:

Lemma 2.3.14. For Kp Ď GpAp
f q sufficiently small the group ZpQqK

is trivial.
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Proof. Let us note that since we are assuming that pAGqR “ AGR that
for all sufficiently small compact open subgroups K1 of GpAf q we have
that ZpQqK1 is trivial (e.g. see [Mil04, Remark 5.27]). Note then
that by possibly shrinking K1, we may assume that K1 “ Kp

1Kp with
Kp Ď K0,p. Since Kp Ď K0,p is of finite index, ZpQqKp

1K0,p
is finite.

Now, since ZpQq embeds diagonally into GpAf q, we can shrink Kp
1 to

some Kp such that ZpQqKpK0,p is trivial as desired. �

Given this lemma we assume, in all future discussion, that K is small
enough so that ZpQqK is the trivial group.

We continue, as in [KSZ, §5.5], to fix the following extra
data/notation:

‚ Fix j ě 1 and set n :“ rj.
‚ Let t “ pγ0, pγ`q`‰p, δq be a (equivalence class of) degree n

(punctual) Kottwitz triple(s) as in [KSZ, Definition 2.7.1] or
[Kot90, Page 165].

‚ For such a Kottwitz triple t “ pγ0, pγ`q, δq set I0ptq :“ Iγ0 and
for each place v of Q set Ivptq to be the inner form of pI0ptqqv as
in [KSZ, §4.7.18] (see also [Kot90, Page 169] and [Kot90, Page
171]).

‚ Let us denote by Iptq the unique inner form of I0 such that
Iptqv – Ivptq for all v (e.g. see [KSZ, Proposition 4.7.19] and
[Kot90, Page 171]).

‚ Let αptq P KpI0{QqD as in [Kot90, §2] and [KSZ, p. 4.7.13].
‚ Set R :“ ResQpn{QpGEµp

and let θ be the automorphism of R

corresponding to the Frobenius element of GalpQpn{Qpq. Let
Rδ¸θ be as [KSZ, Definition 1.5.1]. Namely, for a Qp-algebra A
we set

(138) Rδ¸θpAq “ tg P GpAbQp Qpnq : gδσpgq´1
“ δu

‚ Let us a fix a Haar measures dgp on GpAp
f q arbitrarily and a

Haar measure dgp on RpQpq where we require that the mass of
RpZpq is 1.

‚ Also choose Haar measures on Ip “ IpQpq and IpAp
f q. Note that

we have an isomorphism Ip – Rδ¸θ and for all ` ‰ p we also have
isomorphisms I` – ZGpγ`q. Having fixed such isomorphism we
can transfer these Haar measures to Haar measures on Rδ¸θpQpq

and IγpAp
f q.

‚ Let µ : Gm,Eµp
Ñ GEµp

be any element of µp.
‚ Let us denote by φn denote 1RpZpqµppq´1RpZpq.
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‚ We define the twisted orbital integral

(139) TOδpφnq :“

ż

Rδ¸θpQpqzRpQpq
φnpg

´1δσpgqqdg.

‚ Define c1ptq :“ volpIpQqZKzIpAf qq.
‚ Set c2ptq “ | kerpker1

pQ, I0q Ñ ker1
pQ,Gqq|.

‚ Set cptq :“ c1ptqc2ptq.

We then state the main result of [KSZ] specialized to our current
situation:

Theorem 2.3.15 ([KSZ, Theorem 5.5.2]). For sufficiently small Kp,
we have the following. Let fp P H pGpAp

f q, K
pq. Normalize the action

of fpdgp on H˚pShK ,Fξq such that voldgppK
pq´11Kpdgp “ 1. Then the

quantity

(140) trpΦj
ˆ 1K0,pf

pdgp | H˚
pShK ,Fξqq

is equal to

(141)
ÿ

t“pγ0,γ,δq
αpγ0,γ,δq“1

cptqOγpf
p
qTOδpφnq tr ξpγ0q

Proof. In the following we merely justify the simplifications to [KSZ,
Theorem 5.5.2] made in the above.

First let us note that since Gad is Q-anisotropic that ShK is proper
(e.g. [Pau04, Lemma 3.1.5] noting that G being Q-anisotropic is equiv-
alent to GpQq containing no unipotent elements by [BT72, §8]). This
obviously allows us to replace compactly supported cohomology by
normal étale cohomology.

This observation also allows us to take j “ 1 (or m “ 1 in the no-
tation of [KSZ]). Indeed, the proof of [KSZ, Theorem 5.5.2] uses the
Fujiwara-Varshavsky trace formula which requires that j is sufficiently
large. But, in [Var07, Theorem 2.3.2, c)] a bound is given on permis-
sible j that, in particular, implies that j need only be at least 1 if the
integral canonical model ShK is proper and the Hecke correspondence
is étale. The latter is clear (e.g. see [Kis10, Theorem 2.3.8]). The
former follows in the Hodge type case by work of Madapusi-Pera (e.g.
see [Per12, Corollary 4.1.7]) and follows in the abelian type case by
reduction to geometric connected components and using the fact that
such components admit finite surjections from components of Hodge
type Shimura varieties.

Next note that having shrunk Kp sufficiently small we have, by
Lemma 2.3.14, that ZpQqK is trivial. This allows us to ignore the
stipulations about ξ present in [KSZ, §5.5] as well as replace the set
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pGpQq XGpRqellqzZpQqK (i.e. ΣZpQqK ,R-ellpGq in the notation of [KSZ,
§5.5]) with GpQq XGpRqell (i.e. ΣR-ell in the notation of [KSZ, §5.5]).
This is what allows us to combine the double sum in [KSZ, Theorem
5.5.2] into a single sum of Kottwitz triples.

The absence of the terms ιGpγ0q and ιGpγ0q is explained by the as-
sumption that Gder is simply connected. This assumption also explains
the lack of connected components on our R-groups. Indeed, note that
Rδ¸θ is connected since it’s an inner form of ZGpγqQp by [KSZ, Lemma
1.5.3].

The last thing to note is the usage of degree n classical (or punc-
tual in the language of [KSZ]) Kottwitz triples instead of pn-admissible
cohomological Kottwitz triples as is written in [KSZ, Theorem 5.5.2].
The reason that this is permissible is that the natural map from such
pn-cohomological Kottwitz triples to degree n classical Kottwitz triples
is a bijection (e.g. see [KSZ, p. 4.7.12]) and the fact that the term
Opγ0, α

p, rbsq (as in loc. cit.) associated to a pn-admissible cohomo-
logical Kottwitz triple pγ0, α

p, rbsq is defined in terms of the associated
degree n Kottwitz triple. A similar statement holds for the Kottwitz
invariant αptq. �

2.3.5. Proof of Theorem 2.3.1. We are now prepared to combine
the material from the last two subsections, together with the contents
of 2.5.2, to prove our desired claim.

We first prove the following, analogizing the results in [Kot92a, §5]:

Theorem 2.3.16. For all j ě 1 and all f “ fp1K0,pf8 where fp is an
element of H pGpAp

f q, K
pq and f8 is as in §2.3.3 the following equality

holds
(142)

trpΦj
ˆ pfp1K0,pq | H

˚
pShK ,Fξqq “ τKpGq

ÿ

tγusPtGus.s.s

SOγpf
pfnf8q

Here we denote by τKpGq the number

(143) τKpGq :“ volpGpQqzGpAq{ZKAGpRq0q
which is sensical since GpQqzGpAq{ZKAGpRq0 has finite volume as it
is a quotient of rGs. Also, fn denotes the unramified base change of
φn along GQp Ñ ResQpn{QpGQpn (see the proof of Theorem 2.3.16 for
details of the definition).

Before we begin, it’s useful to note the following lemma:

Lemma 2.3.17. For any classical degree n Kottwitz triple t “ pγ0, γ, δq
we have that

(144) cptq “ τKpGqvolpAGpRq0zI8pRqq´1
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Here I8 is as in Lemma 2.3.4.

Proof. This is [KSZ, p. 6.1.1]. �

Proof. (Proof of Theorem 2.3.16) Let us begin by noting that by The-
orem 2.3.15 in conjunction with Lemma 2.3.17

(145) trpΦj
ˆ pfp1K0,pq | H

˚
pShK ,Fξqq

is equal to

(146) τKpGq
ÿ

t“pγ0,γ,δq
αpγ0,γ,δq“1

volpAGpRq0zI8pRqq´1Oγpf
p
qTOδpφnq tr ξpγ0q

Note though that since αpγ0, γ, δq is a character of Kpγ0,G, F q, which
is trivial by our assumption that G has no relevant global endoscopy,
we can rewrite this as

(147) τKpGq
ÿ

t“pγ0,γ,δq

volpAGpRq0zI8pRqq´1Oγpf
p
qTOδpφnq tr ξpγ0q

Also, note that since αptq “ αpγ0, γ, δq “ 1 we know by [KSZ, Propo-
sition 4.7.19] that there exists some reductive group Iptq over Q such
that we have isomorphisms Iptqv – Ivptq for all v ‰ p,8, Iptqp – Rδ¸θ,
and Iptq8 – I8 where I8 is the inner form of pIγ0qR from Proposition
2.5.59. So then we know that

(148) epIδq
ź

v‰p,8

epγvqepI8q “ epIq “ 1

Thus, we may rewrite this sum as

(149) τKpGq
ÿ

t“pγ0,γ,δq

volpAGpRq0{I8pRqq´1

¨
ź

v‰p,8

epγvqOγpf
p
qepIδqTOδpφnqepI8q tr ξpγ0q

Now, by Proposition 2.3.4 we know that

(150) trpξpγ0qq “ volpAGpRq`{I8pRqqepI8qSOγ0pf8q

So that our sum becomes(noting that the two copies of epI8q cancel):

(151) τKpGq
ÿ

t“pγ0,γ,δq

ź

v‰p,8

epγvqOγpf
p
qepIδqTOδpφnqSOγ0pf8q

Let us denote by b the base change morphism

(152) H pGpQpnq,GppZpnqq Ñ H pGpQpq, K0,pq
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as in the introduction [Kot86a]. One then knows that, by [Lab90, prop
3] (see also [Clo90, thm 1.1]), that

(153)
ÿ

δPGpQpn q{„σ
Npδq„ γ0

epδqTOδpφnq “ SOγ0pfnq

Thus, we see that we can rewrite our sum as

(154) τKpGq
ÿ

pγ0,γq

ź

v‰p,8

epγvqOγpf
p
qSOγ0pfnqSOγ0pf8q

But, by the definition of a stable orbital integral on Ap
f , we see that we

can rewrite this as
(155)

τKpGq
ÿ

γ0

SOγ0pf
p
qSOγ0pfnqSOγ0pf8q “ τKpGq

ÿ

γ0

SOγ0pf
pfnf8q

Now, note that while γ0 a priori only runs over the elements of GpQq
which are elliptic in GpRq, note that by Proposition 2.3.4 we have that
SOγ0pf8q is zero for γ0 not elliptic in GpRq. Thus, we can actually
equate this sum to

(156) τKpGq
ÿ

γ0PtGus.s.s

SOγ0pf
pfnf8q

from where the conclusion follows. �

We are now in a position to apply Proposition 2.5.59 to the above to
obtain (keeping the notation of Theorem 2.3.16) an equality between
trpΦj ˆ pfp1K0,pqq | H

˚pShK ,Fξqq and

(157)

τKpGq{τpGq
ÿ

πPΠχpGq

mpπq trpf | πq

“volpZK{ZpQqKq´1
ÿ

πPΠχpGq

mpπq trpf | πq

“volpZKq
´1

ÿ

πPΠχpGq

mpπq trpf | πq,

where f :“ fpfnf8 and the last equality follows from the assumption
that K is small enough that ZpQqK is trivial. Here we are denoted by
χ the restriction to AGpRq0 the of the central character of ξ_C . Note
that, by construction, f8 transforms under the center by the central
character of ξC so, in particular, we see that f P H pGpAq, χ´1q.

Let us now begin the proof of the result in earnest. Let us note that
since ShKpG, Xq is proper for all neat compact open subgroups K of
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GpAf q we know from the proper base change theorem that an inclusion

Q ãÑ C gives rise to an isomorphism

(158) H˚
pSh,Fξq

«
ÝÑ H˚

pShC,Fξq

Moreover, by Artin’s comparison theorem we obtain a natural isomor-
phism Q`-spaces

(159) H˚
pShC,Fξq

«
ÝÑ H˚

singpSh
an
C ,Fan

ξ q

where we we imprecisely denoting by H˚
singpSh

an
C ,Fan

ξ q the space

(160) lim
ÝÑ
K

H˚
singpShKpG,Xq

an
C ,Fan

ξ,Kq

which is in the Grothendieck group of Q`-spaces.
Note that by Theorem 2.3.13 this Q`rGpAf qs-module is semisimple.

Thus, by definition, there exists a decomposition

(161) H˚
pShan

C ,Fan
ξ q “

à

πf

πf b σpπf q,

where πf ranges over irreducible admissible GpAf q-representations con-

tained in H˚pShan
C ,Fan

ξ q and σpπf q is a virtual Q`-space.
Let us note that since the GpAf q-action on the tower Sh is defined

Eµ-rationally that the action of GpAf q and ΓEµ commute. For this
reason, we see that the induced action of ΓEµ on H˚pShan

C ,Fan
ξ q induced

from the above isomorphisms has the property that it preserves σpπf q,

and thus we see that σpπf q is a virtual Q`-representation (recalling our

identification of Q` and C) of WEµ .
Thus, in conclusion, pulling this decomposition back along the above

isomorphisms we obtain a decomposition

(162) H˚
pSh,Fξq “

à

πf

πf b σpπf q

where πf travels over admissible Q`-representations of GpAf q contained

in H˚pSh,Fξq and σpπf q is a virtual Q`-representation of ΓEµ .

Remark 2.3.18. Note that, a priori, the virtual Q`-representation σpπf q
of ΓE depends on the above chosen ambient identifications/data. But,
as our description in Theorem 2.3.1 shows, the traces of a dense set of
elements of ΓE are independent of these choices, and thus so is σpπf q.

We now fix for once and for all an admissible Ql representation π0
f

of GpAf q satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.3.1. In particular, we

assume there exists an automorphic Ql-representation π of GpAq such
that π is isomorphic to π0

fπ8 where π8 P Π8pξq.
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We now fix a compact open subgroup of GpAf q satisfying the fol-
lowing properties.

‚ We assume that K is a neat subgroup,

‚ that ZpQqK “ 1,

‚ and that πKf is nonempty.

We now fix f8 as in section 2.3.3.2. Finally, we need to determine
the cofinite set Spπ0

f q Ă SpGq of theorem 2.3.1. We define Spπ0
f q so

that for each p P Spπ0
f q,

(1) the group GQp is unramified,

(2) we have a factorization K “ KpK0,p where Kp Ă GpAp
f q and

K0,p Ă GpQpq is a hyperspecial subgroup,

(3) we can factor f8 “ fp1K0,p where fp P H pGpAp
f qq.

We briefly explain why the factorization in the third item can be made
for all but finitely many p. We can write

(163) f8 “
ÿ

i

ci1KaiK ,

where ci P C, ai P GpAf q. Now, for all but finitely many places, we
have for all i, paiqp P Kp. Hence if S is the finite set of primes where
this does not happen, we can write

(164) f8 “ p
ÿ

i

ci1KSpaiqSKSq ¨ 1KS ,

which gives the desired factorization.
Now fix p P Spπ0

f q and a prime p of Eµ lying over p. Now fix a
τ P WEµp

. We aim to describe trpτ | σpπf qq as in theorem 2.3.1. Note

that since H˚pSh,Fξq is unramified at p (by smooth proper base change
given the existence of smooth proper models by combinging [Kis10] and
[Per12]) we may as well assume that τ “ Φj for some j where we denote
by Φ the geometric Frobenius element of WEµp

.
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On the first hand, let us observe that we have the equality

(165)

trpΦj
ˆ f8 | H˚

pSh,Fξqq “ trpΦj
ˆ f8 | H˚

pShKpG, Xq,Fξ,Kq

“
ÿ

πf , π
K
f ‰0

trpΦj
ˆ f8 | πKf b σpπf qq

“
ÿ

πf , π
K
f ‰0

trpf8 | πKf q trpΦj
| σpπf qq

“ trpΦj
| σpπ0

f qq

where the last equality follows from the definition of f8.
On the other hand, by Equation (157), we have

(166)

trpΦj
ˆ pfp1K0,pqq | H

˚
pShK ,Fξqq “ volpZKq

´1
ÿ

πPΠχpGq

mpπq trpf | πq,

where f “ fpfnf8.
Now by 2.3.6, we can rewrite the right hand side of the above equa-

tion as

(167) volpZKq
´1

ÿ

πfPΠf,χpGq

apπf q trpfpfn | πf q,

where Πf,χpGq denotes the set of admissible GpAf q-representations πf
such that there exists a π8 an admissible GpRq-representation such
that πf b π8 is an element of ΠχpGq.

At this point, we note that for any πf , we have the equality

trpfpfn | πf q “ trpfp | πpf q trpfn | pπf qpq(168)

“ trpfp1K0,p | πf q trpfn | pπf qpq,(169)

where the last step follows because trp1K0,p | pπf qpq equals 1 or 0 based
on whether πf

K0,p
p is nonempty or empty and in the latter case, we

would also have trpfn | pπf qpq “ 0.
Now, by [Kot84a, Theorem 2.1.3], we have

(170) trpfn | pπf qpq “ volpZKq trpτ | r´µ ˝ ϕpπf qpqp
1
2
jrEµp:Qps dim Sh.

Finally, putting all the pieces together and recalling that fp1K0,p “ f8

which projects to the pπ0
f q
K-isotypic part of H˚pShKpG, Xq,Fξq, we

get

(171) trpΦj
ˆ f8 | H˚

pShKpG, Xq,Fξqq

is equal to

(172) apπf q trpτ | r´µ ˝ ϕpπf qpqp
1
2
jrEµp:Qps dim Sh
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Combining this with Equation (165) proves Theorem 2.3.1.

2.4. The Unramified Scholze-Shin Conjecture: the Trivial
Endoscopic Triple

2.4.1. Unramified unitary groups and their representations. In
this subsection, we construct the various groups and representations
that we use in the proof of our main result.

2.4.1.1. Local and global unitary groups. To begin, we fix a prime p
of Q and a finite unramified extension F {Qp. We fix an isomorphism

ιp : Qp Ñ C. Let E{F be the unique unramified extension of degree
2 and define UE{F pnq

˚ to be the unique up to isomorphism quasisplit
unitary group of rank n over F for the extension E{F as in 2.5.78.
Define G to be the group ResF {QpUE{F pnq

˚. Note that G is unramified
since E{Qp is unramified. Note that GQp is isomorphic to a product
of GLn factors. We fix a nontrivial minuscule cocharacter µ of GQp by
fixing a minuscule cocharacter µi of each factor the form

(173) µipzq “

¨

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˝

z
. . .

z
1

. . .

1

˛

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‚

,

where the number of z factors and 1 factors in the above expression
are ai and bi respectively. We assume that for at least one i, we have
ai R t0, nu.

Note that such a µ is minuscule but that not all minuscule µ are of
this form. Since E is unramified over Qp, it is Galois and hence the
reflex field of µ is a subfield of E which we denote Eµ.

We now note the following:

Lemma 2.4.1. There exists an extension of number fields E{F satis-
fying the following properties:

(1) Eq “ E and Fp “ F for some primes q of E and p of F such
that qX F “ p.

(2) F is totally real.
(3) E is a quadratic imaginary extension of F.
(4) F ‰ Q.

Proof. The construction of F follows from [Art13, Lemma 6.2.1] by
taking any r0 ą 1. Indeed, the construction of loc. cit. produces F
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satisfying the desired conditions of 1. and 2. and the existence of more
than one real place on F implies condition 3.

We argue about the existence of E similarly. Indeed, the only as-
sumption for which the arguments of loc. cit. don’t apply directly to is
the assumption that E{F is imaginary. But, this follows immediately
from the method of loc. cit. since for an embedding of F 2 ãÑ R2 the
monic polynomials with imaginary roots is open since it corresponds
to pb, cq P R2 such that b2 ´ 4c ă 0. �

We now define U˚ to be the group UE{Fpnq
˚ and G˚ to be ResF{QU˚.

The previously defined ιp induces an isomorphism G˚

Qp
– G˚

C. Note

that G is a direct factor of G˚
Qp and hence again by ιp, we get that GC

is a direct factor of G˚
C. Define a minuscule cocharacter µ of G˚ so

that µ restricts to µ on the GC factor and is trivial elsewhere.
We would now like to record the existence of a certain unitary group

over a global field.

Proposition 2.4.2. There exists an inner form U of U˚ and hence
an inner form G :“ ResF{QU of G˚ such that:

(1) The group Gad is F-anisotropic.
(2) The group G has no relevant global endoscopy.
(3) The group G is a direct factor of GQp.
(4) Let tvu denote the infinite places of F. Given any set tppv, qvqu

of pairs of non-negative integers such that pv ` qv “ n we have
that Uv – Uppv, qvq.

Proof. We shall use the terminology as in Lemma 2.5.88. In particular,
we shall construct U by constructing Uv P InnFormpU˚

vq for all places
v of F. Begin by setting Uv :“ Uppv, qvq for each v | 8 as in condition
4. of the proposition. Let us also set Uv0 :“ U˚

v0
where v0 “ p is the

prime from Lemma 2.4.1. Choose some finite place v10 of F different
than v0 and set Uv10

:“ Dˆ1
n

. Let us set

(174) ε :“
ÿ

v|8

εvpUvq ` εv0pUv0q ` εv10pUv10
q

This is an element of Z{2Z. If ε “ 0 let us set Uv :“ U˚
v for all v - 8

such that v R tv0, v
1
0u. If ε ‰ 0 then necessarily n is even. In this case

choose some finite split (relative to E) place v20 and set Uv20
:“ Dˆn´1

n

and

then set Uv :“ U˚
v for v - 8 such that v R tv0, v

1
0, v

2
0u. By construction

we have that
ÿ

v

εvpUvq “ 0 and thus by Lemma 2.5.88 there exists a

unique U P InnFormpU˚q such that UQv – Uv.
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Note that

(175) GQp –
ź

v|p

ResFv{QpUv

and thus by construction we see that GQp contains as a factor
ResFv0{QpUv. But, by construction, Uv – UE{F pnq

˚ and Fv0 – F and
thus condition 3. is automatically satisfied. Also, evidently condition
4. is satisfied. Thus, it remains to show that conditions 1. and 2. are
satisfied

Now, note that since U is an element of InnFormpUE{Fpn
˚qq we know

by Lemma 2.5.79 that U – Up∆, ˚q where ∆ is some central simple E-
algebra. Combining Lemma 2.5.82 and Lemma 2.5.90 it suffices to show
that ∆ must be a division algebra. To do this, note that by Lemma
2.5.76 one has an isomorphism UE – ∆ˆ. By 1. of Lemma 2.5.82 it
suffices to show that UpEq contains no non-trivial unipotent elements.
But, UpEq Ď Uv10pEv10q. Note though that we have an isomorphism

pUv10qEv1
0

– pDˆ1
n

q2 and since pDˆ1
n

q2 is anisotropic modulo center we see

that this contains no non-trivial unipotent elements as desired. �

We now fix global groups U and G satisfying the statement of 2.4.2
where we fix the set tppv, qvqu so that pv “ av and qv “ bv where we
recall that tpav, bvqu comes from the definition of µ. We get a conjugacy
class of cocharacters of G associated to µ. We denote the reflex field
of this conjugacy class by Eµ. In the present case, E and F are not
assumed to be Galois. Hence it need not be true that F Ă Eµ. All we
can say is that Eµ is a subfield of the Galois closure, cpEq of E. Since

we have fixed the isomorphism ιp : Qp Ñ C, we get a cocharacter of
GQp which we also call µ. On the one hand, the reflex field of this µ
is given by the completion of Eµ at the place p over p corresponding
to ιp. On the other hand, by construction, GQp “ G ˆ G1 and hence
µ “ pµ, µ1q where µ is fixed before and µ1 is trivial. Hence the reflex
field of µ in GQp is Eµ. Thus, we have shown that if p is the place of
Eµ determined by ιp, then Eµp “ Eµ.

2.4.1.2. Shimura data for unitary groups. In this subsection we will
write down the general conditions necessary to have a Shimura datum
of the form pG, Xq where G “ ResF{QU and where F is some number
field, E is a quadratic extension, and U is an inner form of UE{F pnq

˚ for
some n. We will then, in particular, verify that we can find a Shimura
datum of abelian type pG, Xq where G is as in §2.4.1.1. See [RSZ17,
§3] for an alternative discussion of the following.

Let us begin by saying that U (or G) is of non-compact type if for
some infinite place v of F we have that UFv is not R-anisotropic. In
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other words, G is of compact type if GpRq is compact, and being of
non-compact type just means that it is not of compact type. We then
have the following claim:

Lemma 2.4.3. Suppose that E is a CM field and G is of non-compact
type. Then, there is a Shimura datum pG, Xq of abelian type.

Proof. So, let us assume that U. Let

(176) h : SÑ GR –
ź

i

Uppi, qiq

(where we have a priori fixed this latter isomorphism) be defined in
terms of its projections hi defined as follows. If pi “ 0 or qi “ 0 we
define hi to be trivial. Otherwise, define hi as follows:

(177) hipzq :“

¨

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˝

z

z̄
. . .

z

z̄
1

. . .

1

˛

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‚

where there are pi entries of
z

z
and qi entries of 1. Set X to be the

GpRq-conjugacy class of h. We claim that pG, Xq is a Shimura datum
of abelian type.

The fact that pG, Xq is a Shimura datum is elementary and left to
the reader (the assumption that U is of non-compact type being used
in Axiom SV3 of [Mil04]). To see that it’s of abelian type, we must
find an associated Hodge type datum. Let GU denote the associated
unitary similitude group associated to U and set H :“ ResF{QGU.
We then define HQ to be the fiber product H ˆResF{QGm,F Gm,Q where
the map H Ñ ResF{QGm,F is the similitude character and the map
Gm,Q Ñ ResF{QGm,F is the usual inclusion. We define a morphism

(178) h1 : SÑ pHQ
qR

as follows. Begin by noting that

(179) pHQ
qR “

#

pgiq P
ź

i

GUppi, qiqyq : cpgiq “ cpgjq for all i, j and cpgiq P Rˆ
+
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Let us fix one such isomorphism. We then define h1, via this fixed
isomorphism, by its projections h1i to each GUppi, qiq by

(180) h1ipzq :“

¨

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˝

z
. . .

z
z

. . .

z

˛

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‚

where there are pi copies of z, and qi copies of z. One can then check
that pHQ, h1q defines a PEL type Shimura datum (e.g. see [Mil04,
Chapter 8]).

Note now that pHQqder is naturally isomorphic to ResF{QUder which
is, likewise, equal to Gder. Let pHQqder Ñ Gder be the identity map.
It’s not hard to see then that this induces an isomorphism of Shimura
datum between ppHQqad, ph1qadq and pGad, hadq. Thus, pG, Xq is of
abelian type. �

We now observe that G as in §2.4.1.1 is of non-compact type since
µ and hence µ is non-trivial. We can define a Shimura datum pG, Xq
as in the previous lemma. In particular, we note that by construction,
the conjugacy class of cocharacters of GC associated to X contains µ
as an element.

2.4.1.3. Local and global representations. We now fix a square inte-
grable irreducible admissible representation π0

p P CrGpQpqs. We also
fix a Shimura datum pG, Xq as in the last subsection, as well as an al-
gebraic Q`-representation ξ of G with regular highest weight. We have
by assumption GQp “ G ˆ G1. Fix a square integrable representation
π1p of G1pQpq so that π0

p b π1p is a square-integrable representation of
GpQpq.

We need the following proposition

Proposition 2.4.4. There exists a representation π of GpAq such that
πf appears H˚pShpG, Xq,Fξq and such that πp – π0

p b π1p.

Proof. This is an easy consequence of [Shi12a, Theorem 5.7]. We set S
to be the places of Q where G is ramified plus the place p. Then we fix a
square integrable representation πS of GpQSq such that pπSqp “ π0

pbπ1p.

We let pU be the pµpl-regular set equal to the orbit O of the unramified
unitary characters of GpQSq acting on πS as in [Shi12a, Example 5.6].

We note that at p, we have that any π1S P
pU satisfies pπ1Sqp “ π0

p b π1p
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since GpQpq has no split torus in its center. We then apply Theorem
5.7 of Shin’s paper to get the desired result. Note in particular, that
πf appears in H˚pShpG, Xq,Fξq since it is ξ-cohomological at 8. �

We now fix a global π satisfying the properties of the above theorem.
Note that since we have assumed ξ has regular highest weight, it follows
from the remark after Theorem 1 of [Kot92a] that π is discrete and
hence elliptic at infinity.

2.4.2. Construction of the global Galois representation. We
continue with the notation fixed as in 2.4.1. In this subsection only, we
use the Galois form of L-groups. We do so because we work primarily
with Galois representations instead of A-parameters.

2.4.2.1. Unitary Shimura varieties. We first define a morphism of L-
groups

(181) λ : LG Ñ
LResE{QGLn.

As a group, {ResE{QGLn is isomorphic to

(182)

¨

˝

ź

ΓQ{ΓE

GLnpCq

˛

‚¸ ΓQ.

We fix a subset X Ă ΓQ{ΓE such that the map

(183) ΓQ{ΓE Ñ ΓQ{ΓF,

induces a bijection

(184) X
«
ÝÑ ΓQ{ΓF.

We define XK :“ ΓQ{ΓEzX. We now construct λ by

(185) λpg1, ..., gm, wq “ pg1, ..., gm, JNpg
´1
1 q

tJ´1
N , ..., JNpg

´1
m q

tJ´1
N , wq,

where the left hand side is an element of

(186) p
ź

ΓQ{ΓF

GLnpCqq ¸ ΓQ “
LG,

and the right hand side is an element of

(187) p
ź

X

GLnpCq ˆ
ź

XK

GLnpCqq ¸ ΓQ “
LResE{QGLnpCq.
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2.4.2.2. The identification of σpπf q. We continue with notation as in
2.4.1. In particular, pG, Xq is an abelian type Shimura datum, ξ is
an irreducible algebraic representation of GC, and π is an irreducible
automorphic representation of GpAq that is ξ-cohomological at 8. By
2.5.63, we get an irreducible discrete automorphic representation BCpπq
of GLnpAEq that is conjugate self-dual with infinitesimal character pξb
ξq_. Note that since ξ is regular, that pξ b ξq_ is slightly regular so
that we can apply [Shi11, Theorem 1.2].

We now apply [Shi11, Theorem 1.2] to get a representation σpBCpπqq
of ΓE with coefficients in Q`. In this subsection, we identify an explicit
relationship of the Galois representation σpπf q, as in Theorem 2.3.1,

and the representation σpBCpπqq of GLnpQ`q, as in [Shi11, Theorem
1.2].

Now consider the representation

(188) σ :“ ι`σpBCpπqq : ΓE Ñ GLnpCq.

We identify GLnpCq with {GLnE Ă
LGLnE and consider the equiva-

lence class rσs up to conjugacy by an element of {GLnE. Thus, we have

rσs P H1pΓE,{GLnEq. Now, by a variant of Shapiro’s lemma, [Bor79,

Lemma 4.5], we get a class of H1pΓQ, {ResE{QGLnEq. Pick a representa-
tive ρ of this class. Then again by [Bor79, Lemma 4.5], we have that
the projection of ρ to the factor corresponding to the trivial coset of
ΓE is a representative of rσs.

We need a few lemmas.

Lemma 2.4.5. Let E{F be an unramified extension of p-adic local
fields. Let H be an unramified reductive group over E. Fix a hy-
perspecial subgroup K “ HpOEq Ă HpEq and let π be an irreducible
admissible representation of HpEq unramified with respect to K. Then
since HpEq “ pResE{FHqpF q, we can also naturally consider π to be
an unramified representation of pResE{FHqpF q with respect to
pResOE{OFHqpOF q. We denote this representation by π1.

Now, let ψπ “ LLEpπq and Iψπ be the equivalence class of param-
eters of ResE{FH coming from ψπ by Shapiro’s lemma. Then Iψπ “
LLF pπ

1q.

Proof. (Sketch) Let us note that since H is unramified it has an un-
ramified maximal torus. Indeed, let H be a reductive model for H
over OE. Note that the variety of maximal tori X is smooth over OE

(e.g. see [Con14, Theorem 3.2.6]) we can use Hensel’s lemma to lift a
maximal torus of Hk (where k is the residue field) to a maximal torus
of H whose generic fiber is an unramified torus of H. Note then that
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by the argument in [BR94, §1.12] we can then reduce the argument to
that of tori. This is then a well-known result (e.g. see [Lan+97]). �

We now return to the notation before the previous lemma.

Lemma 2.4.6. For each place p of Q such that ResE{QGLn,E and
BCpπq are unramified at p, we have ρ|ΓQp

“ LLQppBCpπqpq.

Proof. We consider the following diagram

(189)

H1pE, {GLn,Eq
ź

p|p

H1
pEp, {GLn,Epq

H1pQ, {ResE{QGLn,Eq
ź

p|p

H1
pQp, {ResEp{QpGLn,Epq,

where the vertical arrows are Shapiro isomorphisms, the top horizontal
arrow is a product of restriction maps to each ΓEp , and the bottom
horizontal map is the composition of the restriction to ΓQp and the
isomorphism

(190) H1
pQp, {pResE{QGLn,EqQpq –

ź

p|p

H1
pQp, {ResEp{QpGLn,Epq.

We claim that this diagram commutes. Indeed the vertical maps are
just projections onto the identity coset factors and the horizontal maps
are products of restrictions.

But now, we have from [Shi11, Thm 1.2] that σ|Ep “ LLEppBCpπqpq.
Then by commutativity of the above diagram and the previous lemma
we get the desired result. �

We now take the dominant cocharacter µ of GC –
ź

ΓQ{ΓF

pGLnqC

associated to the Shimura datum pG, Xq and write it as a product of
cocharacters pµτ1 , ...,µτmq where τ ranges over ΓQ{ΓF. We then define
the cocharacter p´µ, 0q of

(191) pResE{QGLnqC “ p
ź

X

GLnpCq ˆ
ź

XK

GLnpCqq

so that the character is ´µ “ p´µτ1 , ... ´ µτmq on the copies of GLn
indexed by X and 0 on the copies of GLn indexed by XK. We denote
the reflex field of pµ, 0q by Epµ,0q. Then using ιp, we consider pµ, 0q
as a cocharacter of pResE{QGLnqQp and observe that the localization of
Epµ,0q at the place p equals Epµ,0q and moreover we have the following
observation:
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Lemma 2.4.7. We have an equality of fields pEµqp “ pEpµ,0qqp.

Proof. Let us note that it suffices to show that the reflex fields of the
local cocharacters µQp and pµQp , 0q agree. To do this let us note that
we have a natural embedding of Q-groups

(192) G ãÑ ResE{QGLn,E

Upon base changing this to Q we obtain a Galois invariant embedding

(193) GQ ãÑ pResE{QGLn,EqQ –
ź

X

GLn,Q ˆ
ź

XK

GLn,Q

with notation as above. In particular, we see that we get a natural
ΓQp-equivariant embedding

(194) GQp ãÑ
ź

X

GLn,Qp ˆ
ź

XK

GLn,Qp

Note that this map sends µQp to pµQp , JNµQpJ
´1
N q. It is fairly evident

then that the reflex fields of µQp and pµQp , JNµQpJ
´1
N q are equal. In-

deed, only non-trivial factors of µ correspond to elements of X coming
from ResFv{QpUEw{Fv , and Ew{Qp is Galois and so the only relevant part
of the Galois action on the right hand side of Equation (194) act by the
transposition interchanging X and XK and then by the natural action
of GalpFv{Qpq. Finally, one sees that pµQp , 0q and pµQp , JNµQpJ

´1
N q

have the same reflex field since JNµQpJ
´1
N is never conjugate to µ by

our assumption that µ is non-trivial. The conclusion follows. �

Let E˚ be the compositum of Eµ and Epµ,0q. We have E˚p “ Eµ. We
then get a representation

(195) rp´µ,0q : L
pResE{QGLnq|ΓEpµ,0q

Ñ GLNpCq,

as described in the notation at the beginning of this Part. We record
the following lemma.

Lemma 2.4.8. Take λ : LG Ñ LResE{QGLn as in (181). Then we

have have an equality restricted to pG¸ ΓE˚.

(196) rp´µ,0q ˝ λ “ r´µ.

Proof. This follows more or less immediately from the definition of
λ. �

We then have the following proposition:
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Proposition 2.4.9. Let q be an element of Spπf q and q any place of
E˚ lying over q. Then, we have an equality

(197) tr
´

Φq | rp´µ,0q ˝ ρ|Γ
E˚q

¯

“ trpΦq | r´µ ˝ LLQqpπqq|ΓE˚q
q.

Before giving the proof of the above proposition, we record the fol-
lowing corollary, which is the key result of the section.

Corollary 2.4.10. For each q P Spπf q and each place q of E˚ lying
over q, we have the following equality

(198) apπf q trpΦq|prp´µ,0q ˝ ρ|Γ
E˚q
q b | ¨ |

dim Sh
2 q “ trpΦq|σpπf qq.

In particular, it follows that we have the following equality in the
Grothendieck group of WE˚-representations

(199) apπf qrprp´µ,0q ˝ ρq b | ¨ |
dim Sh

2 s “ σpπf q,

and hence by [Shi11, Thm 1.2], for any (not just unramified) prime q
of Q and each place q of E˚ over q, and for τ P WE˚q

,

(200) apπf q trpτ |prp´µ,0q ˝ ρ|ΓW
E˚q

q b | ¨ |
dim Sh

2 q “ trpτ |σpπf qq.

In particular, we will want to apply this corollary to the chosen prime
p and the place p of E˚ coming from ιp.

Proof. (Proposition 2.4.9) By 2.4.6 and since Φq P ΓQq , we have

(201) trpΦq | rp´µ,0q ˝ ρ|Γ
E˚q
q “ trpΦq | rp´µ,0q ˝ LLQqpBCpπqqq|Γ

E˚q
q.

Now, by 2.5.63, the above equals

(202) trpΦq | rp´µ,0q ˝ LLQqpBCqpπqqq|Γ
E˚q
q.

By the compatibility of local base change with the unramified local
Langlands correspondence [Mın11, Thm 4.1], we then have
(203)
trpΦq | rp´µ,0q ˝LLQqpBCqpπqqq|Γ

E˚q
q “ trpΦq | rp´µ,0q ˝λ˝LLQqpπqq|ΓE˚q

q.

Finally, by 2.4.8, we get

(204) trpΦp | rp´µ,0q ˝ λ ˝ LLQppπpq|ΓE˚q
q “ trpΦp | r´µ ˝ LLQppπpq|ΓE˚q

q

�
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2.4.3. Traces at places of bad reduction and pseudo - stabiliza-
tion. In this subsection we record an analogue of the trace formula
as in §2.3.4, as well as the pseudo-stabilization of that formula as in
§2.3.5. In particular, we keep the notation and assumptions the same
as in §2.3.4 throughout this subsection with one exception. Namely,
we fix a compact open subgroup Kp Ď K0,p and then set K :“ KpKp.

The first main result is the following:

Theorem 2.4.11 ([You19, Theorem 4.4.1]). Let h P HQpGpZpq, Kpq

and let τ P WEp. Then, there exists a a function φτ,h P HQpGppEpqjqq

(independent of the choice of `) such that for any fp P HQ`pGpA
p
f q, K

pq

the following equality holds
(205)

trpτ ˆ fph | H˚
pShK ,Fξqq “

ÿ

t“pγ0,γ,δq
αpγ0,γ,δq“1

cptqOγpf
p
qTOδpφτ,hq tr ξpγ0q

The proof of the above, or rather the simplifications to the formula
made in [You19, Theorem 4.4.1], are the same as in the proof of The-
orem 2.3.15.

Let us now fix a function fp P HQpGpAp
f q, K

pq with the property

fp1Kp is a projector from H˚pSh,Fξq on to H˚pShK ,Fξqrpπf q
Kp
s and

let f8 be as in §2.3.3.1. Let us also set fτ,h P H pGpQpqq to be a
transfer of φτ,h (which exists by the results of [Wal08]).

We then have the following claim:

Proposition 2.4.12. The following equality holds:

(206) trpτ ˆ fph | H˚
pSh,Fξqq “ τKpGq

ÿ

tγusPtGus.s.s

SOγpf
pfτ,hf8q

Proof. The proof of this result is exactly the same as in the proof of
Theorem 2.3.16. The only substantive change is that the proof of the
analogue of (153) is now by the twisted fundamental lemma (as in
[Wal08]). �

We then deduce that

(207) trpτ ˆ fph | H˚
pShK ,Fξqq “

ÿ

πPΠχpGq

mpπq trpfpfτ,hf8q

Note then that we can rewrite the right-hand side of this equation
as
(208)

ÿ

πf
PΠf,χpGq

apπf q trpfpfτ,h | πf q “
ÿ

πf
PΠf,χpGq

apπf q trpfp1Kp | πf q trpfτ,h | πpq
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Note though that by construction apπf q trpfp1Kpq will vanish unless
pπf q

K has non-trivial isotypic component in H˚pShK ,Fξq and the away-
from-p component of πf agrees with that of πp0,f . Let us call this set
S.

From this, we see that our sum reduces to

(209)
ÿ

πfPS

apπf q trpfτ,h | πf,pq

Note though that we have the following reuslt:

Lemma 2.4.13. The set S is precisely ΠψppGpQpq, ξpq where ψp is the
A-parameter associated to π0,p.

Proof. Let us denote by S 1 the set of GpQpq-components of the irre-
ducible factors of L2

discpGpQqzGpAqqrπps. By Matushima’s formula it
is clear that S Ď S 1. Moreover, by Lemma 2.2.32 we know that S 1 is
precisely ΠψppGpQpq, ωq. Thus, it suffices to show that S “ S 1.

Equivalently, by Corollary 2.3.10, for every πp P S
1 we need to show

that apπp b πpf q ‰ 0. But, since ξ is regular we see by Theorem 2.3.11

that apπpb π
p
f q ‰ 0 if and only if mpπpb π

pq ‰ 0. This is precisely the
claim that S “ S 1. �

From the above, we deduce the following:

Proposition 2.4.14.

(210) trpτ ˆ fph | H˚
pSh,Fξqq “ apπf q

ÿ

πpPΠψp pGpQpq,ξpq

trpfτ,h | πpq

2.4.4. The Scholze-Shin conjecture in certain unramified cases.
In this subsection we prove the main result of this Part . Let E{F and
G be as in §2.4.1.1 and π0

p a square integrable representation of GpQpq

and π0
p b π1p an irreducible square integrable representation of GpQpq

as in §2.4.1.3. Let ψp and ψ1p be the Arthur parameters associated to

π0
p and π1p respectively as in [Kal+14, Theorem 1.6.1]. In particular,

π0
p b π1p has Arthur parameter ψp ‘ ψ

1
p. Since π0

p and π1p are tempered,
ψp and ψ1p are also bounded Langlands parameters. Let pG, Xq be as
in §2.4.1.2 and let µ and µ be as in §2.4.1.1.

We now prove the following which is a special case of the Scholze-
Shin conjecture [SS13, Conj 7.1].

Theorem 2.4.15. Pick any natural number j ě 1 and τ P FrobjIEµ Ă
WEµ. Pick h P H pGpZpqq. Then
(211)

ÿ

πpPΠψp pGq

trpfGτ,h | πpq “ trpτ | r´µ ˝ψp|WEµ
b|¨ |

dim Sh
2 q

ÿ

πpPΠψp pGq

trph | πpq.
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Proof. This follows from combining the results of the previous sections.
We choose π as in 2.4.1.3 and fp P H pGpAp

f qq as in 2.4.11 such that

fp projects to the πp isotypic piece of H˚pSh,Fξqq. Fix any hG P

H pGpZpq ˆ G1pZpqq. Note that τ P Eµ “ E˚p as discussed in the
paragraph before 2.4.8.

On the one hand, by 2.4.14, we have

(212) trpτ ˆ fphG | H˚
pSh,Fξqq “ apπf q

ÿ

πpPΠψp‘ψ1p
pGQp q

trpfG
τ,hG | πpq.

On the other hand, by 2.3.1, we have

(213) trpτ ˆ fphG | H˚
pSh,Fξqq “ trpτ ˆ fphG |

à

πf

πf b σpπf qq,

and hence by definition of fp as well as the argument in 2.4.12 using
2.2.32,

(214) trpτˆfphG | H˚
pSh,Fξqq “ trpτˆhG |

à

πpPΠψp‘ψ1p
pGq

πpbσpπf qq.

Now, using 2.4.10, the above equals

(215) apπf q trpτ | prp´µ,0q ˝ρ|W
E˚p
qb| ¨ |

dim Sh
2 q

ÿ

π1pPΠψp‘ψ1p
pGQp q

trphG | πpq.

Finally, by 2.4.6, compatibility of the local Langlands correspondence
and local base change ([Mok15, Theorem 3.2.1 (a)]), and 2.4.8, we have
that

(216)

rp´µ,0q ˝ ρ|W
E˚p
– rp´µ,0q ˝ ψBCpπqp |WE˚p

– rp´µ,0q ˝ λ ˝ pψp ‘ ψ
1
pq|WE˚p

“ r´µ ˝ pψp ‘ ψ
1
pq|WE˚p

Hence the righthand side of the previous equality becomes
(217)

apπf q trpτ |pr´µ ˝ pψp ‘ ψ
1
pq|WE˚p

q b | ¨ |
dim Sh

2 q
ÿ

πpPΠψp‘ψ1p
pGQp q

trphG | πpq.

Finally, combining the the two equations for trpτ ˆ fphG | H˚pSh,Fξqq

gives that

(218)
ÿ

πpPΠψp‘ψ1p
pGQp q

trpfG
τ,hG | πpq
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is equal to

(219) trpτ | pr´µ ˝pψp‘ψ
1
pq|WE˚p

qb | ¨ |
dim Sh

2 q
ÿ

πpPΠψp‘ψ1p
pGQp q

trphG | πpq.

We now need to translate this equation to one for G instead of GQp .
Since our choice of hG was arbitrary, we pick it so that hG “ h ˆ h1

where h1 has trace 1 on a single representation in the packet Πψ1ppG
1q

and trace 0 on the others. We can do this since local A-packets are
finite (e.g. see [HG, Proposition 8.5.2]). Since µ is trivial on G1, we
have that fτ,h1 “ h1. Indeed, the triviality of µ1 implies that the space
D8pG 1, rb1s, µ1q (where µ1 is the projetion to µ) as in [You19] is the trivial
G 1pZpq-torsor for any rb1s as in loc. cit. In particular, this implies that
H˚pD8pG 1, rb1s, µ1q,Q`q is nothing more than C8c pG 1pZpqq. Since the
action of τ is through right multiplication by b1 it’s clear that the trace
of τ ˆh on D8pG 1, rb1s, µ1q, which is by definition fτ,h1pb

1q, is just h1pb1q.
Moreover, we have that

(220) fG
τ,hˆh1 “ fGτ,h ˆ f

G1

τ,h1 “ fτ,h ˆ h
1.

as there is a natural splitting of the space

(221) D8pG ˆ G 1, rpb, b1qsµq – D8pG, rbs, µq ˆD8pG 1rb1s, µ1q

which is equivariant for the action of GpZpq ˆ G 1pZpq.
Then, using that Πψp‘ψ1ppGQpq “ ΠψppGq ˆ Πψ1ppG

1q, we get

(222)
ÿ

πpPΠψp pGq

trpfGτ,h | πpq “

trpτ | pr´µ ˝ pψp ‘ ψ
1
pq|WE˚p

q b | ¨ |
dim Sh

2 q
ÿ

πpPΠψp pGq

trph | πpq.

Now we denote by µ1, the cocharacter of G1Qp such that under ιp, pµ, µ
1q

maps to µ. By construction µ1 is trivial and hence rµ1 is the trivial
representation. In particular, we get
(223)
trpτ | r´µ˝pψp‘ψ

1
pqq “ trpτ | pr´µ˝ψpqbpr´µ1 ˝ψ

1
pqq “ trpτ | r´µ˝ψpq.

Making this substitution gives
(224)

ÿ

πpPΠψp pGq

trpfGτ,h | πpq “ trpτ | pr´µ˝ψpq|WEµ
b|¨|

dim Sh
2 q

ÿ

πpPΠψp pGq

trph | πpq

as desired. �
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2.5. Appendices for Part II

2.5.1. Appendix 1: Some lemmas about reductive groups. The
goal of this appendix is to collect some loosely related facts about
reductive groups, especially with a focus on reductive groups over R.

2.5.1.1. Elliptic elements and tori. In this subsection we clarify the
relationship between several notions of ellipticity for elements of a re-
ductive group.

So, let us fix a field F of characteristic 0 and let G be a reductive
group over F . We begin with the following definition which is unam-
biguous:

Definition 2.5.1. A torus T in G containing ZpGq˝ is said to be el-
liptic if the torus T {ZpGq˝ is F -anisotropic.

It is often times the case that a torus T contains not only ZpGq˝ but
ZpGq (e.g. maximal tori). In this case, one might wonder whether one
obtains a fundamentally different definition by requiring that T {ZpGq
is F -anisotropic. As the following lemma shows, by applying it to the
obvious isogeny T {ZpGq˝ Ñ T {ZpGq, the answer is no. For this reason,
we will often times not careful between discussions of the F -anitropicity
of T {ZpGq for T {ZpGq˝ for a torus T containing ZpGq˝ (again, mostly
in the case when T is a maximal torus):

Lemma 2.5.2. Let T1 and T2 be isogenous tori over F . Then, T1 is
F -anisotropic if and only if T2 is.

Proof. Let f : T1 Ñ T2 be an isogeny. Note then that we get an
inclusion X˚pT2q ãÑ X˚pT1q with finite cokernel. We and thus an
inclusion X˚pT2q

Γ ãÑ X˚pT1q
Γ with finite cokernel. Since X˚pTiq

Γ is
free we see that X˚pT2q

Γ is trivial if and only if X˚pT1q
Γ is trivial as

desired. �

The definition of what it means for a semisimple element γ in GpF q
to be ‘elliptic’ is a little less clear. Namely, we have the following:

Definition 2.5.3. A semisimple element γ in GpF q is elliptic if
ZpZGpγqq

˝ is an elliptic torus. We will say that such an element γ is
strongly elliptic if γ is contained in T pF q for some elliptic maximal
torus T of G.

Note that evidently strongly elliptic implies elliptic. Indeed, if T is
an elliptic maximal torus such that γ P T pF q then T is a maximal torus
in ZGpγq and thus Ď ZpGq˝ZpZGpγqq

˝ is a subtorus of T . Since T is
elliptic this implies that ZpZGpγqq

˝ is elliptic.
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Of course, it can’t be true in general that elliptic implies strongly
elliptic since there are reductive groups which contain no elliptic max-
imal tori but which contain elliptic elements.

Example 2.5.4. For any perfect field F the maximal tori in GLn,F are of

the form
k
ź

i“1

ResEi{F Gm,Ei where Ei{F are field extensions and
k
ÿ

i“1

rEi :

F s “ n. Moreover, one can check that amongst these the elliptic
maximal tori are those of the form ResE{FGm,E where rE : F s “ n.
Thus, we see that GLn,F has an elliptic maximal torus if and only if F
admits an extension of degree n.

In particular, we see that GLn,R admits an elliptic maximal torus if
and only if n “ 2. That said, GLn,R has elliptic elements for all n ě 1.
Indeed, for any group G the identity element GpF q is elliptic.

That said, in most of the cases of interest to us the definitions coin-
cide. For instance, we have the following observation:

Proposition 2.5.5. Let F be a p-adic local field. Then, a semisimple
element γ in GpF q is elliptic if and only if it’s strongly elliptic.

Lemma 2.5.6. Let F be a p-adic local field and let H be a reductive
group over F . Then, H contains an elliptic maximal torus.

Proof. By [PS92, Theorem 6.21] we know that H{ZpHq contains a
maximal anisotropic torus T . Evidently the preimage of T under the
projection map H Ñ H{ZpHq produces the desired elliptic maximal
torus. �

Proof. (Proposition 2.5.5) As we’ve already observed, it suffices to show
that if γ P GpF q is elliptic, then it’s strongly elliptic. That said, note
that H :“ Iγ contains an elliptic maximal torus T which is evidently
a maximal torus of G since H contains a maximal torus of G and thus
has the same rank as G. By definition, this implies that T {ZpHq is
F -anistropic. That said note that by our assumption the split rank of
ZpHq and the split rank of ZpGq coincides. Thus, T {ZpHq having split
rank 0 implies that T {ZpGq has split rank 0. Since γ is contained in
T pF q the claim follows. �

We would like to extend this result to all characteristic 0 local fields
and so, in particular, extend this result to R (note that the only elliptic
torus in a group G over C is ZpGq˝). But, as we observed in Example
2.5.4 such a result fails for trivial reasons over R for general groups.
That said, one can ask whether the notion of elliptic and strongly
elliptic do agree for semisimple elements in GpRq where G is a reductive
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group over R that does contain an elliptic maximal torus. The answer
is yes.

To see this, we begin with the following well-known result:

Lemma 2.5.7. Let G be a reductive group over R. Then, for every
compact subgroup K contained in GpRq there exists an R-anisotropic
group H and a closed embedding H ãÑ G such that HpRq “ K.

Proof. This is [Ser93, §5 Proposition 2]. �

One consequence of this is the following:

Lemma 2.5.8. Let G be a reductive group over R. Then, all maximal
anisotropic tori in G are conjugate. Moreover, all maximal elliptic tori
in G are conjugate.

Proof. Let us begin by showing that the former statement implies the
latter. Namely, let T1 and T2 be two maximal elliptic tori in G. Note
then that by standard theory we have a decomposition Ti “ T si T

a
i

where T si is the maximal split subtorus of Ti and T ai is the maximal
anisotropic subtorus. Moreover, we have that T si X T ai is finite. Note
that by our ellipticity assumptions we have that T si “ pZpGq˝qs for
i “ 1, 2.

Let us note that T ai are maximal aniostropic tori in G, as we now
show. By symmetry we need only consider the case when i “ 1. Now,
suppose that T is an anisotropic torus of G strictly containing T a1 .
Then, evidently TZpGq˝ is an elliptic torus of G strictly containing T1

which contradicts assumptions.
So, assuming that all anisotropic tori in G are conjugate there exists

some g P GpRq such that gT a1 g
´1 “ T a2 . Note then evidently that since

conjugation by g fixes ZpGq pointwise that

(225) gT1g
´1
“ gpT a1ZpGq

˝
qg´1

“ T a2ZpGq
˝
“ T2

as desired.
Suppose now that T1 and T2 are maximal anisotropic tori in G. Note

then that T1pRq and T2pRq are compact subgroups of G and thus con-
tained in maximal compact subgroups K1 and K2 of GpRq. Now, it
is well-known (e.g. see [Con14, Theorem D.2.8]) that K1 and K2 are
conjugate by an element of GpRq. Thus without loss of generality we
may assume the equality K :“ K1 “ K2. Moreover, by Lemma 2.5.7
we know that K “ HpRq for H some R-anisotropic subgroup of G.

We claim that both T1pRq and T2pRq are maximal tori in K in the
sense of the theory of compact Lie groups (i.e. that they are maximal
connected compact abelian subgroups). Indeed, suppose not. Then
there exists a connected compact abelian subgroup S Ď K “ HpRq
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properly containing T1pRq. But, by [Con14, Theorem D.2.4] this im-
plies that there exists some connected R-anisotropic group Salg Ď H
such that SalgpRq “ S. Note then that by the Zariski denseness of
R-points (e.g. see [Mil17, Theorem 17.9.3]) we have that Salg properly
contains T1. But, since S is dense in Salg we see that Salg is necessarily
abelian. Thus, Salg is an anisotropic torus in H properly containing
T1. This contradicts that T1 is a maximal anisotropic torus in G. By
symmetry the claim also applies for T2.

Thus, since T1pRq and T2pRq are maximal tori in K in the sense of the
theory of compact Lie groups we know from the theory of such groups
that T1pRq and T2pRq are conjugate by an element of K. Then, again
by density of T1pRq in T1, we deduce that T1 is conjugate to T2. More
rigorously let g P K “ HpRq conjugate T1pRq to T2pRq. Note then that
conjugation map by g sends T1pRq into T2 Ď G from which density of
T1pRq in T1 implies that conjugation by g takes T1 into T2. This implies
that dimT1 ď dimT2. By symmetry we deduce that dimT2 ď dimT1.
Then, since gT1g

´1 Ď T2 and gT1g
´1 and T2 are both connected and

smooth we deduce that gT1g
´1 “ T2 as desired. �

Two important corollaries of this result are the following:

Corollary 2.5.9. Let G Be a reductive group over R and suppose that
G has an elliptic maximal torus. Then, every maximal elliptic torus in
G is an elliptic maximal torus.

Corollary 2.5.10. Let G be a reductive group over R and suppose that
G has an elliptic maximal torus T0. Then, every elliptic element γ in
GpRq is strongly elliptic.

Proof. Note that, by definition, γ is contained in an elliptic torus T1 of
G (namely T1 “ ZpZGpγqq

˝). Note then that T1 is contained in some
maximal elliptic torus T of G. But, by the previous corollary T is a
maximal torus in G. The conclusion follows. �

We finally record the following well-known results concerning the
existence of elliptic maximal tori in groups over R. Namely, while
it is classical that every reductive group G over R admits a unique
anisotropic form. That said, the existence of an anisotropic modulo
center inner form is not guaranteed and is related to the existence of
an elliptic maximal torus. Namely:

Lemma 2.5.11. Let G be a connected reductive group over R. Then, G
admits an elliptic maximal torus if and only if G admits an anisotropic
modulo center inner form.
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2.5.1.2. Local-to-global construction of elliptic maximal tori. In this
subsection we would like to verify that if G is a reductive group over
a number field F we can construct maximal tori in G which become
elliptic over some some finite set of places S of F as long as there are
no tautological obstructions (i.e. that G has no elliptic maximal tori
at one of the places in S). More rigorously:

Proposition 2.5.12. Let F be a number field and let G be a connected
reductive group over F . Suppose that S is a finite set of places of F
such that for all v P S the group GFv contains an elliptic maximal torus.
Then, there exists a maximal torus T in G such that TFv is an elliptic
maximal torus in GFv for all v P S.

To prove this it will be helpful to set up some notation and recall
some classical results concerning the moduli of maximal tori in G. For
now, let F be any field of characteristic 0 and let G be a connected
reductive group over F . To begin, let us define X to be the functor
associating to an F -algebra R the set XpRq of maximal tori in GR (e.g.
in the sense of [Con14, Definition 3.2.1]). Then, we have the following
result:

Lemma 2.5.13. The functor X is represented by a smooth, irreducible,
and quasi-affine F -scheme (also denoted X). Moreover, for any maxi-
mal torus T0 in G there is a canonical isomorphism G{NGpT0q Ñ X.

Proof. See [Con14, Theorem 3.2.6] for the first statement minus the
smoothness and irreducibility and the second statement. Note that
the conditions that the maximal tori in GF are self-centralizing follows
immediately from the reductive hypotheses on G. The smoothness and
irreducibility of X then follow a fortiori from the second statement
given the smoothness and irreducibility of G. �

We shall need the following structural result of Chevalley concerning
X:

Theorem 2.5.14 (Chevalley). The scheme X is F -rational.

Now, for any field F 1 containing F let us denote by XepF 1q the subset
of X 1pF q consisting of F 1-elliptic maximal tori in GF 1 . Be careful that,
despite the notation, XepF 1q is evidently not functorial in F 1.

We then have the following observation:

Lemma 2.5.15. Suppose that F is a characteristic 0 local field. Then,
XepF q is an open (possibly empty) subset of XpF q where the latter is
endowed with the usual topology F -topology.
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Proof. Let us denote by T the universal maximal torus over X. For a
point x P XpF q we denote by Tx the corresponding torus ofG since split
rank is an isogeny invariant (e.g. see Lemma 2.5.2). It then suffices to
show that the isogeny class of Tx is locally constant in x. To do this we
proceed as follows. Let us note that X is rational and smooth, so that T
gives rise (by [Con14, Corollary B.3.6]) to a continuous representation
π1pX, x0q Ñ GLnpZq (where n is the rank of T).

Note that this representation must factor through a finite quotient Q
of π1pX, x0q. Note that for x P XpF q the torus Tx clearly corresponds
to the composition ΓF Ñ π1pX, x0q Ñ GLnpZq which we denote ρx.
Note, in particular that for any x P XpF q we have that ρx has image
bounded by |Q| and so ΓF factors through a quotient of size |Q|. Since
F has only finitely many extensions of size |Q| we see that there must
be some finite extension F 1{F such that ρx factors through GalpF 1{F q
for all x P XpF q.

Let us denote, for each x P XpF q, the composition of ρx with the
embedding GLnpZq ãÑ GLnpQq by ρQx . Then, by the Brauer-Nesbitt
theorem we know that ρQx – ρQx1 if and only if χρxpgq “ χρx1 pgq for all
g P GalpF 1{F q where we have used χT to denote the characteristic
polynomial for T . But, since the coefficients of ρx are roots of unity,
we know that χρxpgq “ χρxpg1q if and only if they agree modulo N for N
sufficiently large. In other words, we see that if TxrN s – Tx1rN s then
Tx and Tx1 are isogenous.

Let us then pick a point x P XpF q and consider the finite étale cover
IsompTrns,Tx0rN sq of X. Note then that since the point x0 P XpF q
has a lift to a point of IsompTrns,Tx0rN sqpF q then by standard theory
(e.g. see [Poo17, Theorem 3.5.73.(i)]) there exists a neighboorhod U
of x0 in XpF q such that IsompTrN s,Tx0rN sqpF q Ñ XpF q admits a
section. By the above, this implies that Tx is isogenous to Tx0 for all
x P U , and so the conclusion follows. �

Using the above results we can now prove Proposition 2.5.12:

Proof. (Proposition 2.5.12) Let us denote by FS the usual F -algebra
ź

vPS

Fv. Note then that we have a natural diagonal embedding XpF q Ñ

XpFSq. Moreover, since X is F -rational, smooth, and irreducible we
know that the image of XpF q in XpFSq is dense (e.g. see [PS92, Propo-
sition 7.3]). Now, by assumption we have that XepFvq is non-empty
for all v P S and thus combining this with Lemma 2.5.15 we see that
ź

vPS

Xe
pFvq is a non-empty open subset of XpFSq. Since XpF q is a dense
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subset of XpFSq we thus deduce that XpF q and
ź

vPS

XpFvq must have

a point in common. The conclusion follows. �

2.5.1.3. Stable conjugacy for strongly regular elements over R. The
goal of this subsection is to clarify the nature of stable conjugacy for
strongly regular elements in GpRq where G is a reductive group over
R.

Before we begin, let us fix some notation that will be used below (as
well as the main body of the paper).

Definition 2.5.16. Let T be a maximal torus in G. For any Levi
subgroup M of G containing T we denote by W pM,T q the Weyl group
scheme NMpT q{T . We will denote by WCpM,T q the group

(226) WCpM,T q :“ NGpT qpCq{T pCq “ W pM,T qpCq

We denote by WRpM,T q the group

(227) WRpM,T q :“ NGpT qpRq{T pRq Ď W pM,T qpRq

where this last containment can be strict in general. When M “ G we
use the shortenings WC and WR of the above notation.

Remark 2.5.17. For the sake of notational comparison, let us note that
if T is an elliptic maximal torus thenWR is often written (for example in
Harish-Chandra’s parametrization of discrete series) as Wc and called
the compact Weyl group. The reason is that in this case WR is equal to
W pK,T pRqq for any maximal compact subgroups of GpRq containing
T pRq. The reason of course, is that NGpT qpRq, containing T pRq as a
finite index subgroup, is itself compact and so contained in a maximal
compact subgroup of GpRq.

We also recall the following well-known definitions:

Definition 2.5.18. Let G be a reductive group over a field F . A sem-
simimple element γ in GpF q is regular if Iγ is a (necessarily maximal)
torus of G. We say that γ is strongly regular if ZGpγq is a (necessarily
maximal) torus of G.

Recall that if Gder is simply connected then these two notions coin-
cide. Indeed, in the case by the following well-known result of Stein-
berg:

Theorem 2.5.19 (Steinberg). Let G be a reductive group over a field
F and assume that Gder is simply connected. Then, for any semisimple
γ P GpF q we have that ZGpγq is connected.
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Proof. To show that ZGpγq is connected it suffices to show that ZGpγqF
is connected, and so it suffices to assume that F is algebraically closed.
Note that we have a short exact sequence of groups

(228) 0 Ñ Gder
Ñ GÑ Gab

Ñ 0

Note that since G is reductive we have that G “ GderZpGq and so ZpGq
surjects onto Gab. Since ZGpγq Ě ZpGq we deduce that ZGpγq surjects
onto Gab. Thus, the sequence (228) gives rise to the sequence

(229) 0 Ñ Gder
X ZGpγq Ñ ZGpγq Ñ Gab

Ñ 0

Thus, since Gab is connected since G is, it suffices to show that Gder X

ZGpγq is connected. Note that since G “ GderZGpγq that there exists
some z P ZpGqpF q such that γz P GderpF q. Clearly ZGpγq “ ZGpγzq
and so it suffices to assume that γ P GderpF q. Note then that Gder X

ZGpγq “ ZGderpγq. Thus, it finally suffices to assume that G “ Gder. In
this setting one can find a proof in [Ste06, §5] or [Hum95, §2.11] �

It will also be helpful to record the following basic observation:

Theorem 2.5.20 (Steinberg). Let G be a reductive group over a field
F . Then, the set U of regular elements of G is an open subset of F .
In particular, UpF q is dense in G.

Proof. The fact that U is open follows from [Ste65, p. 1.3]. Note then
that since G is unirational (e.g. see [Mil17, Theroem 17.93]) the same
is true for U . Thus, UpF q is Zariski dense in U . But, since U is open in
G and G is irreducible (e.g. by [Mil17, Summary 1.36]) we know that
U is dense in G so that UpF q is dense in G as desired. �

We now state our target proposition:

Proposition 2.5.21. Let G be a reductive group over R and let T be
a maximal torus in R. Let S be a maximal split subtorus of T and set
M :“ ZGpSq. Let γ P T pRq be strongly regular. Then:

(230) tγus “
ď

wPWCpM,T q

twγw´1
u “

ď

wPWCpM,T q{WRpM,T q

twγw´1
u

An immediate corollary, the case of most interest to us, is the fol-
lowing:

Corollary 2.5.22. Let G be a reductive group over R and suppose that
T is a maximal elliptic torus then

(231) tγus “
ď

wPWC

twγw´1
u “

ğ

wPWC{WR

twγw´1
u
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Proof. This follows immediately from the proposition since one can
take S to be a maximal split subtorus of ZpGq so that M “ G. �

Example 2.5.23. Let G “ SL2,R. Then, the classic example of two non-

conjugate but stably conjugate elements of SL2pRq is γ “

ˆ

0 ´1
1 0

˙

and γ1 “

ˆ

0 1
´1 0

˙

. Note though that γ P T pRq where T is the elliptic

maximal torus

(232) T “

"ˆ

a ´b
b a

˙

: a2
` b2

“ 1

*

Ď SL2,R

Moreover, note that |WC| “ 2 with the non-trivial class represented by

w :“

ˆ

i 0
0 ´i

˙

. Moreover, it’s not hard to check that

(233) Intpwq : T Ñ T

is given by

(234) Intpwq :

ˆ

a ´b
b a

˙

ÞÑ

ˆ

a b
´b a

˙

Thus, the above corollary shows that

(235)

"ˆ

a ´b
b a

˙*

s

“

"ˆ

a ´b
b a

˙*

Y

"ˆ

a b
´b a

˙*

and thus

(236) tγus “ tγu Y tγ
1
u

explaining the above example.

Let us begin by clarifying how twγw´1u makes sense for
w P NMpT qpCq as an element of tGu. This is settled by the following:

Lemma 2.5.24 ([She79, Theorem 2.1]). Let notation be as in the be-
ginning previous proposition. Then, the group

(237) tg P GpCq : Intpgq : TC Ñ GC is defined over Ru

is equal to the group GpRqNMpT qpCq.

In particular, for any γ P T pRq and g P NMpT qpCq we have that the
map Intpgq : TC Ñ TC is defined over R, and thus gγg´1 is an element
of T pRq. Thus, tgγg´1u is a well-defined element of tGu.
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Remark 2.5.25. Note that, a priori, the conjugacy class tgγg´1u may
depend on the choice of γ in tγu. Thus, the notation w ¨ tγu doesn’t
a priori make sense for w P WCpM,T q. In fact, the well-definedness of
w ¨ tγu (the independence of choice representative in tγu in T pRq) is
equivalent to the normality of WRpM,T q in WCpM,T q which needn’t
necessarily hold. That said, the right-hand side of (230) doesn’t depend
on a choice of γ.

To begin to prove Proposition 2.5.21 we begin with the following
observation:

Lemma 2.5.26. Suppose that γ P T pRq is strongly regular. Suppose
that γ1 P GpRq is stably conjugate to γ. Then, γ1 is strongly regular
and the tori T 1 :“ ZGpγ

1q and T are stably conjugate (i.e there is a
g P GpCq such that Intpgq : TC Ñ T 1C and the map is defined over R).

Proof. The fact that γ1 is strongly regular is clear since ZGpγ
1q and

ZGpγq are forms of each other, and thus ZGpγ
1q is a torus. Now, by

assumption, there is g P GpCq such that gγg´1 “ γ1. In particular, for
σ P GalpC{Rq,

(238)

σpgqγσpgq´1
“ σpgγg´1

q

“ σpγ1q

“ γ1

“ gγg´1

Hence, σpgq´1g “ t1 P T pCq.
Now, we need to show Intpgq : T Ñ T 1 is defined over R. In partic-

ular, we need to show that σ ˝ Intpgq ˝ σ´1 “ Intpgq. But we have for
all t P T pCq,

(239)

pσ ˝ Intpgq ˝ σ´1
qptq “ σpgσ´1

ptqg´1
q

“ σpgqtσpgq´1

“ gt´1
1 tt1g

´1

“ gtg´1

“ Intpgqptq

from where the result follows since T and T 1 are separated. �

The last preliminary result we need is the following:

Theorem 2.5.27 ([She79, Cor 2.3]). Let G be a reductive group over
R and let T and T 1 be maximal tori in G. Then, if T and T 1 are stably
conjugate, then they are conjugate.
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We now prove the main proposition as follows:

Proof. (Proposition 2.5.21) Evidently

(240) tγus Ě
ď

wPWCpM,T q

twγw´1
u

Conversely, suppose that γ1 P GpRq is stably conjugate to γ. Since γ is
strongly regular we know from Lemma 2.5.26 that T and T 1 :“ ZGpγ

1q

are stably conjugate. Thus, by Lemma 2.5.27 we know that T and
T 1 are conjugate. Thus, we may assume without loss of generality
(without changing the conjugacy class) that γ1 P T pRq. Let g P GpCq
be such that gγg´1 “ γ1. Since γ is strongly regular this implies, by
Lemma 2.5.26, that Intpgq maps TC Ñ TC and, in fact, is defined over
R. By Lemma 2.5.24 this implies that g P GpRqNMpT qpCq. But, since
conjugation by GpRq evidently doesn’t effect conjugacy classes, we may
assume that g P NMpT qpCq. The first part of (230) follows.

Suppose now that w1γw
´1
1 is conjugate to w2γw

´1
2 . Then, there

exists some g P GpRq such that

(241) w2γw
´1
2 “ gw1γw

´1
1 g´1

so that g P NGpT qpRq and w´1
2 gw1 fixes γ. Since γ is strongly regular

this implies that w´1
2 gw1 P T pRq which means that w´1

2 gw1 is the
trivial element of WC. This says that w2 “ gw1 as elements of WC.
Since g P NGpT qpRq we see that g P WR and the second equality of
(230) follows. �

2.5.1.4. Reflex fields and a construction of Kottwitz. In this appendix
we record, for the ease of the reader, the following extension of a classicl
construction of Kottwitz (see [Kot84a, Lemma 2.1.2]) to the setting of
not necessarily quasi-split groups.

Let us fix a field F and G a reductive group over F . Let µ be a
conjugacy class of cocharacters over F . Recall that ΓF acts on the set
of conjugacy class of cocharacters of GF and we define the reflex field
of µ, denoted by Epµq (or just E when µ is clear from context), to be
the fixed field.

Let G˚ denote the quasi-split inner form of G over F . Choose an
inner twisting f : GF Ñ G˚

F
and let us specify that σ ÞÑ gσ is the

GadpF q-valued cocycle such that for all σ P ΓF we have that

f ˝ σG
F
˝ f´1

˝ σ´1
G˚
F

“ Innpgσq

We then have the following observation:
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Lemma 2.5.28. The reflex field of the G˚pF q - conjugacy class of
cocharacters

fpµq :“ tf ˝ µ : µ P µu

is Epµq.

Proof. To see this it suffices to show that for any σ in ΓF we have that
σ ¨ pf ˝µq is conjugate to f ˝µ since, by symmetry, the reverse direction
will also follow. To see this we merely note that for any σ P Γ we have
that

σ ¨ pf ˝ µq “ σG˚
F
˝ f ˝ µ ˝ σ´1

G
m,F

“ Innpg´1
σ q ˝ f ˝ σGF ˝ µ ˝ σ

´1
G
m,Q

“ Innpg´1
σ q ˝ f ˝ Innphσq ˝ µq

“ Innpg´1
σ fphσqq ˝ f ˝ µ

where we have used the fact that µ is ΓF -stable to obtain the element
hσ. �

It’s also clear that if we choose another inner twisting pG˚, f 1q of G
that f 1pµq “ fpµq since for all µ in µ we have that f ˝µ is conjugate to
f 1 ˝ µ by definition. Thus, we see that this conjugacy class of cochar-
acters of G˚

F
depends only on G˚ and not on the inner twist pG, fq.

Thus, we denote this conjugacy class µ˚. By the above we have that
Epµq “ Epµ˚q. Also note that for any µ we have that p´µq˚ “ ´µ˚.

Let us now choose a rational Borel-torus pair pB, T q of G˚ over F . To

µ˚ we associate a Q`-representation rµ of xG˚ ¸WEpµ˚q where WEpµq˚

acts on xG˚ via the pair pB, T q. To do this note that since G˚ is quasi-
split we have that µ is actually defined over Epµq (see [Kot84a, Lemma
1.1.3]). Let µ be the unique B-dominant representative of µ˚ defined
over Epµ˚q. Let V pµq be the irreducible Q`-representation with highest
weight µ and then define

rµ˚ : xG˚ ¸WEpµ˚q Ñ GLpV pµqq

to be such that its restriction to xG˚ is the usual action and such that
the action of WEpµ˚q on the weight space Vµ Ď V pµq is trivial. The
existence of such a representation is precisely [Kot84a, Lemma 2.1.2].

Note though that there is an isomorphism

(242) xG˚ ¸WEpµ˚q –
pG¸WEpµq

unique up to inner automorphism. Thus, associated to rµ˚ is a repre-
sentation

(243) pG¸WEpµq
«
ÝÑ xG˚ ¸WEpµ˚q Ñ GLpV pµqq
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unique up to isomorphism which we denote rµ. Of course, up to isomor-
phism, this representation doesn’t depend on the choice of pB, T q and,
in particular, depends only on µ not the choice of an element µ P µ.

Thus, we will often times write rµ as a representation pG ¸WEpµq Ñ

GLpV pµqq.
We now record some results in the case of F being a global field. To

begin we note thatfor any place v of F and any choice of embedding
F ãÑ Fv one gets an induced conjugacy class µv of cocharacters of GFv

.
The following claim is then simple:

Lemma 2.5.29. There is an equality of fields Epµqw “ Epµvq.

In particular, we see the following:

Corollary 2.5.30. Let v be an element of SurpGq. Then, Epµqw{Fv
is unramified.

Proof. Note that by Lemma 2.5.29 it suffices to show that Epµvq{Fv is
unramified. But, since Gv splits over F ur

v we evidently have an inclusion
Epµvq Ď F ur

v from where the claim follows. �

The following lemma is equally as simple as Lemma 2.5.29:

Lemma 2.5.31. There is an equality (up to isomorphism) of represen-
tations

(244) rµ | pG¸WEpµqw
“ rµv

2.5.1.5. The Kottwitz group. We record in this section, for the conve-
nience of the reader, the basic definitions and properties we would like
to use concerning the Kottwitz group associated to a local or global
field F .

To make sense of the definition of this group, it is useful to first recall
the following basic lemma:

Lemma 2.5.32. Let F be a field of characteristic 0 and let G be a
connected reductive group over F . Let H be any connected reductive
subgroup of G of the same rank. The choice of a maximal torus T in

H induces a natural ΓF -equivariant inclusion Zp pGq Ď Zp pHq, and this
embedding is, in fact, independent of T .

Remark 2.5.33. See [Bor79, §2] for a recollection of dual groups and
their associated Galois actions.

Proof. (Lemma 2.5.32) Let us first consider the case when H is a max-
imal torus defined over F , in which case we will take T to be equal to
H. Then, essentially by definition of the dual group, there exists an
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embedding pH ãÑ pG of complex algebraic groups identifying the image

of pH with a maximal torus of pG. In particular, we see that the image

of pH contains Zp pGq. Let us denote by Z 1 the preimage of Zp pGq in
pH. We then claim that the isomorphism of complex algebraic groups

Z 1 Ñ Zp pGq is actually Γ-equivariant.
To see this, note that induced map of root datum from the morphism

pH ãÑ pG can be identified with the natural inclusion

(245) pX˚pHq, 0, X
˚
pHq, 0q ãÑ pX˚pHq,Φ

_
pGq, X˚

pHq,ΦpGqq

which is patently Γ-equivariant. Thus, we see that for all γ P Γ the

action of γ on pH and the action of γ on the image of pH in pG differ
by inner automorphisms of G. In particular, it follows that the map

Z 1 Ñ pG is Γ-equivariant, and thus is the map Z 1 Ñ Zp pGq, as claimed.

The desired Γ-equivariant embedding Zp pGq ãÑ Zp pHq “ pH can thus
be taken to be the inverse of the induced Γ-equivariant isomorphism

Z 1
«
ÝÑ Zp pGq discussed above.
Suppose now that H is an arbitrary reductive subgroup of G of the

same rank. Let us fix a maximal torus T of H. From the initial case
when H was assumed to be a torus, we see that we obtain separate Γ-

equivariant embeddings Zp pGq ãÑ pT and Zp pHq ãÑ pT . But, since Zp pGq

is clearly contained in Zp pHq as complex algebraic subgroups of pT we

thus obtain a Γ-equivariant embedding Zp pGq ãÑ Zp pHq as desired.
Finally, observe that changing the maximal torus T to T 1 doesn’t

affect the embedding Zp pGq ãÑ Zp pHq since pT and pT 1 are conjugate in pH

and this conjugation doesn’t alter the embedding Zp pGq ãÑ Zp pHq. �

Suppose now that F is a number field and G is a reductive group
over F . Assume further that H is a reductive subgroup of G of the
same rank. Clearly then for all places v of F we have that Hv is
a reductive subgroup of Gv of the same rank. Thus, from Lemma

2.5.32 we obtain a ΓF -equivariant inclusion ZppGq ãÑ ZppHq and ΓFv -

equivariant inclusions ZpxGvq ãÑ ZpxHvq for all places v of F . Given
our particular embeddings of F ãÑ Fv we obtain a diagram

(246) ZpxGvq //

«

��

ZpxHvq

«

��

ZppGq // ZppHq
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where the vertical maps are isomorphisms of complex Lie groups equi-

variant for the Γv action where ZppGq is endowed with the Γv action
inherited from the inclusion Γv Ď Γ induced by our choice of embedding
F ãÑ Fv.

From the maps ZppGq Ñ ZppHq of Γ-modules obtain a short exact
sequence of Γ-modules

(247) 0 Ñ ZppGq Ñ ZppHq Ñ ZppHq{ZppGq Ñ 0

Moreover, for each place v of F we obtain from the map ZpxGvq Ñ

ZpxHvq of ΓFv -modules we obtain a short exact sequences of ΓFv -modules

(248) 0 Ñ ZpxGvq Ñ ZpxHvq Ñ ZpxHvq{ZpxGvq Ñ 0

with similar compatibilities as in (246).
We further denote by

(249) inv : ZppHq{ZppGq Ñ H1
pΓ, ZppGqq

and

(250) invv : ZpxHvq{ZpxGvq Ñ H1
pΓv, ZpxGvqq

the connecting homomorphisms associated to (247) and (248) respec-
tively. Under the aforementioned Γv-equivariant local-global identifi-
cations it’s easy to see that invv can be identified with with the com-

position of inv and the localization map H1pΓ, ZppGqq Ñ H1pΓv, ZppGq.
With this setup, we can define the Kottwitz group as follows:

Definition 2.5.34. Let F be a number field and let G be a reductive
group over F . Let H be a reductive subgroup of G of the same rank.
Define the Kottwitz group KpG,H, F q as follows:

(251) KpG,H, F q :“
!

α P pZppHq{ZppGqqΓ : invpαq P ker1
pΓ, ZppGqq

)

If γ P GpF q is semisimple, we denote by KpIγ{F q the group KpG, Iγ, F q.

It will be helpful later to note that our definition of KpG,H, F q
differs from the definition given in [Kot84b] and [Kot90] where, instead,
Kottwitz uses the group π0pKpG,H, F qq where KpG,H, F q is given the

Hausdorff topology inheirted from the complex Lie group ZppHq.
The definition we have chosen to use is more in line with the later

work of Kottwitz and other authors (e.g. see [Shi10]). That said, since
we would like to make use of the material in [Kot84b] and [Kot86b]
we would like to verify that our two definitions agree when Gad is
F -anisotropic.

Namely, we have the following:
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Lemma 2.5.35. Let F be a number field and G a reductive group
over F such that Gad is F -anisotropic. If H is a connected reductive
subgroup of G of the same rank, then KpG,H, F q is finite and, in
particular, is equal to π0pKpG,H, F qq.

To prove this, it will be helpful to make the following basic observa-
tion:

Lemma 2.5.36. Let F be a number field and G a reductive group over
F . Let H be a reductive subgroup of G of the same rank. Let T be a
maximal torus of H. Then, there is a natural inclusion

(252) KpG,H, F q ãÑ KpG,T, F q

Proof. Let us merely observe that, by the proof of Lemma 2.5.32, we
have a Γ-equivariant inclusions

(253) ZppGq ãÑ ZppHq ãÑ pT

which gives rise to a commutative diagram

0 // ZppGqΓ //

id
��

ZppHqΓ //
� _

��

pZppHq{ZppGqqΓ //
� _

��

H1pΓ, ZppGqq

��

0 // ZppGqΓ // pTΓ // ppT{ZppGqqΓ // H1pΓ, ZppGqq

from where it’s clear that we get the desired inclusion KpG,H, F q ãÑ

KpG,T, F q. �

From Lemma 2.5.36 the proof of Lemma 2.5.35 follows immediately
from the following:

Lemma 2.5.37. Let F be a number field and G a reductive group over
F . Let T be a torus in G containing ZpGq which is elliptic. Then

ppT{ZppGqqΓ is finite.

Proof. Let us begin by showing that for any torus S over F there is

a natural identification of pSΓ and DpCq where D is the diagonalizable
C-group with character lattice X˚pSqΓF (the ΓF -coinvariants of X˚pSq).

Now, we write GSc to denote the simply connected cover of Gad.
Then denote by Tad the projection of T to Gad and Tsc the pre-image
of Tad under the surjection Gsc Ñ Gad. Then Tad “ T{ZpGq and the
projection Tsc Ñ Tad is an isogeny so that we have a ΓF -equivariant
isomorphism

(254) X˚pT
ad
qQ – X˚pT

sc
qQ.
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Taking coinvariants and applying the previous paragraph as well as
basic theory of actions of finite groups on Q-spaces, we get

(255) X˚
pxTsc

ΓF
qQ “ X˚pT

sc
qΓ bQ – X˚pT

ad
qΓF bQ “ X˚pT

ad
q
ΓF
Q .

Now, X˚pT
adq

ΓF
Q “ 0 since Tad is anisotropic. Then, a diagonalizable

group D is finite if and only if X˚pDqQ is trivial which implies that

xTsc
ΓF

is finite. But xTsc
ΓF
“ ppTadqΓF “ ppT{ZppGqqΓF so this is the

desired result. �

2.5.1.6. Preservation of properties under Weil restriction. In this ap-
pendix we merely collect the verification that several properties of al-
gebraic groups used in this note are preserved under Weil restriction:

Lemma 2.5.38. Let F {F 1 be a finite extension. Let H be a reduc-
tive gorup over a field F 1 such that Had is F 1-anisotropic. Then,
pResF {QHq

ad is F -anisotropic.

Proof. The claim is trivial given Lemma 2.5.83 since we have the equal-
ity pResF {QHqpF q “ HpF 1q. �

Lemma 2.5.39. Let F 1{F be an extension of number fields. Let H be
a reductive group over F 1 which satisfies the Hasse principle. Then,
ResF 1{FH satisfies the Hasse principle.

Proof. Begin by noting that we have the following commutative dia-
gram

(256) H1pF 1,Hq //

p1q

«

��

ź

w

H1
pF 1w,Hq

=

��
ź

v

ź

w

H1
pF1w, Hq

p2q

«

��

H1pF,ResF 1{FHq //
ś

vH
1pFv,ResF 1{FHq
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The isomorphism in arrow p1q is just Shapiro’s lemma. To see the
isomorphism in arrow p2q we proceed as follows:

(257)

H1
pFv,ResF 1{FHq “ H1

étpFv, pResF 1{FHqFvq

– H1
étpFv,ResF 1v{FvHF 1vq

– H1
ét

¨

˝Fv,
ź

w|v

ResF 1w{FvHF 1w

˛

‚

–
ź

w|v

H1
étpFv,ResF 1w{FvHF 1wq

–

p3q
ź

w|v

H1
étpF

1
w, HFwq

“
ź

w|v

H1
pF 1w,Hq

where, obviously, the isomorphism labeled p3q is just Shapiro’s lemma.
The commutativity of this diagram, and the fact that the vertical

maps are isomorphisms, gives an isomorphism

(258) ker1
pF 1,Hq – ker1

pF,ResF 1{FHq

from where the conclusion follows. �

Lemma 2.5.40. Let F 1{F be an extension of number fields. Let H
be a reductive F 1-group such that Had is F 1-anisotropic, H satisfies
the Hasse principle, and H has no relevant global endoscopy. Then,
ResF 1{FH has no relevant global endoscopy.

Proof. By Proposition 2.2.29 it suffices to show that for all maximal
F 1-tori T1 Ď ResF 1{FH1 that the equality

(259) Zp {ResF 1{FHqΓF “xT1
ΓF

holds. Note though that T1 “ ResF 1{FT for some maximal torus T in
H (e.g. see [CGP15, Proposition A.5.15 (2)]). Note now though that
since

(260) xT1 – pTrF 1:F s

with ΓF acting through its quotient GalpF 1{F q which acts by permu-
tation of the factors, that

(261) xT1
ΓF
“ pTΓF 1

and similarly

(262) Zp {ResF 1{FHqΓF “ ZppHqΓF 1
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from where the equality follows from Lemma 2.2.29 and the fact that
H has no relevant global endoscopy. �

Lemma 2.5.41. Let F 1{F be an extension of fields. Let H be a areduc-
tive group over a field F 1 with Hder simply connected. Then, ResF 1{FH
has simply connected derived subgroup.

Proof. Begin by noting that pResF 1{FHq
der – ResF 1{FH

der. Note though
that we can check derived subgroup over algebraic closure. But

(263) pResF 1{FH
der
qF – pH

der
F
q
rF 1:F s

Since we’re in characteristic zero, the fundamental group splits across
direct products and so

(264) πét
1

´

pHder
F
q
rF 1:F s, x

¯

– πét
1 ppH

der
F
q, xqrF

1:F s
“ 0

as desired. �

2.5.1.7. Some lemmas about transfer. In this subsection we establish
several results concerning transferability of conjugacy classes. We begin
with the following observation:

Lemma 2.5.42. Let F be a field of characteristic 0 and let G be a
quasi-split group over F . Let ψ : GF Ñ G1

F
be an inner twist. Let T

be a torus of G which transfers to G1 (in the sense of [Kal16, §3.2])
then for any γ P T pF q the conjugacy class of γ transfers to a conjugacy
class in G1pF q (in the sense of [Shi10, §2.3]).

Proof. By definition there exists some g P GpF q such that the map
ψ ˝ Intpgq|T

F
: TF Ñ G1

F
is defined over F . Let T 1 be the image of

T under the descent of ψ ˝ Intpgq|T
F

to F . Note then that taking
TH :“ TF and T :“ T 1

F
as in [Shi10, §2.3] we have that θ can be taken

to be Intpψpgqq˝ψ. Then, by definition, γ transfers to a conjugacy class
in G1pF q if and only if θpgq P T 1pF q has an element of its associated
GpF q-conjugacy class defined over F . But, evidently we can take the
image of γ under the descent of ψ ˝ Intpgq|T

F
to F . The conclusion

follows. �

One thing that follows immediately from this is the following:

Corollary 2.5.43. Let F be a p-adic local field let G be a quasi-split
group over F . Let ψ : GF Ñ G1

F
be an inner twist. Let T be an

elliptic maximal torus of G. Then, any element γ P T pF q transfers to
a conjugacy class in G1pF q.

Proof. This follows immediately by combining Lemma 2.5.42 and
[Kot86b, §10] (see also [Kal16, Lemma 3.2.1] �
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2.5.2. Appendix 2: The trace formula in the anisotropic case
and its pseudo-stabilization. In this appendix we record, mostly for
the convenience of the reader and to set notation, the Arthur-Selberg
trace formula in the compact case or, said differently, for a reductive
group G over Q such that Gad is Q-anisotropic (which is a blanket
assumption throughout this assumption assuming throughout this sec-
tion unless stated otherwise). We will often times assume that Gder is
simply connected to simplify the discussion, but this is rarely strictly
necessary.

We then write out the pseudo-stabilization of this trace formula un-
der the assumption that G has no relevant global elliptic endoscopy
(in the sense of §2.2.5).

2.5.2.1. The trace formula in the compact case. In this subsection we
recall the Arthur-Selberg trace formula in the case when Gad is Q-
anisotropic. For the beginning part of this section, one can put no
restrictions on G other than it being reductive.

We begin with the following lemma that will be continually useful
in the following:

Lemma 2.5.44. Let G be a reductive group over Q. Then, the group
GpAq is an internal direct product of AGpRq0 and GpAq1. In particular
the natural map

(265) rGs Ñ GpQqzGpAq{AGpRq0

is an isomorphism of topological measure spaces.

Before we begin the proof, Let us note that we will often times
shorten the notation for an element GpQqx in rGs to the notation rxs.

Proof. (Lemma 2.5.44) Since AGpRq0 and GpAq1 are normal we need
to show that the equality AGpRq0GpAq1 “ GpAq holds and AGpRq0 X
GpAq1 is trivial. This latter fact is clear. The former follows easily
from the decomposition G “ GderZpGq which shows that the natural
map X˚pGq Ñ X˚pAGq is injective with finite cokernel. The second
claim readily follows. �

Because of this lemma we will conflate rGs with GpQqzGpAq{AGpRq0
and, in particular, call this latter topological measure space (with the
measure induced from the Haar measure on GpAq) the adelic quotient.

Let us now set up some of the necessary notation. Namely, let us
fix a smooth character χ : AGpRq` Ñ C and let us make the following
definition:
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Definition 2.5.45. We denote by L2
χpGpQqzGpAqq the space of func-

tions φ : GpQqzGpAq Ñ C such that φpaxq “ χpaqφpxq for all a P
AGpRq0 and such that φχ´1 is square-integrable on rGs.

Note that combining the fact that GpQq X AGpRq0 is trivial with
Lemma 2.5.44 we see that every element α P GpQqzGpAq can be
written in the form α “ GpQqax with a P AGpRq0 and x P GpAq1
and, moreover, a and GpQqx are unique. In particular, the function
pφχ´1qpαq :“ χ´1paqφpGpQqxq makes sense as a function
GpQqzGpAq Ñ C. Moreover, it’s clear that since φχ´1 is AGpRq0 in-
variant it descends to a function rGs Ñ C which we also denote φχ´1.

Let us now set the following notation:

Definition 2.5.46. We denote by H pGpAq, χ´1q the set of C-linear
combinations of functions f “ f8f

8 : GpAq Ñ C where:

(1) f8 : GpAf q Ñ C is locally constant and compactly supported.
(2) f8 : GpRq Ñ C is smooth, satisfies fpaxq “ χpaq´1fpxq for

all a P AGpRq0, and for which fχ is compactly supported as a
function on GpRq{AGpRq0.

If f P H pGpAq, χ´1q note that we get a compactly supported func-
tion fχ : GpAq1 Ñ C defined by pfχqpaxq :“ fpxq where a P AGpRq0
and x P GpAq1 (again using Lemma 2.5.44).

We now make a definition of the operators Rχpfq and Rpfχq for an
element f P H pGpAq, χ´1q. Namely:

Definition 2.5.47. The right convolution operator Rχpfq on
L2
χpGpQqzGpAqq is defined by taking φ P L2

χpGpQqzGpAqq to

(266) RχpfqpφqpGpQqxq :“

ż

GpAq{AGpRq0
fpgqφpGpQqxgq dg

which is well-defined since f and φ transform by inverse characters and
f is compactly supported on GpAq{AGpRq`.

We also define the operator Rpfχ´1q on L2prGsq as

(267) Rpfχqpψqprxsq :“

ż

GpAq1
pfχqpgqψprxgsq dg

We then have the following elementary observation:

Lemma 2.5.48. We have a natural isomorphism of C-spaces

(268) L2
χpGpQqzGpAqq

«
ÝÑ L2

prGsq : φ ÞÑ φχ´1

which is equivariant for the natural GpAq1-action on both sides and
such that

(269) Rχpfqpφq “ Rpfχqpφχ´1
q
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Proof. We can define an inverse of the above map by pulling back a
function φ P L2pGpQqzGpAq{AGpRq`q along the quotient map

(270) GpQqzGpAq Ñ GpQqzGpAq{AGpRq0,

and twisting by χ.
Now, we have

RχpfqpφqpGpQqxq “
ż

GpAq{AGpRq0
fpgqφpGpQqxgqdg(271)

“

ż

GpAq1
pfχqpgqpφχ´1

qpxgqdg(272)

“ Rpfχqpφχ´1
qpxq.(273)

from where the lemma follows. �

From this point on we assume that Gad is Q-anisotropic and Gder is
simply connected. This has the benefit of implying that Iγ “ ZGpγq
for all γ P GpQq and thus apγq “ 1 for all semi-simple γ P GpQq.

Let us now appeal to the following result which justifies our termi-
nology of calling the situation when Gad is Q-anisotropic the ‘compact
case’:

Theorem 2.5.49 (Borel, Harish-Chandra). Let H be a reductive group
over Q. Then, the space rHs is compact if and only if Had is Q-
anisotropic.

Proof. The desired result is contained in [Con12a, §A.5]. Note, in par-
ticular, that since H was assumed reductive that [Con12a, Lemma
A.5.2] shows that conditions a) and b) are equivalent to Had being
Q-anisotropic. �

Note then that we have the following well-known result:

Theorem 2.5.50. For any function f P H pGpAq, χ´1q the operator
Rpfχq on L2prGsq is trace class. Moreover, there is a decomposition

(274) L2
prGsq “

à

π1PΠpGpAq1q
mpπ1qπ1

where ΠpGpAq1q denotes the set of irreducible unitary GpAq1 - subrep-
resentations and mpπ1q is some integer (possibly zero).

Proof. This is a classical, and well-known result that follows from easy
function analysis since rGs is compact. For example, see [Whi, §3]. �

From this we deduce the following:
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Corollary 2.5.51. The operator Rχpfq on the space L2
χpGpQqzGpAqq

is trace class and there is a decomposition

(275) L2
χpGpQqzGpAqq “

à

πPΠχpGpAqq
mpπqπ

where ΠχpGpAqq denotes the set of irreducible unitary GpAq - represen-
tations acting by the character χ on AGpRq` and mpπq is some integer
(possibly zero).

Proof. The fact that Rχpfq is trace class follows from the map con-
structed in 2.5.48. The decomposition follows from this map as well
as the fact that AGpRq0 is central in GpAq, hence extending GpAq1
representations to GpAq via a character of AGpRq0 does not affect the
decomposition into irreducible representations. �

We would now like to state the Arthur-Selberg trace formula in this
context. Before we do this, it’s useful to note the following trivial
finiteness result.

Lemma 2.5.52. Let H be a reductive group over a global field F and
let C Ă HpAF q a compact subset. Then HpF q X C is finite.

Proof. This is essentially trivial. It suffices to show that HpF q X C is
discrete and compact. The group HpF q Ă HpAF q is discrete, therefore
so is HpF q X C. But, HpF q is also closed in HpAF q (as any discrete
subgroup of a Hausdorff group is closed) and thus HpF q X C, being a
closed subset of C, is also compact. The conclusion follows. �

From this we deduce the following:

Corollary 2.5.53. Let H be a reductive group over a global field F .
Suppose that C Ď HpAq is such that its projection to HpAq{AHpRq0 is
compact. Then, C meets finitely many HpF q-conjugacy classes.

Proof. Note that since HpF q-conjugacy classes are separated by the
natural map HpF q Ñ HadpF q it suffices to show that the projection of
C along the projection HpAq Ñ HadpAq intersects only finitely many
HadpF q conjugacy classes. But, note that C has compact image in
HadpAq, since the map HpAq Ñ HadpAq factors through the map
HpAq Ñ HpAq{AHpRq0, and thus the claim follows easily from the
previous lemma. �

Let us now assume that f P H pGpAq, χ´1q. We then define, as in
the notation at the beginning of this article, the notion of an orbital
integral:
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Definition 2.5.54. Let γ P GpQq be given. Then, the orbital integral
of f relative to γ is the following:

(276) Oγpfq :“

ż

IγpAqzGpAq
fpg´1γgq dg

This integral converges because of our assumption that f lies in the
set H pGpAq, χ´1q (and, in particular, has compact support modulo
AGpRq0q.

Let us also note that rIγs is compact since Iγ, being a closed subgroup
of G, also satisfies Iγ{ZpIγq is Q-anisotropic. Thus, vγ :“ volprIγsq,
which is equal (by definition) to τpIγq, is finite. Note that both Oγpfq
and volprIγsq only depend on the conjugacy class tγu in GpQq.

Definition 2.5.55. For pπ, V q P ΠχpGpAqq and f P H pGpAq, χ´1q,
we define the trace trpf |πq to be the trace of the operator πpfq on V
given by

(277) πpfq :“ v ÞÑ

ż

GpAq{AGpRq0
fpgqπpgqvdg.

Let us note that any element of ΠχpGpAqq is admissible (as follows
from Harish-Chandra’s finiteness results as in [BJ79, THeorem 1.7]),
and thus this trace is a well-defined complex number.

Before we finally state the trace formula, we record the following fact
implicitly used in the sequel:

Lemma 2.5.56. Let H be a reductive group over Q. Suppose that γ is
an elliptic element of HpQq. Then IγpAq1 “ IγpAq XHpAq1.

Proof. First note that we really do need the assumption that γ is elliptic
as the example in [AEK05, §4, pg20] indicates.

To prove the lemma, we first show that X˚
QpHqQ “ X˚

QpIγqQ. Indeed,
we have isogenies

(278) ZpHq Ñ Hab, ZpIγq Ñ Iab
γ

and hence isomorphisms

(279) X˚
QpZpHqqQ – X˚

QpHqQ, X˚
QpZpIγqqQ – X˚

QpIγqQ

Additionally, since γ is elliptic, we have

(280) X˚
QpZpIγqq “ X˚

QpZpHqq

Putting these isomorphisms together, gives the desired equality.
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Now, we then have

IγpAq1 :“ th P IγpAq : |χphq| “ 1 @χ P X˚
QpIγqQu(281)

“ th P IγpAq : |χphq| “ 1 @χ P X˚
QpHqQu(282)

“ IγpAq XHpAq1(283)

as desired. �

We then have the following:

Theorem 2.5.57. Assume that Gad is Q-anisotropic. Then, for any
function f P H pGpAq, χ´1q we have an equality

(284)
ÿ

tγuPtGus.s.

vγOγpfq “ trpRχpfqq

Let us note that by Corollary 2.5.53 the sum on the left-hand side
of (284) is a finite sum, and thus is convergent. The right-hand side of
(284) is convergent since Rχpfq is trace class by Corollary 2.5.51.

Proof. (Theorem 2.5.57) This follows from the discussion in [AEK05,
§1.1]. Namely, from the discussion therein, since rGs is compact we get
an equality of trpRpfχqq with

(285)
ÿ

tγuPtGus.s.

volpIγpQqzIpAq1γq
ż

IpAq1γzGpAq1
pfχqpg´1γgq dg

But, from Lemma 2.5.48 we know that trpRχpfqq “ trpRpfχqq. More-
over, it’s easy to see that (285) agrees with the left hand side of (284)
for fχ in place of f with the only subtle point being the contents of
Lemma 2.5.56. The conclusion follows. �

Finally, we use Corollary 2.5.51 to deduce:

Corollary 2.5.58. Assume that Gad is Q-anisotropic. Then, for any
f P H pGpAq, χ´1q we have an equality

(286)
ÿ

tγuPtGus.s.

vγOγpfq “
ÿ

πPΠχpGq

mpπq trpf | πq

where ΠχpGq and mpπq are as in Corollary 2.5.51.

2.5.2.2. Pseudo-stabilization. Our goal is now to rewrite
Corollary 2.5.58 in terms of stable orbital integrals. Namely, we aim
to prove the following:
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Proposition 2.5.59. Suppose that Gad is Q anisotropic and G has
no relevant global elliptic endoscopy (in the sense of §2.2.5). Let f P
H pGpAq, χ´1q. Then,

(287) τpGq
ÿ

tγuPtGus.s.

SOγpfq “
ÿ

πPΠχpGq

mpπq trpf | πq

where mpπq is as in Corollary 2.5.58.

To prove this, we will manipulate the left hand side of (286) into the
left hand side of (287). We will mainly be following the material in
[Kot86b, §6].

To start, let us first write

(288)
ÿ

tγuPtGus.s.

vγOγpfq “
ÿ

tγ0uPtGus.s.s

ÿ

tγuPSpγ0q

vγOγpfq

We now have the following

Lemma 2.5.60 ([Kot84b]). Let H and H1 reductive groups over Q
which are inner forms. Then, τpHq “ τpH1q.

Proof. By [Kot84b, (5.1.1)], (since τpHscq “ 1 by the resolution of the
Tamagawa conjecture by Kottwitz in [Kot88]) we have

(289) τpHq “ |π0pZppHq
Γ
| ¨ | ker1

pF,ZppHqq|´1.

Since we have a Γ-equivariant isomorphism pH – xH1, this formula im-
mediately implies the desired result. �

Hence, we see that vγ “ vγ0 for all tγu P Spγ0q. Thus, the above
becomes

(290)
ÿ

tγuPtGus.s.

vγOγpfq “
ÿ

tγ0uPtGus.s.s

vγ0

ÿ

tγuPSpγ0q

Oγpfq

To continue, we recall the following lemma of Kottwitz (see §2.5.1.5 for
notation concerning the Kottwitz group):

Lemma 2.5.61 (Kottwitz). Let H be a reductive group over a number
field F . Let γ0 P HpF q be a given semi-simple element. Then, for a
given semi-simple element pγvq “ γ P HpAq such that for all places v,
we have γv „s γ0v one has that γ „ γ1 for some γ1 P HpF q if and only
if the equality holds

(291)
ÿ

v

obspγ0, γvq |KpIγ{F qq“ 0

where both sides are considered as elements of KpIγ{F q. Moreover, if
there exist such a γ1 then the number of such γ1 (up to HpF q-conjugacy)
is the quantity |KpIγ{F q|τpHqv

´1
γ0

.
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Proof. For the first claim see [Kot86b, Theorem 6.6]. For the second
claim see the discussion succeeding Equation (9.6.3) on page 394 and
the discussion preceding (9.6.5) on page 395 noting, again, that the
resolution of the Tamagawa conjecture by Kottwitz in [Kot88] shows
that τ1pMq “ τpMq for any reductive group M over Q. �

In particular, we see that since Gad is Q-anisotropic and G has no
relevant global endoscopy we see that the following holds:

Corollary 2.5.62. Let γ0 P GpF q be a given semi-simple element.
Then, for a given semi-simple pγvq “ γ P GpAq such that for all places
v, we have γv „s γ0v one has that γ „ γ1 for some γ1 P GpF q. Moreover,
the number of such γ1 (up to GpF q-conjugacy) is τpGqv´1

γ0
.

From this we see that we can rewrite (290) as follows:

(292)
ÿ

tγuPtGus.s.

vγOγpfq “ τpGq
ÿ

tγ0uPtGus.s.s

ÿ

γPSApγ0q

Oγpfq

where SApγ0q are the GpAq-conjugacy classes which are stably GpAq-
conjugate to tγ0u. Proposition 2.5.59 then follows considering the term
on the right hand side is almost the definition of the term on the left
hand side of (287). In particular, we see that in this case, epγq “ 1
because at each place v, we have γv „ γ1 for some γ1 P GpF q, so that
epγq “ epIγ1q “ 1 from which the claimed equality holds.

2.5.3. Appendix 3: Base change for unitary groups. We record
here the version of base change necessary for our purposes. We are
essentially following the results in [Lab09].

For this appendix we fix a CM number field E and let F be its
maximal real subfield. We assume that F Ľ Q. Let us also fix an
integer n ě 1 and let U be an inner form of UE{F pnq

˚. We then set
G :“ ResF {QU and H :“ ResE{QGLn,E. We fix a cofinite set Sunram of
primes p of Q over which G is unramified, and for each p P Sunram we
fix a hyperspecial subgroup K0,p Ď GpQpq.

Next, let us fix an automorphic representation π of UpAF q “ GpAq.
We then denote denote by Srampπq the union of the complement of
Sunram and the finitely many p P Sunram for which πp is ramified relative
to K0,p.

For every prime p R Srampπq let us note that we have an unramified
base change map
(293)

BCp :

$

&

%

Irreducible and smooth
K0,p-unramified

representations of GpQpq

,

.

-

Ñ

$

&

%

Irreducible and smooth
K 1

0,p ´ unramified
representations of HpQpq

,

.

-
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(whereK 1
0,p is the unique hyperspecial subgroup of HpQpq) as in [Mın11,

§2.7] (see also [Mın11, §4.1]).
With this setup, we then have the following result:

Theorem 2.5.63 ([Lab09, Corollaire 5.3]). Fix ξ to be a regular alge-
braic representation of GC. Then, there exists a map

BC :

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

Irreducible discrete
automorphic representations
of UE{F pV qpAF q such that
π8 is ξ-cohomological

,

/

/

.

/

/

-

Ñ

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

Irreducible discrete
automorphic

representations
of GLnpAEq

,

/

/

.

/

/

-

such that for all primes p R Srampπq we have that

‚ BCpπqp “ BCppπpq.
‚ BCpπq_ – BCpπq ˝ c (where c is the conjugation operator cor-

responding to the non-trivial element of GalpE{F q).
‚ The infinitesimal character of BCpπq8 is pξ b ξq_.

2.5.4. Appendix 4: Unitary groups. In this appendix we recall the
basic theory of unitary groups, their local-to-global construction, and
when such groups have no relevant endoscopy as in §2.2.5.

2.5.4.1. Decomposition of the forms of a split group. Before we begin
discussing unitary groups in earnest, it will be helpful to first recall the
decomposition of the forms of a split group G into classes corresponding
to inner and outer forms.

To begin, let F be any field, assumed perfect for convenience, and let
G be a reductive group over F . Recall then the following well-known
definition:

Definition 2.5.64. A form or twist of G is an algebraic group H over
F such that HF is isomorphic to GF . An isomorphism of forms is
merely an isomorphism of algebraic groups over F .

Let us denote by FormpGq the set of (isomorphism classes of) forms
of G. The set FormpGq is a pointed set with identity element the
isomorphism class of G itself.

We recall the cohomological characterization of the pointed set
FormpGq. The group functor sending an F -algebra R to the group
AutpGRq of R-automorphisms of GR is representable by a separated
and smooth group scheme denoted AutpGq (e.g. see [Con14, Theorem
7.1.9]). Note then that associated to this group scheme AutpGq there
are two pointed sets. The étale cohomology set H1

étpSpecpF q,AutpGqq
(cf [Mil80, Page 122]) and the Galois cohomology set H1pF,AutpGqq.
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We have a natural map of pointed sets

(294) FormpGq Ñ H1
étpSpecpF q,AutpGqq

and a natural map

(295) FormpGq Ñ H1
pF,AutpGqq

defined as follows. The first map takes a twist H of G to the AutpGq-
torsor IsompH,Gq (where, here, we have used the identification given
by [Mil80, Proposition 4.6]). The second map is defined as follows. Let
H be an element of FormpGq and let f : GF Ñ HF be an isomorphism.
Then, the association

(296) ιf : σ ÞÑ ιf pσq :“ f´1
˝ σH ˝ f ˝ σ

´1
G

defines a map ιf : ΓF Ñ Z1pF,AutpGqq. Differing choices of f or H
(within the same F -isomorphism class) define cohomologous elements
of Z1pF,AutpGqq and thus we get a well-defined map as in (295).

We then have the following well-known proposition:

Proposition 2.5.65. There is a commuting triangle of isomorphisms
of pointed sets

(297) FormpGq //

��

H1
étpSpecpF q,AutpGqq

uu

H1pF,AutpGqq

where the two arrows emanating from FormpGq are (294) and (295),
and the remaining arrow is the one from [Stacks, Tag03QQ].

Proof. The proof of the bijectivity of the maps (294) and (295) follows
easily from the fact that affine morphisms satisfy effective descent (e.g.
see [Ser13, §1.3, Chapter III]). The commutivity of the diagram is easy
and left to the reader. �

We would like to refine the set of forms of G by decomposing it into
its constituents corresponding to whether a form is so-called inner.
Namely, we make the following well-known definition:

Definition 2.5.66. An inner twist of a group G is a pair pH, ξq where
H is an algebraic group over F and ξ : GF Ñ HF is an isomorphism
such that ιξpσq is an inner automorphism of GF (i.e. conjugation by
some element of GpF q) for every σ P ΓF . Two inner twists pH, ξq and
pH 1, ξ1q are equivalent if there exists an isomorphism φ : H Ñ H 1 such
that φF ˝ ξ “ Intph1q ˝ ξ1 for some h1 P HpF q.
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The equivalence classes of inner twists of G form a pointed set de-
noted InnTwistpGq.

We can also classify inner twists of G cohomologically. To do this,
begin by noting that we have a natural map of algebraic groups Gad Ñ

AutpGq. Indeed, it suffices to give a map G Ñ AutpGq which annihi-
lates ZpGq. This map, on R-points, takes an R-point g P GpRq to the
the obvious associated inner automorphism of GR which is an element
of AutpGRq “ AutpGqpRq. From this we obtain a maps of pointed sets

(298) H1
étpSpecpF q, Gad

q Ñ H1
étpSpecpF q,AutpGqq

and

(299) H1
pF,Gad

q Ñ H1
pF,AutpGqq

Notice that we also have a natural map

(300) InnTwistpGq Ñ FormpGq

given by sending pH, ξq to H.
Note that we also have a map of pointed sets

(301) InnTwistpGq Ñ H1
pF,Gad

q

given by associating to pH, ξq the element ιξ P Z
1pF,Gadq. Again, one

can check that changing pH, ξq within its equivalence class corresponds
to a cohomologous cocycle and thus we get a well-defined map as in
(301).

We then have the following (also well-known) proposition:

Proposition 2.5.67. The following diagram of maps of pointed sets is
commutative with the horizontal arrows being isomorphisms

(302) InnTwistpGq //

��

H1pF,Gadq //

��

H1
étpSpecpF q, Gadq

��

FormpGq // H1pF,AutpGqq // H1
étpSpecpF q,AutpGqq

where all maps are defined as before this proposition.

Now, the map InnTwistpGq Ñ FormpGq needn’t be injective, and we
denote by InnFormpGq its image and call such forms (in the image)
inner forms of G. Evidently InnFormpGq can be a proper subset of
FormpGq. But, while not every form of G is an inner form, there is a
partition of the forms of G in to groupings of the inner forms of certain
special forms of G. We now elaborate on this point. While it is not
strictly necessary, we assume from this point out that G is split. To
this end, we also fix a pair pB, T q consisting of a Borel subgroup B and
a split maximal subtorus T of B. We denote the triple pG,B, T q by P .
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Begin by recalling that a reductive group H over F is quasi-split if
it possesses an F -rational Borel subgroup (i.e. a subgroup B of H such
that BF is a maximal smooth connected solvable subgroup of HF ).
We denote the set of (isomorphism classes of) quasi-split forms of G by
QSpGq and thus, by definition, we have an inclusion QSpGq Ď FormpGq.
These quasi-split forms ofG are the previously alluded to ‘special forms’
for which every form of G will be an inner form of.

Before we state the decomposition of FormpGq in terms of these
quasi-split forms, we explain how to cohomologically classify the sub-
set QSpGq of FormpGq. To begin, note that the inclusion of Gad into
AutpGq has normal image and thus we can form the quotient group
scheme which we denote OutpGq. This group scheme is constant, and
is finite whenever ZpGq has rank at most 1 (e.g. see [Con14, Proposi-
tion 7.1.9]). Note that by definition we have the defining short exact
sequence

(303) 1 Ñ Gad
Ñ AutpGq Ñ OutpGq Ñ 1

which gives rise to the diagram
(304)

OutpGqpF q // H1pF,Gadq //

��

H1pF,AutpGqq
cl
//

��

H1pF,OutpGqq

InnTwistpGq FormpGq

where the verital maps are bijections and the horizontal maps form an
exact sequence of pointed sets. Moreover, we have an idenficiation

(305) H1
pF,OutpGqq “ Homcont.pΓF ,OutpGqpF qq{ „

where „ denotes conjugation by OutpGqpF q. One also has a natural
identification of OutpGqpF q with the group of automorphisms of the
based root datum associated to pG,B, T q (e.g. see [Con14, §1.5] as
well as [Con14, Theorem 7.1.9]).

Let us denote by AutpPq the subpresheaf of AutpGq consisting of
those automorphisms preserving P (i.e. preserving B and T ). Note
then that we get a natural map

(306) H1
pF,AutpPqq Ñ H1

pF,AutpGqq

coming from this inclusion.
We then have the following cohomological classification of QSpGq:

Proposition 2.5.68. The natural map

(307) H1
pF,AutpPqq Ñ H1

pF,AutpGqq
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is injective with image QSpGq. Moreover, the natural map

(308) QSpGq Ñ H1
pF,OutpGqq

is a bijection. Thus, we have natural bijections

(309) H1
pF,AutpPqq «ÝÑ QSpGq

«
ÝÑ H1

pF,OutpGqq

Proof. Let us begin by showing that the image of the map in (307)
is precisely QSpGq. To do this, let ι is a cocycle of AutpGqpF q with
corresponding form H. Suppose now that ι lies in the image of
H1pF,AutpPq. Then, ι also gives rise (by restriction) to a cocycle in
H1pF,AutpBqq and thus, by definition, B descends to a form B1 of B
over F . Since we obtained the cocycle of H1pF,AutpBqq by restriction
of a cocycle in H1pF,AutpGqq we see that we have an embedding B1 ãÑ

H. It’s not hard then to see that the image of this B1 is a Borel
subgroup of H, and thus H is quasi-split.

Suppose now that H P QSpGq and fix a pair pB1, T 1q of an F -rational
Borel subgroup of H and a maximal torus T 1 contained in B1. Se-
lect an isomorphism f : GF Ñ HF . Note that by standard algebraic
group theory the pair pf´1pB1

F
q, f´1pT 1

F
qq must be conjugate to the

pair pBF , TF q by some element g P GpF q. Note that H corresponds to
the cocycle ιf in H1pF,AutpGqq. Note then that ιf is cohomologous to
the cocycle ι1 : σ ÞÑ gιf pσqσpgq

´1. But, note that ι1 (by construction)
lands in the image of H1pF,AutpPqq as desired.

If we can show that the map H1pF,AutpPqq Ñ H1pF,OutpGqq is an
isomorphism then, since the diagram

(310) H1pF,AutpPqq //

��

QSpGq

ww

H1pF,OutpGqq

commutes the injectivity of H1pF,AutpPqq and the bijectivity of the
map QSpGq Ñ H1pF,OutpGqq will follow. Thus, we focus on this.

Let us note that the map AutpPq Ñ OutpGq is split (by any pin-
ning of the triple pG,B, T q) and thus so is the map H1pF,AutpPqq Ñ
H1pF,OutpGqq. This shows that the map
H1pF,AutpPqq Ñ H1pF,OutpGqq is surjective. To show the map is
injective note that we have a short exact sequence of group schemes

(311) 1 Ñ T {ZpGq Ñ AutpPq Ñ OutpGq Ñ 1

and thus (by the twisting trick of [Ser13, I, §5.7]) it sufifices to show that
for all OutpGqpF q-valued cocycles a one has that H1pF, pT {ZpGqqaq “
0. But, since T is split and the action of a on X˚pT {ZpGqq is by
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permutation of roots, we see that pT {ZpGqqa is an induced torus, and
thus the vanishing follows from Shapiro’s lemma and Hilbert’s theorem
90. �

As a final observation, we give a decomposition of FormpGq into inner
forms of the quasi-split forms of G. Namely, we have the following:

Proposition 2.5.69. There is a decomposition

(312) FormpGq “
ğ

H0PQSpGq

InnFormpH0q

Proof. Let us note that we have the exact sequence

(313) 1 Ñ Gad
Ñ AutpGq Ñ OutpGq Ñ 1

which gives rise to the exact sequence

(314) H1
pF,Gad

q Ñ H1
pF,AutpGqq

p
ÝÑ H1

pF,OutpGqq

Then, clearly, we have a decomposition

(315) H1
pF,AutpGqq “

ğ

aPH1pF,AutpGq

p´1
paq

But, by the contents of [Ser13, I, §5.5] we know that p´1paq is iden-
tified of a quotient of H1pF,Gad

a q. But, it’s not hard to see that if a
corresponds to H P QSpGq by Proposition 2.5.68 then Gad

a “ Had, and
the conclusion follows. �

The above decomposition gives us a map FormpGq Ñ QSpGq. For
an element H of FormpGq we denote by H˚, an element of QSpGq, the
image of H under this map. For a split group G over F we call an
element H of FormpGq an outer form if H˚ ‰ G. Equivalently, H is an
outer form if its image in H1pF,OutpGqq is non-trivial.

The last useful lemma we record is the following, which is easy (it
follows from the proof of Proposition 2.5.69) and is left to the reader:

Lemma 2.5.70. Let H be an element of FormpGq and H0 an element
of QSpGq. Then, H˚ “ H0 if and only if clpHq “ clpH0q.

2.5.4.2. Unitary groups: basic definitions and properties. We now spe-
cialize and elaborate the discussion from the previous subsection in the
case when G “ GLn,F . In particular, we recall the theory of unitary
groups over F by which we mean forms of GLn,F . For simplicity we
assume that F has characteristic 0.

To begin, let us fix the pair pB, T q in the case of GLn,F to be the
standard Borel Bn of upper triangular matrices, and the standard torus
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Tn of diagonal matrices. It is then not hard to check that the auto-
morphisms of the associated based root datum are isomorphic to Z{2Z.
From this we deduce that we have natural bijections

(316)
H1
pF,OutpGLn,F qq – Homcont.pΓF ,Z{2Zq

– tétale algebras of degree 2 over F u

which are identifications we freely make. Here an étale algebra of degree
2 over F means either F ˆ F , the split étale algebra, or a degree 2
extension E over F .

Before we continue, it will be helpful to clarify some notation con-
cerning central simple algebras (or their generalizations Azumaya al-
gebras) and their involutions. We begin by recalling the following def-
inition.

Definition 2.5.71. Let R be a (commutative unital) ring. Then an
Azumaya algebra over R is a (possibly non-commutative) unital R-
algebra A such that there exists some faithfully flat (commutative uni-
tal) R-algebra R1 such that AR1 is isomorphic to MatnpR

1q as an R1-
algebra.

We will only be interested in dealing with Azumaya algebras over
degree 2 étale algebras over F , in which case such objects take a par-
ticularly simple form.

Namely, we have the following easy lemma:

Lemma 2.5.72. Let R be a (commutative unital) ring.

(1) If RÑ S is a ring map, and A is an Azumaya algebra over R,
then AS is an Azumaya algebra over S.

(2) If R is a field, then an R-algebra A is an Azumaya algebra if
and only if it’s a central simple R-algebra.

(3) If R “ F ˆ F , where F is a field, then an R-algebra A is an
Azumaya algebra if and only if A – ∆1 ˆ∆2 where ∆1 and ∆2

are central simple F -algebras.

Azumaya algebras can support involutions of particular interest to
us, ones of the so-called second kind. We record here the rigourous
definition:

Definition 2.5.73. Let F be a field of characteristic 0 and E a degree
2 étale algebra over F and let us write σ for the non-trivial element of
GalpE{F q. If A is an Azumaya algebra over E, then an involution of
the second kind is a morphism AÑ A, denoted x ÞÑ x˚, satisfying the
following properties:

(1) px` yq˚ “ x˚ ` y˚ for all x, y P A.
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(2) pxyq˚ “ y˚x˚ for all x, y P A.
(3) x˚ “ σpxq for all x P E.

We shall often write pA, ˚q for a pair of an Azumaya algebra and an
involusion of the second kind. To such a pair pA, ˚q we can associate a
unitary group:

Definition 2.5.74. Let F be a field of characteristic 0 and E a 2-
dimensional étale algebra over F . Then, for a pair pA, ˚q of an an
Azumaya algebra A over E and ˚ is an involution of the second kind we
define the unitary group of pA, ˚q, denoted UpA, ˚q, to be the algebraic
F -group whose R-points are given by

(317) UpA, ˚qpRq :“ tx P AR : xx˚ “ 1u

Let us now make the following elementary observation

Lemma 2.5.75. Let F be a field of characteristic 0 and E “ F ˆ F .
Then, up to isomorphism, the only Azumaya algebras over E with an
involution of the second kind are those of the form p∆ ˆ ∆op, ˚switchq
where ∆ is a central simple F -algebra and

(318) ˚switch px, yq “ py, xq

Moreover,

(319) Up∆ˆ∆, ˚switchq – ∆ˆ

as algebraic groups over F .

Proof. The first claim is [Knu+98, Proposition 2.14]. The second claim
is then clear. �

From this, we immediately deduce the following:

Lemma 2.5.76. Let F be a field of characteristic 0 and let E be a
degree 2 extension of F . Let p∆, ˚q be a central simple E-algebra and
let Up∆, ˚q be its associated unitary group. Then, Up∆, ˚qE – ∆ˆ.

Proof. It’s not hard to see that

(320) Up∆, ˚qE – Up∆E, ˚Eq

where ∆E is now an Azumaya algebra over E bF E “ E ˆ E. By the
previous lemma we know that

(321) p∆E, ˚Eq – p∆
1
ˆ∆1, ˚switchq

for some central simple E-algebra ∆1. Since ∆ naturally embeds into
∆E it’s not hard to see that ∆1 – ∆ and thus Up∆, ˚qE – ∆ˆ from the
previous lemma. �
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The last definition we require before returning to our analysis of the
forms of GLn,F is the follwing:

Definition 2.5.77. Let F be a field of characteristic 0 and E a 2-
dimensional étale algebra over F . A Hermitian space relative to E{F
is a pair pV, x´,´yq consisting of a free E-module V together a non-
degenerate F -linear pairing

(322) x´,´y : V ˆ V Ñ E

such that x´,´y is E-linear in the first entry and satisfies

(323) xv, wy “ σpxw, vyq

where σ is the non-trivial element of GalpE{F q.
For a Hermitian space pV, x´,´yq we define UpV, x´,´yq to be the

algebraic F -group so that on F -algebras R we have the following:

(324) UpV, x´,´yqpRq :“

tg P GLRpVRq : xgv, gwy “ xv, wy for all v, w P VEu

Now, combining (316) with Proposition 2.5.68 we see that we have
a bijection

(325) QSpGLnq – tétale algebras of degree 2 over F u

For an étale algebra E over F of degree 2 let us denote by UE{F pnq
˚

the element of QSpGLnq corresponding to E. We then have the fol-
lowing description of U˚E{F pnq which is well-known, and whose proof is
elementary and left to the reader:

Lemma 2.5.78. Let E be an etale algebra of degree 2 over F . If E
is split then UE{F pnq

˚ – GLn. If E is a degree 2 extension of F then
there is an isomorphism

(326) UE{F pnq
˚
– UpEn, x´,´y0q

where

(327) xx, yy0 :“ xJJNy

where

(328) JN “

¨

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˝

0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 1
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 ´1 0
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1 0 0
... . .

.
. .
.

0 0

0 ¨ ¨ ¨
... 0 0

p´1qN´1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0

˛

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‚
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Thus, combining this lemma with Proposition 2.5.69 we deduce that

(329) FormpGLn,F q “
ğ

E

InnFormpUE{F pnq
˚
q

and, in particular, the outer forms of GLn are precisely the inner forms
of some UE{F pnq

˚ where E is a degree 2 extension of F .
The last thing we would like to do is explicate the structure of the

pointed set InnFormpUE{F pnq
˚q. Namely, we would like to claim the

following:

Lemma 2.5.79. The elements of InnFormpUE{F pnq
˚q are precisely

UpA, ˚q where A is an Azumaya algebra over E of F -dimension 2n2

over F .

Proof. Let us first note that the fact that every form of GLn,F is of
the form UpA, ˚q for some Azumaya algebra over a degree 2 etale
algebra over F is classical (e.g. see [PS92, §2.3.4]). The fact that
InnFormpGLn,F q is just ∆ˆ for a central simple algebra over F is also
well-known (see loc. cit.).

Let us now deal with the non-split case. Let us note that by Lemma
2.5.70 that an element H “ UpA, ˚q of FormpGLn,F q is in
InnFormpUE{F pnq

˚q if and only if clpHq “ clpUE{F pnq
˚q “ E. More-

over, by functoriality we know that clpHEq “ clpHqE and since E is
the unique non-trivial element of H1pF,Z{2Zq with trivial image in
H1pE,Z{2Zq. Thus, we see that H is in InnFormpUE{F pnq

˚q if and
only if clpHEq is trivial. But, this is equivalent to saying that HE

is in InnFormpGLn,F q which, by the previous paragraph, shows that
HE – ∆ˆ for some central simple algebra ∆ over E. Note then that
this implies that ZpHqE is split. But, if A is an Azumaya algebra
over E 1 then one can easily show compute that ZpHq is the unique
1-dimensional torus over F split over E 1. Thus, E “ E 1 as desired. �

We end this section with the well-known classification of unitary
groups over local fields. We begin with the classification over R:

Lemma 2.5.80. There is a natural decomposition

(330) FormpGLn,Rq “ InnFormpGLn,Rq \ InnFormpUC{Rpnq
˚
q

Moreover, we have that

(331) InnFormpGLn,Rq “

#

tGLn,Ru if n odd

tGLn,R,GLn
2
pHqu if n even

where H is the Hamiltonian quaternions and

(332) InnFormpUC{Rpnq
˚
q “ tUpp, qq : 0 ď p ď q ď n and p` q “ nu
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where Upp, qq “ UpRn, x´,´ypp,qq where
(333)
xpx1, . . . , xnq, py1, . . . , ynqypp,qq :“ x1y1`¨ ¨ ¨`xpyp´xp`1yp`1´¨ ¨ ¨´xnyn

Proof. The claim concerning the inner forms of GLn,R follows immedi-
ately from the observation that H1pR,PGLnq injects in to BrpRqr2ns
and since BrpRq “ Z{2Z the claim follows quite easily.

The second claim follows from a computation of H1pR, pUC{Rpnq
˚qadq.

Let us note that Upnq :“ Up0, nq is an inner form of UC{Rpnq, since it’s
not an inner form of GLn,R, and thus it suffices to compute
H1pR, Upnqadq. Note though that by [Bor14, Theorem 9] this is equal
to
H1pR, T q{WT pRq where T is a fundamental torus (i.e. a maximal torus
of minimal split rank) in Upnqad. But, Upnqad is R-anisotropic so we can
take T to be any maximal torus, namely T “ Up1qn{ZpUpnqq (where
Up1q is the unique non-split torus over R). But, as can be easily cal-
culated H1pR, Up1qq “ Z{2Z and thus H1pR, T q “ ppZ{2Zqn{pZ{2Zqq
where Z{2Z is embedded diagonally in pZ{2Zqn. But, as can be easily
checked (and as holds for any elliptic maximal torus in an R-group),
the group scheme WT is constant. Thus, WT pRq “ WT pCq “ Sn. It’s
easy to check that the Sn action on H1pR, T q is the obvious one and
thus

(334)
H1
pR, Upnqad

q – ppZ{2Zqn{pZ{2Zqq{Sn
– tpp, qq P N2 : 0 ď p ď q and p` q “ nu

It’s then easy to check that Upp, qq, which is an inner form of pUC{Rpnq
˚

is sent to pp, qq under the natural map
InnFormpUpnqadq Ñ H1pR, Upnqadq from where the conclusion follows.

�

We now state the analogous classification of unitary groups over p-
adic local fields:

Lemma 2.5.81. Let F be a p-adic local field. There is a natural de-
composition

(335) FormpGLn,F q “ InnFormpGLn,F q \
ğ

E

InnFormpUE{F pnq
˚
q

where E travels over the degree 2 extensions of F (of which there are
only finitely many). Moreover,

(336) InnFormpGLn,F qtGLkpD i
j
q : pi, jq “ 1 and jk “ nu
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where D i
j

is the division algebra over F of invariant
i

j
and

(337) InnFormpUE{F pnq
˚
q –

#

teu if n odd

Z{2Z if n even

Proof. The first claim follows quite easily from the fact (see [Mil, Chap-
ter IV,§4]) that the inner forms of GLn,F are of the form ∆ˆ where ∆
is a central simple F -algebra of dimension n2 and that such division
algebras are all of the form MatmpD i

j
q where D i

j
is the division algebra

of invariant i
j

(in the sense loc. cit.).

The second claim follows, again, by explicitly computing the pointed
set H1pF, pUE{F pnq

˚qadq. Let us set H :“ pUE{F pnq
˚qad. We use

[Kot86b, Theorem 1.2] to equate this to the computation of

π0pZp pHq
ΓF q. But, Zp pHq – Z{nZ and it’s not hard to check that

ΓF acts through its quotient GalpE{F q and the non-trivial element
of GalpE{F q acts by multiplication by ´1. The conclusion easily fol-
lows. �

2.5.4.3. Anisotropicity and unitary groups. In this subsection we list
some natural conditions that guarantee anisotropicity (modulo center)
of unitary groups as well as the existence of elliptic maximal tori.

We start with the following:

Lemma 2.5.82. Let E be a degree 2 étale algebra over F and set G˚

to be U˚E{F pnq. Let us set then set G :“ UpA, ˚q to be an inner form of
G˚ Then:

(1) If E – F ˆ F then G satisfies that Gad is F -anisotropic if and
only if G – Dˆ where Dˆ is an F -central division algebra over
F .

(2) If E is a degree 2 extension of F , then G satisfies that Gad is
F -ansiotropic if G – UpD, ˚q where D is an E-central division
algebra.

Before we prove this, it’s useful to first recall the following:

Lemma 2.5.83. Let F be a field of characteristic 0 and let G be a
connected reductive group over F . Then, Gad is F -anisotropic if and
only if GpF q contais no non-trivial unipotent elements.

Proof. This follows from the contents of [BT72, §8]. �

Lemma 2.5.82. Suppose first that E – F ˆ F and that Gad is F -
anisotropic. Then, we know from (or rather via the proof of) Lemma
2.5.79 that G – ∆ˆ for some F -central simple algebra ∆. Note then
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that by the Artin-Wedderburn theorem that ∆ˆ – GLmpDq for some
(necessarily unique) F -central division algebra D. If m ą 1 then
GpF q “ GLmpDq contains GLmpF q which implies that GpF q contains
a unipotent element which contradicts Lemma 2.5.83. Thus m “ 1 and
thus G – Dˆ as desired.

Conversely, if G – Dˆ then to show that Gad is anisotropic it suffices,
by Lemma 2.5.83, to show that GpF q “ Dˆ contains no non-trivial
unipotent elements. But, note that the natural left action of Dˆ on
itself gives an embedding ι : G ãÑ GLF pDq and so it suffices to show
that the map Dˆ ãÑ GLF pDq on F -points has no unipotent elements
in the image. But, if u P Dˆ were unipotent then that would mean
that pιpuq ´ Iqn “ 0 for some n ě 1. Note though that ι arises from
an algebra embedding ι : D ãÑ EndF pDq which allows us to rewrite
this equation as ι ppu´ 1qnq “ 0. Since ι is injective this implies that
pu ´ 1qn “ 0 and since D is a division algebra this implies that u “ 1
as desired.

Suppose now that E is a degree 2 extension of F and let G – UpD, ˚q
whereD is an E-central division algebra. By Lemma 2.5.83 it suffices to
show that UpD, ˚qpF q contais no non-trivial unipotent elements. Note
though that, by definition, UpD, ˚q is contained in ResE{FD

ˆ. So,

(338) UpD, ˚qpF q Ď ResE{FD
ˆ
“ Dˆ

The same argument as in the last paragraph then shows that no non-
trivial unipotent elements exist. �

Remark 2.5.84. One cannot change (2) in Lemma 2.5.82 to an if and
only if. Indeed, note that over R, for example, Upnq :“ Up0, nq is
anisotropic but is of the form UpMatnpRq, ˚q.

We now would like to explain when unitary groups over a local field
F contain elliptic maximal tori. If F is a p-adic local field this is a
non-question by Lemma 2.5.6. Suppose now that F “ R we then have
the following:

Lemma 2.5.85. Let n ą 1 be an integer. Then, a form G of GLn,R
has an elliptic maximal torus if:

(1) If n “ 2 and G arbitrary.
(2) If n ą 2 and G is an outer form of GLn,R.

Proof. By the classification in 2.5.80 and [Kal16, Lemma 3.2.1] it suf-
fices to analyze for which n do GLn,R and Upnq “ Up0, nq have elliptic
maximal tori. In the former case since the elliptic maximal tori in
GLn,F , for any field F , are of the form ResF 1{FGm,E where F 1 is a de-
gree n extension of F 1 it’s clear that elliptic maximal tori exist if and
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only if n “ 2. For the latter case since Upnq is always R-anisotropic the
answer is clearly that elliptic maximal tori exist for all n. The deisred
conclusion follows. �

2.5.4.4. Local-to-global definitions of unitary groups. We now explain
the methodology for the construction of global unitary groups from
local ones. In other words, we discuss the question of whether or not
there is a (unique) unitary group over a number field F whose base
change to Fv (for all places v of F ) is some pre-perscribed unitary
group.

So, let us fix F to be a global field (assumed to be a number field
for convenience). From the last section we know that to give a form of
GLn,F is the same as to give a class in H1pF,AutpGLn,F qq. Note then
that for every place v of F we have the usual localization map

(339) H1
pF,AutpGLn,F qq Ñ H1

pFv,AutpGLn,F qq

We can then assemble these maps to give a map

(340) loc : H1
pF,AutpGLn,F qq Ñ

ź

v

H1
pFv,AutpGLn,F qq

To begin, we have the following well-known lemma:

Lemma 2.5.86. The localizaton map (339) is injective.

Proof. Note that the sequence (303) for GLn,F

(341) 1 Ñ PGLn,F Ñ AutpGLn,F q Ñ Z{2ZÑ 1

splits. Thus, it suffices to prove that the maps

(342) H1
pF,PGLn,F q Ñ

ź

v

H1
pFv,PGLn,F q

and

(343) H1
pF,Z{2Zq Ñ

ź

v

H1
pFv,Z{2Zq

are injective.
To see that the map in (342) is injective, note that via the sequence

(344) 1 Ñ Gm Ñ GLn Ñ PGLn,F Ñ 1
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we get a commutative diagram

(345) H1pF,PGLn,F q //

��

ź

v

H1
pFv,PGLn,F q

��

H2pF,Gmq //
ź

v

H2
pFv,Gmq

where all vertical maps are injective (using Hilbert’s theorem 90 to-
gether with the theory of twists as in [Ser13, Part I, §5.7]). Thus it
suffices to show that the map

(346) H2
pF,Gmq Ñ

ź

v

H2
pFv,Gmq

is injective. But, there are is an obvious commutative diagram

(347) BrpF q //

��

ź

v

BrpFvq

��

H2pF,Gmq //
ź

v

H2
pFv,Gmq

where the vertical maps are isomorphisms. Thus, it suffices to show
that

(348) BrpF q Ñ
ź

v

BrpFvq

is injective. This follows form the fundamental exact sequence of class
field theory (e.g. take the limit of the map in [Mil, Chapter VII, Corol-
lary 4.3]).

The fact that the map

(349) H1
pF,Z{2Zq Ñ

ź

v

H1
pFv,Z{2Zq

is injective follows from basic algebraic number theory. Namely, Kum-
mer theory implies that this is equivalent to the injectivity of the map

(350) Kˆ
{pKˆ

q
2
Ñ

ź

v

Kˆ
v {pK

ˆ
v q

2

which is simple to see (e.g. see [Mil, Chapter VII, Theorem 1.1]). �

As a corollary of the above we obtain the following:
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Corollary 2.5.87. For any degree 2 étale algebra E over F the natural
map

(351) locE : InnFormpUE{F pnq
˚
q Ñ

ź

v

InnFormpUEv{Fvpnq
˚
q

is injective.

Here we are abusing notation by denoting EbF Fv by Ev. Of course,
since E is a degree 2 étale algebra over F , Ev is a degree 2 étale algebra
over Fv.

We would now like to describe the explicit image of locE. In other
words, we’d like to discuss when a collection of inner forms of UEv{Fvpnq

˚

for all places v of F is the simultaneous base change of some inner form
of UE{F pnq

˚.
To do this it will be helpful to construct a map

(352) εv : InnFormpU˚Ev{Fvpnqq Ñ Z{2Z

This map is given as follows (where we are using Lemma 2.5.80 and
Lemma 2.5.81 without mention):

(1) Assume that Ev is a degree 2 extension of Fv. Then:
(a) if Fv is a p-adic local field then the map

(353) εv : InnFormpU˚Ev{Fvpnqq Ñ Z{2Z

is the unique injective homomorphism.
(b) if Fv – R then the map

(354) εv : InnFormpU˚Ev{Fvpnqq Ñ Z{2Z

is defined as follows:

(355) εvpUpp, qqq “

#

1 if n odd
Yp´ q

2

]

mod 2 if n even

(c) Assume that Ev – Fv ˆ Fv. Then:
(i) if Fv is a p-adic local field then

(356) εv : InnFormpU˚Ev{Fvpnqq Ñ Z{2Z

is the quotient map by 2pZ{nZq after making the
identification InnFormpU˚Ev{Fvpnqq – Z{nZ as above.

(ii) if Fv – R then

(357) InnFormpU˚Ev{Fvpnqq Ñ Z{2Z

is the unique injective homomorphism
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Of course, we have neglected to say what happens when Fv – C in all
cases, but here there are no non-trivial inner forms and so εv is just the
trivial map.

We can now explicitly state which collections of local unitary groups
come from a global unitary group:

Proposition 2.5.88. Let F be a number field and let E be a degree 2
étale algebra over F . Then, the image of the injective map

(358) InnFormpUE{F pnq
˚
q Ñ

ź

v

InnFormpUEv{Fvpnq
˚
q

is the set of all tuples pUvqv in
ź

v

InnFormpU˚Ev{Fvpnqq such that the

following two conditions hold:

(1) Uv – UEv{Fvpnq
˚ for almost all v.

(2) The equality

(359)
ÿ

v

εvpUvq “ 0

holds as an element of Z{2Z.

Proof. This is contained in the contents of [Clo91, §2]. �

Remark 2.5.89. Note that εv is trivial for all v when n is odd, and so
we see that in this case the only obstruction to a tuple pUvqv of inner
forms of U˚Ev{Fvpnq being the simultaneous base change of some inner

form of U˚E{F pnq is that Uv – U˚Ev{Fvpnq for almost all v.

2.5.4.5. Unitary groups with no relevant global endoscopy. We now dis-
cuss sufficient conditions for a unitary group U over a number field F ,
such that Uad is F -anisotropic, to have no relevant global endoscopy
as in §2.2.5.

We begin by observing the following:

Lemma 2.5.90. Let F be a global field and let E be a quadratic ex-
tension of E. Let U be an element of InnFormpU˚E{F pnqq. Then, if

U – UpD, ˚q for D an E-central division algebra then U has no rele-
vant elliptic endoscopy.

Proof. We would like to apply Proposition 2.2.29. To do this we need to
show that Uad is F -anisotropic and that U satisfies the Hasse principle.
The former condition is Lemma 2.5.82. The latter is contained in [PS92,
§6.7].

Now, let T be a maximal torus in U. Then, we need to show that the

containment ZppUq Ď pT ΓF is an equality or, equivalently, that pT ΓF Ď
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ZppUq. Note though that evidently

(360) pT ΓF Ď pT ΓE “ xTE
ΓE

Note though that, by assumption, TE is a maximal torus of UE –

Dˆ. But, all maximal tori of Dˆ are induced, say they are equal to
ResM{EGm,E where M is a degree n extension of E. It is then clear to

see that xTE
ΓE
Ď ZppUq as desired. �
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Part 3. An Approach to the Characterization of the Local
Langlands Correspondence (with Alex Youcis)

3.1. Introduction

The local Langlands conjecture for a reductive group G over a p-adic
field F has held a central role in the study of number theory since its
initial development by R. Langlands. While the precise formulation
of these conjectures for the group G “ GLn,F is classical (e.g. see
[HT01] and [Hen00]), such statements for general G, and especially for
G which are not quasi-split, have only gradually been made precise
over recent years (e.g. see [Kal16b] and the references therein). Such
statements often list desiderata that the local Langlands conjecture
for G is expected to satisfy but generally make no claim that these
properties uniquely characterize the correspondence.

In the case of G “ GLn,F such characterizations classically employ
the theory of L-functions and ε-factors. For other classical groups G,
Arthur realized that one can often use the theory of standard and
twisted endoscopy to relate the local Langlands conjecture for G and
the local Langlands conjecture for GLn,F , thus reducing the character-
ization problem for G to the case of GLn,F . This was carried out for
quasi-split symplectic and orthogonal groups in [Art13] and for quasi-
split unitary groups in [Mok15]. The non quasi-split unitary case was
tackled in [Kal+14].

In [Sch13b], Scholze gave an alternate characterization of the local
Langlands conjecture for GLn,F . This characterization involves an ex-
plicit equation (called the Scholze–Shin equation(s) in the article below)
which relates the local Langlands conjecture to certain geometrically
defined functions fτ,h which are of geometric provenance. This char-
acterization, unlike that appealing to the theory of L-functions and
ε-factors, has the property that it is amenable to study for a general
group G. Namely, the functions fτ,h as in [Sch13b] can be defined for
a much wider class of groups than just GLn,F (e.g. see [Sch13a] and
[You19]) and thus one can ask whether analogues of Scholze’s charac-
terization of the local Langlands conjecture for GLn,F exist for other
groups G.

The goal of this Part can then be stated as giving an affirmative an-
swer to this question for supercuspidal L-parameters (conjecturally the
class of parameters whose packets consist entirely of supercuspidal rep-
resentations). We show that a conjectural Langlands correspondence
satisfying a certain list of desiderata including the Scholze-Shin equa-
tions is uniquely characterized by these conditions. Our method, as
currently stated, cannot hope to handle all groups G but only groups
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satisfying a certain ‘niceness’ condition. For example, both unitary and
odd special orthogonal groups are ‘nice’ whereas symplectic and even
special orthogonal groups are not in general ‘nice’.

3.2. Notation

Let F be a p-adic local field. Fix an algebraic closure F and let
F un be the maximal unramified extension of F in F . Let L be the
completion of F un and fix an algebraic closure L.

Let G be a connected reductive group over F . We denote by GpF qreg

the regular semisimple elements in GpF q and by GpF qell the subset of
elliptic regular semisimple elements. We denote by D, or DG, the
discriminant map on GpF q. If γ, γ1 P GpF q are stably conjugate we
denote this by γ „st γ

1.

Let pG be the connected Langlands dual group of G and let LG be
the Weil group version of the L-group of G as defined in [Kot84b, §1].
We denote the set of irreducible smooth representations of GpF q by
IrrpGpF qq and by Irrsc

pGpF qq the subset of supercuspidal representa-
tions. For a finite group C the notation IrrpCq means all irreducible
C-valued representations of C.

A supercuspidal Langlands parameter is an L-parameter (see [Bor79,
§8.2]) ψ : WF Ñ

LG such that the image of ψ is not contained in a
proper Levi subgroup of LG. We say that supercuspidal parameters

ψ and ψ1 are equivalent if they are conjugate in pG and denote this by

ψ „ ψ1. Let Cψ be the centralizer of ψpWF q in pG. Then by [Kot84b,
§10.3.1], ψ is supercuspidal if and only if the identity component C˝ψ
of Cψ is contained in Zp pGqΓF . We define the group Cψ :“ Cψ{Zp pGq

ΓF

which is finite by our assumptions on ψ. For the sake of comparison,

in [Kal16b, Conj. F], Kaletha defines S6ψ :“ Cψ{pCψ X r pGsderq
˝. For ψ

a supercuspidal parameter, we have

(361) S6ψ “ Cψ.

Indeed,

(362) pCψ X r pGsderq
˝
“ pC˝ψ X r

pGsderq
˝
Ă pZp pGqΓF X r pGsderq

˝
“ t1u,

from where the equality follows.
Define Z1pWF , GpLqq to be the set of continuous cocycles of WF

valued in GpLq and let BpGq :“ H1pWF , GpLqq be the corresponding

cohomology group. Let κ : BpGq Ñ X˚pZp pGqΓF q be the Kottwitz map
as in [Kot97].

An elliptic endoscopic datum of G (cf. [Kot84b, pp. 7.3-7.4]) is
a triple pH, s, ηq of a quasisplit reductive group H, an element s P
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Zp pHqΓF , and a homomorphism η : pH Ñ pG. We require that η gives an
isomorphism

(363) η : pH Ñ Z
pGpηpsqq

˝,

that the pG-conjugacy class of η is stable under the action of ΓF , and

that pZp pHqΓF q˝ Ă Zp pGq.
An extended elliptic endoscopic datum of G is a triple pH, s, Lηq such

that Lη : LH Ñ LG and pH, s, Lη|
pHq gives an elliptic endoscopic datum

of G.
An extended elliptic hyperendoscopic datum is a sequence of tu-

ples of data pH1, s1,
Lη1q, . . . , pHk, sk,

Lηkq such that pH1, s1,
Lη1q is an

extended elliptic endoscopic datum of G, and for i ą 1, the tuple
pHi, si,

Lηiq is an extended elliptic endoscopic datum of Hi´1. An el-
liptic hyperendoscopic group of G is a quasisplit connected reductive
group Hk appearing in an extended elliptic hyperendoscopic datum for
G as above.

3.3. Statement of the Main Result

Throughout the rest of the paper we assume that our groupsG satisfy
the following assumption:

(Ext) For each elliptic hyperendoscopic group H of G and each elliptic
endoscopic datum pH 1, s, η1q of H, one can extend pH 1, s, η1q

to an extended elliptic endoscopic datum pH 1, s, Lη
1
q such that

Lη
1
: LH

1
Ñ LH.

For a discussion on the severity of this assumption see §3.6.2.
We now state the main result. Let us fix G˚ to be a quasi-split

reductive group over F . We define a supercuspidal local Langlands
correspondence for a group G˚ to be an assignment

(364) ΠH :

$

&

%

Equivalence classes of
Supercuspidal L-parameters

for H

,

.

-

Ñ

"

Subsets of
Irrsc

pHpF qq

*

,

for every elliptic hyperendoscopic group H of G˚ satisfying the follow-
ing properties:

(Dis) If ΠHpψq X ΠHpψ
1q ‰ H then ψ „ ψ1.

(Bij) For each Whittaker datum wH of H, a bijection

(365) ιwH : ΠHpψq Ñ IrrpCψq.

This bijection ιwH gives rise to a pairing

(366) x´,´ywH : ΠHpψq ˆ Cψ Ñ C,
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defined as follows:

(367) xπ, sywH :“ trps | ιwH pπqq.

(St) For all supercuspidal L-parameters ψ of H, the distribution

(368) SΘψ :“
ÿ

πPΠHpψq

xπ, 1yΘπ,

is stable and does not depend on the choice of wH .
(ECI) For all extended elliptic endoscopic data pH 1, s, Lηq for H and

all h P H pHpF qq, suppose ψH is a supercuspidal L-parameter
of H that factors through Lη by some parameter ψH

1

. Then
such a ψH

1

must be supercuspidal and we assume it satisfies
the endoscopic character identity :

(369) SΘψH1 ph
H 1
q “ Θs

ψH phq,

where we define hH
1

to be a transfer of h to H 1 (e.g. see [Kal16b,
§1.3]) and we define

(370) Θs
ψH :“

ÿ

πPΠHpψHq

xπ, syΘπ.

the s-twisted character of ψH .

Suppose now that ziso P Z1pWF , GpLqq projecting to an element of
BpGqbas. Let G be the inner form of G˚ corresponding to the projection
of ziso to Z1pWF ,AutpGqpF qq. We then define a supercuspidal local
Langlands correspondence for the extended pure inner twist pG, zisoq (cf.
[Kal16b, §2.5]) to be a supercuspidal local Langlands correspondence
for G˚ as well as a correspondence

(371) ΠpG,zisoq :

"

Supercuspidal L-parameters
for G

*

Ñ

"

Subsets of
Irrsc

pGpF qq

*

,

satisfying

(Bij’) For each Whittaker datum wG of G, a bijection

(372) ιwG : ΠGpψq Ñ IrrpCψ, χzisoq,

where IrrpCψ, χzisoq denotes the set of equivalence classes of ir-
reducible algebraic representations of Cψ with central character

on Zp pGqΓF equal to χziso :“ κpzisoq. This gives rise to a pairing

(373) x´,´ywG : Cψ ˆ IrrpCψ, χzisoq Ñ C,

defined as

(374) xπ, sywG :“ trps | ιwGpπqq.
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(ECI’) For all supercuspidal parameters ψ of G and all extended elliptic

endoscopic data pH, s, Lηq of G such that ψ factors as ψ “
Lη ˝ ψH , there is an equality

(375) Θs
ψH ph

H
q “ SΘψphq,

where h P H pGpF qq and SΘψ is independent of choice of Whit-
taker datum in (Bij’).

For a supercuspidal local Langlands correspondence Π for pG, zisoq

we say that a subset of IrrpHpF qq of the form ΠψpHq is a supercuspidal
L-packet for ΠH . We furthermore say that an element π of IrrpHpF qq
is ΠH-accessible if π is in a supercuspidal L-packet for ΠH .

A priori, the above axioms (Dis), (Bij)-(Bij’),(St), and (ECI)-
(ECI’) are not enough to uniquely specify a supercuspidal local Lang-
lands correspondence Π for G˚ even under the specification of the set
of Π-accessible representations. The goal of our main theorem is to
explain a sufficient extra condition which does uniquely specify a su-
percuspidal local Langlands correspondence.

In the statement of this condition we need to assume an extra prop-
erty of G. Namely, we say that G˚ is good if for every elliptic hyper-
endoscopic group H of G˚ we have:

(Mu) There exists a set SH of dominant cocharacters of HF with the

following propery. Let ψH1 , ψ
H
2 be any pair of supercuspidal

parameters of H such that for all dominant cocharacters µ P
SH , we have an equivalence r´µ ˝ ψ

H
1 „ r´µ ˝ ψ

H
2 . Then ψH1 „

ψH2 .

Here r´µ is the representation of LH as defined in [Kot84a, (2.1.1)].We
say that G is good if G˚ is. We call a set SH as in assumption (Mu)
sufficient. See §3.6.1 for a discussion of the severity of this assumption.

To this end, let us define a Scholze–Shin datum tfµτ,hu for G to consist
of the following data for each elliptic hyperendoscopic group H of G:

‚ A compact open subgroup KH Ă HpF q,
‚ A sufficient set SH of dominant cocharacters of HF ,
‚ For each µ P SH of with reflex field Eµ, each τ P WEµ , and each
h P H pKHq, a function fµτ,h P H pHpF qq.

Let us say that a supercuspidal local Langlands correspondence for G
satisfies the Scholze–Shin equations relative to the Scholze–Shin datum
tfµτ,hu if the following holds:

(SS) For all elliptic hyperendoscopic groups H, all h P H pKHq, all

µ P SH , and all parameters ψH of H one has that

(376) SΘψH pf
µ
τ,hq “ trpτ | pr´µ ˝ ψ

H
qpχµqqSΘψH phq,
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where χµ :“ | ¨ |´xρ,µy and ρ is the half-sum of the positive roots
of H (for a representation V and character χ we denote by V pχq
the character twist of V by χ).

We then have the following result:

Theorem 3.3.1. Let G be a good group and suppose Πi for i “ 1, 2 are
supercuspidal local Langlands correspondences for pG, zisoq such that

(1) For every elliptic hyperendoscopic group H of G the set of Π1
H-

accessible representations is contained in the set of Π2
H - acces-

sible representations.
(2) There exists a Scholze–Shin datum tfµτ,hu such that Πi satisfies

(SS) relative to tfµτ,hu for i “ 1, 2.

Then Π1 “ Π2 and for every pH, zq, either equal to pH, 1q where H is
an elliptic hyperendoscopic group of G or equal to pG, zisoq, and choice
of Whittaker datum wH , the bijections ιiwH for i “ 1, 2 agree.

3.4. Atomic Stability of L-packets

Before we begin the proof of Theorem 3.3.1 in earnest, we first discuss
the following extra assumption one might make on a supercuspidal local
Langlands correspondence Π for the group G which, for this section,
we assume is quasi-split. Namely, let us say that Π possesses atomic
stability if the following condition holds:

(AS) If S “ tπ1, ..., πku is a finite subset of Π-accessible elements of
Irrsc

pGpF qq and ta1, ..., aku is a set of complex numbers such

that Θ :“
k
ÿ

i“1

aiπi is a stable distribution, then there is a parti-

tion

(377) S “ Πψ1pGq \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ ΠψnpGq

such that

(378) Θ “

n
ÿ

j“1

bjSΘψj

(i.e. that ai is constant on ΠψipGq).

We then have the following result:

Proposition 3.4.1. Let Π be supercuspidal local Langlands correspon-
dence for a group G. Then, Π automatically possesses atomic stability.

Proposition 3.4.1 will follow from the following a priori weaker propo-
sition. To state it we make the following definitions. For supercuspidal
L-parameters ψ1, . . . , ψn we denote by Dpψ1, . . . , ψnq the C-span of the
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distributions Θπ for π P ΠGpψ1q Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y ΠGpψnq and let Spψ1, . . . , ψnq
be the subspace of stable distributions in Dpψ1, . . . , ψnq.

Proposition 3.4.2. For any finite set of supercuspidal L-parameters
tψ1, . . . , ψnu one has that tSΘψ1 , . . . , SΘψnu is a basis for
Spψ1, . . . , ψnq.

Let us note that this proposition actually implies Proposition 3.4.1.
Indeed, since each πi P S is accessible we know that we can enlarge S
to be a union Πψ1pGq\ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ΠψnpGq of L-packets. Proposition 3.4.1 is
then clear since every stable distribution in the span of S is contained
in Spψ1, . . . , ψnq.

Before we proceed with the proof of Proposition 3.4.2 we establish
some further notation and basic observations. For an π element of
Irrsc

pGpF qq we denote by fπ the locally constant C-valued function on
GpF qreg given by the Harish-Chandra regularity theorem. We then
obtain a linear map

(379) R : DpIrrsc
pGpF qqq Ñ C8pGpF qell,Cq

given by linearly extending the association Θπ ÞÑ fπ |GpF qell . Here
DpIrrsc

pGpF qqq is the C-span of the distributions on HpGpF qq of the
form Θπ for π P Irrsc

pGpF qq. We also have averaging maps

(380) Avg : C8pGpF qell,Cq Ñ C8pGpF qell,Cq

given by

(381) Avgpfqpγq :“
1

nγ

ÿ

γ1

fpγ1q

where γ1 runs over representatives of the conjugacy classes of GpF q
stably equal to the conjugacy class of γ and nγ is the number of such
classes (which is finite since F is a p-adic field).

We then have the following well-known lemma concerning R:

Lemma 3.4.3 ([Kaz86, Theorem C]). The linear map R is injective.

In addition, we have the following observation concerning the inter-
action between R and Avg, which follows from the well-known fact
that Θ is stable implies that RpΘq is stable:

Lemma 3.4.4. Let Θ P DpIrrsc
pGpF qqq be stable as a distribution.

Then, AvgpRpΘqq “ RpΘq.

We may now proceed to the proof of Proposition 3.4.2:
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Proof. (Proposition 3.4.2) By assumption (Bij), the set of virtual char-
acters SΘs

ψi
, as s runs through representatives for the conjugacy classes

in Cψ and i runs through t1, . . . , nu, is a basis of Dpψ1, . . . , ψnq. It suf-
fices to show this in the case when n “ 1 in which case it is clear.
Indeed, writing just ψ instead of ψ1, we see that it suffices to note that
the matrix pxπ, syq, where π runs through the elements of ΠψpGq, is
unitary, and thus invertible, by the orthogonality of characters.

We next show that for any supercuspidal L-parameter ψ and any
non-trivial s in Cψ we have that AvgpRpSΘs

ψqq “ 0. Indeed, we begin
by observing that by [HS12, Lemma 6.20] we have that
(382)

AvgpRpSΘs
ψqqpγq “

1

nγ

ÿ

γ1

ÿ

γHPXpγ1q{„st

∆pγH , γ
1
q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

DHpγHq

DGpγ1q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

SΘφH pγHq

where here γ1 travels over the set of conjugacy classes of GpF q stably
equal to the conjugacy class of γ and, as in loc. cit., Xpγ1q is the set
of conjugacy classes in HpF q that transfer to γ, and ∆pγH , γ

1q is the
usual transfer factor, and D denotes the discriminant function.

Let us note that we can rewrite this sum as

(383)
1

nγ

ÿ

γHPXpγq{„st

˜

ÿ

γ1

∆pγH , γ
1
q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

DHpγHq

DGpγ1q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

¸

SΘφH pγHq.

because Xpγ1q{ „st is independent of the choice of γ1.
Note that DGpγ

1q “ DGpγq for all γ1 stably conjugate to γ (since
DGpγ

1q is defined in terms of the characteristic polynomial of Adpγ1q)
and thus we can further rewrite this as

(384)
1

nγ

ÿ

γHPXpγq{„st

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

DHpγHq

DGpγq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

˜

ÿ

γ1

∆pγH , γ
1
q

¸

SΘφH pγHq

and so it suffices to show that this inner sum
ÿ

γ1

∆pγH , γ
1
q is zero.

For γ1 „st γ, we have

(385) ∆pγH , γ
1
q “ xinvpγ, γ1q, sy∆pγH , γq,

where invpγ, γ1q P KpIγ{F q
D (as in [Shi10, §2.2]). Since γ is elliptic,

γ1 ÞÑ invpγ, γ1q gives a bijection between F -conjugacy classes in the
stable conjugacy class of γ and KpIγ{F q

D. Hence

(386)
ÿ

γ1

∆pγH , γ
1
q “ ∆pγH , γq

ÿ

χPKpIγqD

χpsq.
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In particular, it suffices to show that s gives a nontrivial element of
KpIγ{F q. Since pH, s, ηq is a nontrivial elliptic endoscopic datum and
γ is elliptic, this follows from [Shi10, Lemma 2.8].

Now, since the set tSΘψ1 , . . . , SΘψnu is independent (by assumption
(Dis)) it suffices to show that this set generates Spψ1, . . . , ψnq. But,
this is now clear since if Θ P Spψ1, . . . , ψnq then we know by Lemma
3.4.4 that AvgpRpΘqq “ RpΘq. On the other hand, writing

(387) Θ “

n
ÿ

i“1

ÿ

s

aisSΘs
ψi

we see from the above discussion, as well as combining assumption (St)
with Lemma 3.4.4, that

(388) AvgpRpΘqq “
n
ÿ

i“1

RpSaieΘψiq “ R

˜

n
ÿ

i“1

aieSΘψi

¸

(identifying SΘψi with SΘe
ψi

where e is the identity conjugacy class in

Cψ). The claim then follows from Lemma 3.4.3. �

3.5. Proof of main result

Let us begin by explaining that it suffices to assume G is quasi-split.
Indeed, note that the assumptions of Theorem 3.3.1 are also satisfied
for pG, zisoq equal to pG˚, 1q and so, in particular, if we have proven the
theorem in the case of pG˚, 1q then we know that Π1

G˚ “ Π2
G˚ . Now,

let ψ be any supercuspidal L-parameter for G. By assumption (ECI’)
we have that

(389) SΘ1
ψphq “ SΘ1

ψG˚
phG

˚

q “ SΘ2
ψG˚
phG

˚

q “ SΘ2
ψphq

for all h P H pGpF qq and where the superscripts correspond to those
of Πi. By independence of characters, this implies that Π1

pG,zisoq
pψq “

Π2
pG,zisoq

pψq. It remains to show that ι1wH “ ι2wH . Since each ιiwGpπq is

algebraic, it suffices to show that for all π P Π1
pG,zisoq

pψq “ Π2
pG,zisoq

pψq

one has that xπ, sy1wH “ xπ, sy2wH for all s P Cψ. By independence of

characters, it suffices to show that Θ1,s
ψ “ Θ2,s

ψ for all s P Cψ. By the

standard bijection pH, s, Lη, ψHq ðñ pψ, sq (cf. [BM20, Prop. 2.10])
and the (Ext) assumption, each such s comes from an extended elliptic
endoscopic datum pH, s, Lηq. Hence by (ECI’) we have reduced to the
quasi-split setting. We now work in the situation when pG, zisoq “

pG˚, 1q.
Let us begin with the following lemma:
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Lemma 3.5.1. Suppose that H is an elliptic hyperendoscopic group
of G and suppose that Π1

Hpψq is a singleton set tπu. Then, in fact,
tπu “ Π2

Hpψq.

Proof. Since tπu is a superscuspidal packet for Π1
H , we have by assump-

tion (St) that Θπ is stable. By the assumption of the theorem, π is
Π2
H-accessible and since Π2

H satisfies (AS) (by the contents of §4), we
have tπu “ Π2

Hpψ
1q for some supercuspidal L-parameter ψ1 of H. Then,

by the assumption of the theorem we have that

(390) trpτ | pr´µ ˝ ψqpχµqq trph | πq “ trpfµτ,h | πq

“ trpτ | pr´µ ˝ ψ
1
qpχµqq trph | πq

In particular, choosing h P H pKHq such that trph | πq ‰ 0 and letting
τ vary we deduce that

(391) trpτ | pr´µ ˝ ψqpχµqq “ trpτ | pr´µ ˝ ψ
1
qpχµqq

for all τ P WE. This implies, since ψ is supercuspidal so that r´µ ˝ ψ
and r´µ ˝ ψ

1 are semi-simple, that r´µ ˝ ψ „ r´µ ˝ ψ
1 for all µ P SH .

By our assumption that SH is sufficient, we deduce that ψ „ ψ1. In
particular, tπu “ Π2

ψpHq as desired. �

Lemma 3.5.2. Let H be an elliptic hyperendoscopic group for G. Let
ψ be a supercuspidal parameter for H and suppose Cψ ‰ t1u. If ρ is an
irreducible representation of CψH then there exists a nontrivial s P Cψ
such that the trace character χρ of ρ satisfies trps | ρq ‰ 0.

Proof. Suppose ρ vanishes on all nontrivial s. Then we have

(392) 1 “ xχρ, χρy “
1

|Cψ|

ÿ

sPCψ

χρpsq
2
“

1

|Cψ|
χρp1q

2
“

1

|Cψ|
dimpρq2,

so that |Cψ| “ dimpρq2. But every irreducible representation ρ1 of Cψ is
isomorphic to an irreducible factor appearing with multiplicity dimpρ1q
in the regular representation of Cψ, which has dimension |Cψ|. Hence ρ
must be the unique irreducible representation of Cψ, which implies that
ρ is isomorphic to the trivial representation, and hence that |Cψ| “ 1
contrary to assumption. �

We now explain the proof of Theorem 3.3.1 in general:

Proof. (of Theorem 3.3.1) We prove this by inducting on the number
of roots k for elliptic hyperendoscopic groups H of G. If k “ 0 then H
is a torus. Since every distribution on H is stable, one deduces from
assumption (Dis) and assumption (St) that Π1

Hpψq is a singleton and
thus we are done by Lemma 3.5.1. Suppose now that the result is
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true for elliptic hyperendoscopic groups of G with at most k roots.
Let H be an elliptic hyperendoscopic group of G with k ` 1 roots
and let ψ be a supercuspidal parameter of H. We wish to show that
Π1
Hpψq “ Π2

Hpψq. If Π1
Hpψq is a singleton, then we are done again by

Lemma 3.5.1. Otherwise, we show that Π1
Hpψq Ă Π2

Hpψq, which by
(Bij) will imply that Π1

Hpψq “ Π2
Hpψq. By Lemma 3.5.2, we can find a

non-trivial s P Cψ and a lift s P Cψ such that xπ, sy ‰ 0. By definition

of Cψ, we have that s R Zp pGq. Now, it suffices to show that Θ1,s
ψ “ Θ2,s

ψ

since then by indpendence of characters, we deduce that π P Π2
Hpψq as

desired.
To show that Θ1,s

ψ “ Θ2,s
ψ for all non-trivial s P Cψ we proceed as

follows. We obtain, by combining our assumption (Ext) and Propo-
sition 2.2.15 from pψ, sq, an extended elliptic endoscopic quadruple
pH 1, s, Lη, ψH

1

q with ψH
1

supercuspidal so that ψ “ Lη ˝ ψH
1

. One
then has from Assumption (ECI) that

(393) Θ1,s
ψ “ Θ2,s

ψ ðñ SΘ1
ψH1

“ SΘ2
ψH1

Moreover, since s is non-central, we know that H 1 has a smaller number
of roots than H and thus SΘ1

ψH1
“ SΘ2

ψH1
by induction. The conclusion

that Π1 “ Π2 follows.
Let us now show that for any supercuspidal L-parameter ψ one has

that ι1wH “ ι2wH for all elliptic hyperendoscopic groups H of G and
Whittaker data wH of H. It suffices to show that xπ, sy1wH “ xπ, sy

2
wH

for all π P Π1
ψpHq “ Π2

ψpHq. By independence of characters, it suffices

to show that Θ1,s
ψ “ Θ2,s

ψ for all s P Cψ. Since s P Cψ, there exists,

associated to the pair pψ, sq, a quadruple pH 1, s, Lη, ψH
1

q as in Proposi-
tion 2.2.15 (again using also assumption (Ext)) where H 1 is an elliptic
endoscopic group of H and ψH

1

is a parameter such that ψ “ Lη ˝ψH
1

.
By assumption (ECI) it suffices to show that SΘ1

ψH
1 “ SΘ2

ψH
1 , but

this follows from the previous part of the argument since we know that
Π1
H 1pψ

H 1q “ Π2
H 1pψ

H 1q. The theorem follows. �

3.6. Examples and Discussion of Assumptions

In this section we discuss examples of groups and correspondences
satisfying the assumptions (Mu), (Ext), and (SS). We also comment
on some possible rephrasings and generalizations of this work.

3.6.1. Examples satisfying (Mu). In this subsection we explain that
several classes of classical groups satisfy assumption (Mu). In partic-
ular, we have the following:
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Proposition 3.6.1 ([GGP12, Theorem 8.1]). Let G be such that G˚

is one of the following: a general linear group, a unitary group, or an
odd special orthogonal group. Then G satisfies assumption (Mu).

We record the following trivial observation:

Lemma 3.6.2. Suppose that G1, . . . , Gm are groups satisfying assump-
tion (Mu), then G1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆGm satisfies assumption (Mu).

We can then quickly explain the proof of Proposition 3.6.1:

Proof. By [GGP12, Theorem 8.1], we can recover ψ from r´µ ˝ ψ in
the case of GLn, Upnq, SO2n`1 where r´µ corresponds to the standard
representation. However, to prove (Mu), one must also prove a result
about recovering ψ from r´µ ˝ ψ not only for G˚ but for all elliptic
hyperendoscopic groups H of G˚. We analyze this for each case.

‚ There are no nontrivial elliptic hyperendoscopic groups for GLn
and so there is no difficulty in this case.

‚ The elliptic hyperendoscopic groups of unitary groups are prod-
ucts of unitary groups so we are done by Lemma 3.6.2.

‚ The elliptic hyperendoscopic groups of odd special orthogonal
groups are products of odd special orthogonal groups so we are
again done by 3.6.2.

�

3.6.2. Examples satisfying (Ext). The authors are not aware of any
example for G a group over F where this property does not hold. If
G and all its hyperendoscopic groups have simply connected derived
subgroup, then (Ext) follows from [Lan79, Prop. 1]. In particular,
unitary groups satisfy (Ext).

All elliptic endoscopic data pH, s, ηq for G a symplectic or special
orthogonal group can also be extended to a datum pH, s, Lηq ([Kal16b,
pg.5]). Since the elliptic endoscopic groups of symplectic and special
orthogonal groups are products of groups of this type ([Wal10, §1.8]),
it follows that symplectic and special orthogonal groups also satisfy
(Ext).

One could likely remove the assumption (Ext) altogether at the cost
of having to consider z-extensions of endoscopic groups (see [KS99]) and
perhaps slightly modify the statement of Theorem 3.3.1 to account for
these extra groups.

3.6.3. Examples of Scholze–Shin datum. In this subsection we ex-
plain the origin of the Scholze–Shin datum and equations, explain the
extent to which such datum and equations are thought to exist, and
discuss known examples and expected examples.
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In [Sch13a], Scholze constructs functions fµτ,h for certain unramified
groups G and for certain cocharacters µ which together form a datum
pG, µq that one might call of ‘PEL type’. In the second named author’s
thesis [You19] these functions and their basic properties were extended
to a larger class of pairs pG, µq which the author calls ‘abelian type’. It
seems plausible that functions fµτ,h (and thus Scholze–Shin datum) can
be constructed in essentially full generality using the ideas of [Sch13a]
and [You19] but using the moduli spaces of shtukas constructed by
Scholze et al.

In [SS13], Scholze and Shin, in the course of studying the cohomology
of compact unitary similitude Shimura varieties, posit that for the class
of groups G showing up in the pair [Sch13a] that the local Langlands
conjecture should satisfy the Scholze–Shin equations for the Scholze–
Shin datum constructed in ibid.—we refer to such conjectures as the
Scholze–Shin conjectures. In fact, Scholze and Shin describe endoscopic
versions of the Scholze–Shin equations and thus arrive at endoscopic
versions of the Scholze–Shin conjectures. They show that their conjec-
tures hold in the case of groups of the form GLnpF q (cf. [Sch13b]) and
the Harris–Taylor version of the local Langlands conjectures.

Using the functions fµτ,h constructed by the second named author
in his thesis [You19] one can construct Scholze–Shin data for a wider
class of groups including the groups G “ Upnq˚E{F where E{Qp is an
unramified extension of Qp. In Part 2, we showed that the Scholze–
Shin conjectures hold true for such unitary groups (at least in the
trivial endoscopic case which is all that is needed in this Part) using
the version of the local Langlands conjectures constructed by Mok in
[Mok15] and for non-quasisplit unitary groups in [Kal+14].

3.6.4. Discussion of Extended Pure Inner Twists. In this paper
we have considered only G that arise as extended pure inner twists of
G˚ (e.g. see [Kal16b]). In general, the map

(394) BpG˚qbas Ñ InnpG˚q,

where InnpG˚q :“ imrH1pF,G˚adpF qq Ñ H1pF,AutpG˚qpF qs denotes
the set of inner twists of G˚, need not be surjective. However, when G˚

has connected center, this map will be surjective (see [Kal16b, pg.20]).
In general, one can likely consider all inner twists by adapting the
arguments of this paper to the language of rigid inner twists as in
[Kal16a] (cf. [Kal16b]).

3.6.5. The characterization in the unitary case. Combining the
discussion of §5.1-§5.3 and the results from Part 2 we see in particular
the following:
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Theorem 3.6.3. Let E{Qp be an unramified extension and F the qua-
dratic subextension of E. Let G be an extended pure inner form twist
of the quasi-split unitary group UE{F pnq

˚ associated to E{F . Then, the
local Langlands correspondence for G as in [Mok15] and [Kal+14] sat-
isfies the Scholze–Shin conjecture and thus is characterized by Theorem
3.3.1.
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